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7here is nothing which for my part 0 like better, Cephalus,

than conversing with aged men, for J regard them as travelers

who have gone a journey which J too may have to go, and of

whom 0 ought to inquire, whether the way is smooth and easy,

or rugged and difficult.

plato, Republic
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Part One

APPRENTICESHIP OF A DOCTOR





Introducing!My (grandfather

probably I should never have known that the Boston Lying-in

Hospital existed, nor indeed should I ever have studied medicine,

had not my maternal grandfather, when I was a small boy, un-

knowingly and unintentionally made me wish to become a doctor.

He was a country physician who practiced in the pleasant rolling

land below the western foothills of the Adirondacks, where the

amber-colored mountain rivers wind to and fro in great curves

before they reach the level valley of the St. Lawrence. His

family, and my grandmothers, a generation before had come to

the North Country from Connecticut over scarcely passable

roads and through the woods, bringing their household goods in

ox carts and driving their cattle before them. His people, as well

as hers, had been farmers of undistinguished and respectable

English stock. There had been Revolutionary soldiers on both

sides, but among my grandfather’s progenitors there was one

individual who aroused in his descendants a bit of romantic in-

terest. His name was Caleb Johnson and he was a seafaring

person; in fact, he was a privateersman, who in the Revolution-

ary War took out letters of marque and reprisal and preyed upon

British commerce on the high seas. The family knew, of course,

that there was a definite difference between privateering and

piracy: if you were a privateersman, you robbed only the enemies

of your country; if you were a pirate, you robbed everyone. This

distinction, plus the conviction that our ancestor had never

actually hoisted the skull and crossbones or made his captives

walk the plank, made us all feel much better.
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My grandfather Carpenter was an erect, neat old gentleman

who wore a small, well-trimmed mustache and the merest sus-

picion of a goatee. A Republican and a Presbyterian, toward

most matters of life he maintained a quietly conservative atti-

tude. If he had been a poker player— which he was not— he

would have held his cards close to his chest. But he had strong

opinions on some subjects and could express them with vigor.

For example, his estimation of the professional abilities of the

other local practitioners— with one or two exceptions— was,

in general, low. In particular I recall his disgust over an amputa-

tion performed by one of his colleagues upon an injured quarry

worker whose leg had been crushed beneath a huge block of

marble. The rattled doctor, with no more surgical background

than that provided by the occasional setting of fractures and the

opening of boils, had cut the flaps of skin and muscles designed

to cover the stump below the point of amputation so that they

had been discarded with the injured limb; and my grandfather

had been called in to do the operation again in the proper fashion.

His comments on this incident were distinctly unfavorable, for if

there was anything he knew all about— for a reason which will

presently appear— it was how to cut off legs and arms.

As in New England, the first hamlets in northern New York

grew along the rivers by waterfalls or rapids, so that mills could

be built to saw the lumber for new homes. The settlers of our

village had found a cascade divided by an island, and they had

built two dams that held back the first long stretch of still water

after the river came tumbling down from the mountains. There,

as a young man, my grandfather came to practice. Aside from

the sawmills, the gristmill, and the marble quarries the com-

munity was agricultural, so that most of his patients were farmers

and their families, many of whom lived at considerable distances

from the village. In his earliest days, during the long and bitterly

cold winters when the snow lay too deep for the use of a sleigh,

he would leave home on horseback with his medicines and instru-
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ments in his saddlebags; and he might be away for days, keeping

my grandmother in doubt concerning his whereabouts and in

some anxiety as to his safety. Later he had built for himself a

sleigh, based upon the North Country pung, fitted with a bottom

of planed and sandpapered boards curved upward at the front

end like a toboggan, which enabled him to ride over any drift that

his horse could wade through without foundering.

I have no idea how good a doctor my grandfather really was.

As a small boy I thought him wonderful, and even today as I try

to view him without the prejudice of affection through the per-

spective of the years and to compare him with the other doctors

of the village, I am still convinced that he was good. My grand-

mother often said that he had never lost a childbed case; but, on

the other hand, I have never met an old country practitioner who

did not make the same boast. However, it is a fact that obstetri-

cal deaths were very infrequent in the rural practice of those days,

probably because there were no telephones and automobiles and

some hours passed before the husband could find the doctor, and

more time still was required for the doctor to reach the patient;

thus the workings of Nature were allowed to perform their benef-

icent functions in an unhurried fashion. In my grandfather’s

early days, because there was no compulsory vaccination, there

was much smallpox; and, because there was no rural skiitation,

there was plenty of typhoid fever; but he needed no laboratory

tests to make a diagnosis; he stood in the door of the sickroom,

sniffed the air, and knew at once which disease the patient had

by the way he smelled.

Perhaps my grandfather’s greatest therapeutic triumph was

his treatment of hysteria. So far as I know, it has* never been

described in any textbook, nor have accounts of it appeared in the

medical magazines; but I now offer it freely to my neurological

brethren. Life on the farm in those times was a dreary affair for

young women; there were no means of entertainment, such as the

movies or the radio, nor was there even the telephone for gossip-
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mg with the neighbors; there was nothing but work from sunup

to sundown. Sunday demanded less labor; but then there was

church, where the minister— usually a Presbyterian— taunted

his congregation with original sin and threatened them with

eternal damnation. Even church socials might prove to be un-

sociable, nor was there often anything festive in church festivals

— certainly there was no joyous paganism, no garlands, no pipes

of Pan, no dancing on the green.

The farmer’s daughter was often unutterably bored; and her

subconscious mind, egged on by her idle estrogens, not infre-

quently reacted in a manner that frightened her parents and

might even have alarmed a less astute psychologist than my
grandfather. The young woman would become the victim of

‘spells’; there would be alternating attacks of uncontrollable

weeping and laughter, periods of unconsciousness, and some-

times convulsions. Called to see such a patient, he invariably

proceeded according to a definite routine, for he knew just what

to do for such shenanigans. His first move was to visit the sick-

room, where he speculatively surveyed the patient, who might

be in an apparent coma, or just lying in bed babbling incoherently

and rolling her eyes. Then he went to the woodshed, where there

was always a shook of cedar shingles kept on hand for repairing

the roofs. Selecting one with a straight grain and free from knots,

with his jackknife he fashioned it into a paddle like the modern

pingpong bat, whittling down the thicker end for a handle. Every

movement was studied and deliberate, and while he worked he

hummed a little tune to himself in happy anticipation. After he

had beveled the edges and rounded the corners, he obtained an

auger from the tool box and with it he bored a number of holes

in the blade.

Thus armed, he returned to the sickroom to effect his cure. Al-

though the ancients believed that the cause of hysteria resided

in the womb, my grandfather knew that there was another region,

more readily accessible, where he could apply his treatment with
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every prospect of success. Acting upon this knowledge, he rolled

the young woman over on her abdomen, pulled down the bed'

clothes, drew up her nightgown, and paddled her buttocks vigor-

ously, using a drawing stroke. Immediately the stupor or the

muttering ceased, giving place to healthy howls of protest

uttered with every appearance of rational indignation. After

receiving the thanks of the family, and announcing loudly in the

patient’s presence that he was leaving the paddle in the wood-

shed, he departed, well satisfied with his work. He had no re-

currences in his cases of hysteria.

Castor oil, my grandfather believed, was a drug of many virtues.

Not only was it his sovereign remedy for constipation and for all

abdominal pains regardless of their cause, but he also used it to

lubricate the axles of his buggy and to dress its leather top. In

addition he was partial to asafetida and iodoform, so that the

pungent odors of these drugs, mingled with that of castor oil,

gave to his buggy a distinctive aroma that only the fresh country

air could dispel. Some of my happiest hours as a small boy were

spent in this vehicle when he took me with him on his visits. He
always explained to me carefully that my duty was to prevent

old Nig from running away while he was inside the house. That

elderly animal, to whom the idea of speed was always distasteful,

would thereupon begin eating grass and I would be left alone with

my thoughts. In due time my grandfather would reappear, bring-

ing me a snow apple or a Northern Spy, or a hot doughnut fresh

from the kettle; and possibly the farmer’s wife might give me a

glass of cider, or a drink of cold, clear water from the pump, tast-

ing faintly of rust.

As Assistant Surgeon in the Thirty-Fifth New York Infantry

— the Jefferson County Regiment— my grandfather had joined

the Union Army soon after the outbreak of the Civil War. He
served at Antietam, Fredericksburg, and Gettysburg; and when

the mood was upon him he would tell me tales of deafening can-

nonades, of gallant charges, of waving flags, and of desperate
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bayonet attacks that for vividness and action far transcended

anything I read in books. His story of the bloody aftermath of

conflict, of his work among the maimed and dying, was strong

meat for a boy of ten; but its sole effect on me was to sharpen my
appetite for more. Only when he was so inclined would he talk

about the war; at other times he would answer my most tactful

hints by saying that he wished he could forget it all.

As a young doctor in rural practice when the war came, he

had learned something of humanity; but the world outside of his

little orbit had scarcely touched him. From the shelter of a peace-

ful life he had been cast at once into the turmoil of battle with its

senseless destruction, its flaming heroism, and its pathetic misery;

never, so long as he lived, could he lose those memories. Antie-

tam, he said, had been the bloodiest; the greatest number of men

had died there on any single day during the Rebellion, but for a

battle in the grand manner nothing could equal Gettysburg. He
had been attached to the Third Army Corps, which, placed on

the left flank and well in advance of the Union line, had met the

full force of the attack on the second day and had only retired

from the Peach Orchard and the Wheat Field when its casualties

had reached a frightful height and its commander, General

Daniel E. Sickles, had lost his leg. A Tammany political soldier,

Sickles was an extremely tough character; the fact that while he

was a congressman he had shot and killed the United States Dis-

trict Attorney for the District of Columbia, who had been philan-

dering with his wife, should indicate that he was a bad man to

cross. He was also a competent and brave officer, making up in

courage what he lacked in military knowledge; and for his heroism

on that second day of July in 1863 he was given the Congressional

Medal of Honor. Although crippled by his amputation, he

scorned all offers of retirement, remained in the service, and saw

sufficient action to be wounded again at the fall of Petersburg.

Since my estimate of generals had been largely based on my
grandfather’s account of Sickles, whom he greatly admired, I was
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surprised, during the First World War, to find so many of our

brigade and divisional commanders stationed a sale number of

kilometers behind the lines in comfortable headquarters—
usually the finest chiteaux in the countryside— or, if nearer the

front, in extra strong dugouts. Possibly the War Department felt

that the military knowledge of our leaders was an asset of great

value, and that, moreover, their plans and stratagems should not

be hampered by any fears of impending dissolution; certain it is

that few of them were killed or even wounded. But Sickles was

no chateau or dugout general; neither was Reynolds, who lost

his life on the first day; neither was Pickett, who lead his hopeless

but heroic attack on Cemetery Ridge. In those days generals

rode horses; sometimes they led charges and waved their swords;

some of them even wore plumes in their hats. They were shining

marks for sharpshooters who hid behind rocks or stumps, or who

perched in trees for the very purpose of picking them off. In the

three most sanguinary battles of the Civil War— Antietam,

Gettysburg, and the Wilderness— eighteen generals were killed

on both sides and thirty-nine were wounded.

When the two armies bivouacked at dusk on July 2, the busiest

night of my grandfather's life began. The Third Corps hospital

was in a wood behind the lines and near the Taneytown road; and

there, with the other regimental surgeons, he worked throughout

the sweltering night without relief. Their tables were planks laid

on trestles; the light by which they operated came from lanterns

hanging from the branches of the trees. Almost all their opera-

tions were amputations, for the safest way to forestall the infec-

tion that was certain to follow an open fracture was to cut off the

arm or leg. My grandfather did his share of these; and in memory

of that night, and so that I might not forget the courage of the

soldiers of both the North and South, he left me when he died the

blood-stained tourniquet that he had used.

The surgeons removed only the bullets or fragments of shell

that they could touch with their probes; the others they left em-
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bedded in the tissues. The skull, the chest, and the abdomen were

forbidden regions; invasion there would only hasten a death that

was almost sure to come in any event, for Listerism, with its pro-

tection against infection, was still two years in the future. They

gave men who had such wounds enough laudanum to ease their

pain, and they left them on the ground to die. There was no

treatment for hemorrhage but the ligature or pressure bandage;

there were no blood transfusions and no means of fighting shock,

but there had been chloroform ever since the Mexican War, and

it did much to soften the horror of that night.

The relationship between my grandfather and myself was of a

particular and private nature. On our drives hours would pass

without a word from either of us, but our silence was the under-

standing of friendship and not the embarrassment of mere ac-

quaintances who have nothing to say. When he talked to me it

was always as if I were of his own age
;
there was no painful sim-

plicity of words, no tedious explanations. If he had known that I

wished to become a doctor, I am sure that he would have been

displeased, for his life had been a hard one, and it would have

pained him to picture a similar experience for me; and so I kept

my counsel.

I can recall that toward the latter part of an afternoon in mid-

summer, we were driving along an open country road. On either

side stretched the green fields of oats and hay, banks of clouds

towered above the maple groves and the pine woods in the dis-

tance, and the air was filled with the sweet scent of clover. The

day was hot and still; I heard the steady clump-clump of old

Nig’s unhurrying feet, the crunch of the buggy wheels on the

gravel, and the sound of crickets singing in the fields. My grand-

father broke a long silence.
4

It was on a day like this,’ he said,

‘ and at about this hour, that Longstreet attacked our lines. We
could see his men advancing beyond the Emmitsburg road 9



Novitiate

A student of medicine begins his novitiate when he goes to

medical school; but he should have entered upon his apprentice-

ship as a doctor many years before, when for the first time he was

allowed free choice in his earlier education. At that point two

roads are always open: one, straight and narrow, that leads

through the sciences with only a few brief detours into general

knowledge; the other, circuitous and serpentine, that wanders far

afield, dips more deeply into the wider realms of learning, and

returns to the highway only when necessity demands— this is

the more entrancing road, for there are more flowers beside it, and

from the ancient hills that it surmounts one sees the world more

clearly. Although the doctor who has traveled this road must

leave it for a space of years when his novitiate begins, when

leisure later comes he can return to explore the inviting bypaths

that branch on either side; but to him who has never trod it they

are forever hidden.

Thirty years ago medical schools required that students on

admission should have completed in college a certain minimal

amount of work in chemistry, and that they should be able to

read either French or German; otherwise one’s education was

one’s own affair. Today the language requirement is the same,

and it still marks one of the most mysterious vagaries of the

educational mind; if one, why not both, pray— medical texts

and articles are written in both tongues. Now, moreover, the

schools demand that students shall have devoted about a quarter

of their time in college to chemistry, biology, and physics; but
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they specifically warn them against the study of biological

chemistry, anatomy, and bacteriology because these subjects

will be taught them in their first two years in medicine. They do

not say, however, that they will teach them these subjects more

thoroughly and extensively, but that is a fact. Neither do they

go farther, as they might well do, and advise them to devote the

remaining three quarters of their time to history, the fine arts,

and the humanities. The bewildered college student, therefore,

assumes that the medical schools do not mean exactly what they

say; and he concludes that if some science is essential as a ground-

work, a preliminary course that is almost entirely scientific will

give him an even better preparation. To an extent, also, this

error is forced upon him by the system of concentration required

in some colleges; and it is occasionally abetted by his dean, who

may be a cloistered person out of touch with the realities of the

world. Because of this mistake the general education of a young

doctor may differ little from that obtained in a technical school;

he may be well fitted for the science of medicine, but he is not so

well prepared for the art of practice, which is a far wider skill.

My own apprenticeship in medicine began at the Phillips

Exeter Academy, where for the first time I found interest and

satisfaction in the English poets, essayists, and novelists; and

where also I acquired facility in the reading of French— that

most flexible of all languages— a nodding acquaintance with the

uncouthness of German, and an appreciation of the majesty and

music in the stately cadences of Latin verse. English under Mr.

Tufts, known to generations of Exonians as ‘Tuffy/ a school-

master of the old New England type who behind a thin mask of

mock severity revealed a personal and abiding interest in each

one of his boys, was a delightful experience. He was a stickler for

the correct use of the mother tongue. ‘ Gents/ said Tuffy, ‘wear

pants, but gentlemen wear trousers/

Through no fault of the mathematics department, but solely

because of a mental blind spot, my innate dislike for algebra be-
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came intensified. At no time during an active life have I found

this branch of mathematics to be of the slightest use to me. In

particular I have always resented those problems that describe

the man who tries to row a boat upstream against a current that

sets him back at an even greater rate: how far below his starting

point will he be at the end of an hour? Such a situation has always

seemed to me the acme of unproductive effort and the apogee of

futility; besides, it is a bad example for the young.

When I was at Harvard President Eliot’s elective system was

in full swing. Under it an undergraduate could take any courses

that appealed to him; advanced courses, however, required a

certain amount of preliminary work in the same subjects. The

points that made some courses popular were, in the order of their

importance: (1) the reputation of the instructor for leniency in

marking examination books, (2) the time of day the lectures

came— the later ones were preferred, (3) the picturesque char-

acter of the professor, and (4) the subject matter of the course.

Every freshman had an adviser, whom he consulted only in a

perfunctory manner, or not at all. Mine was a professor of mathe-

matics; had he been a leper I could not have avoided him more

assiduously. The result of this system was that the student, left

to himself, acquired a heterogeneous fund of general information;

but in its heterogeneity lay its value, for the smattering of

knowledge thus obtained about a considerable number of un-

related subjects often led him in after life to take an intelligent

interest in many different things. In defense of this method, as

opposed to the modern system of concentration on one major

subject, let me quote Oliver Wendell Holmes, who said: ‘I have

often regretted not having trained myself to the exhaustive treat-

ment of one limited subject, and if I thought I should live to be a

hundred years old I would devote ten years of the time, as it is,

to such specialized study. You remember the story of the gram-

marian who had given his life to the study of nouns, and who

regretted on his deathbed that he had not restricted himself to
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the consideration of the genitive case But my nature is to

snatch at all the fruits of knowledge and take a good bite out of

the sunny side
1

Like everyone else, I took a number of bites out of the sunny

side of Holmes’s fruit. One such nibble was a notable one, for it

provided my room-mate and myself with our first taste of practi-

cal pedagogy. He and I had learned that Fine Arts 4 was easy,

so we registered in it; but the unsportsmanlike professor selected

that very year to stiffen the course. Even so, we found the sub-

ject interesting and we did well enough. Just before the midyear

examination one of the instructors, whom we knew, told us that

if we wished we could consolidate our knowledge of fine arts and

at the same time do something big for Harvard. There was, he

said, a candidate for center on the football team who had been

unwise enough to elect the course, and who was making heavy

weather of it. If, continued the instructor, we would tutor this

man he might pass his examinations, and then we might have the

pleasure next fall of seeing him disarticulate the Yale players

one by one.

A preliminary survey of our protege showed him to be a heavy

youth whose mind so far had been unsullied by any statements

that the professor had made. Nevertheless we set to work, and

although we soon found that we must adopt kindergarten

methods, we believed that we were making progress. The first

part of the course was on the early massive ecclesiastical archi-

tecture, and we found our protege a fairly sympathetic student,

possibly because of his similarity of structure. Since the pro-

fessor was an expert on the Gothic, and since his favorite church

was the Cathedral of Notre Dame, it was a practical certainty

that he would ask a question concerning the development of

Gothic architecture in that building. We therefore sent our pupil

into the midyear examination with a quarter and a penny in his

possession, telling him that if he drew a line around the quarter,

then placed the penny so that it touched the circle and drew
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around that, he would have a cross-section of the sixth pier of

Paris. If he drew around the penny placed so it touched the

larger circle at four equidistant points, that figure would repre-

sent the seventh pier; these two diagrams, we added, would

answer the question. Thus equipped, he set out happily for the

examination, clutching his money tightly in his hand. He passed

with a grade of C.

When the second half-year began, however, we had a new

obstacle to meet, for the professor turned to a consideration of

painting. Our pupil found it difficult to understand the subtleties

of such things as the illusion of distance and chiaroscuro
,
to say

nothing of cross-hatching and stippling; great gouts of sweat

stood on his forehead as he studied. When we came to sculpture,

however, we were once more on firmer ground, for we could again

resort to mechanical instruction. We made him remove his

clothes, mount our study table, and represent, in his naked state,

such masterpieces as the Discobolus and the Dying Gladiator;

but his greatest achievement was his simultaneous imitation of

all three figures of the Laocoon, using for the purpose a length of

garden hose borrowed from the janitor. Again he passed his

examination. His only failure, in fact, was in what we had con-

sidered a certainty— he did not make the football team.

To me the most memorable teacher at Harvard was Le Baron

R. Briggs, who had been the much beloved dean of the College,

and who was giving an advanced course in English composition

just before he retired from teaching. He was a homely, carelessly

dressed man of rustic appearance, who looked like Ralph Waldo

Emerson. Gentle, friendly, and understanding; there was noth-

ing of the poseur in him. In writing he believed that one should

always use the right words, and as few as possible, to express

one’s meaning, and that this meaning should be so clear that no

repetition should ever be necessary; in such respects the grace of

his own prose was a shining example to his pupils. He was one

of the few professors of my undergraduate days who paid much
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attention to their students or who remembered them after they

had left; some thirty years afterward he wrote me a charming

note to congratulate me on a piece of good fortune that had be-

fallen me.

Study in Harvard College had been leisurely and contempla-

tive, but in the first two years of medical school it became an

exercise in brute memory under the pressure of restricted time.

Toward the end of the second year, however, a little light ap-

peared through the dense forest of scientific facts. We began to

meet our future patients by studying their excreta in the labora-

tory— a kind of back-door introduction, to be sure, but none the

less encouraging, for up to that time our association with human

beings had been only with the dead and our contacts with the

living had been confined to frogs, turtles, and cats. Before long

we were permitted to examine patients in the hospitals, and soon

we encountered the men who were to teach us medicine. Most of

them were persons of distinct individuality, alive and stimulat-

ing; but the teacher who stood out most vividly among them all

was Frederick C. Shattuck, the professor of clinical medicine.

As an actor, he would have adorned any stage. Wearing a checked

suit of insistent design, a shirt with vertical stripes and a standing

collar to match, and, if his mood was right, a red necktie, he drove

each morning to the Massachusetts General Hospital in his vic-

toria with Hans, his venerable dachshund, sitting beside him. At

the hospital he began his progress through the wards, surrounded

by his entourage of assistants and house officers and followed by

Hans, half a ward or so in the rear. For instruction, interest, and

entertainment his clinics far surpassed any similar exercise that

I have ever seen in our school or in any other— even Osier, the

great god of Johns Hopkins, could produce nothing like. them.

He could meet the constipated Mrs. Arlington Berkeley of lower

Commonwealth Avenue— she who was a Clarendon and had

inherited the family costiveness— and the gouty Tim McGon-

agle, the bartender from South Boston and a notable tosspot, on
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the same ground; and he spoke the idiom of either with equal

ease. There can be no question that he considered Tim the more

important patient; he had a painful and crippling disease; also

because of his occupation he had ministered not a little to the joy

of mankind. On the other hand, Mrs. Berkeley had contributed

nothing to the world except her constipation.

As time went on Hans grew so old that he fell farther and

farther behind on the daily visits, and finally the time came when

he could only sit mournfully in the carriage until his master re-

turned. Seeing that the end was near, Dr. Shattuck waited for a

bright day; he canceled all his engagements, took his pet into the

country, and played with him until he grew tired and drowsy.

Then he gathered him in his arms, drove back to the city, and

had him put asleep with chloroform.

Thirty years ago when I was a medical student we had no

comfortable dormitories in which to live, or clean and attractive

school dining-rooms in which to eat; nor did the University pay

systematic attention to our health. We slept and studied in

dingy rented rooms on Huntington Avenue or near-by, and we

ate— usually at lunch counters— wherever hunger overtook us.

The technique of tucking the napkin into the vest, so essential

to avoid dropping it on the floor when sitting on a high stool,

established a reflex that caused embarrassment on our rare ex-

cursions into the social world. In spite of these handicaps, which

have all been lifted for many years, and in spite, also, of the com-

plete absence of week-end diversions, such as skiing expeditions

and house parties, few of us were ever sick and no one was ever

‘ psychologically maladjusted/ Possibly the casual attitude of

our instructors toward us influenced our outlook toward life in

general. They taught us well and faithfully and they were

friendly and helpful, but any critique of their courses organized

by a group of students would have been considered sophomoric

and impertinent by them, as well as by us. But that was before

the days of youth movements and student unions.
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To the eyes of the nurses we were practically invisible. I was

once assigned to work at the Boston City Hospital in the gyne-

cological clinic, where the nursing service was directed by two

elderly harridans who freely discussed with each other and before

me the trouble that they were having with their false teeth. I

was in a constant dither lest at any moment their conversation

might assume a more functional nature and that I might even

be treated with the same disregard as was Gulliver by the Queen

of Brobdingnag’s maids of honor.

When modern medical students now enter the schools they

have, as has been indicated, a far better scientific background

than had we, whatever may be their deficiencies in general educa-

tion; and when they leave they know vastly more scientific

medicine than did their prototypes of my day. After a year or

two of interneship they learn better what to retain and what to

discard; they still lack experience, but unfortunately there is no

cure for that but time. As one who has taught them for many

years I can see no change in their ability to learn and hold facts

that are new to them; that ability is a quality of the trained mind,

and it makes little difference how the mind is trained, whether it

be in science, or in the humanities, or otherwise. Indeed, their

scientific training may rise to plague them, for it engenders an

abiding faith in so-called methods of precision and a blind belief

in laboratory data. Just inform the modern student of what the

patient complains— never mind about a careful history or physi-

cal examination— tell him about the Wassermann, the blood

pressure, the blood count, and the urinalysis; give him the results

of the stomach wash, the sputum examination, the X-ray of the

chest and the gastro-intestinal series, and the lumbar puncture;

let him know what the blood chemistry— including the plasma

proteins and the cholesterol— shows and it may not even be

necessary for him to see the patient. He will diagnose your case

as quickly as did the doctors of a century ago, who in 1832 knew

nothing about these tests, and almost as accurately.
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Somewhere between the stools of pharmacology and of internal

medicine there falls the science of therapeutics, which has to do

with the application of remedies for the healing of disease. If a

modern medical student were to prescribe a drug for me, I should

refuse to take it unless I knew the dose or until I had the time to

look it up in the Pharmacopoeia; I have heard too many of them

advise amounts of drugs that showed more originality than

accuracy. Therapeutics was taught us, or rather rammed into

us, by Franz Pfaff, a stout, bearded Swiss with a thick German

accent. He wore a silk hat, and he lectured in a frock coat; he

was that kind of professor. It was Professor Pfaff’s belief that

every student should know accurately the correct dosage of a

large number of drugs; and to that end he had the unpleasant

habit of flunking everyone who on an examination prescribed a

poisonous dose, even though his answers might otherwise be

correct. Because of this policy, and as the result of our collective

instinct for self-preservation, we made no fatal errors. The ghost

of Professor Pfaff could haunt the medical school today with

good effect.
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‘The District'

my first association with the Boston Lying-in Hospital was in

the summer of 1908, when at the end of my second year in Har-

vard Medical School I went out from its South End Branch to

deliver babies in the poorer districts of the city. After a few lec-

tures hopefully intended to fit us for attendance on cases of

normal childbirth, we took as many services of two weeks each

on the district as we wished to have. We were assigned as ex-

ternes either to the ‘House/ in the cellar of the hospital at 24

McLean Street; or to the ‘Branch/ at first on Bennett Street

and later at 174 Harrison Avenue, where we slept— whenever

we were allowed to sleep — with the elevated railroad clattering

by our windows.

A student’s first experience on the district opened the gate

to a new world— the realm of real medicine, a promised land

which after two years spent in the dissecting room and in the

laboratories of chemistry, physiology, pathology, and bacteriol-

ogy, he had begun to wonder if he would ever see. For the first

time he dealt directly with human beings and had some respon-

sibility for their welfare. He attended them in labor, made visits

after they were delivered, took the temperature and pulse, and

was allowed to give them simple medicines, which were mostly

cathartics; and he began at last to believe that his two-year

novitiate spent in memorizing scientific facts had not been in

vain. So far he had felt like Paul of Thebes, who once lived for

over a hundred years in the Valley of the Nile, subsisting only on

dates and water and clothed in nothing but the leaves of the palm

tree, that he might attain perfection.
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Before assuming the responsibility of delivering patients, each

externe was supposed to have seen two births conducted by an-

other student who had gone on duty a few days before and who

was therefore deemed to be qualified as an instructor. However,

when the district was busy it was not always possible for every-

one to receive even this meager training before going out on his

first case.

One such student had passed a long night with a young patient,

from time to time secretly consulting his lecture notes and the

hospital rule book, or ‘Externe’s Bible.’ As the sun came up over

the tenement roofs, the baby was finally born; and the patient,

to the student’s great relief, though tired seemed none the worse

for the ordeal. He had clumsily washed and dressed the infant

and was making the patient comfortable just before leaving,

when she looked up at him and said: ‘ Doctor, I hope I did not

behave too badly. You see, it was the first baby I’ve ever had.’

The externe looked at her. A long and sleepless night had left

him so exhausted that he lacked the energy to maintain a pro-

fessional manner.

‘ Sister,’ he replied, ‘you’ve nothing on me. This is the first

baby I’ve ever seen born.’

Such honesty, however, was not always desirable. Another

student in the hurly-burly of delivering an infant had inad-

vertently allowed it to slip off his lap and slide to the floor. In

some embarrassment he retrieved it, only to have the same thing

happen again. The husband, who was standing by, expressed

marked disapproval; but the student was equal to the occasion

and smiling brightly he said, ‘Sometimes we have to drop them

as many as three times to start them breathing properly.’

My own first service as a student externe was one of the most

poignant memories of my medical career. With my Boston bag,

equipped at my expense with a small sterilizer containing rubber

gloves, two clamps, a pair of scissors for cutting the umbilical

cord, and a bottle of ergot to make the uterus contract after de-
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livery, as well as some compound cathartic pills, I set out for the

Branch Station at 174 Harrison Avenue to help my prospective

patients increase the population of the slums. I was fortified by

the lectures which Dr. Howard T. Swain, who had inherited Dr.

Green’s summer course, had given; and although I knew that

complications and even tragedies might occur, I was not by

nature apprehensive and I faced the future with equanimity.

Arriving at the Branch, I encountered the house officer, a slight,

dynamic person with red hair and a rosy complexion, whom the

students knew as * Pinkie.’ The first question he asked me when

I registered was, ‘Whom shall I notify in case of accident?’

Although disquieted by the implication of this request, I gave

the name and address of my aunt, trusting that I was complying

with a mere formality. He then went over with me the rules of

the out-patient department and introduced me to the ‘panic slip,’

a printed form upon which the externe noted facts about any

patient that worried him, and which he sent by the patient’s

husband— usually on the dead run— to the house officer for

help. In the language of the district the verb ‘to panic’ meant

to call for help. When several years later I became out-patient

house officer, I was at first extremely meticulous and fussy, and I

insisted that my externes fill in every part of their slips; but as is

usually the case with printed forms, the pith of the situation was

always found in the space labeled ‘Remarks.’ One of my bright

young men sent me a slip with nothing on it but the print of a

bloody hand and the word ‘Hemorrhage,’ and another gave all

the required data and ended by writing, ‘ Something is bulging,

I know not what.’ A third, who as one might imagine has since

risen to considerable eminence in his home city, sent a trouble-

some husband all the way from City Point with the written re-

quest that I not only keep the man, who was evidently annoying

him, but that I also kick him in the region devised by Nature

for that purpose.

Frequently, also, a house officer, when he was in difficulty,
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needed help from his visiting man. During my out-patient in-

terneship I was called by a student to a basement tenement on

Castle Street to see a patient who had bled so profusely before

the birth of her baby that her bedclothes and mattress were

saturated. I was extremely anxious to have her transferred to

the hospital, for I feared that I should be faced with a crisis that,

with only the limited equipment provided in the ‘ Paddy Murphy/

or operating bag, I should be unable to meet. Accordingly I

called my chief, the out-patient obstetrician, on the telephone

and told him of the situation, at the same time asking him if I

might bring her into the hospital.

‘It isn’t her pulse that worries me/ I said; ‘that is only ninety,

although she is bleeding pretty freely. The thing that does worry

me, though, is her appearance. She looks like hell.’

There was a long pause; so long that I began to wonder if he

had gone to sleep.

Finally a thick, sleepy voice answered.

‘What time is it?’

‘Three o’clock in the morning/ I said.

‘Doctor, all women look like hell at three o’clock in the morn-

ing/ he replied as he hung up the receiver.

It was fortunate that my patient was later delivered safely,

for aside from providing me with an instructive aphorism, my
visiting man had done nothing to help me.

Within an hour or so after my arrival as a student externe at

the Branch my classmates began to appear. Seeing them daily

about the Medical School they had not up to that time impressed

me particularly, but I now began to admire their sang-froid and

their easy familiarity with obstetrical terms. After lunch Pinkie

gave us a lecture on the technique of delivering a baby, using a

crownless straw hat and a student’s head for the purpose, and

that afternoon he took another student and myself to see the

birth of a baby that presented by the breech. It was the patient’s

first child and a complicated case; so Pinkie called the visiting
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man, or staff doctor, a large and powerful person who separated

the baby from its mother in what appeared to be no time at all.

I took the opportunity later to examine the infant; and, finding

it intact, I marveled, as I have done since on more than one occa-

sion, at the natural tensile strength of the newborn.

That evening after a dinner of pig’s knuckles, sauerkraut, and

beer with the other students at Charlie ‘Wirth’s, a near-by Ger-

man restaurant, we returned to the Branch to await events.

About eleven o’clock we retired to the back room where our four

beds were. As the
1

sub-pup’ externe, I was assigned the bed

nearest the gong, which was known as the ‘buzzy bell.’ Before

my colleagues got into bed they laid back the sheets and blankets

and jumped on the mattresses, flashing their pocket lights and

yelling fiendishly. They explained that they were terrifying the

bedbugs, which, alarmed at the commotion, would scuttle into

their hiding-places and remain there until the human occupants

of the beds had fallen asleep. They solemnly assured me that

this technique had been carefully developed and standardized by

a long line of Branch externes, but I later found it to be only

partially effective. The two women who served as alleged house-

keepers at the Branch said that the students brought bedbugs

with them when they returned from visiting their patients. That

is one possibility; the other is that they carried bedbugs to their

patients when they went out on the district.

I had now seen two of my classmates deliver babies; so the

next day I was told by Pinkie to take the first case that called in.

About five o’clock in the following morning when I heard the

buzzy bell ring, I leaped out of bed, rushed downstairs, and

opened the door. Confronting me was a short, stout, and greatly

agitated Russian Jew. He was shaped much like a pear, his chin

and jowls merging into his shoulders without the visible inter-

vention of a neck. He wore no coat or collar, for it was a hot

night; sweat dripped from his forehead.

‘Doktaire,’ he pleaded, ‘come quick! I tink she’s dyink!’ Un-
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accustomed then to the emotionalism of his race, I sped upstairs,

dressed rapidly, left my name and the patients address on the

slate provided for the purpose, and seized my bag. My comrades

slept soundly, except one who tossed fitfully as another bedbug

gave him the cold steel.

Once on the sidewalk my guide started out at a rapid pace,

which slowed as he became short of breath. It was a sultry night;

as we passed each alley the accumulated heat of the day before,

radiating from the pavement and the brick walls of the houses,

burst upon us as from the open door of a bakery. No one but us

was abroad.

Presently we arrived at the house on Utica Street and started

up four flights of stairs, where an odor of stale swill and caraway

seed greeted me. As we climbed ever upward, I stepped on some-

thing that slithered and crunched beneath my foot and emitted a

blood-curdling yowl. The beam from my flashlight picked up a

skinny cat that I had trod upon while it was eating garbage and

which now cowered in a corner, glaring at me with an expression

of intense malevolence. Hardly had I gone more than a few steps

farther when I skidded upon a piece of fish and barely saved my-

self from going down by grasping the stair rail, as Dr. Swain’s

adjurations concerning the absolute necessity for maintaining

surgical cleanliness in the home arose in my mind.

The husband unlocked the door of the flat, which opened di-

rectly into the kitchen. There the patient, a stout, healthy-

appearing woman, clad only in a short nightgown, which because

of her enlarged abdomen was several inches higher in the front

than behind, was walking up and down in her bare feet, pausing

as each pain came on to lean over the back of a chair and groan.

Seated in a corner was her mother, a wrinkled crone who pre-

sented a mildly rakish appearance because of a reddish wig made

of a much younger woman’s hair, and who rocked back and forth

uttering periodically such lamentations as
4

Oi! OiP ‘GewaltP

and ‘ Weh’s mir !

’ I lighted the gas stove, but since the flame soon
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died down I bullied the husband into putting a quarter into the

gas meter. Finding that there was no ice, I sent him to the near-

est all-night lunch counter to get some, since the externes had

been told to have a piece on hand to put on the abdomen over the

uterus in case of postpartum hemorrhage.

While I was boiling water to sterilize my gloves and instru-

ments I led the patient into the only bedroom. There I found a

child sleeping in a crib, which the old woman and I carried into

the kitchen. The child awoke and howled loudly, thus adding to

the general confusion, so I left its grandmother to pacify it. I

persuaded the patient to he upon the bed while I measured her

pelvis, mapped out the fetus and listened to its heart, which was

ticking steadily.

I now had a few free moments to look about. The bed was an

ornate brass affair with broken springs which I reinforced by

inserting a washboard between them and the mattress; there was

a bureau and one chair, but no other furniture. Hanging on the

wall was an enlarged photograph of the old woman in the kitchen

and another of an old man who had a long crinkly beard and wore

a skull cap — obviously the patient’s father. The kitchen con-

tained a sink with cold running water only, a kitchen table, and

three wooden chairs. The floor had not been mopped for a long

time; there were dirty dishes, encrusted with food, in the sink;

and the stew-pan in which I was boiling water had been so greasy

that I had had to scrub it vigorously. Again I remembered that

Dr. Swain had told us how necessary it was to maintain asepsis

in the home.

In the course of time the infant was born. From the point of

view of finished obstetrical technique I cannot say that I de-

livered Mrs. Feitelbaum: I assisted at the birth only in the French

sense of ‘ being present.’ Unable to make the grandmother at-

tend to the baby, I was forced to wash it, finding that when it was

covered with olive oil and soap it was more slippery than I had

anticipated; but by using its legs as a handle I managed to avoid
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dropping it. The mother and the baby did well and were dis-

charged by Pinkie on the tenth day— the usual time.

On the district our patients in the South and West Ends were

mostly Russian Jews; in the North End, Italians; in South Bos-

ton, Irish, Poles, and Lithuanians. The Russian Jews and the

Irish were the dirtiest; but each had its characteristic variety of

uncleanliness, since the fine upstanding filth of the Irish was

mostly accumulated dust and grime and the Russian Jews special-

ized in stray garbage, odd smells, and general untidiness. The

Irish women had the keenest wits and were the most amusing,

and their husbands when sober were the best-natured. The

Italians, nearly all of whom were Sicilians, were excitable, but

they were very clean, as were the small colony of Syrians who

lived behind the Branch on Tyler and Hudson Streets. The Poles

and Lithuanians, most of whom knew no English and made no

attempt to learn it, as a group were stupid, stubborn, and diffi-

cult to handle, and they were the most likely to resort to violence.

I was once invited to a Polish christening and found upon my
arrival that everyone, including the baby’s mother, then only

twelve days delivered, was drunk as the result of consuming

large amounts of a colorless beverage that tasted like liquid fire;

and they were all executing a national dance— the kind where

one leaps about and stamps one’s feet heavily. When they began

to tear down the gas fixtures and to throw dishes at one another

I left, passing policemen going up the stairs as I went out.

On one of my later services as a student I had a Lithuanian

patient near Haymarket Square whose baby had been born

normally but whose afterbirth had refused to come away. Her

mother gave her a beer bottle to blow in, wrapping it in a towel

so that I could not recognize it, although I had no objection since

I knew that this expedient sometimes worked by increasing the

intra-abdominal pressure. It failed this time, and as the woman

was bleeding freely I knew that unless I delivered the afterbirth

promptly I should be faced with a serious hemorrhage. There-
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fore, as I had been taught, I grasped the top of her uterus througn

her abdominal wall and squeezed it firmly. The patient screamed

and caught my hands, the grandmother seized me about the

waist, and the husband tried to choke me; but before things went

completely black I felt the placenta separate, and soon it ap-

peared. The family, balked of their opportunity to do me bodily

injury, lapsed into sulky silence; but later we became friends, and

they presented me with a pair of embroidered suspenders as a

peace offering.

Several years later when I became out-patient house officer I

had another encounter with a difficult husband, this time a Pole.

By then I had learned that it was futile to lose my temper, and I

had instead developed a special system for dealing with my
Slavic patients which consisted in guessing what under any given

circumstance would be the meanest and most disagreeable thing

they might possibly do, and then taking steps to forestall it.

Since they were dull people, such a clash of wits aroused no great

struggle. On this particular occasion I was called by a student

to see a woman who had given birth to several children normally,

but who this time had a transverse presentation, or cross-birth,

in which spontaneous delivery was impossible. I telephoned my
staff man, who told me to operate; then, concealing my elation,

I told the husband, a prodigious fellow with a great mustache,

who could easily have heaved me through the window with one

hand, what I purposed doing.

‘No/ he said. ‘ You wait. She have three baby without ether.

She have this one same way.’

‘O.K.,’ I replied. ‘She’s your wife. But you get a private

doctor. We’re going back to the hospital.’ I told the student to

pack the operating bag and that we would stay only until the

outside doctor came to relieve us. The husband disappeared, but

was back alone in a short time.

‘Where’s the doctor?’ I asked.

‘I get no doctor. You wait.’
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‘All right, we’re leaving.’

The student and I started downstairs, but this was pure bluff,

for the hospital rules forbade me to leave any patient in labor

unless the case had been turned over to another doctor. How-

ever, the Pole did not know this, and he charged by us on his way

to the street. Again he returned alone, and again we started to

leave. These maneuvers were repeated several times, he hoping

that if he delayed affairs long enough the baby would be bom,

we fearing that when the child was finally delivered it would be

born dead because of prolonged labor.

Finally he gave in, and the student and I laid our plan of cam-

paign. This was no ordinary case; the Pole was an ugly person

who we were sure would attack us if the baby were born dead, or

if either of us did anything of which he disapproved. We there-

fore lured him into the bedroom, placed the kitchen table in the

doorway between it and the kitchen, and lifted the patient upon

the table. In this way, so far as I was concerned, he was tem-

porarily bottled up. I left the kitchen door, which opened into

the hall, open to provide a line of retreat and placed various

chairs handy so that I could upset them in his path if he started

to attack me. It was necessary for the student, who gave the

ether, to remain in the bedroom with the upper part of the patient

and all of the husband; but I privately cautioned him that if the

Pole made for me he was to crawl between the legs of the table

and join me in escape, unless he preferred to stay and fight

a rear-guard action. He looked at me curiously and intimated

that the time was not appropriate for even the feeblest witti-

cism. It was also arranged that if we were forced to leave

precipitately, we should abandon the instruments and return

later with policemen— several policemen— to get them. For-

tunately all went well and our strategy was unnecessary, but

even so, history shows that many a major battle has ended in

disaster for want of just such precautions.

In those days the melting-pot, about which so much has been
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said by sentimental sociologists and tub-thumping politicians,

had not even begun to boil, for most of our foreign population

were just as alien as if they had never come to the United States.

It is my firm opinion that the Immigration Exclusion Act of 1921

was one of the few pieces of real statesmanship on the part of

Congress in the past quarter-century, and this belief is confirmed

every day in the improved quality of our present out-patients.

To be sure, many of them are the grown-up babies of the for-

eigners that we delivered in the old days, but the fact that they

are more friendly and intelligent is due to the civilizing effect of

our public schools and not to any inherent qualities they derived

from their Old World parents.

In spite of a number of such incidents, the records show no

cases of serious injury to any student, house officer, or nurse.

Once the ex-captain of a Harvard team was forcibly ejected by

some Lithuanians and his bag thrown out of the window after

him; but that was probably because they did not know who he

was, or possibly they may have been Princeton men. On another

occasion a student, while delivering a woman on the second floor

of a tenement, heard many footsteps on the stairs leading to the

floor above. Being curious, after he had finished he went out into

the hall and found it full of policemen, who told him that there

had been a murder upstairs. Another externe had the pockets of

his coat picked, as it hung over the back of a chair, by the husband

of the patient he was delivering. Thoroughly incensed by such

ingratitude, he went out and secured a police officer, who accom-

panied him to the nearest saloon, where the husband was treat-

ing his friends, recovered the wallet, and gave the externe a sound

scolding for leaving money about.

In the old days the house officers and students had frequent

dealings with the Boston Police Department, for emergency cases

were usually brought to the hospital in their ambulances, and

sometimes it was necessary to call the police in to adjust family

difficulties. The officers were always helpful, and since almost all

of them were Irish, many were also practical philosophers.
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On one occasion a house officer had called the police to bring in

a woman from the South End. In due time the ambulance ar-

rived and two stout, elderly policemen, carrying their stretcher,

climbed to the attic room where the patient lay. When they

reached the top of the tenement building they sat down and

mopped their faces, for it was a hot day.

‘Well, Doc/ said the older of the two officers, ‘what’s the

matter with her?
’

‘She’s been bleeding badly and she’s pregnant/ replied the

house officer.

‘Oh, it’s pregnant she is, is it? Come on, Mike. We can’t take

her. It’s a lingering disease.’

With this they picked up the stretcher and shuffled out of the

room. However, a telephone call to the captain at their station

house soon settled the matter, and presently they were back, full

of apologies.

Once a student, returning to the Branch in the early morning,

reported to his house officer that he had just seen a man held up

by two thugs on the Broadway Extension Bridge.

‘What did you do?’ asked the house officer.

‘I did nothing, but I suppose I should have been a good citizen

and interfered.’

‘Did you come down here to be a good citizen or to deliver

babies?
’

‘To deliver babies.’

‘Then you did the right thing. Most of the trouble in the

world is caused by people trying to be good citizens. If you had

interfered with those crooks they probably would have shot you,

and that would have caused the hospital a hell of a lot of trouble.

Always mind your own business.’

Thirty years ago there were many tough areas in the slums of

Boston, but the South End yielded the diadem to no other region.

All the standard forms of vice, such as prostitution, drug addic-

tion, and alcoholism, were there; and in addition palmists,
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fortune-tellers, Chinese herb doctors, abortionists, and sexual

perverts were all about. It was a very undesirable neighborhood.

But the students and doctors from the hospital and the district

nurses circulated freely without molestation.

The district was a great lesson to me in humanity, as it has

been to over seven thousand other medical students before and

since my time, for it was my first experience with extreme pov-

erty. The ladies of Saint John’s Parish in my home town had

their own poor of course, but they seemed a rather browbeaten

and spiritless group, supplied by Divine Providence to serve no

other purpose than to be done good to. Aside from the Poles and

Lithuanians, whom neither I nor the other externes liked, I came

to admire the courage of my patients on the district and to appre-

ciate their friendliness and gratitude. Also, because they looked

to me for medical help at a time when two years of the basic

sciences had reduced my opinion of my capabilities as a doctor

to a low level, I was greatly pleased, although they did not know

how slender was the reed upon which they leaned. As a student

I delivered about forty women, which was probably slightly more

than the average, and I learned to be a competent midwife. That

the students of Harvard Medical School have been and still are

good midwives is proved by the low death rate of the district, for

during its sixty years of existence in over seventy-three thousand

births the maternal mortality has been only 1.1 per thousand.

Moreover, in the last six years there have been over five thousand

births without a single mother dying in her own home.

It has been said that God loves the poor, and that He shows

His love by giving them so many children. I often used to specu-

late upon the potential value of such gifts and to wish that I could

predict what the future held for the wriggling, slippery, and bawl-

ing offspring that I helped bring into the world. Twice I have had

my wish. A few years ago I was asked to certify the birth in

Boston of twin boys born to a patient of mine in my student days,

a friendly Syrian woman. She had asked me to suggest names for
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them and I, with patriotic originality, had suggested George

Washington and Abraham Lincoln Najub — it was before the

days of the New Deal— and they had been so named. The im-

migration authorities told me that the family had returned to

Syria soon after the birth of the babies, but that recently the boys

wished to re-enter the United States as native-born citizens. I

saw their photograph and it pleased me to note that they were

fine-looking young men.

The other incident was quite different. One day a lieutenant

of the State Police called on me and told me that I as a student

had delivered a baby that had grown up to be a notorious mur-

derer and who then was on trial for his life. At first incredulous,

I consulted the out-patient department records; whereupon I re-

membered the incident perfectly. The baby, delivered with

forceps by the house officer, had at first refused to breathe; and

holding it in a pail of warm water I had performed mouth to

mouth insufflation upon it— a method as old as the Scriptures—
by alternately blowing gently into its lungs and compressing its

chest. The lieutenant told me that the boy had developed into a

brilliant student and had studied engineering at one of our fore-

most technical schools, but that he had taken up with evil com-

panions, leading to a career of bank robbery and ending in the

vicious murder of two policemen. He invited me to the trial and

even offered to reserve a seat for me where I might be on tele-

phone call, intimating that for sentimental reasons I might want

to be present when the prisoner was sentenced; but he held out

no prospect of my witnessing the execution. He was genuinely

sorry when I pleaded the press of other engagements, and we

parted in complete amicability. Could I have foreseen what

would happen to that particular baby, it might have been better

if I had drowned him in the pail of warm water in which I had

held him to revive his flagging vitality. But then, one never

knows.



IV
Apprenticed toUncle !Moe

AS the time for me to leave the Medical School drew near, I began

to plan for a surgical interneship. I was then still an upstate New
Yorker, an outlander, a forestiere

,
free to go anywhere to study or

practice; for although I had been educated in New England, it

had not yet wrapped its tentacles around me. Indeed, my place

in the local social picture had been defined as long before as my
freshman year in college, when one Sunday I had dined at the

home of a classmate in Brookline. Seated beside me at the table

was his elderly virgin aunt, with whom I attempted to make

conversation. During one of many pauses she turned, and fixing

me with a gelid eye, she asked:

‘Young man, what did they say your name is?'

‘Irving.’

‘Irving/ she repeated thoughtfully. ‘It is not a Boston name.’

‘No/ I replied apologetically.

There was a brief pause; then she continued.

‘Young man, you will never be a Bostonian; but/ she added

reassuringly, ‘your children will be.’

She was right in both details; and throughout the years I have

been sustained in periods of discouragement as I have watched

the second part of her prophecy come to fruition.

Since, therefore, the privilege of true Bostonianism was to be

denied me, my thoughts strayed afield in search of a hospital

appointment; for I had heard, although not from local sources,

that there were institutions outside of Boston where surgery was

well practiced and where internes were well trained. In the spring
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of my last year I found such a hospital in New York City. When
I applied for permission to take its examination, I was told that

I might do so if I would supply some letters of recommendation.

The first person I asked for a letter was Dr. Franklin S. Newell,

then assistant professor of obstetrics, whom I had come to know

well through membership in a student medical society. He lis-

tened to my reasons for wishing to go to New York and at once

took steps to save me from such a fate. He told me that if I would

obtain the house officership at the Massachusetts General Hos-

pital and follow it with an appointment at the Boston Lying-in

Hospital, he would then give me the opportunity of assisting him

in his private practice.

It took little time to decide this question, for I had always liked

obstetrics. The mechanical perfection of the process of normal

birth, the high degree of manual skill required in operative de-

liveries, and the challenge offered by the sudden emergencies

so characteristic of this branch of medicine all presented a great

appeal. Also, if I selected this specialty, I could always keep in

touch with general medicine and surgery, for a pregnant woman

can have the same diseases as any other woman, except sterility.

But perhaps the most compelling reason of all was the oppor-

tunity to work with one of the leaders of the country in his field,

toward whom I held a feeling of real affection. All these advan-

tages far outweighed in my mind such obvious objections as loss of

sleep and the constant necessity of remaining on telephone call.

The old chief of the Boston Lying-in Hospital, Dr. William L.

Richardson, although an internist himself, had come to believe

that obstetrics, a surgical specialty, should be preceded by a

surgical training; and this policy was followed by Dr. Charles M.

Green, who was chief of staff in my time, and by Dr. Newell, who

succeeded him. It is the policy today. It has been a wise pro-

vision, for the house officers at the Lying-in Hospital come to it

familiar with surgical technique, accustomed to hard work, and

alert and resourceful in emergencies. I believe that there is no
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abler group of young men in the country. Some other maternity

hospitals admit graduates directly from medical schools; such

internes lack sufficient experience to give their patients the best

care or to obtain themselves the most benefit from their obstetri-

cal training. Moreover, the house staff of a maternity hospital

should be recruited not only from local general hospitals, but also

from those of equal standing in other cities. This policy will do

much to prevent the ingrowing tendency that is a real danger to

any institution, and it will also provide the house officers with a

wider acquaintanceship among young doctors from other medical

schools and hospitals.

In the course of time, therefore, I presented myself at the

Massachusetts General Hospital to take the examinations which,

if passed, would result in my selection as a surgical * house pupil.’

At the Boston City Hospital there were house officers, and in

almost every other American hospital there were internes, but

at the M.G.H. they were officially house pupils; that was the

way it always had been, and that was the way it was. This pe-

culiar title was a relic of the days when senior medical students

were admitted to the house staff
;
also it might prevent the fortu-

nate young doctor who was thus favored from exaggerating his

importance.

At that time the M.G.H. sat calmly and complacently at the

head of Boston’s medical table, and there were reasons enough

why it should. For America it was a venerable institution, having

been founded in 1821
;
and it had contributed much to the healing

art. The mere introduction of anesthesia into surgical practice

would have been enough to immortalize any hospital; but the

M.G.H. had other things to give to posterity, for the prodigious

Henry J. Bigelow had developed there his technique, based upon

his newly discovered inverted-Y ligament, for reducing the dis-

located hip — a maneuver that up to that time had required the

use of a block and tackle. Moreover, Reginald Heber Fitz, who

first described appendicitis, was still on the visiting staff, and
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conducted medical clinics in the ether dome, where he called

medical students down from the seats and asked them to demon-

strate cases, while he put them through his verbal wringer. There

was enough, therefore, about the M.G.H. to awe any brash medi-

cal student.

In spite of this formidable atmosphere, egged on by Dr. Newell,

I presented myself, in company with a number of my classmates,

to take the examinations. A written examination in surgery

proved not to be difficult. Following it we were directed to report

to the hospital in the evening for an oral test. I am told that

modern personnel directors, when interviewing candidates for

their organizations, adopt a friendly and even a jovial manner,

hoping thereby to put these persons at their ease so that they may
bring out the best in themselves. No such spirit of bonhomie was

evident at the M.G.H. oral examination; on the contrary, it

seemed planned to combine the formality of a court-martial with

the grim menace of the Holy Office; but in spite of this carefully

manufactured atmosphere I could detect a trace of dignified

hokum; it reminded me of a club initiation in Cambridge, except

that it was not so funny. We were marshaled by a familiar of the

hospital in the corridor outside the Treadwell Library and di-

rected to a settee. There we sat for some time, cooling our feet

on the stone floor, and waiting for our individual turns to face

the tribunal.

Finally my name was called and I was escorted into the library,

where the senior surgical staff was seated on one side of a long

table. Opposite them was a single chair, which the familiar in-

dicated by an appropriate gesture was intended for me. A mem-

ber of the staff, who acted as Grand Inquisitor, asked me some

simple questions, which I answered; then he said:

1Name the structures that you would divide or encounter in

performing an amputation of the breast.’

Since such an amputation may be a simple operation for a be-

nign tumor or a radical dissection for cancer, I asked him to

which he referred.
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‘Name the structures that you would divide or encounter in

performing an amputation of the breast/ monotonously repeated

Torquemada.

By this time I thought he was growing a bit stuffy, so I de-

scribed the anatomical aspects of both operations in great detail

— having just completed, fortunately, a course in regional anat-

omy— and I had the pleasure of seeing him yawn slightly as I

finished. I was then led out through the other door, so that I

might not meet my classmates and reveal the secrets. Since the

hospital had free access to our scholastic records and knew all

about us during our four years in the school, I have always be-

lieved that this examination was held for no other purpose than

to see if we wore the right kind of necktie.

After the proper interval I was informed that I had been

accepted as a house pupil and that I should report on July 1 for

duty on the West Surgical Service. Other hospitals number their

services— they are First, Second, Third, and so on— but not

the M.G.H.; there they were West, East, and South. That was

the way it always had been, that was the way it was; as a matter

of fact that is the way it still is, except that the South has disap-

peared through amalgamation with the other two. If there had

been a fourth service undoubtedly it would have been North;

but had there been two more, after which one of the intercardinal

compass points would it have been named?

The fact that I had been assigned to Dr. Maurice H. Richard-

son’s service did much to assuage the vague and lingering disap-

pointment that came because I had not been able to select my
own hospital, and I looked forward to working under him with a

pleasure that the future more than justified. Uncle Moe, as the

house officers called him, was a stout, robustious, red-faced man

with a drooping mustache who wore under his gown when operat-

ing white duck trousers, a sky-blue undershirt, and a bright

yellow oilskin apron. As a surgical technician he was superb; I

doubt if his equal exists even today in American surgery. Com-
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pletely ambidextrous, he could tie with one hand a square knot

by rolling wet silk thread between his fingertips— if you think

this is easy, try it— and his hands moved with speed and sure-

ness; their delicate and skillful play reminded one of the finger-

work of a master violinist.

A demonstratorship in anatomy had taught Uncle Moe to find

his way easily about the human body: I once assisted him at an

amputation of the entire thigh and leg by disarticulation at the

hip joint, when he named each muscle, vessel, and nerve as he

proceeded; and during this terrific operation he shed less blood

than I have seen a less adroit surgeon permit his patient to lose

at a simple appendectomy. Uncle Moe’s operations were con-

ducted with much spirit, for he was impatient of manual or mental

clumsiness in any member of his team. If the nurse was slow in

handing him a suture, as she might well be, for he operated

rapidly, he would glare at her and say: ‘Some people don’t know

enough to come in when it rains. Nurse, have you an umbrella?’

If, however, he thought that he had hurt her feelings, he would

tell her later how much he appreciated her work, and all would

be forgiven.

He had an ingrained hatred of dull scissors. Knowing from

experience his opinion on this subject, I once obtained from the

instrument room five newly sharpened pairs and told the nurse

to place them on the table in a row, to hand each pair to him in

order, to replace each pair as soon as he had rejected them, and

when all five had been used to begin with the first pair. We
started the operation, and things went as we had expected; none

of the scissors was any good. Finally he was given the first pair

that he had discarded. After he had used them for a few moments

he turned to me and said, ‘Why in hell didn’t you give me these

in the first place?’ The nurse and I looked at each other and

grinned; but we said nothing, which was wise. If a clumsy house

officer’s hands were in the way he banged him over the knuckles

with whatever instrument he held; mine smarted a good many
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times, but I learned the first principle of a good assistant’s trade,

which is not to obscure the operative field.

In spite of Uncle Moe’s hectic behavior all his house officers

and nurses worshiped him. Although his disapproval was ex-

pressed lustily and in picturesque phraseology, he never whined

or acted as if his assistants, the nurse, and God were in a con-

spiracy to make things hard for him. Most of the terrible-

tempered surgeons that I have seen have been maladroit tech-

nicians and have put on their little acts to conceal their own in-

adequacies, but he was so good an operator that we felt ashamed

when we did not meet his expectations; it seemed to us that

through our stupidity and slowness we were letting him down.

But perhaps the reason why each first assistant liked him so much

was that after a stormy prelude he would pause with his hand in

the abdomen, beam at him in the most benign manner, and say:

‘Don’t you want to finish this, Doctor? You can do it just as

well as I can. I only wanted to know what was the matter with

the patient, anyway.’ Such words were heavenly music to the

ears of a bloodthirsty house officer.

Not only was Uncle Moe a technical genius, but he had other

accomplishments: he was a strong and daring swimmer, he was a

pianist of considerable ability, he drew well, and he could write

the Lord’s Prayer in a circle the size of a dime. Indeed, had any-

one told me in those days of anything that he could not do, I

should not have believed him. He had been the first New Eng-

lander to devote himself exclusively to surgery as a specialty; the

others had practiced general medicine also to some extent. His

practice, spreading over eastern New England, often led him far

afield from Boston to operate in rural hospitals or even in private

houses. Seated beside his chauffeur in a large open touring car,

equipped with a personal horn which he sounded frequently to

warn slowly moving traffic of his approach, he roared over the

countryside. If he saw a short cut through a barnyard, he took it,

as squawking hens and squealing pigs fled in terror. He often
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asked medical students to accompany him to hold a retractor at

his operations because he liked their company, and these excur-

sions were always among their brightest memories.

His Sunday morning visits at the M.G.H. were eagerly an-

ticipated events, for on that day he was never in a hurry, and he

often brought some foreign dignitary with him, whom he would

introduce solemnly thus: ‘ Gentlemen, this is Professor Pribiloff

of St. Petersburg. Professor, these are my able assistants/ All

his house officers were his able assistants on Sunday morning, no

matter what they had been the day before in the amphitheater.

The distinguished foreigner would bow, we would bow, and ward

rounds would begin, conducted by Dr. Richardson in his usual

pungent manner.

He had an instinctive flair for diagnosis, and he seldom made

mistakes. Once, when he had solved a particularly puzzling

problem that had baffled the house staff, 1 asked him how he had

made the diagnosis. ‘Doctor/ he replied, ‘ten years ago I saw a

man in Athol, Mass., who looked exactly like this fellow, and

that was what he had/ No kinder man ever graced the medical

history of Boston. A poor woman on whom he had operated told

me that he appeared on Christmas morning at the private hospital

where she was convalescing, and asked her if she had been worry-

ing about his fee. When with some embarrassment she replied

that she had, he said, ‘Well, you need worry no longer, because

that is my Christmas present to you/

As time went on at the M.G.H. I found that Dr. Newell had

made a good choice for me, for the hospital set high standards,

which everyone— surgeons, house officers, and nurses— did

their best to maintain. Except for those relating to diseases of

the eye, ear, nose, and throat, and to orthopedics, all kinds of

surgical operations were performed on the general services, for

there was then no division into specialties. Not only were many

patients with abdominal conditions sent in from all over New
England, but to afford experience with traumatic surgery there
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were enough accident cases from the yards of the three railroads,

as well as street injuries from the neighboring West End—
usually to dray drivers, who, having stopped at too many saloons,

fell off their high perches and were run over by their heavily

loaded vehicles. Dressings were neatly applied, swathes fitted

tightly with every pin in the right place, and the Buck’s ex-

tension apparatus, then used for treating fractures of the thigh-

bone, was rigged by the house officers in a shipshape manner with

every cord, pulley, and splint in exactly the correct position.

Legs were often bandaged with starched rollers; each edge was

carefully turned and the crosses were made to follow the curve

of the shinbone.

There was an intense esprit de corps in the whole hospital and

an active rivalry between the three surgical services, since each

one believed that it had the best surgeons and house officers and

that it did the best work. An armed truce was declared each

morning, however, as the surgical seniors met in the bathroom

and apportioned the single rooms for the day, whereupon the

‘pup/ or newest house officer, on each service was dispatched to

the hospital office with the list before the medical house officers

could get any.

Another meeting, at which it was not necessary to be on one’s

guard and which all the house staff attended, was held each

evening before the icebox in our flat. This was the daily convoca-

tion of the Six-Thirty Club, and its purpose was to fortify our-

selves against the hazard of dinner, which came half an hour

later and was not very good— neither were the other meals.

There was a hospital tradition that each house officer during his

entire service ate but one egg— his first. Tripe was served often

and persistently, but in spite of the entreaties of Delia, the wait-

ress, who called us all ‘darlin” indiscriminately and besought 1 us

to eat it, it remained untouched. We often wondered what ulti-

mately became of it; one house officer suggested that the hospital

used it for padding crutches and orthopedic appliances.
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The flat where we lived was presided over by Molly, a middle-

aged woman with heart disease. She had been a patient on the

medical wards, and it had been suggested there that she be given

light work about the hospital. The administration, known to us

as the Front Door, had thereupon assigned her to our quarters,

where she had nothing to do but make over twenty beds a day,

sweep and dust the same number of rooms, and climb two flights

of stairs at frequent intervals. Molly, however, had her own

ideas about the handling of her case. Every morning as soon as

she arrived she sat down in a large armchair before the fireplace

and read the newspaper thoroughly. At various times during the

day, also, she would pause to read excerpts from various novels

that happened to be lying about, keeping several stories in the

air, so to speak, at the same time. No amount of disorder or un-

tidiness annoyed her, and she was never heard to scold a house

officer. There was an extra chiffonier in the flat which she would

periodically have the porters move from room to room. If a house

officer happened to be her reigning favorite he would find himself

in possession of it; if he fell from grace, the chiffonier would dis-

appear. She always knew when there was to be an inspection by

the Major— the director of the hospital— or by one of his

minions from the Front Door, and she would scurry about re-

moving incriminating evidence, which she stored in some secret

hiding-place and produced again when the crisis was past. She

died a few years after I left the hospital, to the sorrow of the many

house officers whom she helped to bring up; and may God rest

her soul, for she was among the most amiable of women.

Certain members of the house staff had a sense of humor, but

it was of the broad or Falstaffian type; it suggested the bludgeon

rather than the rapier. For example, one of them, noting that on

the eve of Saint Patrick's Day he had an unusually large number

of Irishmen on his wards, gave them all a small dose of methylene

blue, a harmless drug that colored their urines green. He had,

also, a special method of curing patients who entered the accident
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room complaining that fish bones were stuck in their throats.

For this purpose he used a bristle probang, which resembles

somewhat the brush employed to clean a baby’s nursing bottle,

except that it is much longer and larger. Well lubricated— he

used green soap solution— it is passed down the oesophagus

with the bristles collapsed, a button is then pressed and the

bristles swell out like the tail of an infuriated cat; whereupon it

is pulled up as the patient sputters, coughs, and protests vio-

lently. If he did not thus secure the fish bone he would break off

a bristle and show it to the patient in lieu thereof, since the two

objects looked so much alike that only close inspection could

reveal the difference. His treatment must have been successful,

for his patients all left the accident room rapidly and none of them

ever came back.

Change parties occurred whenever a group of senior house

officers graduated and the juniors moved up to take their places.

They were lively, and assistant superintendents left that night

in charge of the Front Door did well to avoid them. Once during

the height of the festivities two of the house officers discovered

that one of their medical colleagues had gone to bed; and, since

this seemed to them a poor example of M.G.H. spirit, they de-

cided to do something about it. They therefore removed their

shoes so that they would not wake him; then they took down the

fire hose from its rack in the hall outside his door, and creeping

stealthily into his room, they placed the nozzle in bed with him,

tucking in the bedclothes and making everything cozy. A dis-

cussion next arose as to who was to have the honor of turning on

the water; this was settled by the toss of a coin, and the winner

happily opened the valve. Immediately there was a rush of air

through the hose, followed by a powerful gush of water. Enraged

yells and imprecations filled the air as the bedraggled house officer

emerged from his room, holding the writhing hose and looking for

the two who had disturbed his rest, and who now watched him

gleefully from around a corner.
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I particularly enjoyed the accident room, for one met such in-

teresting people there. There were, of course, the seriously in-

jured who required immediate treatment, the victims of violence,

the mysteriously unconscious persons, and the unknown dead;

but there were also drunks of all degrees and of both sexes, pick-

pockets, beggars, and odd people with queer mental quirks and

with strange employments— all the rubbish of the city streets—
and these were the ones that charmed me. One day when I was

called to the accident room I found such a piece of human drift-

wood seated on the table. He was thin, sallow, and pimply-faced;

his lank straggling hair fell down about his ears and over the nape

of his neck, where the ends curled unevenly upward and outward

like the locks of an ill-kempt Hamlet; there was dandruff on the

collar of his coat. I commenced to question him; he answered

with assurance and a faint bravado, and as his story unfolded

the Incident of the Long-Haired Stranger began.

‘What's the matter?’ I asked.

‘I spit up some blood.’

‘How long has this been going on?’

‘Just today, Doc. Honest, I ain’t never seen nothin’ before.

Say, Doc, you don’t think I got the con, do you?’

‘I don’t know. I haven’t examined you yet. Where does this

blood come from; did you vomit it or cough it up?’

‘I dunno. It just came up.’

‘Got any pain anywhere?’

‘No.’

‘Any pain in your belly before you eat, or later— say in about

half an hour or so?
’

‘No.’

‘Been losing any weight?’

‘No, but I ain’t never gained none. Say, Doc, you think I got

the con, don’t you? ’

‘Not necessarily. Lie down, slip off everything down to your

waist and let’s have a look at you.’
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He was well decorated with tattooing. On one arm was a heart

pierced by a dagger, from which dripped large drops of blood;

around the other arm was coiled a snake; and on his chest was a

naked lady draped about a tree, or a tree draped about a naked

lady, depending upon how you looked at it. Possibly it repre-

sented Eve, possibly Lilith; more likely just a dame.

The medical house officer who had asked me to see the case

went over his chest thoroughly. The patient looked as if he had

not had much to eat for some time, but his heart and lungs were

normal. His abdomen was negative, too.

The medical house officer and I were comparing notes, and we

had about decided to admit him to the accident ward for more

study when I happened to think of an important question that

we had not asked him.

‘What do you do for a living?

’

A prideful gleam came into his eyes.

‘I’m a sword-swallower/ he answered. ‘Want to see me? Jeez,

I’m good, too. I work in the Museum up in Scollay Square.’

He reached down into his trouser-leg and drew forth a blunt-

pointed and blunt-edged sword about fifteen inches long, which

he brandished, making cuts, thrusts, and parries in the air.

The other house officer looked at me.

‘I guess we’ve got the diagnosis,’ he said.

By this time the patient was oozing showmanship from every

pore.

‘Want to see me swallow it?’ he asked excitedly.

‘Sure,’ I said. ‘Cost us anything?’

‘It won’t cost you guys nothin’. You docs been good to me.

You sure it won’t do my throat no harm?’

‘How long have you been swallowing swords?’

‘About fifteen years.’

‘All right, then; go ahead.’

He threw back his head, straightened out his gullet, and shook

his long hair backward; then he passed the sword downward
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hand over hand until nothing was visible but the hilt. His eyes

protruded and he grew red in the face. Presently he drew it up.

Both of us were enchanted.

‘How about putting on a little show for the doctors and nurses?
’

I asked. ‘ 1 don’t believe any of them have ever seen a really good

sword-swallower.
’

‘Sure, sure,’ he replied delightedly. ‘Bring ’em in.’

We gathered all the house officers, nurses, and ward tenders

that we could find until the audience almost filled the room, and

he repeated the performance several times, warming to his work

on each occasion. Suddenly a bright idea seized him, and he

turned to me whom he apparently regarded as his impresario.

‘Say, Doc,’ he said, ‘you got a watch?’

I guessed what was coming, so I replied, ‘ No, but I think I can

borrow one.’

Just outside the door I met a house officer from another service

who did not know what was going on.

‘Tom,’ I said, ‘lend me your watch for a moment.’

‘ Sure,’ he replied unsuspectingly.

‘In a minute or two I want you to step into the A.R., and you’ll

see something to surprise you.’

He opened the door just in time to see his watch suspended by

its chain in the air and disappearing into the stomach of a per-

fectly strange man.

‘Hey, stop that!’ he yelled. ‘That’s my watch!’

°S all right, Doc,’ said the sword-swallower soothingly but

thickly, like one with a slight case of cleft palate. ‘Come over

here and you can listen to it tick inside of me with that rubber-

tube thing of yours.’

Some years before I was at the M.G.H. occurred an incident

that, so far as I know, was unique in the history of the accident

room. One bright summer day a Russian Jewish child about four

years old had crawled under his parents’ bed to see what was

there. In its accustomed place he found that utensil of domestic
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hygiene which the French, in their delicate and fastidious manner,

call a vase de nuit. Even at that early age he had developed the

spirit of investigation; so he put his head into it, but it fitted so

tightly that he could not get it out. Surprise, alarm, and terror

followed. He struggled and beat his fists and feet on the floor, as

his shrieks, muffled by the thick china, attracted the attention

of his family. They dragged him out and tried to free him from

his encumbrance, which by this time had settled down upon his

shoulders like the helmet of a deep-sea diver, but without avail.

Knowing that surgical miracles were performed daily at the

Massachusetts General Hospital they set out for that institution,

a mile or so away, with the child. They boarded one of the open

crosstown trolley cars that plied between the South and West

Ends, accompanied by a number of relatives, friends, acquaint-

ances, and well-wishers. To assume that the family spent the

trip in mute stoicism would be to make a mistake; Russian

Jewish immigrants in those days did not suffer in silence; if they

were unhappy they did not care how many knew it; in fact the

more that were aware of their grief, the more satisfactory was

their sorrow to them. Lamentation and wailing rent the air. As

for the child, from time to time he emitted yelps and shrieks

which, because of the encasement that surrounded his head, had

a cavernous or sepulchral quality. During the slow journey

across the city curious citizens on the sidewalk, fascinated by

what they saw and heard, boarded the car and added themselves

to the throng.

It was some little distance from the car line to the hospital

gate, and this afforded another opportunity for the addition of a

further increment to the crowd, which soon reached such a size

that traffic was stalled on Blossom Street. Making slow progress

the child and his parents, who, one on each side, led him by both

hands, reached the hospital gate, as the crowd shouted sym-

pathy, encouragement, or ribaldry, depending upon how its

various elements viewed the situation. In the accident room two
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house officers attempted to remove the encumbrance by prying

it off with their fingers, but they were no more successful than

the family had been. They placed the child on the table with his

head hanging over the edge, and while one held his body the other

tried to twist or rock it off— again without effect. Next they

injected olive oil between it and his head, but this brought no

result, except that his cries assumed a more liquid note.

During all this time a third house officer who had been stand-

ing gravely by, observing the proceedings in silence, left the room

for a few minutes and returned from the amphitheater with the

large monkey wrench that the orthopedic surgeons used to break

up badly united fractures. ‘ Stand aside, men,’ said he as he took

careful aim. He hit the vessel a sharp blow, and it broke in sev-

eral pieces. The child, released from the darkness that had envel-

oped him, blinked in the bright light and gave vent to howls of

joy; the parents expressed their gratitude effusively, and the rep-

utation of the hospital was sustained.

A discussion then arose among the three house officers about

how the case should be entered in the accident room book. One

suggested that ‘ Respiratory Obstruction by a Foreign Body’

would cover the situation.

‘Not at all/ said he of the monkey wrench. ‘The diagnosis is

Pott’s Fracture.’

A house officership at the Boston Lying-in Hospital in 1912

followed that at the M.G.H. Of that experience I shall speak

later when I tell the story of the old hospital.

The five years between my graduation from the Lying-in

Hospital and the outbreak of the First World War were busy

ones for me. As Dr. Newell’s assistant I learned many things

that are not taught in medical schools or hospitals. I had daily

lessons by example— but never by word of mouth, for he seemed

to think that I should know such things by instinct— in devotion

to each patient’s welfare, in professional honesty, and in the de-

velopment of the judgment that comes only by experience. If I
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derived anything from these lessons it was due to him; if I did not,

it was my fault alone. In those days there were few private

hospitals in Boston, so many of his patients had their babies at

home. Many of the houses we went to were in the countryside

that fanned out from the city, and expeditions into these out-

lying regions by automobile might last several days. If we finished

a case around midnight we usually tried to reach Boston in time

to begin the day’s work, which was an exhausting prospect if one

had been up for more than a single night.

Later, when I made such trips alone, I often feared that I

might go to sleep while driving— an accident that has finished

more than one doctor— and on such occasions I wished that I

were riding back in my grandfather’s buggy with the reins resting

lightly on the rump of old Nig, who would bring me safely home.

More than once I have stopped at a series of all-night lunch

counters and filled myself with coffee, only to be forced to draw

up by the roadside, shut off the motor, and go to sleep in my car.

More than once, also, I have been aroused by policemen who,

when I told them that I had been on a baby case, would apologize

and say that they had only waked me to find out whether I was

dead.

Sometimes we slept in these country houses after finishing a

case, and on occasions I might be left to camp on the scene for

several days. When this happened I was confined to the house

about as closely as was the patient, for I dared not go out even for

a walk lest something go amiss in my absence. If there was a

library and the family left me alone, it was rather pleasant;

otherwise it might be very boring. At one house there was an

enormous Newfoundland dog, who, as such animals do, drooled

unpleasantly. He attached himself to me for no apparent reason,

since from my point of view we had nothing in common; and not

only did he follow me about all day, but he even insisted on going

to bed with me. He was so large that there was little room left;

so I waited until he was asleep and had begun to snore; then,
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bracing one foot against the wall and the other against his back,

I pushed him off onto the floor before he could sink his teeth into

my leg. This went on all night, since he refused to be lured from

the room; hence I had very little sleep. Neither, I am happy to

say, had he.

The hospital of today is the doctors castle. There the patient’s

family are segregated in a definite part, the atmosphere is new to

them and a trifle mysterious, and they really bother him very

little. Moreover, since he is familiar with the structure of the

building, he has means of egress and ingress of which they know

nothing; he need not employ the great portal where he may easily

be seen; indeed he is more than likely, if he has other affairs to

transact, to escape by the postern gate where the milk and

groceries are delivered. On the other hand, the private house is

the castle of the patient’s family; and the doctor, unless he im-

mediately establishes psychological dominance, may find himself

regarded in a vague way as a necessary interloper. Women rela-

tives are best controlled by giving them something to do. The

husband is usually sufficiently docile; he knows nothing about

childbirth and is man enough to admit it. If during the long

hours of waiting he seeks solace at the sideboard, he becomes as

innocuous as a sucking dove; this practice should be encouraged,

for it is his twilight sleep.

The families of most of Dr. Newell’s patients were charming

people, intelligent, friendly, and appreciative. On occasions,

however, we would encounter a husband who was suffering from

undigested wealth and the distension that goes with it. It is

difficult for such a man as, say, the president of the Atlas Sus-

pender Company (our motto is,
4We Hold Up the Pants of

America’) at whose frown the entire office force quails and who

is the tsar of his household, to be told in his own home by a

couple of strange doctors what he may and may not do; yet it

can be accomplished. Tact and circumlocution he does not un-

derstand; plain English is his dish.



V
An Obstetrician at'War

during the first world war my novitiate in obstetrics was

interrupted for the twenty months that I served in France and

Italy as a medical officer in our army. At the time that I left I

held a very minor staff position at the Boston Lying-in Hospital

and a similar teaching appointment in Harvard Medical School;

so I had no difficulty in securing my release from both institutions.

In fact, Dr. Newell encouraged me to do so, and he even main-

tained my place as his assistant during my entire absence.

Nothing that I did overseas was germane to my specialty,

since my duties, chronologically listed, consisted of revamping

the plumbing of an ancient lycee that we were using as a hospital,

acting as commander of a medical department company of about

two hundred and sixty-five men, and operating on the wounded

at the front. In the treatment of war wounds I was no more

handicapped by my obstetrical training than were the general

surgeons by their experiences in civil practice, for in the beginning

none of us knew anything about it. We learned from the French,

who were the best of teachers, how to remove shell and grenade

fragments, how to debride, and how to use Dakin’s solution.

Experience taught us how much injury healthy young men could

endure without dying; it also taught us to operate expeditiously,

for one could not spend hours working on a soldier who had ten

or fifteen wounds each containing a missile covered with dirty

clothing which, if not removed, might kill him by causing a gas

bacillus infection; such a situation is no place for fussy technique.

Often we had to decide whether to amputate a limb and risk the
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soldier’s death on the table, or to debride it— that is, to cut away

all the devitalized tissue surrounding it— and possibly see him

die later of gas bacillus infection because we had missed some tiny

portion that should have been removed. If the main artery was

injured and therefore there was no circulation to the limb, we

amputated; if the blood supply was good we used conservative

measures. This policy, employed throughout the American Ex-

peditionary Force, explains the comparatively small number of

armless and legless soldiers that the war produced. Gas bacillus

infection, that scourge of the First World War, which spreads

throughout the tissues almost while one is watching it, causing

a crackling sensation to the touch, and at the same time generates

a fatal toxin, should be easier to combat in the present conflict

with the sulfa drugs and with the serum that has been developed

to use against it.

The injuries of civil life follow certain definite patterns— cer-

tain bones are broken, certain joints are dislocated, and certain

internal organs are ruptured — but in warfare a missile, be it a

shell or grenade fragment, or a rifle or shrapnel ball, may pene-

trate anywhere. The peace-time surgeon may know his regional

anatomy well; he is like an experienced coastwise pilot who can

set his course or enter a harbor by familiar landmarks; but when

he goes to war he is in unaccustomed waters, and he must navigate

by the chart. One of our patients was a sergeant who had been

shot through the mouth and whose right vertebral artery had

been severed. He was bleeding steadily and it was necessary to

stanch the flow of blood at once. Since this vessel courses upward

within the spinal column, it could not be tied in that region. It

was necessary, therefore, to ligate it at its point of origin. Not

since my dissecting-room days had I invaded this region of the

body, but with the aid of Gray’s Anatomy and an enlisted man
who held the book and turned the pages, I was able to tie it above

and behind the collarbone, where it arose from the subclavian

artery; and the man recovered.
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My first experience with war surgery was at Luneville, a small

city in the Department of Meurthe-et-Moselle not far from

Nancy, where were the headquarters of the Forty-Second, or

Rainbow, Division, which had been placed in the line for training

with the French. Some of the American wounded were sent to

our field hospital, where we operated on planks set on trestles,

using wooden-handled knifes. ‘ Shades of my grandfather !’ I

thought. ‘This is going to be just like the battle of Gettysburg/

Since we were in a municipal building, however, there were no

trees from which to hang lanterns. We had no X-ray equipment

for locating buried missiles, and no gauze dressings except first-

aid packets, although a French hospital across the street had

cans and cans of large sterile sponges sent through the Red Cross

from Boston, of all places. There had been several observers

from the Army Medical Corps in France since the war began in

1914, but much of their observation may have been confined to

the Cafe de Paris; certain it is that when the United States

entered the war the army had little modern medical equipment.

In peace time our army is the poor relation of Congress; soldiers

do not vote, nor do they maintain pressure groups in Washington;

but when war comes the price of the neglect is not paid by con-

gressmen but by American fighting men.

At Luneville I watched the first train of American wounded in

our sector being evacuated to the base hospitals. It was filled

with seriously injured men, but none of them had attached to

his blouse a field medical card, telling the nature of his wounds

or of what treatment they had received. If a soldier were to have

a hemorrhage during the trip, the distraught medical officer in

charge had no choice but to find the man’s history in the large

bundle of forms that was handed him when the train was loaded.

The medical brass hats had been ‘observing’ the field medical

cards used by the Allies for four years, and they had been think-

ing up a better one which had not yet been issued. When, how-

ever, we were transferred to the town of Baccarat— which has
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no connection with the gambling game of the same name— we

joined an evacuation hospital which, having been largely supplied

by the Red Cross, had everything it needed. Here also our pa-

tients came from the redoubtable Rainbow Division. At Bac-

carat, for a few all too brief days, I enjoyed my most luxurious

billet of the war. It was in the home of the superintendent of

the glass works, and it contained a comfortable bed with sheets,

an efficient tiled stove, and, best of all, a beautiful and elaborate

bedroom toilet set with every article— every article— made of

ruby-colored cristal de Baccarat.

In June of 1918 my superior officer and I were ordered to Italy,

and directed to attach ourselves to the field hospital which

served the only American infantry regiment there, and which

with it made up the so-called American Expeditionary Force

in that country. After a few preliminary moves the field hospital

was established near a little crossroad village behind the Piave

River called Limbraga in an abandoned manicomio (madhouse)

with an Italian unit of the same nature as ours. We found the

Italian medical officers good doctors; one of them was a disciple

of the great Forlanini, who invented artificial pneumothorax; he

was an expert on wounds of the chest and had achieved remark-

able success in treating them. I have heard that he is now a

notorious Fascist. Most of the Italian officers were conceited and

oversensitive, although there were one or two exceptions. Since

our regiment did not go into action until the last days of the war,

we had very few wounded; most of our patients had influenza,

and a number of them died.

The armistice in Italy was signed on November 3. The next

day there was a general celebration in Treviso, which was the

largest town near our hospital. The Italian military authorities

had evacuated the civil population, for it was within easy bomb-

ing range of the Austrians, but they had left fully staffed those

establishments that they considered essential industries: the

cafes, the bordellos, and the perfumery shops. Seated before one
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of these cafes we watched the antics of a number of soldiers who

were growing drunker and drunker as time went on. Before us

in the little square was a statue of Italia; and every now and then

an Italian, a Frenchman, an Englishman, or an American would

mount its pedestal and deliver a speech in his native tongue;

sometimes several would make speeches at the same time. The

buildings surrounding the main square of Treviso, like those of

most Venetian towns, had an arcaded lower story, and within

one of these arcades was a Bersaglieri band, also thoroughly in-

ebriated. From time to time it would blare forth the Bersaglieri

march, the only tune such bands knew; and since it was composed

entirely of trumpeters the din was deafening. In the midst of

this cheerful confusion a young Italian officer approached and

asked if he might join us. He spoke English perfectly— so per-

fectly, in fact, that we complimented him on it.

‘Say/ he said, ‘you don’t think I am one of those God-damned

wops, do you? ’

‘Well/ someone replied, ‘you are wearing the star of Savoy,

you have a yellow patch on your collar, and you have one pip on

your sleeve. You look to me like a second lieutenant in the

Italian artillery.’

‘Maybe that’s the way I look, but I come from Bridgeport,

Connecticut.’

He told us his name, which was Perkins or Nickerson, or some-

thing equally New England; and he went on to relate how before

the United States had entered the war he had worked his way

over to Naples and joined the Italian army. He continued, as his

thirst was assuaged, to express in detail and with great clarity

his low opinion of his brothers-in-arms.

‘The Italian infantryman is a coward/ said he. ‘Any first-

class enemy could have cleaned them up long ago. They ran like

rabbits at the Caporetto, and they weren’t much better at the

Piave. If the French and British hadn’t been poured in to help

them, the Austrians would have been all over the north of Italy.’
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When in early 1919 I finally reached the United States and was

discharged, I had a major’s commission, two old uniforms, and

no practice. I received the veteran’s bonus of sixty dollars from

the Federal Government and a hundred dollars from the State

— God save the Commonwealth of Massachusetts— and by law

I was exempt from paying a poll tax for several years. But I was

still Dr. Newell’s assistant and I began again. Before long, how-

ever, things were going well enough so that I could drop my
apronstrings and proceed alone. I had reassumed my staff ap-

pointment at the Lying-in Hospital and my teaching position

at the school. Four years after the war the new hospital building

on Longwood Avenue was finished, and with its completion came

a rapid increase in the number of patients and more responsibili-

ties for everyone. After eight years Dr. Newell retired and I

succeeded to his position as chief of staff at the hospital and pro-

fessor of obstetrics at the Medical School. My formal apprentice-

ship was completed; but actually it has never ended, for he who

in his conceit thinks he has seen everything in his branch of

medicine has in fact seen very little, else he would not hold that

opinion.
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Dr. Charming Attends a 'Birth

it was between noon and one o’clock on an early fall day. On

Boston Common the oaks were rusty brown; in the distance the

same color, softened by the smoky haze of Indian summer, was

repeated in a more subdued tone. Business men, tradesmen, and

artisans going home to dinner filled the streets in a steadily

moving throng. Suddenly those on Tremont Street heard the

clatter of galloping hoofs on the cobblestones and a whir of wings

as a flock of feeding pigeons took flight. A black horse, his neck

outstretched and foam flying from his mouth, came galloping

down Beacon Hill drawing a doctor’s chaise, which rounded on

one wheel the corner of the Common at the Park Street Church.

Dogs put their tails between their legs and ran for safety; a vendor

of Spanish oranges pushed his barrow onto the sidewalk; gigs,

carts, wagons, and carriages headed for the curb. Seated in the

driver’s seat of the careening vehicle was a gentleman of medium

height with a prominent nose and a florid complexion, wearing

with his frock coat a ruffled shirt and a high black stock. With

every pitch of the chaise his beaver hat lurched precariously,

while beneath its brim his blue-gray eyes looked out upon the

scene with pleasure and mild excitement. Beside him sat an

imperturbable Irish groom whose jaws, grinding slowly, were

engaged in the mechanical mastication of tobacco. Along the

side of the Common, across crowded Boylston Street, through

Tremont Street, and down its left fork into Washington Street

they sped. On reaching 718 the horse was brought, rearing, to

an abrupt stop as his iron-shod hoofs clashed upon the paving-
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stones and sent of! a shower of sparks. Dr. Walter Channing

handed the reins to the groom, stepped spryly to the sidewalk,

and entered a small house.

The citizens of Boston, long accustomed to the doctor’s rapid

progress through their streets, were never certain whether he was

merely driving very fast or whether his horse was always running

away. He seemed like the helmsman of a sailing-ship who, driven

before a following gale, cannot control the speed of his vessel and

is barely able to direct its course. Obstructions to navigation,

such as carts, lamp posts, and corners of houses, suddenly reared

themselves before him and were either avoided with difficulty

or struck a glancing blow. At all events the doctor wasted little

time between places and was seldom late for an appointment.

In the minds of most people there is an indissoluble connection

between fast horses, loose women, and strong drink. No sus-

picion of any such rakish relationship in the life of Dr. Chan-

ning could have entered the minds of the people of Boston; they

knew him not only as a brother of William Ellery Channing, the

famous Unitarian preacher, but as a man of simple and sincere

rectitude himself. He was deeply religious, he led a Bible class

each Sunday, and even on occasions in the absence of the minister

he conducted the service and preached the sermon. Moreover,

in a day when wine appeared on the tables of almost all of his

patients he had the courage to practice temperance.

Those who saw Dr. Channing on his rapid progress through

the city naturally supposed that he was on his way to attend a

case of childbirth, for he was the leading obstetrician of Boston.

But this was no ordinary child that he was about to deliver.

The other babies that he helped to bring into the world have long

since died and most of them have been forgotten, but this infant

was to be the lustiest and longest-lived of them all, for that day

was October 24, 1832, and the Boston Lying-in Hospital was

about to be born.

With the beginning of that hospital, of which I have the honor
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to be at present chief of staff, began a great tradition. In the

last century all medicine has advanced an immeasurable distance

beyond all its previous achievements since the beginning of

civilization. It has thrown off the bonds of supposition and be-

come a true science, keeping step with the forward march of

chemistry, biology, and physics. The history of the Boston Lying-

in Hospital reflects this progress. Its growth has been the work

of many builders; each one passed on to his successors what he

learned from his own experience and from the general medical

knowledge of his time. One of its early doctors was the first in

America to give anesthesia to a hospital patient to relieve the

pains of labor. Forty years later two others were among the

leaders in the victorious battle against the scourge of epidemic

childbed fever. Its annals tell of these men and of others who

made less striking but none the less significant contributions to

the healing art, of the times in which they lived, and of the mid-

wifery they practiced as compared with the modern science of

obstetrics.

A hundred and ten years ago when the Boston Lying-in Hos-

pital was founded, Boston was a city of about forty thousand

people, who lived on the crests and slopes of its three low hills.

Geographically it was joined to the rest of the United States by

a narrow strip of land and seven bridges; intellectually and

spiritually its bonds were by no means so close. Its racial back-

ground was homogeneous, since almost all its inhabitants were of

English stock. Although there were some Irish, the great Hi-

bernian invasion did not begin until 1846, the year of the potato

famine. The city contained few Jews, no Italians, no Slavs, no

Central Europeans, and in 1832 only enough ‘ people of color’

to occupy one hundred and forty-five dwellings. Nearly all Bos-

tonians were uncompromising Whigs, and so bitterly opposed

were they to Andrew Jackson, a Democrat, then running for a

second term as President, that when the news of his re-election

finally reached them they were disposed to wash their hands of all
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responsibility for the future of the country and to leave it to those

people beyond the Hudson. The voice of Cassandra spoke

through the Boston Courier : ‘The die is cast and the deed is done.

The people have chosen Andrew Jackson for their President.

The unpalatable truth can no longer be denied or concealed. The

time is at hand that is to try the permanency of our republican

institutions, and we fear, to shake this union to pieces.
1

It was not until 1835 that the first railroad, the Boston and

Worcester, crept as far as Newton, but it hesitated on the out-

skirts and did not at once enter the citadel of conservatism. If

one wished to go to New York— and every Bostonian believed

that one must have a real reason for visiting such a place— one

could take a coach to Providence and there embark upon the

splendid steamer Boston
,
Captain William Comstock, which

sailed twice a week. This superior boat was propelled by two low-

pressure engines and heavy copper boilers, and the fare was seven

dollars and ‘found.’ The steamboat General Jackson sailed twice

a week from Norwich and New London; on her the fare was two

dollars, meals extra. Moreover, one could take the Telegraph

Stage, which left three times a week from 36 Hanover Street at

9 A.M., lodge overnight at Woodstock, and arrive in Hartford the

next day in season for the boats. Sailing-packets bound for Balti-

more, Philadelphia, and Charleston were available for those who

preferred the risk of seasickness while rounding Cape Cod to the

danger of being blown up by a defective boiler on Long Island

Sound.

The civic and intellectual life of Boston was that of New Eng-

land’s largest town. Energy, self-reliance, and devotion to, social

and moral conventions went hand in hand with rationality in

religious belief, hunger for mental improvement, and the wide*

spread use of alcohol. Jamaica and Medford rum, both of excel

lent quality, were available in large amounts; whiskey was cheap,

and all were consumed freely by rich and poor. The chief differ-

ence in effect was that the wealthy, through careful training and
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extensive practice, had learned to hold their liquor. A well-

developed sense of equilibrium was required to balance a tall

beaver hat upon the head even when sober, and a costume which

included a stock, a ruffled shirt, and a tailed coat set at all times

a certain standard of dignity. Sunday sermons were long— they

might last two hours— therefore not only were the men of the

congregations accustomed to fortify themselves beforehand

against the ordeal, but even some of the ministers found it neces-

sary to take the same precautions before coming to grips with

the Devil, apparently with the idea of fighting fire with firewater.

Probably never in the history of America has there been so much

drinking with so little drunkenness and such complete decorum.

Dinner was in the middle of the day, not later than one o’clock;

and tea was at six, a substantial meal, as were the others. Oppor-

tunities for entertainment, although few, had an educational

flavor. Mr. E. Forrest might be seen at six and a half o’clock at

the Tremont Theater in Metamora
,
or The Last of the Wampa-

noags. At the Athenaeum Gallery in Pearl Street one might view

two magnificent paintings, ‘The Fall of Man’ and his ‘Expulsion

from Paradise.’ ‘These two superb pictures, each 12 feet 6 inches

by 10 feet 6 inches, were painted by Dubufe, for Charles the

Tenth, and for which he paid fifteen hundred guineas. They were

lately exhibited at the Academy of the Fine Arts, London, to the

admiration of thousands. Admission twenty-five cents. Season

tickets fifty cents. Doors open at 9 in the morning. The room

kept constantly warmed.’ Phrenologists throve. For a pecuniary

consideration one could have the bumps on one’s head examined

and compared with a chart by the professor, who then gave a

brief critique of one’s character, which was usually favorable.

There were also steps that could be taken toward the improve-

ment of one’s personal appearance. One could purchase ‘Atkin-

son’s Genuine Bear’s Grease, warranted pure as imported by him

direct, by his sole agent for America, at the Music Saloon and

London Importing Warehouse, 36 Cornhill, formerly Market
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Street, Boston. The article is procured from the animal in its

natural climate, it being known to possess more vivifying prop-

erties when so procured than when the animal is in a domesticated

state. It is of the finest quality, and is sent out without any

admixture, except a little perfume to keep it sweet, and for the

growth of hair is no doubt far superior to anything hitherto

known. Also, for dressing the Hair, it is very pleasant and useful,

cleaning the head from dandriff, and making the hair beautifully

soft and glossy.
1

It was a Genteel Age. One could purchase a ‘genteel’ chaise

and harness with a gray horse, as well as ‘ genteeT furniture, at

42 Mt. Vernon Street, a ‘ genteeT house with a rainwater cistern

and a well in Belknap Street, and ‘ elegant ’ London books from

J. L. Cunningham, auctioneer. Whale oil for the lamps of Boston

could be bought in both the summer and winter varieties. Co-

chituate water had just been piped into the city, but it was still

considered new-fangled by some, and few of the better families

used it, since they had more confidence in their own pumps.

Toilet facilities in the main, were those of rural America, but as

city lots were small it was not necessary to walk so far. Those

were days of cobbled streets, of Bulfinch architecture, of tree-

shaded houses, and of candlelight in the evening shining down

upon old mahogany, fair linen, and Paul Revere silver. There

was no cheap sophistication, no worship of the tawdry, no general

prostration before the image of Mammon; for although Bos-

tonians have always liked money, they have never believed that

it was the chief end of their existence. Life held a leisure and a

graciousness that we shall never see again.



The House in

'Washington Street

the small brick house at 718 Washington Street, like many

Boston dwellings of its day, had one end toward the street, from

which it was separated by a white picket fence, and its front faced

an ample garden. There were two gates: one affording entrance

to the garden, and the other opening on the short path that led

to the house. To the east was Front Street, bordering on the

South Cove where the old Hall and Hinckley wharves, their

planking partially gone and their piling rotting, staggered out

into the water; southward Washington Street stretched toward

Roxbury, then a country village beyond the Neck where fifty-six

years before the Continentals had built their breastworks and

redoubts to pen Sir William Howe’s redcoats within the city.

West of the Neck lay the strip of new land made by the partial

filling in of the Back Bay then just begun — a waste and desolate

region not yet completely laid out in streets and with only scat-

tered dwellings. On the end of this small brick house was a sign-

board bearing the legend, * Boston Lying-in Hospital.’

The first public intimation that the opening of one of the earli-

est maternity hospitals in America was at hand appeared on

September 29, 1832, in the Christian Register— a journal de-

voted, according to its heading, to ‘ Unitarian Christianity, Sound

Morals, Literature, and News ’ — apparently in the order of their

relative importance.
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The Boston Lying-in Hospital. This institution we learn is

completely organized, and is ready for the reception of patients.

An estate has been purchased, situated in the southerly part of

this city, at No. 718 Washington Street, embracing a house well

adapted to its present purposes, and a spacious lot of land which

will admit an extension of its buildings, whenever it shall become

necessary. No patient will be recommended for admission unless

a married woman or one recently widowed, and known to be of

good moral character.

Two groups of benevolent citizens, the Massachusetts Humane

Society and the Massachusetts Charitable Fire Society, had each

given five thousand dollars to provide a refuge where poor and

worthy women of good character might be brought to bed. The

Humane Society, in keeping with its title, might have been ex-

pected to support this project, but the role of the Fire Society

merits a little explanation, since a relationship between conflagra-

tions and women in childbirth at first glance appears by no means

close. The Massachusetts Charitable Fire Society was incor-

porated in 1794, with Paul Revere as one of its charter members,

to supply financial aid for those left impoverished by the fires

which often ravished the town of Boston, where the dwellings

then were nearly all of wood. Since commercial insurance was

unknown, such disasters usually meant the loss of all personal

property. Each year the society held a public meeting at which

prizes were given for devices to prevent or extinguish fires, a

dissertation was delivered on the advantages of charitable so-

cieties in general, and a collection was taken up. Not until May

29, 1832, however, was the first of the society’s annual dinners

held— a custom which has lasted to this day— at the Norfolk

House in Roxbury. That evening it was disclosed that the so-

ciety had accumulated a capital amount of over twenty-five

thousand dollars, and that, owing to brick construction and to

the establishment of fire companies and commercial insurance,

the demands upon it in late years had been few. Accordingly it

was voted to petition the legislature for permission to expend the
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society’s funds for other purposes, and it was suggested— prob-

ably through the inspiration of Dr. Channing— that the estab-

lishment of a hospital for the care of poor women in labor would

be a worthy charity. The Boston Lying-in Hospital was conceived

that night.

With a nucleus from these two societies— since each had the

right to name two representatives— a board of trustees came into

being. It consisted of two merchants, two lawyers, a teacher, a

wharf-owner, a surgeon at the Massachusetts General Hospital,

and the Unitarian minister of the West Church in Lynde Street.

The occupation of the ninth trustee is not given in the city direc-

tory; possibly he had made enough money to retire. They bought

che house at 718 Washington Street from Michael B. Hunting,

who at number 729 on the same street dealt in
4 West Indian

goods ’ — in plain English, rum and molasses. The neighborhood

might be called mixed, for Daniel Chamberlain, a laborer, lived

in the rear of 714; William Frost, a blacksmith, occupied the rear

of 720; the Widow Hannah Erskine lived in the front of 722;

while in the back of the same house James Ferguson plied his

trade of soap-boiler. Diagonally across the street was Daniel F.

Child, another dealer in West Indian goods.

The wisdom of the trustees, and their determination that the

patients should be well cared for, are demonstrated by their choice

of attending physicians. One of them, Enoch Hale, Jr., although

he made no great stir in the obstetrical world, was an eminent

local practitioner, while the other, Dr. Channing himself, was

already one of the most prominent American medical men of his

time, being the first professor of midwifery and medical juris-

prudence at the Harvard Medical School— or the Massachu-

setts Medical College, as it was then called— where he was also

the first dean.

The association of Dr. Hale and Dr. Channing did not last

long; Dr. Hale resigned in 1834, to be replaced by Dr. Charles G.

Putnam, a kind, quiet man of excellent judgment and unusual
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operative dexterity. Dr. Channing himself withdrew in 1838,

and Dr. Putnam remained in sole charge of the hospital until

1844, when his responsibilities were shared with Dr. David Hum-
phreys Storer, who succeeded Dr. Channing as professor in 1854

and whose career we shall follow later.

The house physician was Dr. Edward Hook, who was born in

Castine, Maine, graduated from Harvard College in 1827 and

from Harvard Medical School in 1832. He was paid $100 a year.

Mrs. Aborn, the matron, received an annual salary of $122; but

when a year later she asked for $200, the trustees met her some-

what less than halfway by raising her stipend to $140. Since the

total cost of running the hospital, however, was only $1200 a year,

the matron’s salary appears to have been a fair one for those days.

The first patient, Mary Connor, entered on October 24, 1832,

and was confined December 8. From that time until the institu-

tion closed in 1856, there were six hundred and fifty births— an

average of only twenty-seven a year. It is thus evident that a

maternity hospital offered at that time no great appeal to the

public; in fact, every hospital in America was avoided by all ex-

cept the wretched and destitute, who had nowhere else to go.

In Boston, poor women who were respectable were accepted at

the Lying-in Hospital; those who were poor but not respectable

were sent to the House of Industry. This moral and social dis-

tinction was keenly felt, for even the gatekeeper at that South

Boston institution preferred to have his wife confined at 718

Washington Street instead of at his own hospital.

Although the number of patients in the first twenty-six years

of the hospital’s existence was small, its records tell stories of

human drama— sometimes of tragedy— and now and then a

mystery. Witness the case of Pamela Carlisle, an English lady

of twenty-four, in general delicate health, who was delivered on

January 18, 1833, of a baby boy. The hospital register gave her

home as Bath, England, and her husband as George Carlisle, a

lieutenant in the British Army, stationed at Nassau on the Island
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of New PFovidence. A respected citizen of Boston had recom-

mended her admission and was surety for her board, saying that

she was destitute and without friends. Who was this young,

pathetic stranger who bore her baby in an alien city, where alone

she seems to have met kindness and understanding? The lady

directresses of the hospital said that her circumstances were

peculiar and interesting, but neither they nor her benefactor ever

told her story because, no doubt, the directresses were ladies and

he a gentleman.

The medicine of the Boston Lying-in Hospital in those days,

like the medicine of Boston, was that of contemporary western

Europe. Although Hale had never been abroad, Channing had

spent some time in Europe, as had his fellow Bostonians, Warren,

Hayward, and Shattuck, who had studied in London, Edinburgh,

and Paris. German and Austrian science had not developed; so

practice was still wholly clinical in scope and was not yet affected

by laboratory methods or even by any precise technique in physi-

cal diagnosis. The days of the anatomical approach to clinical

problems did not begin until 1858, when the great Virchow an-

nounced his concept of cellular pathology. From his time on.

disease acquired a new aspect which enabled physicians by the

bedside, aided by autopsies and by the microscope, to translate

into terms of anatomical changes within the body the deviation

from the normal that they detected in the patient’s history or

that they found on physical examination.

In 1832 physicians were largely dependent for a diagnosis upon

the patient’s account of past illnesses, the course of the present

disease, and what they discovered largely by the use of two of

their senses— sight and touch. Their faculties of observation

were keenly developed— much more so indeed than is the case

with the modern doctor— and, lacking methods of diagnostic

precision, they made thorough use of what abilities they pos-

sessed. There was little in the appearance of any patient that

escaped the keen eyes of the old physicians. People were of
1

full
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habit* or of ‘delicate constitution.* The sunken eyeballs of ex-

treme prostration, the one-sided facial flush of lobar pneumonia,

the heaving chest of heart disease, were to them as familiar and as

full of meaning as were the signs along a trail to an Indian scout.

The study of the tongue was in itself a minor art. It might be

clean at the edges and furred on top; possibly there were cracks

at the margins, or it might be generally red. Some protruded

their tongues manfully or even defiantly; others reluctantly or

with a tremor. Whereas today the well-trained internist, faced

with a new patient, demands a complete blood examination as a

means of breaking the diagnostic ice, so a hundred years ago the

wise physician asked the sufferer to stick out his tongue. Unlike

the blood examination, it cost the patient nothing extra.

In puzzling cases the doctor would apply his ear to the chest

and listen for alterations in the heart sounds or for squeaks and

bubbles in the lungs; but auscultation, as this maneuver is called,

was not a routine part of every examination. With a lady patient,

moreover, modesty required that he should listen only through

her nightdress. Although the stethoscope, a hollow wooden cylin-

der about ten inches long, had been invented by Laennec in 1815,

many considered it new-fangled and a nuisance; and even when

the biaural stethoscope, with a flexible tube leading to each ear

and thus resembling the modern instrument, appeared in 1851

there were many who were loth to use it. The description of per-

cussion, or ‘sounding the chest* by tapping it with the fingers,

which was first practiced by Leopold Auenbrugger in 1761, was

translated from the German into French by Corvisart, so that

by the early part of the nineteenth century it was thoroughly

familiar to students in western Europe.

Not only was the tactile sense constantly employed for diagno-

sis, but it was also in daily use as a means of following the patient’s

condition. Since the clinical thermometer did not appear in

America until 1862, when Billings used it on the wounded of the

army besieging Richmond, the laying on of the hand was the only
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way to diagnose or gauge a fever. Moisture or dryness of the

skin 'was also thus detected. The thrill, which feels like the

purring of a cat, imparted to the overlying palm in the mitral

stenosis of rheumatic heart disease
;
the tenseness of the abdomen

in suspected puerperal peritonitis; and under the same circum-

stances the presence or absence of tenderness on pressure upon

the top of the uterus were all duly noted. The pulse and its

characteristics were a study in themselves; for aside from its rate,

now as well as then of great importance as an index of the pa-

tients condition, there were other features which called for in-

terpretation. It might be ‘full and bounding/ small, or easily

compressible. The apparatus for determining the height of the

blood pressure was of course unknown until 1896, when Riva

Rocci devised the sphygmomanometer, which in a modified form

is in common use today. The old physicians, however, knew how

to test the urine for albumin by boiling or by the addition of

nitric acid, although it does not appear that they did so at the

Boston Lying-in Hospital in those days. They were also aware

that the urine of diabetics contained sugar because it was sweet

when they tasted it; moreover, flies collected when it stood in an

open vessel.

Already the seeds of preventive medicine had been sown, for

Jenner, the Englishman, had first vaccinated against smallpox

in 1798. Two years later he was followed by Benjamin Water-

house, then professor of the theory and practice of physic in

Harvard Medical School, who tried the experiment upon his four

children and then exposed them to the disease without evil effect.

The old doctors had two specifics: quinine, or ‘the Peruvian

bark/ which acts directly upon the plasmodium of malaria; and

mercury, which attacks in a similar manner the spirochete of

syphilis. However, no one knew then that either the plasmodium

or the spirochete existed, for so far there was no such thing as

clinical microscopy. A vast arsenal of other drugs was used

without exception only to relieve symptoms, and of these the
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purgatives led all others in number and popularity. When, in

1738 the great Dutch physician Boerhaave died, he left an

elaborately bound book which was said to contain all the secrets

of medicine. Upon opening the volume all the pages were found

blank but one, and on that was written, ‘Keep the head cool, the

feet warm, and the bowels open/ The doctors of the early

nineteenth century followed his advice to the letter and they

purged everyone. Castor oil, calomel, Epsom salts, and rhubarb

were dispensed with a lavish hand and in large amounts. Five

grains of calomel— an amount which today would temporarily

incapacitate a longshoreman— was the standard dose for a

‘delicate female/ Said James Tilton: ‘This Sampsonian remedy

has the power of subduing all manner of contagion or infection

that we are yet acquainted with. Thus, besides syphilis, itch, etc.,

without fever, it is regarded as a specific in smallpox, measles,

scarlatina, yellow fever, etc., and is found to be not less success-

ful in the early stages of jail fever/ The eminent Benjamin Rush

of Philadelphia, a signer of the Declaration of Independence, had

a prescription which he called his ‘Thunderbolt/ It contained

ten grains of calomel and ten grains of jalap, and so effective was

it that in his day the natural lethargy of his fellow citizens was

for the time practically eradicated. Calomel was given until the

patient drooled, his gums became sore and swollen, and his teeth

loosened; but if too brisk a purgation set in and things were

getting out of hand, there was always opium to check it. Cathar-

tics were administered in all diseases and under all circumstances,

and they were repeated as long as the vital spark remained in the

patient; even in puerperal peritonitis they were plied without

stint, thus, as we know today, spreading the disease and hasten-

ing the end. Among the thousands of deaths from childbed fever

many were accelerated or made inevitable by purges admin-

istered with the best intentions but in complete ignorance of the

havoc that they were causing.

Another sovereign remedy was ipecac, or ipecacuanha. In
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small doses it loosens a cough; in large amounts it produces

violent sweating and vomiting. It was given freely, for just as it

was believed a wise policy to purge each patient, it was held

almost as beneficial to make him vomit. Two other old favorites

were asafetida— ‘the evil-smelling gum’— and valerian. To

most people asafetida has a most vile taste, but at ancient Roman

feasts a peacock stuffed with it was the piece de resistance
,
and

even today in the Far East there are those who use it as a season-

ing. It was highly esteemed as a cure for hysteria, and it was

successful probably because any patient who once took it would

be impelled to avoid or conceal any symptoms that might in the

future lead to another dose. Since both asafetida and valerian —
a similar nauseating drug— were so successful in hysteria, they

acquired great repute in all diseases with fits, and they were even

used in puerperal convulsions, or eclampsia.

Blood-letting to the extent of a pint or more was the rule in

fevers, apoplexy, and kidney or heart disease. Some physicians

bled their patients in the spring to prepare them for the heat of

summer, and again in the fall as a precaution against the rigors

of winter. A large, florid, plethoric man was as good as bled the

moment a doctor laid eyes on him. The technique of bleeding

was simple, but it was carried out in conformity to certain definite

regulations. Whenever possible the patient sat in a chair— an

important precaution— because if an excessive amount of blood

were drawn he would faint, which would be a signal to stop the

bleeding. If, on the other hand, he were permitted to lie down he

would be less likely to swoon, and the doctor might take too

much. After a tourniquet was applied to the upper arm tightly

enough to distend the veins without shutting off the arterial

supply, a vessel at the elbow was opened with a lancet, and the

blood was collected in a basin. An old practitioner of my ac-

quaintance was accustomed to bleed his patients in his garden

and to pour the blood surreptitiously on the roots of a favorite

cherry tree. He always said that the tree flourished extraordi-
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narily and that each year it bore heavily of delicious fruit with

a full-bodied flavor.

An allied measure was local bleeding or leeching, a practice

that goes back to medieval times. The Hirudo medicinalis
,
or

medicinal leech, is an annelid or red-blooded worm of the order or

class Hirudinea. Having thus placed the leech in the zoological

Who's Who
,
it may interest us to consider the peculiarities of this

curious creature and how it was used in medicine. In addition to

a well-developed suction apparatus it has three teeth with sharp

notched edges, each resembling half of a tiny circular saw; so

when it is applied to the skin its bite inflicts three short deep

gashes which radiate from a common center. Leeches lay eggs;

also, each leech is a hermaphrodite; that is, both male and female.

Thus it follows that any leech may fertilize any other; moreover,

there are actual instances reported of two of them fertilizing each

other at the same time. The leech appears to be one of the few

animals with a reversible love life.

In those days the leech center of the world was Hamburg, al-

though most leeches were bred in southern Europe. When leech-

ing was in vogue it was found that the easiest way to apply them

to the patient was to insert one tail first in a narrow bottle, place

the mouth of the receptacle against the skin, and shake the leech

down until it attached itself. If it proved to be stubborn, lazy,

or languid, it was coaxed to bite by baiting the skin with sweet-

ened milk or blood. While sucking it secreted hirudin— a sub-

stance which prevented the blood from clotting and which might

cause the bite to continue bleeding even after the animal had been

removed. Each one drew about a teaspoonful of blood before it

became filled, when it was made to let go by applying salt to it.

It was forced to disgorge by further salting or by milking it,

beginning at the tail.

Leeches were applied to any region of the body where the pain

happened to be. At the house in Washington Street Sarah Oakes

had a headache, and six leeches were put upon her temples; Mary
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Barter suffered from an inflamed breast, and ten leeches were sei

to work there; both Helen Murtagh and Dora Osborne wen

threatened with puerperal peritonitis, so twelve leeches in ead

case were applied to the abdomen. Since leeches are slimy anc

dirty worms, their use in the old days so often resulted in infectior

that mechanical substitutes for them were devised. Today the>

are never used except in certain ophthalmological dinics— foi

there is still nothing like a bevy of leeches to reduce a black eye

to a state of respectability.

Clysters, or enemas, were given generously. With soapsuds

and warm water as a base they were made more authoritative by

such drugs as turpentine and asafetida. Irritant substances were

also applied to the skin to raise blisters, which were usually

about the area of a man’s hand; when they were of good size and

full of serum they were said to be ‘well drawn.’ For a mildei

effect a sinapism, or mustard plaster, was used. Cataplasms, oi

poultices, made of the conventional flaxseed or of bread, milk,

and hops, were employed either to allay inflammation or to ‘bring

it to a head’ by encouraging the formation of pus.

It must be clear that there was nothing effeminate about the

medicine of that time. When our forefathers were sick they faced

the necessity not only of overcoming their diseases virtually un-

aided but also of withstanding the treatment that was designed

to cure them. Only the sturdy survived. Those who lived tc

carry on the race possessed a physical fiber that was both tougl

and resilient— a constitutional endowment that they needed

when the movement westward began. Although historians tel

us that the pioneers climbed mountains, waded through swamps

swam rivers, endured extremes of heat and cold, suffered froir

thirst and hunger on the plains, and fought the hostile Indians

because of the lure of gold or the promise of new and more fertile

lands, it is also possible that they left the East to escape theii

doctors.

That same period saw the development of a drug of peculiai
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value to the practice of obstetrics, whose history goes back to

the Middle Ages. In 945 thousands of the people of Paris fled to

the Church of Saint Mary and, kneeling before the altar, begged

relief from the plague that was upon them, for their limbs had

become cold, swollen, black, and blistered; in some cases their

arms and legs had fallen off. The old and young, both men and

women, were afflicted; the disease spared neither age nor sex.

Learning that they had eaten bread made from damaged rye, the

Count of Paris fed them sound grain; and soon the curse was at

end. At intervals, however, such visitations reappeared. It is

said that in 994 four hundred thousand people died this way in

France in the provinces of Limousin and Aquitania alone, but it

was not until 1597 that the medical faculty at Warburg found the

cause in the ergot of rye, or Claviceps purpurea— a fungus that

grows upon and eventually replaces the seeds of the grain. Con-

sumed over a period of time, it constricts the blood vessels and so

causes gangrene of the limbs. But given in non-poisonous doses,

ergot has another and more important effect, for it also causes

contraction of the pregnant uterus; and it is at this point of in-

terest to us because in the period which we have been considering

it found its most active use in hastening tardy labor.

John Stearns of New York City and Albany was the first physi-

cian to employ ergot extensively in his practice, and— of equal

importance— to write about it. In 1822 he published his historic

paper, ‘ Observations on the Secale Cornuturn or Ergot, With

Directions For Its Use in Parturition.’ Up to that time the drug

had been known to the medical profession chiefly for its poison-

ous effects, but for hundreds of years midwives had used it to

help women rid themselves of unwelcome pregnancies by bringing

on abortions. Stearns laid down rules for its use: to hasten labor

in the final stage when expulsive power was lacking, to control

convulsions, to effect delivery of the afterbirth, to check post-

partum hemorrhage, and to stop excessive bleeding or profuse

uterine discharges in the days immediately following childbirth.
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Ergot soon became a popular drug; the records show that it was

used a number of times at the house in Washington Street to

hasten labor, but apparently it was never employed there to stop

postpartum hemorrhage. Soon physicians discovered that if it

were given before the uterus was entirely empty a state of spasm

in that organ might ensue, so that the afterbirth, or placenta,

would be imprisoned and could only be extracted with great

difficulty by the hand of the doctor. In such cases the patients

often succumbed to fatal hemorrhages or infections. As time

went on it became apparent that the sole boon — although a very

great one— that ergot had conferred upon medicine was to check

bleeding after labor, and its use became restricted to that purpose.

Today it is given as a routine, after the placenta has been cast

off, to every woman a doctor delivers.

Of late years much study has been devoted to the isolation of

the active principles of ergot. There are two such principles:

ergonovine, which when injected into a muscle or a vein will

cause the uterus to contract almost immediately; and ergotamine,

which most investigators agree has no such effect. Ergotamine

tartrate, a salt prepared from this principle, is effective, however,

in relieving the agonizing headache of migraine.

Despite their ignorance of scientific medicine and their crudi-

ties of practice, the physicians of those days made what was

without doubt the greatest single gift ever bestowed upon the

healing art. We may forgive them their purges and emetics, we

may excuse their leeches and blisters, and we may overlook the

buckets of blood they drew, because they gave to the world surgi-

cal anesthesia. After the first public demonstration of the use of

ether had occurred on October 16, 1846, in Boston at the Massa-

chusetts General Hospital, the operating room no longer was a

torture chamber; the afflicted could seek relief under the knife,

shrouded in the veil of oblivion. Today, thanks to anesthesia and

to a later development— the aseptic technique— which has

freed surgery from wound infection, the operator may invade
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safely the abdomen, the chest, the brain, the joints, and the most

remote recesses of the body. Among the first men in the world

to apply this blessing toward the relief of the pains of childbirth

was Walter Charming, who began to use ether in his practice

soon after the discovery of its anesthetic properties. The father

of the Boston Lying-in Hospital became also the father of obstet-

ric anesthesia in America.



The Qentleman in

the Beaver Jiat

possibly dr. channing’s love of fast driving was an escape from

the strain of being a New Englander. He was born in Providence,

his maternal grandfather had been one of the signers from Rhode

Island of the Declaration of Independence, and all his life was

spent between the shores of Narragansett and Massachusetts

Bays. He entered Harvard College in 1804; but in April, 1807,

with a group of other students he was expelled because he took

part in an incipient riot over the quality of the food.; On this

occasion the University authorities reported that the conduct of

the students was * disorderly, indecent, an insult to the authority

of the college, and a violation of the Laws made for the preserva-

tion of order and decorum, which ought not to be passed over in

silence.’ Later, however, when he became eminent, the College

forgave him and awarded his A.B. as^of 1808. He studied under

Rush, Wistar, and Physick at the University of Pennsylvania

Medical School, from which he received his M.D. in 1809; and he

was given the same degree ad eundem by Harvard in 1812. For a

while he was a pupil of James Jackson in Boston.

As was the rule in those days for young physicians of means

who hoped to rise in their profession, Channing went to Europe

to complete his education. After some time, largely devoted to

obstetrics, spent in the hospitals of London and Edinburgh, he

returned in 1812 and entered practice in Boston, where at that
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time midwifery was at a particularly low ebb. There were no

hospital clinics where the young physician could see and study

obstetrical cases— or for that matter any cases of a medical or

surgical nature. Practical experience, for those who had not been

abroad, was derived solely through the apprentice system

whereby the youthful doctor, acting as an assistant in private

practice to an older practitioner, learned what he could of the art

and science of medicine from his preceptor. The knowledge and

special training acquired by Channing in Europe soon brought

him recognition as the ablest obstetrician in the city. In 1815

he was appointed lecturer in obstetrics in Harvard Medical

School, and in 1818 he became its first professor of midwifery and

medical jurisprudence, a position that he held for thirty-six years.

One cannot but speculate upon the curious association of

apparently unrelated subjects indicated by Dr. Channing’s title.

Medical jurisprudence, or legal medicine, has to do with that

wide common ground where law and medicine meet. It concerns

not only injuries to the person, deaths from violence, insanity, and

malingering, but in addition it embraces subjects involving the

sex relations, such as pregnancy, illegitimacy, rape, and criminal

abortion— matters which alone in this entire field can have any

possible bearing on obstetrics. It is likely that the faculty, having

decided that someone should teach medical jurisprudence to the

students, selected Dr. Channing, a comparatively young man and

the first incumbent of a newly created chair, as the person who

might offer the least-spirited resistance to such an assignment.

If one may judge from a student’s notebook of that day, medical

jurisprudence was always with him distinctly a side issue.

His outstanding public appearance as a medicolegal expert

was in 1833 at the trial of Ephraim K. Avery, a revivalist min-

ister, for the murder of Sarah Maria Cornell, a mill worker who

was found hanging on a haystack on a farm in Tiverton, Rhode

Island. Dr. Channing appeared for the defense; and he was in-

strumental in securing an acquittal by testifying that the fetus
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found in Sarah Maria’s uterus was of such an advanced gesta-

tional development that Avery, who had known the girl only a

short time, could not have been its father. Most people, how-

ever, did not agree with Dr. Channing. The newspapers were

filled with accounts of the trial, broadsides were written about it,

and poems were devoted to the piteous plight of the poor working

girl and to the brutality of the fiendish revivalist.

To his teaching Dr. Channing brought the enthusiastic interest

of an unusually bright and intelligent mind. In those days, now

happily past, medical students were not all intellectual paragons;

some were indolent and indifferent. The professor was a stimu-

lating lecturer; at times he was clear and concise, on other occa-

sions somewhat discursive, but he never failed to hold the atten-

tion of his listeners. One of his pupils describes him in 1832

:

He came fresh from his morning’s drive, bright, cheery, and

in the best of spirits. The first impression was a favorable one.

He was a fluent, at times an eloquent speaker. He graphically

described the bones of the female pelvis and clothed them with

flesh and blood; he was full of anecdote; his manner was pleasant

and interesting. The lecture reminded one of a fresh easterly

breeze on a dry, hot summer day. The hour passed rapidly away;

he briskly put on his coat and disappeared as suddenly as he came,

leaving us almost spellbound.

One summer morning Dr. Channing was in the midst of a

lecture when an organ-grinder took his station beneath an open

window. Presently the strains of a popular air began to mingle

with the professor’s description of puerperal convulsions. For a

while the battle was evenly contested, the honors going first to

the organ-grinder and then to Dr. Channing, who completely

drowned out at last sat down and said, ‘ Gentlemen, Apollo was

the god of music as well as of physic.’

The catalogue of the Medical School for 1830 states that the

department of midwifery was provided with 1 models from

Florence to illustrate the practice and teach the anatomy of this
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branch of the profession. Besides these it is well supplied with

plates and preparations to aid its study/ On occasions Dr.

Channing produced the models from Florence, dusted them off,

and invited members of his classes to diagnose the presentation

and position of the artificial fetus in the imitation uterus. For

the most part, however, instruction was entirely didactic; and

although a few students acquired some practical experience under

the preceptorial wings of practitioners, most of them not only

graduated in medicine but even attended their first confinement

without ever having seen a baby born.

Dr. Channing was not only the attending physician but also

the moving spirit in the establishment of the Boston Lying-in

Hospital. The members of the Massachusetts Charitable Fire

Society and the first trustees were his familiar friends. Among

them was George Hayward, who with Bigelow, Gorham, John C.

Warren, and Ware formed a medical club of which Dr. Channing

was a member.

Dr. Channing made two outstanding contributions to medicine.

In his article entitled ‘ Notes on Anhaemia, principally in its

connection with the Puerperal State/ published in the October,

1842, issue of the New England Quarterly Journal of Medicine ,
he

described for the first time the pernicious-like type of anemia

which on rare occasions complicates pregnancy; and he reported

ten such patients, all of whom succumbed. Modern treatment,

which includes the use of liver, iron, and blood transfusion, has so

improved the outlook that today few women die of this disease.

Moreover, once the baby is born the anemia disappears and the

patient again becomes normal. In Channing’s day transfusion

had never been successfully performed; for not only was there no

method to prevent the blood from clotting during its transfer to

the patient, but before 1910 nothing was known about blood

grouping, which enables blood from a donor to be given to a re-

cipient without causing its red cells to adhere and lose their hemo-

globin, thus causing death or serious injury to the person whom it
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was designed to benefit. Channing’s prophetic instinct was shown

in this article when he said: ‘The question of transfusion has

often occurred to me. But of what possible benefit would be such

a supply of blood? In a disease so fatal some risk might be in-

curred. But is transfusion an operation which our present

knowledge of it would authorize? If safe in itself, however, might

not time be gained by the operation of such functional changes

to occur as would supply healthful blood?
’

Channing’s most important contribution to medicine, however,

was the use of anesthesia in childbirth, for he was the earliest

prominent American advocate of the employment of ether to

assuage the pains of labor and to produce unconsciousness during

normal or operative deliveries. His name stands in history beside

that of James Young Simpson of Edinburgh, who about six

months before had applied this great discovery, used first in

surgery, to the same purpose.

But before we review the parts so played by these two humane

and progressive men, let us pause briefly to retell the story of the

birth of surgical anesthesia. Dreading the ordeal themselves, the

old surgeons tried in every possible way to benumb the sensibili-

ties of their patients, giving alcohol and opium freely in the hope

that the agony might be less intense. Toward the same end they

developed speed in operating to an astonishing degree, for they

knew that he who cut most rapidly and dexterously was the most

merciful. Abernethy and Liston approached each operation with

dread; it is said that Cheselden could not sleep the night before.

A pupil of Nathan Smith, the old New England surgeon, de-

scribes the scene:

Before the discovery of anesthesia, surgeons suffered in their

sensibilities, as well as their patients. With other pupils I ac-

companied the doctor to a distant town to see a capital operation.

It was a case to excite commiseration. The patient was old enough

to understand the purpose in hand, but not sufficiently mature to

perceive its necessity. It was a chilly morning, as we sat by the

fire, and the doctor looked at the patient at the farther end of the
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room. The lad was emaciated and trembling. Dr. Smith was

visibly affected, his eyes dropped tears, and his hand trembled as

he whispered to me, ‘I shall not do what they expect! It is a

cruel business, and I will perform a less severe operation, in the

hope that it may have the same effect.’ On examination it became

apparent that the severer operation (amputation of the thigh)

could not be avoided. Before we returned to the room, he said

to the attending physician, ‘Hall, you know all about this boy’s

sufferings; at the moment we begin, bend over and across the

bed to hide us from his sight, and do your best to comfort him,*

the tears still falling from his eyes. At once he became calm, the

tremor left him and in less time than while I write this period, the

operation was completed; and the patient recovered.

At such a time in the history of medicine a drama was enacted

in the Massachusetts General Hospital on the morning of October

16, 1846, that was destined to change the whole future of surgery,

abolish untold suffering, and save millions of lives. Let us go

back ninety-six years to the dome of the Bulfinch Building on that

day. The sunlight streams through the many-paned glass roof

upon a tall, slight youth of twenty years who lies upon a plush-

covered reclining chair. His name is Gilbert Abbott, and he is a

painter by trade. He has entered the hospital for the removal of

a tumor in his neck, which one may see above the open collar of

his shirt as his head lies back upon a pillow. Grouped about him

in their: long frock coats are a number of the surgeons and physi-

cians of the hospital. Behind them is a curved white wooden wall,

breast-high; and beyond, four or five tiers of benches, each sepa-

rated from the one below by a similar low semicircular partition,

which are occupied by other doctors and medical students. The

senior surgeon, John C. Warren, stands by the side of the patient.

His ligatures are looped through the buttonholes of his old blood-

stained black coat; needles armed with silk are thrust into his

lapels. There is at hand a table with a basin of water and sea

sponges, and laid out upon it on a towel are the instruments of

his art: the gleaming knives with their ebony handles, the artery
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forceps, the scissors, and the probes. There is a murmur of con-

versation and an atmosphere of suspense. From time to time

Dr. Warren glances at the door. Ten o’clock has already passed;

the long hand of the clock has just reached the quarter-hour when

the surgeon picks up his scalpel. ‘I presume that Dr. Morton is

otherwise engaged,’ he says as, about to make the incision, he

spreads the skin over the tumor between his fingers.

At that moment the door opens, and the man they have been

awaiting enters, breathing rapidly from his climb to the top of the

building. In his hands he carries an odd contrivance— a glass

globe containing a piece of sponge and provided with a neck and

a mouthpiece.

Dr. Warren speaks.
4

Well, sir, your patient is ready.’ Morton

draws from his pocket a bottle, pours a clear, colorless liquid from

it upon the sponge, places the mouthpiece between the patient’s

lips, and tells him to breathe in and out. At first he gags and

coughs, but soon his respirations grow regular and stertorous as

the pungent odor of the volatile fluid fills the air. In about five

minutes Morton removes the inhaler and, turning to Dr. Warren,

says,
4

Sir, your patient is ready.’

The operation proceeds at once, the old surgeon’s hands moving

with their accustomed deftness. Quickly the tumor is exposed,

its base transfixed and tied with a silk ligature, the wound packed

with lint, and a bandage applied. The young man has made no

outcry; neither has he moved. The audience is silent. Dr. Warren

turns and faces the seats. ‘ Gentlemen,’ says he,
‘

this is no hum-

bug.’ No other event in the whole history of medicine has ever

brought such a solace to mankind, for as Henry J. Bigelow, who

was present, said, ‘To die is nothing, but pain is a very serious

matter.’

Quality, or the lack of it, is shown as well in victory as in defeat.

Scarcely had the news of Morton’s triumph spread beyond the

hospital than he became embroiled in as bitter and discreditable

a controversy as has ever disgraced the name of medicine.
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Morton, a dentist, prior to his appearance at the Massachusetts

General Hospital had attempted to obtain a medical degree by

studying as a preceptorial pupil in the house of Dr. Charles T.

Jackson, a physician as well as an eminent scientist, whose activi-

ties embraced chemistry, mineralogy, geology, and electricity,

and who claimed to be the inventor of guncotton and the tele-

graph. Stimulated by his friend and former dental partner,

Horace Wells of Hartford, who the previous year had attempted

unsuccessfully at the Massachusetts General Hospital to demon-

strate the anesthetic properties of nitrous oxide gas, Morton had

experimented secretly with sulphuric ether. He knew that the

drug would produce insensibility, for Faraday in 1818 had already

reported that its effect was similar to that of nitrous oxide. Sur-

reptitiously he investigated its action upon fishes, dogs, and other

animals, but he still lacked the courage to try it on a human being.

One day Jackson found him removing a rubber bag from a

closet in his house and asked him what he intended to do with it.

He replied that he was to extract a tooth that evening and that

he purposed to have his patient breathe air in and out of the bag,

telling him that he was giving him something to relieve the pain.

Jackson thereupon suggested that he use ether, which would

actually produce the effect he sought.

‘ Ether?’ asked Morton, with false innocence. ‘What is that?

Is it a gas? Show it to me.’ Jackson produced a bottle of ether

and demonstrated how it might be poured upon a folded towel

and inhaled by the patient.

That same day Morton bought some of the drug at Burnett’s

pharmacy and tried it on himself, losing consciousness for eight

minutes; so in the evening he administered it successfully to his

patient. He obtained from him a written statement that he had

felt no pain, and used it at once as an advertisement in the news-

papers. He then secured Dr. Warren’s permission to administer

it to a patient at the Massachusetts General Hospital and was

told that he might try it on the young man with the tumor of the
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jaw, who made no objection. He declined to tell the surgeon what

his anesthetic was; and at Jackson’s suggestion, he actually

attempted to disguise its nature by mixing it with ‘French

essence.’

After his successful public demonstration he applied for and

received a patent, so that ‘Letheon’ — as he called it in a further

attempt to conceal its identity— could only be administered by

himself or by those to whom he had sold a license. He invited

Jackson to join his business venture; but that gentleman refused,

being deterred therefrom, as he said, by principles of medical

ethics. These principles, however, did not prevent him from

sending Morton a bill for five hundred dollars for professional

advice— which, needless to say, was not paid. As time went on

and the use of ether spread, Jackson became convinced that he

might be missing a good thing; so his virtue lost much of its un-

compromising quality and he insisted that the dentist pay him

ten per cent— later twenty-five per cent— of the sums derived

from the sale of licenses. When Morton refused all demands there

began a nauseating series of mutual criminations and recrimina-

tions which lasted for several years, involving the Congress of

the United States, the French Academy of Sciences, and as re-

mote a personality as the King of Prussia; and gave publicity to

a disgraceful medical scandal.

Finally that characteristically level-headed institution, the

Massachusetts General Hospital, issued a statement which set

forth the facts correctly and did much to end the brawl. Jackson,

it said, knew nothing about the anesthetic properties of ether

that had not been known before; to Morton alone should go the

credit for the discovery that the drug would relieve pain during

surgical operations. Although Jackson undoubtedly believed that

ether would relieve pain, he took no steps to prove it, nor did he

suggest its use to anyone but Morton. Thereupon the hospital

voted Morton a purse of a thousand dollars in token of his great

discovery.
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So it appears that Morton and Jackson were more inspired by

cupidity than by any desire to succor suffering humanity; their

chief interest lay in how they could best make money by restrict-

ing the use of a simple drug, obtainable from any apothecary, to

those who would pay them f6r the privilege of using it. Had they

both realized that they had made the greatest contribution to

medical science ever known, and had they been content to wear

the laurels jointly, their wreaths would today remain unwithered,

for there was more than enough glory for any two men. For-

tunately, little attention was paid to Morton’s patent, and the

free use of ether spread through this country and abroad. The

doughty old surgeon, Warren, a member of an illustrious but con-

servative medical family, had shown a degree of open-mindedness

surprising in one of his professional and official position when he

had consented to operate under an agent of which he knew noth-

ing. However, his reputation was so great that no accident could

have harmed it, even had the patient died under his knife. But,

as Harvey Cushing said, what of the patient, Gilbert Abbott?

Who has passed his name on to posterity or raised a monument

to him? Yet of the three actors in the drama that morning—
Morton, Warren, and himself— he was the only one who took a

mortal risk.

A small Gothic fountain was erected in the Boston Public

Garden to commemorate that historic day; but significantly the

name of Morton does not appear upon it, nor does that of Jack-

son. When, in an attempt to trap the wily professor, Oliver

Wendell Holmes was asked to which one he thought the memorial

should be dedicated he replied, ‘To Either.’ So the only name

inscribed is that of the lay citizen who supplied the funds for its

erection, for apparently it was thought desirable that there should

at least be no dispute about who gave the money.

About the time that the ether controversy seemed settled, a

third claimant appeared— this time from a small village in

Georgia— when Dr. Crawford W. Long, a country practitioner,
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published an article entitled, ‘An account of the first use of

Sulphuric Ether by Inhalation as an Anaesthetic in Surgical

Operations 9
in the December, 1849, issue of the Southern Medical

and Surgical Journal. On March 30, 1842, he had removed a

small cystic tumor about half an inch in diameter from the neck

of one of his patients and had used ether to cause insensibility to

pain. On June 6, of the same year, he had again operated in the

same way upon the same patient, and on July 3 he had amputated

the toe of a Negro boy, also under ether. There can be no doubt,

therefore, that Long actually performed the first operation under

anesthesia; even the staunchest son of the Massachusetts Gen-

eral Hospital and the most uncompromising Bostonian must

admit it. It was, however, unfortunate for Long that he post-

poned announcement of the fact until three years after the first

public demonstration in Boston, and until a time when the ad-

ministration of ether had already become an established part of

surgical procedure. ‘I determined to wait a few months/ wrote

he, ‘before publishing an account of my discovery, and see

whether any surgeon would present a claim to having used ether

by inhalation in surgical operations prior to the time it was used

by me.’ Credit for discoveries in medicine goes strictly by

priority of publication; and this priority had already been secured

by the article of Henry J. Bigelow, reporting the experience at

the Massachusetts General Hospital, which appeared in the

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal of November 18, 1846. It

spread the news to the world and placed the administration of

ether upon a firm foundation. Moreover, Long’s operations were

all of a trivial nature, whereas many of those done at the Boston

hospital were major in character. George Hayward performed

the first of these on November 7, twenty-two days after Morton’s

original demonstration, when he amputated a leg. Had not

others announced the discovery of anesthesia, the pioneer work

of Long might have been left unrevealed, since— by his own

admission— he had determined to wait until others had an-
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nounced their results with ether. In any event his behavior,

unlike that of Morton and Jackson, leaves no ground for criti-

cism
;
and he was willing, as he said, to leave the ultimate verdict

to posterity.

From the Massachusetts General Hospital the news soon

spread throughout the civilized world. ‘Here almost within the

present year/ said Oliver Wendell Holmes, ‘the unborrowed dis-

covery first saw the light, which has compassed the whole earth

before the sun could complete his circle in the zodiac. There are

thousands who never heard of the American Revolution, who

know not whether an American citizen has the color of a Carib

or a Caucasian, to whom the name of Boston is familiar through

this medical discovery. In this very hour while I am speaking

how many human creatures are cheated of pangs which seemed

inevitable as the common doom of mortality; and lulled by the

strange magic of the enchanted goblet, held for a moment to their

lips, into a repose which has something of ecstasy in its dreamy

slumbers.

‘The knife is searching for disease, the pulleys are dragging

back dislocated limbs, Nature herself is working out the primal

curse which doomed the tenderest of her creatures to the sharpest

of her trials, but the fierce extremity of suffering has been steeped

in the waters of forgetfulness, and the deepest furrow in the

knotted brow of agony has been smoothed forever.’

Henry J. Bigelow, who had witnessed the first demonstration,

wrote about it to his friend Francis Boott, a retired Boston

physician living in London. He in turn told Liston, a celebrated

surgeon of that city. Liston first operated under ether on Decem-

ber 26, 1846, and as he finished he said: ‘Hurrah! Rejoice! An

American dentist has used ether— inhalations of it— to destroy

sensations in his operations, and this plan has succeeded in the

hands of Hayward, Warren, and others in Boston. In six months

no operation will be performed without this previous preparation.

Rejoice !’ Such a lyric outburst by a Briton about anything not

British in origin may be said to mark an epoch.
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In no time at all the blessings of anesthesia were also bestowed

upon women undergoing the pains of childbirth. Simpson of

Edinburgh first gave ether for this purpose in December, 1846.

In America, the first woman to receive anesthesia during labor

was given ether in Boston by Nathan Cooley Keep — also a

dentist— on April 7, 1847, and the first obstetrical operation

under anesthesia in America was performed by Dr. Channing on

May 5. On September 16 of the same year we find at the Boston

Lying-in Hospital the record of Catharine Fisher, the first patient

in the institution— or in any American maternity hospital—
ever to receive an anesthetic. It was administered under the

direction of Dr. Charles G. Putnam, who made this note: * Child

delivered with forceps. Ether occasionally during the labor and

during the delivery by forceps, which occupied about fifteen

minutes; there was almost complete unconsciousness.’

Although Dr. Channing was one of the senior physicians at the

Massachusetts General Hospital, he had not been present at

Morton’s demonstration; but he immediately grasped its sig-

nificance with eagerness. He took no part in the quarrel between

Morton and Jackson, nor is there any mention of it in his writings,

for petty personalities of any sort held no interest for him. He

saw at once the humanitarian aspect of the new discovery and,

inspiring his patients with his own enthusiasm, he gave anesthesia

freely to them all. Ether in his mind had no shortcomings; al-

though after Simpson had discovered the anesthetic value of

chloroform he used that drug also, suiting to each case the one

that seemed the better borne. In 1848 he published his book,

A Treatise on Etherization in Childbirth, reporting the results in

five hundred and eighty-one cases gathered from his own ex-

periences and from those of his friends. As one might expect, he

granted priority in the use of ether in obstetrics to Simpson and

to Keep. His book, said he, ‘had been written in the uncertain

leisure of professional life, which makes a daily and like demand

on physical and intellectual power. It treats of a noble subject,
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the remedy of pain. After ages of suffering, and of frequent and

long intermittent pursuit of such a remedy, one has been dis-

covered. It remains with the profession whether it shall take its

place among the permanent and most important agents in the

treatment of disease or whether it shall pass away with the un-

important and undeserving, until another and a truer age shall

revive it and give it a wider share of usefulness and a surer per-

petuity/

Although in surgery anesthesia met everywhere an enthusiastic

reception as the most merciful of all blessings, its use in obstetrics

was fought by certain persons with great bitterness. In Great

Britain, Simpson, who in March, 1847, had discovered that

chloroform also could be used as an anesthetic, met some opposi-

tion from the doctors, but it was slight when compared with the

enmity he incurred from the Scottish Church. Any attempt to

relieve the pains of childbirth, said the ministers, was in direct

contravention to the Holy Bible; for was it not written in the

sixteenth verse of the third chapter of Genesis, ‘ Unto the woman

he said, I will greatly multiply thy sorrow and thy conception:

in sorrow shalt thou bring forth children/

The kind-hearted Scot, who had once almost abandoned medi-

cine after witnessing the suffering of a poor Highland woman

during a breast amputation, was attacked with all the vindictive-

ness that only men of God can exhibit on occasions. Ecclesias-

tical great guns of large caliber thundered against any measure

that would make it easier for a woman to have a baby. The

serpent, as the embodiment of evil, received his due share of

condemnation; but Eve of course was the chief culprit. Had she

not listened to the voice of the tempter there would have been

no sin in the world, and man would have continued to live in his

state of original innocence. For instance, the awkward question

of sex would never have been raised. It seemed only right to the

churchmen, therefore, that all women should suffer for the mis-

take of the first woman in the Garden of Eden. Against the
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apple as an article of diet they evinced, oddly enough, no ani-

mosity; it was found upon their tables and it was eaten without

fear and without reproach.

There was nothing new in the antagonism of the Scots to any-

thing that would make labor easy. In 1591, says Haggard,

Eufame Macalyane, a gentlewoman of Edinburgh, had applied

secretly to Agnes Samson, a midwife, for a potion to nullify the

pangs of labor. Detected in this nefarious attempt, she was

burned alive on Castle Hill on the order of James VI, the son of

Mary, Queen of Scots, afterward James I of England, who inci-

dentally was the sovereign that referred to himself jestingly—
we hope— as ‘His Sowship/

For some years, Simpson and the prelates carried on a guerrilla

warfare. There were scores who opposed him and only one, the

Eminent Thomas Chalmers, who took his side. But Simpson was

no one to accept defeat tamely on medical questions, and he

showed himself equally tenacious in matters of religion. Al-

though a man of humble parentage he was possessed of a Scrip-

tural knowledge equal to that of most divines, and he was en-

dowed with a much better intellect; hence he was not long in

delivering a telling counterblow. To be sure, he admitted, neither

ether nor chloroform had been mentioned by name in the Bible,

but the principle of anesthesia in parturition was firmly estab-

lished in Holy Writ, and in proof thereof he referred his antago-

nists to the same book of Genesis. If they would turn to the

second chapter and read the twenty-first and twenty-second

verses— wherein is described the birth of Eve from one of

Adam’s ribs— they would find that to fortify Adam for the

ordeal, the Lord had caused him to fall into a deep sleep.

Channing, on his side of the water, encountered little theologi-

cal opposition, finding the ministers of the Unitarian faith— the

Established Church of Boston— less literal and more liberal.

To guard against an ecclesiastical offensive, however, he had the

foresight to consult Professor G. R. Noyes of Harvard Theological
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School, who replied that
‘
the application of the agents of nature,

by human ingenuity, to the relief of pain, is also the use of God-

given means by God-given powers/

The only serious opposition came, strangely enough, from

Channing’s own profession, and especially from Charles Delucena

Meigs of Philadelphia. He was professor of obstetrics at Jefferson

Medical College, a man of wide learning, an able clinician, and a

good teacher; but on the other hand his utterances were often

characterized by verbose and pompous eloquence, and he was

handicapped by a reactionary and stubborn mind— not to

mention a high degree of plain cantankerousness. Meigs did not

believe that women in childbirth should escape suffering; said he,

‘Should I exhibit the remedy to a thousand patients in labor,

merely to prevent the physiological pain, and for no other motive,

and if I should in consequence destroy only one of them, I should

feel disposed to clothe me in sackcloth, and cast ashes upon my
head for the remainder of my days. What sufficient motive have

I to risk the death of one in a thousand in a questionable attempt

to abrogate one of the general conditions of man?’

Although Meigs had never had any experience with anesthesia,

that did not prevent him from forming definite opinions and from

speaking freely on the subject. He maintained that there must

be danger because patients had died during surgical operations

performed under it; he did not realize that the severity of the

operation itself might have been the cause of death. On the other

hand, Channing emphasized the fact that the amount of anes-

thetic administered in obstetrical cases was much less than in

surgery, and that when so given he knew of no deaths that had

occurred. Meigs never considered the possibility that in obstet-

rics, as in surgery, life-saving operations might be performed

under anesthesia which could not be undertaken, or would have

to be hurried, if the patient were conscious. In an unusually

generous tone he wrote to Channing: ‘It is certain that those who

establish great practical truths, that are efficient in meliorating
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man’s condition, are deserving of all honor and consideration

We both seek the truth, I hope that you may find and estab-

lish it.’

Upon this occasion it pleased Channing to quote the words of

his old teacher, the great Benjamin Rush:

By some divines, these symptoms, and particularly pain, have

been considered as a standing and unchangeable punishment of

the original disobedience of woman, and, by some physicians, as

indispensably necessary to enable the uterus to relieve itself of

its burden. By contemplating the numerous instances in which

it has pleased God to bless the labors and ingenuity of man, in

lessening or destroying the effects of the curse inflicted upon the

earth, and by attending to the histories of the total exemption

from pain in child-bearing that are recorded of the women in the

Brazils, Calabria, and some parts of Africa, and of the small

degrees of it which are felt by the Turkish women, who reduce

their systems by frequent purges of sweet oil during pregnancy,

I was induced to believe pain does not accompany child-bearing

by an immutable decree of Heaven.

Channing ended the controversy with another reference to

Rush:

Is it not singular to find, that, in the city of our distinguished

countryman, where was his fame, and where is his grave, that

the great discovery of the age, the remedy of pain, should meet

with the most uncompromising opposition? Is it not singular,

that the power of fact, the origin and the nutriment of all true

philosophy, should not be felt and acknowledged in the very

atmosphere of medicine and its collateral sciences? Upon those

who sit in the seats of the prophets, their mantle has fallen so

gently that it seems hardly to be felt. The shadow of the apostle

healed those by the wayside upon whom it fell. The shade of

the past comes to us in its beauty and its power. It passes by us,

and we hear its gentle, its noiseless word; but we have not faith,

and shrink from its important teachings.

Before long, the critics of anesthesia on both sides of the ocean

were silenced by an event which placed it upon the highest social
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plane. In April, 1853, Simpson received a letter from Sir James

Clark, physician in ordinary to Queen Victoria, bringing the news

that Her Gracious Majesty had been pleased to inhale chloroform

at the birth of her eighth child, Prince Leopold, of whom she had

recently been happily delivered. The Queen was what the French

call une grande multipara; since her marriage in 1840 she had pro-

duced a child on the average of every twenty months. In the field

of fertility she held high rank, and no one could dispute her

authority on the subject of reproduction; moreover, the Queen

could do no wrong. The announcement that she had taken chloro-

form was therefore cataclysmic. All doubts in the minds of

British females immediately vanished, and chloroform d la reine

now became the fashion. When in 1857 Victoria gave birth to

the Princess Beatrice under the same circumstances, questions

on the religious aspect of this subject had long ceased to interest

anyone.

As Simpson’s experience with anesthesia grew, he much pre-

ferred chloroform to ether. Although not essentially as safe as

ether when employed in surgical operations, it was found that

when given in the small amounts sufficient to produce relief in

labor it seldom caused harm. It was less irritating to inhale and

therefore pleasanter for the patient. Today it is the choice in

British midwifery practice and in the warmer regions of the

United States where the high volatility of ether is a disadvantage.

Simpson believed so firmly in the superiority of chloroform over

ether— a drug which he thought would soon be discarded—
that he practically talked himself into the r61e of the discoverer

of anesthesia. This attitude provoked a controversy with Henry

J. Bigelow, who stoutly and convincingly defended the claims of

Morton and of ether.

Whatever may be the safety of chloroform given intermittently

and sparingly in childbirth, statistics prove that the advantage

is distinctly on the side of ether in surgery, where a larger quan-

tity must be administered for sustained periods. Recent figures
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compiled by C. W. Henson show that under such circumstances

the death rate for chloroform is twenty-five per hundred thousand

cases compared with fifteen for ether. Simpson’s assumption

that ether was already outmoded by chloroform and his slowness

to recognize the contagiousness of childbed fever were the only

two important mistakes made by this brilliant man.

Simpson and Channing had corresponded during the early

days of anesthesia, for their enthusiasm concerning its use in

childbirth had brought them close together although separated

by the Atlantic Ocean. Meigs, believing, as we have seen, that

suffering in labor was desirable, had disagreed with Simpson as

well as with Channing. For a time Simpson had kept his temper;

but at length, losing patience, he had annihilated the Phila-

delphian in a devastating essay. It was, therefore, a great pleas-

ure to Channing, when in 1856 he visited Edinburgh, to call upon

this kindred spirit at 52 Queens Street. Simpson greeted his older

American colleague with great kindness and insisted that he be

his guest. The days that followed, spent in Edinburgh and the

surrounding countryside with Simpson and his friends, were

among the pleasantest and most memorable in the old Bos-

tonian’s life.

The remainder of Simpson’s days were crowned with honors.

Already professor of midwifery at the University of Edinburgh,

he became a member of almost every medical society in Europe

and America. When he was made a baronet in 1866, Sir Walter

Scott— whose ideas fortunately were not adopted by the College

of Heralds— suggested that the device upon his coat of arms

should be a ‘wee naked bairn,’ with the motto, ‘Does your

mother know you’re out?’ When he died in 1870 a day of public

mourning was decreed in Edinburgh, the University and all the

shops were closed, and thirty thousand fellow citizens attended

his funeral. The baker’s son of Bathgate had come a long way.

While many thousands of women in labor have enjoyed the

relief afforded by ether and by chloroform, their use is attended
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by certain shortcomings. If given to the point of complete and

sustained unconsciousness or even intermittently for a long

period, they may diminish the frequency and force of the uterine

contractions and so delay the birth of the baby. The employ-

ment, therefore, of these two drugs is restricted to the final ex-

pulsive stage of labor. Unfortunately, the uterine contractions

of the prior stage of dilatation are often as severe and are even

more tiresome, for they may last for many hours. To overcome

this disadvantage Klinkowitch of St. Petersburg in 1880 intro-

duced into obstetrics nitrous oxide gas, given intermittently with

each pain, in the hope that relief might be afforded for a number

of hours. His method was improved by American obstetricians

who, by adding oxygen, were able to use a higher concentration

of nitrous oxide and thus to make the anesthesia more complete.

The chief objection to this method is that if a patient is given

enough gas to abolish each pain, she may pass temporarily into

unconsciousness and awaken deeply disappointed to find the

baby unborn. The repetition of this experience, going on hour

after hour, often proves too much for her morale.

In 1902 Kroenig and Gauss, of Freiburg in Germany, intro-

duced the famous ‘ twilight sleep/ which attained much notoriety

a number of years ago as the result of articles by lay authors in

popular magazines. Each patient early in labor was given a single

hypodermic injection of morphine accompanied by a small dose

of scopolamine— a drug which also produces sleep and tempo-

rarily abolishes memory. Scopolamine was repeated as often as

was necessary to produce the desired effect. About a third of the

women so treated had no recollection of their labors, some of the

remainder retained only a hazy memory, while others recalled

everything. Aside from the low percentage of successful cases

it was found that morphine, unless given long before the birth

occurred, had an unfavorable effect upon the babies, since many of

them did not breathe well immediately at birth.
4

Twilight sleep’

in its original form was therefore generally abandoned. Mor-
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phine, accompanied by injections of magnesium sulphate and

aided by rectal injections of ether in oil, was next tried by Gwath-

mey, a New York anesthetist. He believed that the magnesium

sulphate intensified the action of morphine, but experience and

experiments on animals have proved this idea to be an error.

The babies were as slow to breathe as those born under twilight

sleep; moreover, the percentage of patients who had no memory

of their labors was even somewhat less.

Six years ago a sum of money was given to the Boston Lying-in

Hospital to use for the benefit of the patients as the staff saw fit.

Since anesthesia was first given to an American maternity-

hospital patient in this institution, it seemed in keeping with

tradition and with the memory of Dr. Channing to spend it in

investigating all modern methods of relieving pain in childbirth.

Eight techniques were employed in an equal number of normal

cases under the same conditions, and the results were compared.

It was found that the best effects with both mothers and babies

were secured when no morphine was used, but when scopolamine

was combined with the sleep-producing drugs known as the bar-

biturates or with paraldehyde, another substance that produces

a similar effect. Such techniques are only suitable for hospitals

where a large staff of skilled nurses are available, and where a

doctor is in constant attendance to determine when a certain

drug should be given and what should be its proper dose. Anal-

gesia, as it is called, has no bad effect upon the babies; for since it

has been generally adopted at the Boston Lying-in Hospital the

infantile death rate has steadily diminished. Although the perfect

drugs for this purpose have not yet been developed, investigation

is constantly in progress. Every woman in a modern maternity

hospital today may be sure that all steps consistent with safety

will be taken so that she may bear her baby with a minimum of

pain.

Dr. Channing was successful in private practice, and in his

prime he had no real rival in Boston or its vicinity. Blessed
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with keen wit and great personal charm, he was a favorite socially

as well as professionally
;
and he was especially beloved by younger

physicians, with whom he often saw cases in consultation and to

whom he was always helpful and loyal.

Aside from the duties of his professorship and the demands of

his private practice he had many interests. As a student of

Shakespeare, he was fond of acting, and once at a public enter-

tainment he read the part of Macbeth while no less a person than

Fanny Kemble played Lady Macbeth. In 1856 he published

A Physician’s Vacation
,
or a Summer in Europe

,
covering his

travels in England, Germany, Russia, France, and Spain. Aside

from his student days in London and Edinburgh he had never

been abroad before. Since his whole adult life had been spent in

Boston — although once he had ventured as far south as Phila-

delphia and once as far east as Augusta, Maine— each new sight

in Europe was a delight to him. He was then seventy years old,

but his enjoyment and the freshness of his point of view were

those of a young man. The account is written in a personal and

engaging manner, and as a picture of the Europe of his time and

as a commentary on contemporary English and Continental

Medicine, it has considerable historical and literary value. Not

content with his laurels as an essayist, he wrote a book of poems,

which he called Old and New. As Boston in those days wks the

home of such masters of versification as Longfellow, Holmes, and

Lowell, the doctor apparently felt that he was on rather insecure

ground; for the book was anonymously written and privately

published. At present a copy reposes in the rare-book depart-

ment of the Boston Public Library, which seems to be the best

place for it. The poems run all the way from ballads to sonnets,

but it is evident that Dr. Channing could bestride a Pegasus no

better than he could drive a horse.

He was devoted to his illustrious older brother, William Ellery

Channing, whom he greatly admired and to whom he referred as

‘ the Dr. Channing who preaches, while I am the one who prac-
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tices.’ Besides his interest in temperance, Walter Channing was

a pacifist and he was also opposed to capital punishment. He

busied himself with many educational and philanthropic projects

and he favored certain public improvements, such as securing an

adequate supply of pure water for the city of Boston. In char-

acter he was naive and trusting; he never considered it possible

that anyone would wish to take advantage of him, and once when

through a forgery he lost several hundred dollars, he refused to

prosecute the offender.

Well before the end of his life he retired from practice and

moved his home to Brookline. He lived to be ninety years old.

Dr. Wellington said of him, ‘He served well his day and genera-

tion; the end of his life was calm and peaceful; he has left behind

a pleasant memory.’



IV
father and Son

very different from Dr. Walter Channing was David Hum-
phreys Storer, who succeeded him as leader of Boston obstetrics.

Coming from far-off Maine, he lacked the many local relatives

of Channing, who, spreading out like the lateral roots of a tree,

connected the Bostonian with the intellectual and social life of

the city. Storer, like Channing, was attractive; as a young man
he was tall, slim, handsome, and of an engaging manner. Clad

in his long black frock coat, which he wore all his life as a sort

of medical toga, his appearance at the bedside must have caused

many a young female Boston heart to undergo a number of extra

systoles. Nevertheless, in spite of his good looks, he did not

make as picturesque a figure as did the florid-faced gentleman

who drove the fast horses, nor did he have as keen a sense of

humor. But the young man from Maine was always interested

in everyone he met; his natural attitude was one of sincere

friendliness. Channing, on the other hand, by his own admission

was reticent with strangers, like many another Bostonian whose

native shyness is often mistaken for cold reserve.

Dr. Storer was born in Portland in 1804; early enough to recall

in later years the terror in which, during the War of 1812, his

elders held the marauding British, expecting that every morning

would bring news that the enemy’s fleet had been sighted sailing

up Casco Bay. Those people suffered all the uncertainties and

fears that beset a border population at any moment subject to

attack and pillage from a stronger foe, for Maine was New Eng-

.

land’s last frontier. Humphreys was the son of Woodbury Storer,
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Judge of the Court of Common Pleas. He graduated from

Bowdoin College in 1822; and, coming to Boston, he entered the

Harvard Medical School, from which he received the degree of

Doctor of Medicine in 1825. After a year spent as a pupil in the

house of the eminent John C. Warren, who first operated under

ether, he entered private practice in the city. Without the ad-

vantages of study and travel abroad— then held almost neces-

sary for a rise to eminence in the practice of medicine— his

character, ability, and personal attractiveness were such that

before long he became one of the most respected and best-liked

physicians in Boston.

In the early part of the nineteenth century instruction in

Harvard Medical School was brief, perfunctory, and stereotyped.

There were four months only of didactic lectures; the rest of the

year the student was left to shift for himself, seeking knowledge

where he best could find it, usually as a preceptorial pupil in the

home of some practitioner. As a protest against these inefficient

methods and as a means of providing systematic instruction to

students when the Harvard Medical School was not in session,

Storer, Henry J. Bigelow, Edward Reynolds, and Oliver Wendell

Holmes in 1838 founded at 39 Tremont Street the Tremont

Medical School, which in its time brought about a great improve-

ment in the professional education obtainable in Boston. Indeed,

it offered so much better instruction than was supplied by the

University institution in Mason Street that it soon attracted a

superior group of students and almost as great a number. Storer,

the professor of obstetrics, whose mind was always practical

and whose methods were accurate and thorough, not only intro-

duced the use of the manikin to teach the mechanism of labor

and the technique of delivery, but he also arranged for his pupils

to attend women in labor and in some cases to conduct the birth.

Such a clinical opportunity was an innovation in Boston, and it

added greatly to the prestige and popularity of the Tremont

School. The University authorities in Cambridge were forced at
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last to read the writing on the wall. Harvard set about absorbing

these young and active teachers, with the result that its own

medical school was greatly improved and its most dangerous

rival was forced to close. Bigelow had joined the teaching staff

in 1849, Holmes had been appointed to the newly created Park-

man professorship of anatomy in 1847 and was made dean in

1854, and the same year Storer succeeded Dr. Channing as pro-

fessor of midwifery and medical jurisprudence.

As a teacher Dr. Storer was positive, clear, and interesting.

He delivered his lectures with great earnestness; when he was

most impressive his voice would break slightly— a peculiarity

which, in the minds of his devoted students, even added force to

the point he was making. Although by no means modern in

method for his day, he was the most effective teacher in the school,

since he possessed the priceless gift of inspiring enthusiasm in his

students. He transferred to Harvard the same facilities for prac-

tical experience that had proved so attractive at the Tremont

School; and he even arranged to pay practicing physicians or the

Boston Dispensary, which cared for many poor women in their

homes, two dollars for every case turned over to the students.

The textbooks were Churchill, Ramsbotham, and Cazeaux; all

standard in their day. During the fourteen years he occupied the

chair he never missed a teaching appointment, and he was only

late twice. I wonder how many ‘full-time’ professors of today

can equal in this respect Dr. Storer’s record.

Dr. Storer’s personal interest in each of his students was like

that of an affectionate father in his son, or of an older in a younger

brother; for he was always friendly, sympathetic, and ready to

give advice or practical help. During his deanship, which lasted

nine years, his pupils were welcome in his bright and cheerful

home, where, with all academic barriers down, they came to know

better and admire even more this vigorous, able, and honest

individual who represented in his day so much that was fine in

Boston medicine. The most effective teacher is not the colorless
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intellectual virtuoso who today deals out as a fact what tomorrow

may prove to be only a fancy, or who pursues some petty ex-

perimental project; but he is the real doctor who transmits to

his pupils the heritage of truth, courage, and kindness that will

make his spiritual heirs worthy members of the medical profes-

sion. Storer once said of the good physician, ‘His object, there-

fore, is to retain first of all his self-respect, his heart’s approval;

all else is secondary.’ Once graduated from the school, Storer’s

students were still the objects of his interest and solicitude; for,

like Dr. Channing, he was never too busy to help them with

advice and to aid them in consultation. No one in his time, as

Holmes said, did so much to make them love their alma mater.

Dr. Storer succeeded Dr. David Osgood, who followed Dr.

Channing at the Boston Lying-in Hospital. He shared responsi-

bilities with Dr. Charles G. Putnam until both resigned in 1849.

There had been no house physician since 1838; and the patients,

unbenefited by constant medical supervision, on occasions had

delivered their babies so expeditiously that neither Dr. Putnam

nor Dr. Storer— in spite of his reputation for promptness and

punctuality— could arrive in time. Although no one suffered

thereby, for the matron was as competent as any midwife, the

lady directresses were greatly upset; and they imparted their

perturbation to one of the trustees whose duty it was to visit

the hospital weekly. He reported to his board on April 4, 1848,

in this wise

:

The Committee regrets to learn that many of our Directresses

feel no small anxiety on account of the circumstances of so many
of the patients being confined without the presence of the attend-

ing Physician, of the last twelve, not less than nine having been

so delivered; he also hears complaints of the badness of the medi-

cine received at the Hospital.

Following this reproof each attending physician signed his

name to each record, certifying that he had actually delivered

the patient; or, if he had been unable to reach the hospital in
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time, giving the reason for his failure. They thus rendered any

future criticisms a matter of comparative veracity between the

directresses and the staff. Dr. Storer’s Down-East independence

was inconsistent with meekness under this type of criticism, and

he was able within a year to deliver a counterblow with telling

effect. On February 6, 1849, he wrote the Board as follows:

From the fact that of one patient having been dismissed as not

pregnant; and another having lived nearly a quarter of a year in

the Hospital previous to her confinement, your Physician would

respectfully suggest the expediency of every woman being visited

by one of the Physicians of the Hospital previous to her being

admitted and her condition being ascertained except in cases of

emergency.

Your Physician would also call your attention to the fact that

your Institution is entirely destitute of the means for bathing
,

not a single bathing tub is owned by it. Patients are frequently

entering the Hospital who are literally filthy; sometimes even

inhabited by vermin
,
one patient during the last quarter rendered

the room offensive in which she was confined by the effluvia

arising from her body and, for the time, sickened your physician.

The means of cleanliness referred to, would be of great value to

the inmates. All of which is respectfully submitted.

That the trustees were caught off balance by this thrust was

obvious, for on the same date they moved ‘ to make arrangements

for the introduction of Cochituate Water into the Hospital and

also to make all necessary arrangements for Bathing.’ We even

find them becoming apologetic, which undoubtedly did not dis-

please Dr. Storer. On March 6 the gentlemen entrusted with

this project in sanitary engineering reported: ‘Your Committee

was instructed at the last meeting of the Trustees to order to be

constructed a bathing apparatus, which has not been done in

consequence of the extreme cold. Your Committee would ask

for further time. With most perfect respect, I am your obedient

servant.’

In obstetrics Storer’s watchword was, ‘Patience and expect-
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ancy up to the proper time for interference: prompt and fearless

action when that time comes.’ This motto should be committed

to memory by all who practice the obstetric art, and could well

adorn the walls of every delivery room and lying-in chamber.

With his courage and honesty Storer possessed, as is often the

case, a bluntness of expression that sometimes ruffled his older

and more stodgy contemporaries. If he disapproved of anybody

or anything, he stated his opinion in the unequivocal fashion of

the Down-Easter; for, said he, ‘ Codes of ethics are made for

thieves, not for an honorable profession/ Although he acquired

some enemies, no one ever justly accused him of insincerity.

A clergyman who has no interest but theology is tiresome, a

lawyer absorbed entirely by the law is a bore, and a doctor who

can talk of nothing but medicine is at best a very dull fellow.

Dr. Storer suffered from no such limitation. As an avocation he

was absorbed, as might become a native of Maine, by the study of

fishes; and with such energy and enthusiasm did he pursue it

that his reputation as a naturalist almost equaled his fame as a

physician. In 1831 he helped found the Boston Society of Natural

History, and he was a member of the American Academy of Arts

and Sciences. He wrote many papers upon his favorite subject,

and in 1867 he published his History of the Fishes of Massachusetts,

a classic in ichthyology. Were I presumptuous enough to imitate

Sir Walter Scott, who invented the imaginary coat of arms for

Sir James Young Simpson, and were I sufficiently audacious to

paraphrase Virgil, I should place a mermaid upon Humphreys

Storer’s shield and give him the motto, Mulier piscisque mihi

nullo discrimine agetur.

Humphreys Storer’s son, Horatio Robinson Storer, himself

became a famous obstetrician and gynecologist. He was born

in Boston in 1830, and his early life showed no departure from

the New England pattern. After finishing at the Boston Latin

School, through the agency of an uncle, Robert Boyd Storer, the

Russian consul in Boston, he took passage for Archangel in the
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brig Chusan, since his father thought that a long sea voyage might

fortify him for the vicissitudes of life in Cambridge. Perhaps in

consequence he graduated from Harvard College in 1850 the

seventh in his class. The summer of his sophomore year had been

spent on the Labrador coast in the pursuit of his father’s hobby,

ichthyology, with his brother Francis and with Jeffries Wyman.
He studied medicine at the Tremont Medical School, where the

elder Storer still taught obstetrics, and later at Harvard, where

he received his M.D. degree in 1853. Upon graduation he went

abroad to continue his training in Paris, London, and finally in

Edinburgh, where he had the priceless privilege of assisting

James Young Simpson for almost two years. The wisdom, en-

thusiasm, and ingenuity of the illustrious Scot made a lasting

impression upon the young Bostonian. Later he edited Simpson’s

works with Sir William Priestley— a task into which he put

much labor and all his enthusiasm.

On his return to Boston in 1855, Dr. Storer entered general

practice and soon acquired a large following. He had his father’s

hatred of injustice and dishonesty, and with it he possessed in

even a higher degree his attractiveness of manner. The old

gentleman was a benign and kindly figure; Horatio was by no

means benign. For years he was Boston’s stormy petrel of medi-

cine. He feared no man, and he attacked disease in his patients

with the same uncompromising spirit.

He was appointed one of the three attending physicians to the

Boston Lying-in Hospital. When the institution closed in 1856

he was of necessity forced to look about for another affiliation,

which he found in 1861 in the New England Hospital for Women

that had been established in Pleasant Street.

In 1862 he abandoned general practice and announced his

intention of specializing in diseases of women— a step which

immediately brought him into conflict not only with prudish

public opinion but also with his more conservative brother prac-

titioners. In those days false modesty had attained its apogee.
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If one wished to be especially refined, one referred to the non-

male half of humanity as females, although the term ‘ women’

would appear to be less biological in its implication. Females

also had limbs rather than legs. Pelvic examinations if made at

all were often conducted under a sheet, which only increased the

uncertainty already existing in the mind of the doctor. There

were even a few who looked upon men physicians in obstetrics

with abhorrence. Samuel Gregory, A.M., who described himself

as
4

Lecturer on Physiology, &c.,’ wrote a pamphlet entitled

Man-Midwifery Exposed and Corrected
,
in which he said:

The introduction of men into the lying-in chamber, in place

of female attendants, has increased the sufferings and dangers of

child-bearing women and brought multiplied injuries and fatalities

upon mothers and children; it violates the sensitive feelings of

husbands and wives, and causes an untold amount of domestic

misery; the unlimited intimacy between a numerous profession

and the female population silently and effectually wears away

female delicacy and professional morality, and tends, probably

more than any other cause in existence, to undermine the founda-

tions of public virtue.

In many cases birth lacerations, infections, tumors, and even

cancer itself were left undiagnosed and untreated because the

patients
‘

could not bear to undergo an examination.’ When,

driven by pain or fear, they at last presented themselves for

treatment, it was often too late to afford them any relief. Should,

on the other hand, the surgeon operate and the patient die— as,

owing to lack of asepsis and imperfect surgical technique, was

often the case— the hue and cry of murder was raised by the

public and the other doctors. In 1817 when Ephraim McDowell

of Danville, Kentucky, first removed an ovarian cyst and saved

his patient’s life, he had done so not only at the risk of his profes-

sional reputation but also at the hazard of bodily harm. The

redoubtable Charles Delucena Meigs of Philadelphia, that

barnacle on the hull of progress, although then a young man, had

taken the Kentuckian severely to task.
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Even the Massachusetts General Hospital, so progressive in

allowing the use of ether, would permit no abdominal operations

long after Storer’s time and even after the introduction of anti-

septics, until it discovered that Homans, a member of its own

staff, was successfully performing ovariotomies across the street

in a rented house and directly under its august nose. Oddly

enough, there seem to have been no restrictions on what one

did in obstetrics; a woman might die in childbirth and the doctor

be held blameless, for such a tragedy was an Act of God. One can

readily understand that in those days it required courage to

practice gynecology in Boston, but Horatio Storer had plenty

of it.

Not only did Horatio Storer announce his intention of special-

izing in a branch of medicine that was frowned upon by his fellow

practitioners, but, still inspired by his former master, Simpson,

he openly expressed his preference for chloroform over ether as

an anesthetic. Had by any strange chance an unbeliever found

his way into the holy city of Mecca and announced loudly from a

minaret that there was no such god as Allah, he would have caused

scarcely more disturbance than did the younger Storer when he

cast aspersions upon that sacred essence whose fumes had borne

the fame of Boston to the corners of the Earth. In 1863 he pub-

lished a monograph entitled Eutokia: A Word to Physicians and

to Women Upon the Employment of Anesthetics in Childbirth
,

dedicated to Nathan Cooley Keep, Walter Channing, and James

Young Simpson, in which he dwelt at length upon the relief of

pain in labor, gave graceful credit to these three pioneers, and,

as he had so often done before, expressed unequivocally his con-

victions concerning the superiority of chloroform. This radical

attitude in a fairly young man, who had also flouted tradition

by becoming a specialist in the ‘ diseases peculiar to females/

at once antagonized the unprogressive group of a conservative

profession in America’s most reactionary city. Some doctors,

impelled no doubt on occasions by an element of jealousy but
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motivated for the most part by honest disagreement, decided

that the time had come to squelch Horatio Storer. Up to that

time he had been given to understand that if he would order his

professional life in a less obtrusive fashion he would be made

professor of diseases of women in Harvard Medical School— a

post that would be created for him and a position for which

his training well fitted him. Not only, however, did he continue

on his uninhibited course, but he also attacked with the utmost

candor those who criticized him. There could be but one result

— punishment. In 1866 they removed him from the position he

held as assistant in obstetrics and ended permanently his con-

nection with Harvard Medical School.

It was when he was thirty-seven years old and approaching

the height of his career that Horatio Storer performed the greatest

feat of his life — the first operation to remove the uterus at the

time of cesarean section. The credit for priority in performing

this daring operation has gone not to Horatio Storer, but to

Eduardo Porro, professor of obstetrics in the famous University

of Milan. In 1876, Porro published a historic monograph en-

titled
1

Della amputazione utero-ovarica,’ which described this

operation and won for him the reputation of being the first to

perform it. In those days, although they were coeval with the

onset of the antiseptic era, from half to three quarters of the

women still died who were subjected to cesarean section. Septic

infection of the uterus, caused by frequent internal examinations

without proper surgical cleanliness or by fruitless attempts at

instrumental delivery after long and exhausting labors, had so

often been spread by cesarean section to the peritoneal cavity,

with such fatal results that the decision to perform it held for

the patient almost the same terror as a sentence of death. Porro’s

operation, therefore, by cutting out the source of infection,

promised greater hope for these unhappy women; and so it

proved.

Nevertheless, the first man who had the courage to perform
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this operation was not Porro of Milan, but Horatio Robinson

Storer of Boston. The fact is unequivocal and the record clear.

The date was July 21, 1868. Let his assistant tell the story.

There being present Dr. Warner, Dr. McDonough, and myself

[George H. Bixby], the patient was placed under the influence of

chloroform, another examination made, and the following con-

clusions were definitely arrived at: first, that there was present,

pregnancy complicated either by a fibro-cystic tumor of the

uterus, or a multilocular ovarian cyst, with one of its appendages

crowded down between the pelvis and the uterus; second, that

even with mechanical interference the escape of the foetus per

vias naturales was utterly impossible; third, that the space be-

tween the tumor and the pelvic wall, being less than one and one-

half inches, would not admit either of craniotomy, cephalotripsy,

cranioclasm, or any other mechanical interference per vaginam;

and, fourth, that Caesarean section, in accordance with the views

of all writers, was certainly indicated as the only resort, provided

it were impossible to remove the tumor by abdominal section,

and then proceed to a forced labor.

The great doubt as to the nature of the tumor, as well as its

relations with the uterus, inclined Dr. Storer to the idea prelimi-

narily of an exploratory section, upon the grounds that if such

section were made, and a cyst of the ovary, or even a removable

uterine fibroid, were found, the same could be evacuated or ex-

cised, and the foetus subsequently expelled in the natural manner,

perhaps after the employment of Barnes,

dilators. Accordingly

a small incision was carefully made, some two inches in length, a

little to the left of the median line, and three inches below the

umbilicus. Upon cutting through the peritoneum there presented

a large, smooth, bluish-colored tumor, which might have been

taken either for the impregnated uterus, a discolored cyst of the

ovary, or a fibrous tumor. This doubtful condition induced

Dr. Storer to enlarge his incision somewhat, in order to introduce

the hand. Exploration with the hand within the abdomen es-

tablished the existence of a fibro-cystic tumor of the left and

lower anterior wall of the uterus, with an outgrowth nearly the

size of the foetal head, originally pedunculated, but now firmly

adherent low down to the walls of the pelvis. On the right the

uterus, with the foetal members plainly to be felt through its
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walls, was perceptible, but so retroflexed as to render it very

difficult to cut into it at this point.

An exploratory incision was now undertaken in the tumor

situated at the left. Each stroke of the knife revealed a regular

series of concentric layers of fibrous tissue, not unlike that of the

uterus. After cutting down to the distance of about two inches,

the scalpel glided suddenly into a cavity, filled with thick, brown,

semi-fluid, putrilaginous substance, evidently resulting from

degeneration of the fibroid. The hemorrhage being already very

profuse, and the danger from shock and exhaustion imminent,

with a few rapid strokes of the knife, Dr. Storer extended his

incision into the cavity of the uterus, and with all expedition re-

moved a male child, weighing eight pounds; it being, as well as

the placenta, in an advanced state of decomposition. This ac-

complished, the next question to be decided was, what should be

done with the mass left behind, including uterus and tumor.

There was little time to be lost, for the hemorrhage from the

incision into the vascular structure of the uterus, together with

the open vessels at the site of the placenta insertion, which it was

evident that the irregular contraction of the uterus that was alone

permitted by the tumor, could ever stanch, was perfectly frightful.

It was apparent that the tumor in the uterine wall would neces-

sarily prevent a perfect contraction of the organ, and thus render

suppression of the hemorrhage impossible, contrary to what

obtains in ordinary uncomplicated cases of Caesarean section.

With his usual self-possession, Dr. Storer decided to remove

the whole mass as far as possible, which would include the uterus,

as well as the fibro-cystic tumor of the left wall, necessarily leaving

behind the outgrowth posteriorly, the firm adhesions of which to

the pelvis it was found impossible to dissect away or break down.

Accordingly, a large-sized trocar having been passed through the

upper segment of the cervix uteri, and a metallic cord passed

doubled through its canula, the whole was firmly tied in two parts.

Fearing lest this constriction might not prove sufficient to check

the hemorrhage from so vascular a part, especially the pedicle

of the pelvic tumor, which was included in the ligature, the

6craseur with its chain outside the canula, to prevent drawing

in extra tissues, was applied, and the mass slowly constricted.

Having been removed, its stump was held by the ligature, and

seared by the hot iron. Not feeling even then secure against a
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recurrence of hemorrhage, Dr. Storer applied his clampshield,

which controlled the pedicle completely. Everything now being

perfectly safe, without the least hemorrhage persisting, the ab-

domen was carefully cleansed of all coagula, and the wound

brought together by ten deep silver sutures, which involved the

peritoneum. The chloroform was continued to a limited degree,

in order to ensure rest, and at the end of an hour the patient was

allowed to rally. She returned to consciousness in the happiest

way, without complaining of the least pain or discomfort. The

operation was commenced at half-past twelve m., and terminated

at half-past three p.m. I remained with the patient during the

remainder of the afternoon, and the whole night, during which

time I made the following semi-hourly, hourly, and bi-hourly

observations From this time the patient became drowsy;

pulse very rapid; aroused with some difficulty. As I was com-

pletely worn out from constant watching during two days and

three nights, Dr. McDonough kindly relieved me, in whose watch

the patient gradually sank and died at 6 p.m., July 24, 1868.

This case is probably the first one in which the removal of the

puerperal uterus has ever been performed; and it is undoubtedly

the most heroic of the bold procedures as yet resorted to by Dr.

Storer in extreme gynaecological emergencies. Nothing else could

have been done; the patient begged for the chance of life, however

small, and it was a matter of surprise to all concerned, in view

of the terrific character of the operation, that she should have

survived it at all, and still more so for so long a time.

The historical relationship of Horatio Storer to Porro as regards

this operation recalls the case of Long and Morton in respect

to the discovery of ether. The Bostonian’s operation preceded

that of Porro by eight years; Long gave ether four years before

that memorable October day at the Massachusetts General

Hospital when ‘a new era in surgery began.’ Both the younger

Storer and Long, however, just missed that clear insight into the

future which might have revealed to them the true significance

of what they had just achieved. Storer devised his operation to

meet an emergency; it was a masterly stroke delivered in the

heat of battle to prevent a death from hemorrhage, but it was not
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intended as a safeguard against infection. He later lost his patient

and he thought no more about it; he was content to let Bixby

be his Boswell. Although Long was more conscious of the value

of his discovery, he lay low, waiting for someone else to claim

the credit. In both cases history— perhaps justly— has with-

held the credit from the real pioneer.

When Horatio Storer performed this characteristically im-

aginative and resourceful operation he was no neophyte in

surgery but a cool and courageous operator whose skill had been

tested many times. Most of the women of America with the

huge ovarian cysts of those days— left to grow because few

patients dared to have them removed and few surgeons dared

to remove them— came to him, or to Peaslee of New York, to be

operated on. Nevertheless, despite his brilliance and his reputa-

tion, he was deprived of his position at Harvard and he sought

other fields for his teaching talents. Foreseeing that he was about

to be dismissed, he had already accepted an appointment as

professor of obstetrics and medical jurisprudence in the Berkshire

Medical College at Springfield, Massachusetts, then a tottering

institution. With characteristic thoroughness and industry he

fitted himself for the position — although engaged all the time

actively in practice— by studying at Harvard for a law degree,

which he received in 1869. Even the powerful hypodermic of

Storer’s teaching could not revive the moribund Berkshire

school, and it closed that same year. Again he was left free,

this time to carry on his post-graduate course in diseases of

women, which was in fact his greatest contribution to medical

education. He was the first in America to teach gynecology as a

separate subject; and in allowing students to examine women in

his clinic he was preceded only by White of Buffalo, who had

aroused thereby a storm of protest. Storer’s course became widely

popular, and was often attended by as many as sixty doctors from

all parts of the United States and Canada.

He revealed his ingenuity in a number of novel operative
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procedures; among them was the
‘
pocketing ’ in the abdominal

wound of the pedicle of an ovarian cyst. Before antisepsis was

generally established in surgical practice, he hung up in his

operating room sheets wrung out of carbolic acid solution because

he had an idea that it purified the air. Like others of his time,

however, he knew nothing of bacteria or of modern surgical

cleanliness; and like his contemporaries, he washed his hands

after the operation — not before. He was the first surgeon to use

rubber gloves, although he intended them to protect his hands

from infection by the patient, not to guard the patient from in-

fection by his hands. Halstead, who, it will appear, is generally

credited with the invention of rubber gloves, did not use them

until about fifteen years later. Storer’s gloves were so heavy

that he could feel little through them; he therefore abandoned

them and in so doing wrecked a brilliant professional career and

almost lost his life. While operating on a septic case he acquired

an infected finger; pyemia followed, and a desperate illness ensued

which eventually left him so crippled that in 1872 he went to

Italy in search of health and remained there five years. Even

then his indomitable spirit was not idle, for he occupied much

of his time on writing a treatise on the fevers of southern Italy.

When he returned to America he moved to Newport, Rhode

Island, determined, as he said, to rust away in an old house by

the waterside of that sleepy New England town. But the stain-

less steel of Horatio Storer’s character did not yield to the oxida-

tion of time, for in the fifty years of life that remained he busied

himself in a multitude of activities. Friends, physicians, and

scientists were his constant visitors. The collection and study of

medical commemorative medals, which he had begun in Italy,

became a hobby. With his son, Malcolm, also a celebrated

Boston gynecologist, he wrote a classic book upon the subject,

Medicina in Nummis, and he later presented his collection of over

four thousand pieces to the Boston Medical Library in memory

of his father.
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Scarcely was he well settled in Newport than he had the town

by the ears. He objected strongly to what he considered the

local state of unsanitation, and he demanded that backyards be

cleaned, drains built, and a proper sewerage system established.

At first there was talk of tar and feathers; but as the years went

on he had his way, and he so won the affection of the Newporters

that on his ninetieth birthday they presented him with a loving

cup. Always a defender of the lowly, he espoused the causes of

the Portuguese fishermen and of the town Negroes, whom he con-

sidered oppressed by unfair local legislation; and he thus became

their beloved champion.

As his life drew slowly toward its close, Storer became less

pugnacious and more mellow. No longer did the old war horse

sniff the battle from afar. Few of his early antagonists were still

alive; no adverse champions challenged him upon the field. He

reflected that on some occasions at least his adversaries might

have been right; and that, looking backward, had he been in

their places possibly he might have agreed with their opinions.

Aside from the natural toleration of age, there had occurred an

alteration in his spiritual being brought about by a change in

his religious faith. He had been married three times. His last

wife, the founder of St. Elizabeth’s Hospital in Boston, who had

nursed him through his long illness and whose influence upon

him was profound, was a Roman Catholic, and he had accepted

her belief. Born a Unitarian, he had long before been charmed

into the Episcopalian fold by the golden voice of Phillips Brooks.

So after a tempestuous voyage he dropped anchor in a peaceful

haven where there was warmth and color, where the tired traveler

need not achieve his salvation all unaided, but where he might

look for solace from an understanding God and a share in the

inheritance of Paradise.
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as the golden goblet, cast into the river Alpheus, disappeared

for many years until it was found in the fountain of Arethusa

— so the spirit of a living institution may dwell for a time in

suspended animation, dormant but by no means dead, until at

length it arouses from its prolonged sleep and is alive again.

Thus for sixteen years the hospital remained closed, with no

signs of vitality except occasional meetings of the trustees, who

from time to time gathered to maintain the continuity of their

existence and to transact what little business was at hand. There

was no hospital building; there were no patients, no doctors, no

nurses.

The events which caused the hospital to shut its doors and

almost brought it to financial ruin began in 1851. The trustees

had convinced themselves that the house in Washington Street,

already old when it was bought, had reached such a stage of

dilapidation that it could no longer serve for the care of patients,

nor could it be repaired or enlarged to accommodate a greater

number. Although there had been only thirty-nine women in

the hospital the year before, the trustees were inspired by an

unjustified optimism, which in the light of subsequent events is

now hard to understand. We must remember, however, that they

lived in stimulating times. Gold had been discovered in Cali-

fornia, and the benevolent rape of that state as well as of the

vast domain of Texas had followed the recent Mexican War.

The Compromise of 1850 had postponed for a while the danger

of armed conflict with the South. Business was good. The
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hospital held property amounting to almost $46,000; the year

before had seen its income from invested funds exceed its ex-

penses by over $1400. The trustees had conceived the idea, un-

doubtedly encouraged by the attending physicians, Dr. Dupee

and Dr. Parks— for what doctors’ eyes would fail to glisten at

the thought of a new hospital— of building a modern institu-

tion to be supported in part by the payments of its patients.

In this they showed an ignorance of contemporary social condi-

tions which is surprising in the hard-headed business men that

they mostly were; for we know now that in those days the popular

idea of a hospital was a place where the destitute went to die,

and that the notion that anyone should be required to pay for

this privilege seemed to the laity fantastic. Even today there

are no hospitals, except those which are operated as purely com-

mercial ventures and make high charges, that do not lose money

in the care of their patients.

The trustees, having in 1852 decided definitely to plan for a

new hospital, bought a lot from the city on Springfield Street

in the South End for $16,000 and plans were drawn for the build-

ing. On July 5, 1853, Mrs. Myra Rice, who had served faithfully

as matron for nineteen years, resigned; and it was decided to

close the house in Washington Street that had fulfilled its modest

purpose for two decades as soon as she left, which would be on

September 5. During a year and nine months the operation of

the hospital was suspended for the first time in its history, while

the trustees busied themselves with the erection of the new build-

ing. It was not long, however, before financial complications ap-

peared. The first disquieting note was sounded before the hospital

was finished; for on July 25, 1854, the trustees found it necessary

to appropriate another $7000 and on June 4 of the following year,

eight days before the first patient was admitted, to borrow $10,000

more.

The newspapers of the time refer to the new building as a

‘ magnificent edifice,’ and they boast that except for size it had
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no superior in America or even in Europe. As it stands today

— for it is still in active use as the Home for Aged Men — it is a

well-proportioned rectangular building consisting of two stories,

a basement, and a mansard roof enclosing an attic. According to

the architectural custom just before the Civil War, the ceilings

are high, particularly those of the first floor. There the enormous

doors that open into the rooms are of massive mahogany, with

frames of the same wood and elaborately carved lintels. Its

capacity was fifty beds. On the first floor were delivery rooms

and wards, on the second floor and in the attic were other wards,

and the basement was designed for administration and service.

The heating apparatus in the cellar, which cost $3000, was sup-

posed to be the ultimate in thermal science; but it failed to

function well and it soon developed such a gluttonous appetite

that the trustees were forced to buy more and more coal to raise

the temperature to a comfortable level. The final cost, including

the land, was $59,398.67.

Soon it was evident that the childbed women of Boston could

no more be lured into this new building than into the old house

in Washington Street, for there were at most only four or five

women at a time in the hospital. The financial skies grew so dark

that on January 1, 1856, advertisements were placed in the

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal
,
as well as in eighty-five

newspapers in eleven large New England towns, setting forth

the advantages of the hospital, but to no avail; women still

insisted on having babies in their own beds. The charges were

reduced from five to three dollars a week, but even bargain rates

brought no response; so $5000 more was borrowed. Toward the

middle of the year it became apparent that the end was not far

off, for funds were running low. The large sum which the trustees

had expected to obtain from the sale of the valuable property in

Washington Street— as is often the case with real estate— had

not been realized, since, except for a paltry $1125 paid by the

city for land taken to cut through a street, they had been unable
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to sell any of it. As a last resort they agreed to admit women

‘with diseases peculiar to females’ — thus tacitly conceding

that females had peculiar diseases— but even this surrender

brought them no greater number of patients. Soon they began

to feel the hot breath of the sheriff upon the backs of their necks.

Finally, on November 4, it was voted to close the hospital, and

the last patient left two weeks later.

The trustees now not only had on their hands a white elephant

of mastodonic proportions, but they found themselves also in

debt for more ready cash than they possessed. At once they set

about finding a purchaser for the property before disaster could

overtake them and they would be forced to repay the loans out

of their own pockets. Dr. Horatio Storer thought that he might

lease the property and conduct it as a charitable institution, but

after more mature deliberation he withdrew the offer. In 1857

the hospital was tendered for $55,000 to the New England Female

Medical College, which countered with a bid of $35,000; there

was no sale. On October 27, of the same year, however, two

months before Christmas, good Saint Nicholas appeared in the

guise of the City of Boston, which offered to buy the property for

$45,000. During the previous year the city government had re-

ceived several petitions from citizens asking for the establishment

of a ‘free city hospital/ and as the structure on Springfield Street

seemed to be a bargain they made haste to buy it. We find in

the trustees’ records no mention of any educational work that

they did upon the city fathers; possibly none was necessary.

It was not long, however, before the taxpayers also discovered

that they had bought something that they could not use; for

certain citizens of the South End, fearing that diseases from a

general hospital might be transmitted to them through the air

— to say nothing of the fall in real estate values that its presence

was certain to cause — sneaked through the state legislature a

bill which prevented the city from operating a hosnital within

three hundred feet of a school or church. Since there was a school-
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house next door the property at once became useless for the

purpose of its purchase, and the city was forced to build another

hospital upon the mud flats it already owned by the old Roxbury

Canal.

With the sale of their building the trustees of the Lying-in

Hospital experienced something of the relief that comes to re-

prieved prisoners on the eve of execution. As they sat back and

took account of stock they found that after paying their loans

and other debts they had left about $20,000— not to mention

the real estate in Washington Street. True to their stewardship,

they at once laid plans to use the money that had been intrusted

to them for the care of women in childbed. There were several

possible courses that they considered carefully: first, to sell the

property in Washington Street, invest the money, and later

establish a free lying-in hospital, for it was evident that only a

free hospital could succeed; second, to pursue the same financial

plan but to open a small hospital at once; third, to unite with

the Massachusetts General Hospital and build on its grounds in

Blossom Street; fourth, to join with the Boston Dispensary.

Some unofficial conversations were held with certain trustees of

the Massachusetts General Hospital, but no formal proposition

was made by either institution; and it was found impossible to

come to terms with the Boston Dispensary in a manner that was

mutually agreeable. The money was therefore left to accumulate,

which, as events proved, was the wisest course. The hospital re-

mained closed for sixteen years, but the continuity of its existence

as an institution was never allowed to lapse. For this achievement

the trustees of those days should receive all honor, because by

their unfaltering optimism they preserved the essence of what

in time proved to be a great institution, destined to care for

thousands of poor women and to give instruction in the science

and art of obstetrics to many hundreds of doctors, students, and

nurses.

Meantime, while the hospital had been undergoing these dif-
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ficulties, a great development in medicine had been taking place.

When the hospital closed, the rumble of guns in the Crimea, heard

since 1854, had just been stilled, leaving the Russians humbled

and the British, French, and Sardinians in possession of the field.

Lord Raglan, who commanded the British, is recalled chiefly be-

cause an overcoat was named after him; General Canrobert, who

led the French, and Prince Gortchakoff, the Russian general, are

known only to historians; but Florence Nightingale’s name is

familiar to every schoolchild, and it is because of her that the

Crimean War is remembered now. A frail English gentlewoman

— at once the mother and the patron saint of the honorable pro-

fession of nursing— she went serenely on her rounds amidst the

cold, blood, corruption, and despair of the hospitals at Scutari,

bringing solace to the sick and dying. No day was long enough,

each morning came too soon, to see her work completely done.

Her flickering lamp has been a beacon for a host of unselfish

women, who since her day have set their sails upon her course.

In the sixteen years while the hospital slumbered many changes

took place in the United States. The Civil War was fought and

won, the slaves were freed, and a great republic was saved and

enabled to resume its vigorous growth.

The effect of the Civil War upon rural New England was pro-

found. For the first time young men from its farms saw visions

of wider horizons. Fighting beside boys from the newly opened

West, they learned of larger opportunities in regions where the

soil yielded to, rather than resisted, attempts at cultivation.

With the coming of peace many of the survivors never returned

to their rocky hillsides; others came back but, grown restless,

stayed only for a while. In the New England countryside there

remain many deserted farms and even whole villages, marked

only by cellar-holes and by old stone walls that wander apparently

aimlessly through woods where once were open fields. With the

Civil War passed also New England’s golden age of literature,

for Hawthorne and Thoreau were dead; Emerson, Longfellow,
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Holmes, and Whittier were too old to have borne an active part

in the struggle.

In the decade between 1860 and 1870, in spite of the Civil

War, the industrial expansion of America had continued at an

astonishing rate. Railroad mileage increased by one half; but

between 1865 and 1873 it nearly doubled, and the two coasts were

joined in 1869 when the Union Pacific and Central Pacific met

just west of Ogden, Utah. With easier communication came

prosperity and better understanding between the people of widely

separated parts of a nation whose population was growing at the

rate of over a million a year. During this decade foreign com-

merce increased by almost $142,000,000, the products of blast

furnaces almost doubled in value, and the worth of manufacturing

industries increased seventy-five per cent.

The general prosperity of the country had made a great im-

provement in the finances of the hospital. A capital of scarcely

more than $20,000 when it closed in 1856 had reached over

$98,000 in 1871 — almost a fivefold increase. The real estate in

Washington Street had gradually been disposed of, some of it

privately and some by auction; the last parcel changed hands in

1868. Securities had been sold, profits taken, and the funds re-

invested; interest had been used to buy new bonds, stocks, and

mortgages; the trustees had done their work well. There had

been no gifts or bequests; the increase in capital had come entirely

through accumulations. To us today, uncertain of the safety of

a three per cent investment, such an appreciation in value in a

mere sixteen years seems incredible.

Soon the word spread throughout the city that the Boston

Lying-in Hospital had money at its disposal, and the daughters

of the horse leech in the guise of the New England Female Medical

College appeared, crying, ‘Give! Give!* Remembering that

when the hospital had been offered for sale these ladies had tried

to beat down the price twenty thousand dollars, the answer was

a courteous but firm ‘No/ A gift of eight hundred dollars for the
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care of obstetrical cases among the poor was made to the Boston

Dispensary, but it was not repeated. Next the trustees of the

Boston City Hospital, which was being built on its present site,

asked that all the funds of the Lying-in Hospital be turned over

to them for the conduct of a maternity department— a brazen

request which naturally brought refusal, because, even had they

been so inclined, the trustees of the Lying-in Hospital had no

legal right to transfer to others the guardianship of funds that

had been entrusted to them. From 1861 to 1871, however, $6700

was donated for free beds in the Women’s Hospital, in which

Dr. Horatio Storer was interested; and $7500 was spent for the

relief of poor lying-in women in their homes, thus maintaining a

small but almost continuous flow of charity even when the hospi-

tal was closed.

In 1871 we find the first stirring of returning vitality. On

May 25 the trustees offered Dr. William L. Richardson and

Dr. Henry Tuck a thousand dollars to ‘ enable them to start their

enterprise of a Hospital for the diseases of Women and lying-in

patients,’ and it authorized them to collect money for the purpose

in the name of the Boston Lying-in Hospital, paying half of such

amounts to the treasurer. Dr. Richardson wisely declined this

offer. On July 19 the trustees discussed the question of establish-

ing a small lying-in hospital on their own account, and a com-

mittee consisting of the president— Charles H. Parker— Dr.

Charles G. Putnam, Dr. Jarvis Ayer, and Dr. Horace Dupee was

appointed to consider the matter. On September 12 the com-

mittee reported favorably, and the trustees authorized the pur-

chase of the house at 24 McLean Street in the West End near

the Massachusetts General Hospital at a cost not to exceed

$16,000. Since the owner of the house, Mrs. Plympton, was un-

certain about her willingness to sell, negotiations hung fire for

the greater part of a year. The trustees then learned that the

property would be put up at auction; so they withdrew their

offer, thinking that they might save money by purchase at a
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public sale. Their hopes were fulfilled, for on November 25,

1872, Dr. Henry Tuck reported that he had secured the property

for $15,200 cash, that he had bought some of the furniture which

would be useful for hospital purposes, and that the house was in

such good repair that it could be used immediately. At the same

trustees’ meeting Dr. Tuck and Dr. William L. Richardson were

appointed visiting physicians, and Dr. Francis Minot and Dr.

John P. Reynolds consulting physicians. On December 13 Dr.

Charles E. Buckingham, then professor of obstetrics and medical

jurisprudence in Harvard Medical School, was added to the

list of consultants.

The hospital reopened on January 1, 1873, the first patient

was admitted on January 6, and the first birth occurred on

January 12. Its heritage, in abeyance for sixteen years, had been

at last renewed; the golden goblet had finally appeared at the

bottom of the spring.



VI
The Old ChieJ

during the sixteen years between the closing of the
1

magnificent

edifice
’ on Springfield Street and the reopening of the hospital in

the simple dwelling house on McLean Street in the West End,

there had been a number of great advances in medicine. Bleeding

and purging had gone, to the infinite comfort of the sick and

without detriment to the healing art. The clinical thermometer,

first employed routinely during the Civil War, had come to be in

constant daily use; and we find that Dr. Samuel Howe, the first

house officer at 24 McLean Street, and his successors charted the

temperatures of the patients morning and evening. Moreover,

not only did they examine the urine of these patients daily for

albumin and sugar, but they looked through the microscope for

casts, blood, and pus in its sediment; for that instrument for ob-

serving the unseen, that had so fascinated Dr. Oliver Wendell

Holmes, by then had become a tool familiar to every doctor who

aspired to be something more than a mere dispenser of pills.

Surgical anesthesia had been a daily blessing for almost thirty

years; possibly, like most temporal benefits, it had come to be

accepted too much as a matter of course, for many of the patients

whose operative deliveries were achieved readily through the use

of ether might have fared better had their labors been left to

Nature, as perforce they would have been in the days of Chan-

ning and Hale. Lacking still, however, was the general acknowl-

edgment of the infectious nature of childbed fever; many women

still died of puerperal infection, for the adoption of the antiseptic

and aseptic techniques had still ten years to wait.
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With such new horizons in medicine already in view, and

further bounds of vision almost in sight, Dr. William Lambert

Richardson and Dr. Henry Tuck, by appointment of the trustees,

had been given the task of reopening the Boston Lying-in Hospi-

tal. They were coequal in rank, as in 1832 were Dr. Channing

and Dr. Hale at the old house in Washington Street; and each

served the same number of months a year with equal responsi-

bilities and privileges. At first Dr. Tuck was quite as important

a figure in the new venture as Dr. Richardson; in fact, as we have

seen, he negotiated the purchase of the house; but when in 1877

he resigned his appointment because of his removal to New York,

the preliminary move toward the establishment of a hospital

autocracy— albeit as it proved a benevolent absolutism— was

in the making. Dr. Alexander D. Sinclair, who succeeded Dr.

Tuck, withdrew in 1884; and Dr. William E. Boardman was

elected to serve with Dr. Richardson.

This arrangement proceeded amicably enough at first, but it

was terminated in 1889 by an act of the trustees which even to

the most charitable observer can be interpreted only as a piece

of political skulduggery. Possibly on their own initiative, or

more likely because it had been suggested to them, they passed

a rule which required all members of the visiting staff to reside

within the city limits. Since Boardman had recently moved to

the suburb of Brookline while Richardson still lived in Boston,

the passage of such a regulation automatically disqualified

Boardman while it left Richardson in office. No question was

ever raised concerning Boardman’s professional qualifications

or his fitness for the position; moreover, on no occasion had he

failed to respond promptly when called to the hospital. The

trustees did not invite Boardman to appear to state his case;

they accepted his resignation, and at the next meeting they sent

him a letter expressing ‘ hearty wishes for his welfare and pros-

perity
1— which sounds very much like eyewash.

The prime mover among the trustees in the ousting of Board-
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man was a prominent surgeon — who shall be nameless— con-

cerning whose personality an idea may be derived from one of

his habits as a teacher at Harvard Medical School. At the be-

ginning of each lecture a group of his students were accustomed

to put five cents into a general pool and to mark in their note-

books three columns headed ‘1/ ‘me/ and ‘mine.’ Each time

the professor used one of these personal pronouns a mark was

entered under the appropriate heading, and at the end of the

hour the student with the highest score took the pot.

Although the role of this individual was plain enough, we have

no means of knowing what part, if any, Dr. Richardson had in

the ousting of Boardman, because his name— except by impli-

cation— does not appear in the record. Possibly he knew nothing

about it, but if that be so it was the only time during his con-

nection with the hospital when he was ever ignorant of what

was going on. In any event at the next meeting he was elected

physician-in-chief, and he remained in the saddle until his

retirement in 1907.

Whatever may have been the real state of affairs, Boardman,

who never forgave him, from that time on attended all meetings

of the Boston Obstetrical Society; and, fixing upon Richardson

the stare of the basilisk, he prevented the society from electing

his rival an emeritus fellow— an honor given to practically

every member at his time of retirement from active participation

in the business of the organization. As for the trustees, it must

be said that those who preceded and followed this particular

group were high-minded and honest gentlemen, who without

exception gave a good account of their responsibilities.

In the history of every hospital that is old enough to have

traditions there is always one name endowed with a special and

particular luster, whose mention will conjure up visions of the

brave old days and recall the achievements of the past. At the

H6tel Dieu it is Dupuytren; at Guy’s it is Sir Astley Cooper, who

lies buried in its chapel. The legendary figure of the Massachu-
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setts General Hospital is Henry J. Bigelow— that brilliant, skill-

ful, imaginative, and flashy Bostonian with the full beard— who

each morning drove down Beacon Street in his dashing cabriolet.

His high-stepping horse, jingling its monogrammed harness— to
4

say nothing of Bigelow himself— filled the eyes of the dwellers

on that thoroughfare in a most unaccustomed fashion. ‘This/

thought they, ‘in a common person would be ostentatious vul-

garity, but since he is a Bigelow it can only spring from vitality

and exuberance.’ Bigelow was not only the surgical tsar of

Boston in his day, but he had a finger in everything, medical or

otherwise, into which he could insert it. He was an Elizabethan,

born out of his time and place, but completely uninhibited by

such a handicap.

In appearance, personality, and character Richardson was no

such arresting figure as Bigelow, but nonetheless he is firmly

enshrined at the Boston Lying-in Hospital as its patron saint.

He was a slight man of no more than medium height, with a high

and prominent forehead, a long and slightly concave nose, and a

mustache of the pseudo-handlebar or quasi-walrus type. He had

lost his left eye from an infection acquired in his early days when

attending a septic case (the same disaster had befallen the nurse

who had assisted him). In its place he wore a glass substitute,

which, fixed unwinkingly upon a delinquent student summoned

before him in his capacity as dean of the Medical School, would

fill the young man with foreboding; and even after the culprit

had departed its presentiment would pursue him during his

waking and sleeping hours. All pictures of Dr. Richardson show

only his right profile — except his portrait in the faculty room

of the Medical School, in which the artist has painted his full

face but with his left eye in the shadow. Legend has it that the

power of his single eye was uncannily acute; certainly monocular

vision imposed no handicap upon him as a practitioner, nor did

he ever fail to see what went on about him.

With younger doctors and students he sometimes appeared
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abrupt and reticent, but closer acquaintance always revealed him

as kind, cheerful, and optimistic. His patients, both in the hospi-

tal and in private practice, adored him. Devoid of good looks,

great charm of manner, or any of the accepted equipment for

enchantment, he could influence women with no effort at all,

probably because he inspired them to trust him. He even per-

suaded certain elderly and highly respectable spinsters, whose

interest in illegitimacy must have been only of a speculative

nature and whose knowledge of the reproductive function could

have been no more than academic, to give large sums of money

to the hospital for the care of unfortunate and ‘ fallen ’ women.

William Lambert Richardson was born in Boston in 1842,

received his A.B. and M.A. degrees from Harvard College, and

his M.D. degree from Harvard Medical School. He was thus a

young man of military age at the time of the Civil War, but the

conflict seems to have affected him little— certainly not to the

extent of leading him into the Union Army. This is not surprising,

for there were, like Richardson, a number of well-born young

Bostonians who did not approve of the war and showed their

disapproval by ignoring it. In 1868 he studied in Vienna and

Dublin, and returning to Boston he was at once appointed to

the staffs of the Massachusetts General Hospital, the Children’*

Hospital, and the Boston Dispensary. Trained medically rather

than surgically, he practiced internal medicine as well as ob

stetrics all his professional life. Not only did he possess unusual

diagnostic skill, but in certain of the manipulative procedures in

operative delivery— notably in internal podalic version— he

developed the dexterity of a virtuoso. He wrote an article upon

manual dilatation of the cervix, a method of forced delivery,

which probably did more harm than good; for it encouraged

others less skillful to undertake a maneuver which even in Dr.

Richardson’s hands was sometimes followed by laceration, shock,

and hemorrhage in the mother and death or irreparable damage

to the baby.
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Dr. Richardson was instructor in obstetrics at Harvard Medi-

cal School from 1871 to 1872, and again after the reopening of the

hospital, from 1874 to 1882. Charles E. Buckingham, who, it

will be remembered, succeeded D. Humphreys Storer in 1869 as

professor of obstetrics, and John P. Reynolds, who followed

Buckingham in 1877, were consulting physicians at the hospital;

but they took no active part in its operation, nor were they often

asked to give advice. Dr. Richardson became assistant professor

in 1882 and was elevated to the rank of professor in 1886, occupy-

ing the chair until he retired in 1907. Like Channing and Hum-
phreys Storer, he was dean of the Medical School, and later also

dean of the faculty of medicine.

In 1880 Dr. Richardson established an out-patient department

at the Boston Lying-in Hospital to provide free care in childbirth

and the puerperium for poor women in their homes. Medical

students were to supply this care under the immediate direction

of the house officers, who in complicated cases were to call in

members of the visiting staff. Although during the next year

only seven patients were delivered on the district thus estab-

lished, by 1892 the annual number had risen to over a thousand

and to over two thousand by 1907, the year that Dr. Richardson

retired. The project was later taken over by Dr. Charles M.

Green who gave a summer course to second-year students.

The admission by Dr. Richardson of students to the hospital

wards in 1883 marked the beginning of the first teaching obstetri-

cal clinic in New England.

Dr. Richardson was one of the ablest medical teachers of his

time. Always forceful and dramatic, he had been during his

undergraduate days at Harvard a star in the Hasty Pudding

plays, and his lectures revealed the talents of a born actor.

So deeply imbued was he with the spirit of the theater that when

the Medical School in 1906 moved to its new buildings on Long-

wood Avenue he declined to lecture, like the other professors,

in the pit of an amphitheater, and he was given a special room
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with a stage from which he might look down upon his students

as he paced back and forth. Nothing was lacking but footlights

and scenery; but ‘ Billy/ as the students called him, needed

neither to create the proper illusion when describing some great

crisis in obstetrics. In depicting the delivery of a woman with

placenta praevia, he would remove his coat, roll up his sleeves,

and demonstrate with deft motions how one dilated the cervix

manually, performed internal podalic version, and delivered

the baby.

In his lectures, as in his conduct of the hospital, Billy was no

innovator; in fact certain uncharitable persons said that he gave

exactly the same lectures in 1907 as in 1886, a statement which

is undoubtedly an exaggeration. Be that as it may, he taught

obstetrics as he knew it with great conviction and vigor; there

were no ‘ifs’ and ‘buts’ in his lectures.

On. one occasion he informed his class that no baby had ever

been born that weighed more than fourteen pounds.

‘How do I know this?

'

he asked his pupils, fixing them menac-

ingly with his one good eye.

They regarded him expectantly, for they knew the answer

would be forthcoming and that it would be authoritative. After

the proper dramatic pause he announced, ‘Because in all my
experience I have never seen a baby that weighed more than

fourteen pounds !’

The class settled back in its seats, convinced that the top weight

of large babies had been settled for all time. When, several days

later, the hour for the next lecture arrived, they were startled

to see him stalk in, followed by a house officer from the Lying-in

Hospital who bore in his arms a large squirming bundle wrapped

in a blanket. Dr. Richardson turned and faced the class.

‘Gentlemen/ said he, ‘I am a liar! How do I know that I am

a liar?
*

Again a pause for just the proper number of seconds.

‘ Because here is a baby that weighs fourteen pounds and two

ounces.*
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He pointed to the house officer, who opened the blanket and

disclosed an infant, large enough to be at least three months old,

which at that moment began to bellow raucously.

Not only did Dr. Richardson undertake with enthusiasm the

teaching of students, but he begem a systematic course of instruc-

tion for nurses at the hospital. The organization of the training

school was his project, and he developed it with his usual thor-

oughness. On several previous occasions he had sent nurses to

the Massachusetts General Hospital to give instructions in the

bathing of infants. Following one of these demonstrations he

told Mrs. Higgins, the matron, that the baby behaved beautifully:

and, said he, ‘The nurse did well, too/

Dr. Richardson made no original contributions to obstetrics,

for he clung by habit to the principles and methods that he knew;

he had none of the speculative curiosity that leads one to wonder

how the cogs and levers of the human machine work. Although

he himself was a conservative, once he was convinced that new

ideas had merit he encouraged his younger staff to put them into

practice. Assured of the value of antiseptic methods in the pre-

vention of puerperal fever by the work of one of his house officers

— done, incidentally, against his orders— he established them

in the hospital and wrote a classic monograph upon the results;

impressed by the benefits in certain cases of pelvic obstruction

to mother and child from cesarean section, he encouraged George

Haven and Edward Reynolds to perform them and he reported

with enthusiasm their favorable results to the trustees, although

during his whole professional life he himself never attempted an

abdominal operation. His fame, however, will always be secure

because he resuscitated the dormant hospital, transfused it with

the vital fluid of his own optimism, and nursed it carefully until

it could stand squarely upon its own feet, where today it is

securely planted. David Cheever says of him, ‘He made this

hospital one of the great institutions of its kind in the world/

In the early days of 24 McLean Street Dr. Richardson worked
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in the little garden behind the house, and on occasions he helped

Mrs. Higgins, the matron, to stir her celebrated plum puddings.

Of greater benefit, however, were his periodic forays upon the

golden galleons of State Street. He was the son of a Boston

banker and wealthy himself, his friends were men of substance,

their wives were his patients, and he knew where the treasure

lay and how to extract a tithe for the charity he loved so well.

Possibly his success was due in some part to the conviction carried

by his own generosity, for from time to time he made the hospital

gifts. He once installed new electric wiring at his own expense

in the McLean Street building, and after it was decided to move

to Longwood Avenue, across the street from Harvard Medical

School, he gave over half of the ninety thousand dollars needed

for the purchase of the land. When in 1932 he died a widower

and without children, he left the bulk of his fortune so that it

would come eventually to the hospital and to the Harvard Medi-

cal School.

In the thirty-four years from 1873 to 1907 that Dr. Richardson

was on the staff of the hospital, momentous discoveries were made

in medicine. These three decades coincided with the rise of

German science by virtue of vision, industry, and thoroughness

to the point of unassailable pre-eminence. In 1882 Robert Koch,

using special microscopic appliances and new methods of staining,

first saw and demonstrated to the world the tubercle bacillus.

At the same time he proved the infectious nature of tuberculosis,

a fact which had long been suspected. Two years later Friedrich

Loeffler, supplementing the work a year earlier of Edwin Klebs,

also by means of a new stain identified the bacillus of diphtheria

and succeeded in growing it on a distinctive medium. In 1890

Emil Adolf Behring prepared the first antitoxin for use against

diphtheria and so took the initial step in the campaign that

has made almost obsolete a disease which every year had de-

stroyed the lives of thousands of children. Before a meeting of

the Physio-Medical Society of Wtirzburg in 1895 Wilhelm Konrad
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Roentgen announced the astonishing discovery of a ray which,

generated by electrical action, would enable the eye to see through

the soft tissues of the body. Useful at first mostly for the diagnosis

and treatment of broken bones, these ‘X-rays’ are now employed

in the exploration of all the regions of the body. Soon it was found

that prolonged exposure to powerful rays of this kind would

arrest the growth of living cells, and from this property there

arose their use for the treatment of cancer. There is small wonder

that doctors from all over the world, at the end of the last century

and the beginning of this, made pilgrimages to Germany and to

Austria, its intellectual cousin. With the coming of the First

World War, however, both Teutonic countries fell from their

high medical estate. From the Treaty of Versailles to the rise

of the National Socialists German medicine had been sterile;

since Hitler it has been castrated. It is an astonishing thing

that the brilliant Teutonic intellect, which had contributed so

much to healing the sick and to the preservation of fife, should

now have turned itself entirely to the dispensation of death,

wounds, and destruction. The flame of civilization which once

burned so brightly appears to have been utterly extinguished,

leaving nothing but the darkness of the jungle.

Thirty-four years is a substantial interval in the history of

medicine, but it is an even longer period of time for any one chief

to govern the policies of a hospital. It is doubtful if many insti-

tutions have been under the control of one individual for over

three decades. The end of the first ten years saw the end of

epidemic childbed fever; the remaining twenty-four were marked

by a lowered maternal and infantile death rate and an ever in-

creasing number of patients. Things moved along in a leisurely

fashion; no great discoveries were made to startle the world; the

chief phenomenon was steady growth. When in 1923 Dr. Rich-

ardson saw the new hospital building on Longwood Avenue com-

pleted, he knew that the most important venture in his life had

been a success and that he would leave a secure and permanent
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memorial for the benefit of humanity. ‘Few men/ said the

trustees, ‘have served so well the communities in which they

lived.’ He died on October 20, 1932, and was buried on October

24— exactly one hundred years after the day on which Mary

Connor, the first patient, entered the old hospital in Washington

Street.



VII

The Pestilence that

‘Walketh in Darkness

ON the morning of January 23 in the year 1883 the sun, shining

through a thin veil of haze, tinted with a pale orange light the

snowbanks at the upper end of McLean Street. The long, faint

gray shadow of the corner lamp post, stretching unevenly across

the rutted roadway, slowly shortened with the advancing day

and swung imperceptibly toward the hospital like a monitory

finger. A wet salt chill was in the air, borne in from the sea upon

a sluggish southeast wind. Men passing in the street felt its cold

dampness through their greatcoats, and women wrapped them-

selves more tightly in their shawls as they hurried back to their

firesides. Creeping through the cracks about the windows it

stole into the wards, a harbinger of evil to the patients who

shivered beneath their blankets.

That afternoon, at forty minutes after three, Bridget Logan

died of childbed fever.

Two months before, frightened and ashamed, she had entered

the hospital to await the birth of her baby. The matron, Mrs.

Higgins, had never mentioned the reason for her coming; she

gave the girl housework to do, three meals a day, and a bed to

sleep in
;
and she entered her in the hospital books as a ‘ waiting

woman/ For the first time in months Bridget had enough to eat;

and for the first time, also, the future, if not bright, did not seem

of so dark a color. She was young and unimaginative; and she
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had confessed her sins at Saint Joseph’s Church, done penance,

and received absolution. She found that the other girls in the

hospital were mostly unmarried; and she thought that some of

them were more wicked than herself, for she had sinned but once.

Christmas passed and the new year began. Early in the morn-

ing of January 8 she knew that her time was at hand, for she had

felt slight pains since midnight; but so far she had suffered little,

and she was pleased that her waiting was at an end. All that day

and the following night the pains were more frequent; they lasted

longer and grew harder. No sooner would she enjoy a brief rest

and almost sink into sleep than another would arouse her, arriving

with mechanical and inevitable regularity. Early in the morning

when the house officer made an examination he cheered her by

saying that before long the baby would be born. The pains were

now so hard and came so often that there was little interval be-

tween them; but she seemed to suffer less, for she knew that it

would soon be over.

At five o’clock, while it was still dark, her child was born— a

boy, weighing five pounds and three quarters. She heard the

bells on the milkman’s sleigh as he came down the street; then

she turned on her side and was soon asleep. Her labor had been

long but not exhausting: had she been delivered in the hospital

today, the chances would have been less than one in several

thousand that she would have lost her life and the risk of con-

tracting puerperal fever would have been negligible. But fifty-

eight years ago one of every two women who entered its door

became infected and one in every twenty died.

The hospital record tells the story of the few remaining days

of Bridget Logan’s life. Later in the day of her delivery she was

awakened and given a douche of weak carbolic acid because the

doctors believed that it was a preventive against childbed fever.

The next morning it was repeated; but that evening her tempera-

ture had risen and her pulse also, and because of this she received

an irrigation of the uterus with permanganate of potash. The
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second day they gave her quinine to reduce her fever, which had

risen more; but she passed a restless and feverish night. The

next morning her temperature was higher still, her pulse was

scarcely countable, and she had a severe chill. More douches were

given; more quinine and spirits of nitrous ether were administered

in an attempt to reduce her fever, but on the following morning

there was no doubt that she was rapidly growing worse.

During the day each rise in temperature was marked by a

sensation of intense heat, followed by one of freezing cold ac-

companied by a rigor that shook her small body and the bed on

which she lay. Disconnected thoughts, like fragments of a night-

mare, ran through her mind; each one only for a fleeting moment.

She could not rest, and there was no escape through sleep. More

drugs were given: quinine every four hours, so that there was a

ringing in her ears like a never-silent church bell; ferric chloride

for her anemia; digitalis to strengthen her heart action; potassium

bitartrate to reduce her fever. Her abdomen was distended and

painful in its lower part; she lay on her back with her knees

drawn up, for peritonitis had set in. Her cheeks were flushed,

her eyes were sunken and bright, her expression was anxious.

That night passed quietly and the next morning, that of the

fourteenth, she said she felt better. During the day, although

there were no more chills, the fever continued.

The next two days also went by with little change. She took

some nourishment, although occasionally there was an attack of

vomiting, preceded or followed by hiccoughs. She replied when

spoken to but was drowsy and slept much of the time.

On the morning of the eighteenth of January she seemed

brighter. Her temperature had fallen somewhat, her pulse rate

was slower, and she asked for food. Toward evening, however,

when the fever came on again, her mind wandered, and she asked

to be allowed to get up, go home and see her mother. The other

patients in the ward, she said, were talking about her; the woman

in the end bed had a knife and wanted to kill her. When the
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nurse had momentarily left the room, she sprang out of bed and

ran downstairs and out of the hospital into McLean Street.

After the house officer had carried her back, struggling and

screaming, they secured a restraining sheet over her chest, tied

her wrists with bandages to the side rails of the bed, and set a

nurse to watch her constantly. Morphine and chloral were given,

and at last she slept.

For the next five days she drowsed, only awakening enough to

take a little nourishment or to ask for a drink of water. She

dreamed of a well by a stone wall, of the spring in County Clare

when the trees put on their fresh gowns of fine green lace, of the

gorse and the low blue hills. But now and then a black mist

crept in from the Aran Isles over Galway Bay, blotting out all

memory so that each day was timeless and every hour but an

instant in eternity. Her pulse beat rapidly but gradually more

weakly, so that toward the end it was scarcely perceptible. In

the room was the stale odor exuded by those about to die.

On the morning of her last day she awakened for a few minutes

and said she felt much better; then she slept again, her eyes be-

neath their half-closed lids were glazed and the pupils were turned

upward. Her rapid breathing became slow, labored, and then

it ceased. No pulse could be felt at her wrist. Her heart-beats

were scarcely heard; soon they were gone.

In her plain pine coffin she lay in the front hall of the hospital,

awaiting burial in the potter’s field, a poor immigrant girl of

sixteen years, whose death to the world of her day was an event

of no importance. Other women crossed themselves as they

entered and passed by, wondering what awaited them in that

mysterious house. Today, however, Bridget Logan is a pitiful

small figure in a dark chronicle, for she was the youngest of the

fifty women who in five years had died of childbed fever in the

hospital on McLean Street. Five hundred mothers had sickened

from this disease, and one in every ten of them had lost her life;

they had been decimated as relentlessly as the soldiers of a re-
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bellious regiment; upward of a thousand women had been in

peril in five short years within the walls of one small hospital.

Now we are amazed; then the doctors were appalled, for they

saw each day follow another like the scenes of an endless tragedy.

Twice already the hospital had been closed; but in spite of the

isolation of sick women with special nurses and house officers

to care for them, in spite of the destruction of mattresses and

pillows, of disinfection, of washing and painting of the walls,

floors, and ceilings, in spite of individual utensils for each woman,

each time the doors were opened to admit new patients, in a few

days or weeks the pestilence was at work again.

Where shall we place the blame, if there was a blame to place?

We must withhold the judgment of today until we have gone back

fifty-nine years into the past and asked three questions: What,

in 1883, did the doctors know about the contagiousness of puer-

peral fever? What did they know about preventing it? Were

conditions as bad in other hospitals? Only a search into a much

remoter past will give the answers to these questions.

A mere three hundred years spans the history of epidemic child-

bed fever. Women have died of it no doubt since the earliest

days of human time
;
but it was not until lying-in hospitals were

established, where those in labor and those recently delivered

were bedded in a proximity that afforded facilities for the transfer

of infection from one to another, that it attained the proportion

of a pestilence. In those days frequent internal examinations by

midwives and students with unwashed, contagion-carrying hands;

the common use of contaminated instruments, dressings, and

bed linen; the lack of isolation for infected cases— all combined

to create in the old maternities conditions which even in those

days seemed frightful. The women of antiquity, the Middle Ages,

and the Renaissance had been delivered in their homes by mid-

wives, who had made few examinations and had left childbirth

strictly to Nature. Unproductive labor had ended by death from

exhaustion or rupture of the uterus. Only infrequently and* as a
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last resort had itinerant surgeons been called to help; usually

they could do little but destroy the unborn infant and hope that

the mother might survive. In 1580 a law was passed in Germany

which forbade shepherds and herdsmen to attend women in

labor— apparently the time had come to draw the line some-

where. Should there be a hemorrhage neither the surgeon nor

the midwife could stop it, and both were powerless in the face of

puerperal convulsions. Parturient women, like the souls of the

righteous, had been in the hands of God. Even in those barbaric

times, however, we find no epidemics of childbed fever because

each midwife, dirty as she probably was, could have infected

only a comparatively small number of women.

Puerperal fever, said Lodovicus Mercatus, who flourished in

the middle of the sixteenth century, was caused by suppression

after delivery of the uterine discharges, which became putrefied

within the womb and were converted into suppuration. Hippoc-

rates, who lived in the fifth and fourth centuries before Christ,

had believed substantially the same thing; so Mercatus had the

backing of the Father of Medicine. The great William Harvey,

discoverer of the circulation of the blood, in his book De Genera-

tione
,
published in 1651, regarded the site of attachment of the

afterbirth, following its separation and expulsion, as a great open

wound. Such a wound, he held, could become inflamed by the

action of putrid material retained within the uterus, just as

wounds upon the surface were affected by the same material

which covered them. Nine years later Thomas Willis, a fellow

countryman, again emphasized the importance of infection of

the placental site, and for the first time he described the clinical

picture of childbed fever and gave the disease its name.

The arrest of the uterine discharge, which so often accompanied

the onset of fever after delivery, and the improvement in the

patient’s condition that so frequently ensued once the flow was

re-established greatly impressed the old physicians. Living two

hundred years before the discovery of the r61e of bacteria, they
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reasoned, sensibly enough, that the dead and putrefying tissues

in these discharges, unable to escape, were absorbed into the body

of the afflicted woman and there set up a fever. It was not until

1773, however, when Charles White of Manchester published his

book, A Treatise on the Management of Pregnant and Lying-in

Women
,
that any steps were taken to bring about the emptying

of the uterus in such conditions or to prevent its occurrence in

women who had recently been brought to bed. Charles White

invented ‘postural drainage/ and he effected it by placing his

newly delivered patients in what we call today the ‘Fowler’s

position.’ He elevated their heads and trunks on a back rest which

was adjusted by a ratchet exactly like that used on the modern

hospital bed. As soon as the patients’ conditions would permit,

he persuaded them to leave their beds and to spend an increasing

amount of time each day in a special reclining chair— another

of his inventions. He was enthusiastic and modestly boastful;

he said that he had never lost a patient from puerperal fever.

Granting that he took no liberties with the truth and that his

memory was good, such a record was for his time remarkable;

so remarkable, indeed, that there must have been at least one

other reason for his good results— a reason that seems to have

been supplied by White’s predilection for cleanliness. Not only

did he demand adequate ventilation in the lying-in chamber,

which he required to be swept, dusted, and adequately washed,

but he also isolated patients with fevers in separate rooms from

those who were well. Perhaps we may assume that White was

accustomed to wash his hands— although he does not say so

— before attending his patients; and perhaps, also, we may sup-

pose that his good fortune may have been due as much to this

precaution as to the position in which he placed the women he

had delivered.

We must now consider another and much more extraordinary

theory of puerperal fever with all the seriousness that its antiquity

warrants. Mercurialis, who lived from 1530 to 1606, noted that
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the breasts of women with childbed fever often failed to fill with

milk, as they should, on the third day following delivery. He
knew that the milk must go somewhere, and he concluded that it

localized in the uterus instead and escaped in the form of a

purulent discharge. Here we have the origin of the term ‘milk

fever/ a phrase often used by our grandparents.

During the latter part of the eighteenth century there arose

an even more ingenious thinker upon this subject in the person

of Nicholas Puzos of Paris. Milk, according to Puzos, circulates

in the blood of the pregnant woman; one cannot see it when

she bleeds from an external cut because it has collected in the

uterus, where it is busied in nourishing the fetus. After delivery

it follows the baby, so to speak, to the breasts, where it con-

tinues the same beneficent function. Puerperal fever results

because the milk does not leave the uterus at the proper time but

instead remains there, whence it escapes as a white discharge, and

often in women who die of this disease it is even found bathing

the uterus and the other viscera in the peritoneal cavity. In-

credible as it may seem, it was not until 1801 that this theory

received its coup de grace when Bichat found at autopsy the same

opaque white fluid— pus— in the peritoneal cavities not only

of women who had not been pregnant, but also of men who had

died of peritonitis. Even the most zealous proponent of this

doctrine was forced to admit that, if the same fluid were found

in the abdominal cavity of a man, it could not possibly be milk.

In this relationship of puerperal fever to the suppression of lac-

tation we see a curious but not illogical reversal of the interpreta-

tion of cause and effect. Fantastic as such ideas are to us of this

generation, had we lived two hundred and fifty years ago we

should have beheld in them nothing of the bizarre, nor should we

have detected any trace of absurdity. It is more than likely

that two hundred and fifty years hence some of our most cherished

medical dogmas will be regarded with the same amusement and,

we hope, with equal toleration.
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As we lay aside for the moment the question, which had oc-

cupied the early writers, of how puerperal fever developed in

the bodies of newly delivered women, we find ourselves involved

in a dispute regarding its essential nature which lasted for many

years and extended up to 1879. Pasteur then settled the matter

for all time by his discovery of streptococci in the blood of women

with puerperal fever and by his success, after their growth on

culture media, in reproducing by inoculation a similar condition

in animals. One group believed that puerperal fever was a

specific morbid state, like smallpox or typhoid fever, but that it

occurred only in lying-in women. Others, impressed by the

frequency with which outbreaks of puerperal fever accompanied

epidemics of erysipelas in certain communities or coincided with

the appearance of infection in the surgical wards of the same

hospital, maintained that there was a common cause for all. As

long ago as 1694 Phillipe Peu of Paris had placed his finger un-

erringly upon the truth when he said, ‘Putrid effluvia, exhaling

from wounded men, brought on a fever, which killed a great

many childbed women who lay in the same hospital.’ And, he

added, ‘Are not the putrid effluvia, arising from the lochial dis-

charge in lying-in hospitals, capable of producing the same

disease?’ Among others, Edward Foster in 1781 and Philip Pitt

Walsh in 1787 denied the specificity of puerperal fever, and

Alexander Hamilton of Edinburgh in 1781, Thomas Denman in

1801, and Pehr Gustav Cederschjold in 1839 again insisted on its

contagious nature. Further evidence for its association with

erysipelas was presented by Pouteau in 1783, George Hume
Weatherhead in 1819, Robert Ceeley in 1831, and Thomas

Nunneley in 1841.

Of outstanding interest is the chapter on peritonitis in Sir

Thomas Watson’s Lectures on the Principles and Practice of Physic ,

published in 1842, wherein are embodied his theories concerning

the contagiousness of puerperal fever. Watson was the most

distinguished English physician of his time. He had been pro-
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fessor of medicine at King’s College Hospital, London, and

physician to the Middlesex Hospital. He was later to become

president of the Royal College of Physicians and physician in

ordinary to Queen Victoria, from whom he received a baronetcy.

He had an observant and evenly balanced mind, and he was

master of an easy, flowing, but lucid literary style which in his

day was said to combine the clarity of Sydenham with the elo-

quence of Cicero. Watson’s Lectures
,
published in book form in

1843, ran through five editions; in its day it was the most popular

medical textbook in England and America. It is difficult to ex-

plain why his statements about puerperal fever received so little

attention at the time and have been referred to since by no one

but Oliver Wendell Holmes.

Statements of this kind, and they could be largely multiplied

[said Watson], furnish irresistible evidence, that the peritonitis,

which prevails epidemically among lying-in women, is of a specific

nature, and communicable from one person to another. It is

observed, also, to reign as an epidemic especially in lying-in

hospitals, and that it recurs at irregular intervals, sometimes

leaving them quite exempt from its ravages for years together.

Indeed, I believe that these cases of puerperal fever occurring

in succession to the same practitioner, are examples of something

more than ordinary contagion, operating through the medium of

a tainted atmosphere. I believe them to be instances of direct

inoculation. Recollect, that the hand of the accoucheur is brought,

almost of necessity, into frequent contact with the uterine fluids

of the newly-made mother. Recollect, those among you who have

examined the interior of the dead body with your own hands,

recollect, with what tenacity the smell, which is thus contracted,

clings to the fingers in spite even of repeated washings; and whilst

this odour remains, there must remain also the matter that pro-

duces it. Recollect how minute a quantity of an animal poison

may be sufficient to corrupt the whole mass of blood, and fill the

body with loathsome and fatal disease. Illustrations will occur

to you in the inoculated small-pox, in hydrophobia, in the viper-

bite, in the scratches and punctures of the dissecting-room.

Recollect the raw and abraded state of the parts concerned in
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parturition; the interior of the uterus forming a large wound,

and presenting, as Dr. Ferguson observes, an exact analogy to the

surface of a stump after amputation; the more external soft parts

bruised and sore. Bear in mind the remarkable fact, that this

contagion does not affect other persons, but only lying-in women.

Reflecting upon these facts, you will see too much likelihood in

the dreadful suspicion, that the hand which is relied upon for

succour in the painful and perilous hour of childbirth, and which

is intended to secure the safety of both mother and child, but

especially of the mother, may literally become the innocent cause

of her destruction; innocent no longer, however, if, after warning

and knowledge of the risk, suitable means are not used to avert

a catastrophe so shocking.

I need scarcely point to the practical lesson which these facts

inculcate. Whenever puerperal fever is rife, or when a practitioner

has attended any one instance of it, he should use most diligent

ablution: he should even wash his hands with some disinfecting

fluid, a weak solution of chlorine for instance; he should avoid

going in the same dress to any other of his midwifery patients:

in short, he should take all those precautions which, when the

danger is understood, common sense will suggest against his clothes

or his body becoming a vehicle of contagion and death between

one patient and another. And this is a duty so solemn and bind-

ing, that I have thought it right to bring it distinctly before you.

In these days of ready invention, a glove, I think, might be

devised, which should be impervious to fluids, and yet so thin

and pliant as not to interfere materially with the delicate sense

of touch required in these manipulations. One such glove, if such

shall ever be fabricated and adopted, might well be sacrificed to

the safety of the mother, in every labour. Should these precautions

all prove insufficient, the practitioner is bound, in honour and

conscience, to abandon, for a season, his vocation.

Many days indeed of ready invention passed since Watson

wrote these words, but aside from Horatio Storer’s attempt in

that direction they were fruitless for forty-seven years. In 1890

the surgeon Halstead of Baltimore instituted the use of rubber

gloves, not as a means of protection for women in childbirth or

even as a safeguard to his patients in surgical operations, but to
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shield the hands of his operating room nurse from the injurious

action of bichloride of mercury. Later the lady became his wife;

so those gloves, having served their purpose as a votive offering

upon the altar of Venus, became habiliments of the humble god-

dess Hygeia when, in the following year, they were used for the

first time in general surgery.

This much knowledge concerning the cause of puerperal fever

was possessed by British and American obstetricians up to the

middle of the nineteenth century. The Continent of Europe, how-

ever, on this subject was still as a whole in a backward condition.

Accustomed to the submissive attitude of peasant women, who

were regarded as little better than a higher type of lower animal,

the directors of the great obstetric clinics, serene in their own

omniscience, were blind to the tragedies enacted daily before

them and deaf to any word of warning or advice that came from

anywhere outside of continental Europe.

A series of epidemics, beginning three hundred years before

and originating in Paris, had spread throughout western Europe,

lighting up sporadically in different places like distant conflagra-

tions ignited by the flying embers of a forest fire. In 1646 the

plague of childbed fever first descended upon the Hotel Dieu, and

so deadly was it that few survived among those who were stricken.

In this ancient, dirty, overcrowded hospital the sick, the dying,

and those who were still well lay often several in the same bed.

There were other visitations in 1664, in 1778, and in 1788. In

1760, about eleven years after the first lying-in hospital was es-

tablished in the British Isles, the disease appeared in London, and

within six months twenty-four women were dead of it. It next

broke out in the Swiss cantons of Bern and Thurgau. The Dublin

Lying-in Hospital, first attacked in 1767, was afflicted repeatedly

for a number of years; and 1773 found the disease stalking through

the maternity wards of the Royal Infirmary at Edinburgh, where

almost every woman contracted it and most of them died. At

the Allmanna Barnbordshuset in Stockholm one patient sue-
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cumbed of every five who were delivered. Even women who had

been confined at home were not spared, for in 1793 there was a

violent outbreak in the city of Aberdeen, which was reported by

Alexander Gordon in the first epidemiological study of the disease,

wherein he made a classical contribution to the history of child-

bed fever.

Although the first half of the nineteenth century was marked

by few epidemics of extreme virulence, the disease was always

present in the large continental maternities. In five of the Paris

lying-in hospitals: the Hotel Dieu, the Clinique d’Accouchement,

the Hopital St. Antoine, the Hopital St. Louis, and the Hopital

Lariboisiere, there was a steady average death rate of about one

in every nineteen women delivered. At the Allgemeine Kranken-

haus in Vienna, where there was an epidemic which began in

1821 and lasted twenty months, 829 deaths occurred among

5139 women— a mortality rate of one in six. Childbed fever had

apparently reached an endemic stage, and was so much to be ex-

pected that it annoyed rather than worried the directors of the

hospitals.

In the fourth decade of the nineteenth century the names of

two men stand out with a particular luster, not because either

was the discoverer of the cause of puerperal fever, or because

either solved completely the riddle of this disease, but because

each was possessed by a spirit of conviction which he defended

valiantly in the face of violent and bitter opposition. No two

men more different ever made such great and almost identical

contributions to medicine at the same time. Ignatz Philipp

Semmelweiss, the moody and neurotic Magyar, fought for what

he thought to be the truth with the uncompromising tenacity of

a religious fanatic and died, broken in body and mind, in a mad-

house. Oliver Wendell Holmes— poet, essayist, philosopher,

novelist, and professor of anatomy— expounded his belief, no

less intense, with the verbal facility of the accomplished man of

letters. He lived to see his thesis proved and his name upon the
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roll of worthies in that profession through which he had been,

in a sense, but a transient traveler.

Semmelweiss was appointed assistant professor in the Women’s

Clinic at the Allgemeine Krankenhaus in Vienna in 1846 under

Professor Klein, the director of the First Division, whichwas used

for teaching students. The Second Division, which was headed by

Professor Bartsch, had no students but served as a training school

for midwives. For six years, from 1841 to 1846, in the First

Division one woman in every eleven had died; in the Second

Division one in every twenty-nine. The news had spread abroad

in the city; women assigned to Klein’s division fell upon their

knees and with clasped hands pleaded to be allowed to return to

their homes. Almost any night in the great wards one might

see a dying woman lying upon her bed of straw and beside her the

priest, his eyes and forehead scarcely visible beneath his cowl,

with his candles and his crucifix, while from the unlighted dis-

tances of the room came the muffled sounds of other women

muttering in delirium. Not only at night but by day was heard

the sound of bells as the priests administered the Last Sacrament

to the dying. ‘I myself was terror-stricken,’ said Semmelweiss,

‘ when I heard the sound of bells at my door. A deep sigh rose in

my breast for the unfortunate mother who was the victim to a

cause hitherto unknown; this worked on me as a fresh incentive

that I should, to the best of my ability, endeavor to discover the

mysterious agent, and a conviction grew day by day that the

prevailing mortality in the First Division could in no wise be

accounted for by the hitherto adopted etiology of puerperal fever.’

Semmelweiss found that the patients who had been delivered

before they arrived at the hospital— over a hundred in number

— had a very insignificant death rate, as did those who entered

in premature labor. It dawned upon him that there must be a

common factor in these two groups which ensured their com-

parative safety, and this he found to be that none of these patients

had been subjected to internal examinations. Since the death
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rate among the women delivered by the students in the First

Division was over twice that in the Second Division, where they

were attended by the midwives, he next looked about for some

condition which differed in the two groups. About this time his

friend Kolletschka died from a fever which resulted from a wound

he had received in making an autopsy. The changes found in

Kolletschka’s body were exactly like those that Semmelweiss

had seen in postmortem examinations upon the women dying of

childbed fever. The students were accustomed to come directly

from the autopsy or dissecting rooms and to deliver women in

the clinic, whereas the midwives had no contacts with dead bodies.

The students therefore, reasoned Semmelweiss, must be the

bearers of the contagion. Now sure of his ground he issued orders

in May, 1847, that everyone who examined a woman in labor

should wash his hands with liquid chlorine or chlorinated lime

water, with the result that the death rate, which in May had

been one in eight, before January had fallen to one in thirty-three.

The following year conditions were even better; only one woman

died of every seventy-nine delivered, which was a lower mortality

than that in the midwives’ division. To afford even greater

security, he now directed that no student, even if he attended no

patients, should come directly into the clinic from the autopsy

or dissecting room, and that every individual engaged in the

delivery rooms should avoid all such possible sources of contami-

nation.

Semmelweiss knew little German and habitually lectured and

wrote in Hungarian. Moreover, he disliked writing and left such

matters to his friends and adherents in Vienna. In 1847 Hebra

published Semmelweiss’s results, and he followed with a second

article in 1849 in which he ranked this achievement with Jenner’s

discovery of vaccination against smallpox. Unfortunately, how-

ever, he placed undue emphasis on cadaveric poison as the source

of the contagion and not enough stress on the transmission of

infection from one patient to another; so little attention was paid
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by the medical public. In 1850 Semmelweiss addressed the

Medical Society of Vienna, but his statements never appeared in

print; and his book entitled The Cause
,
Concept

,
and Prophylaxis

of Puerperal Fever, in which he expressed his doctrine in its en-

tirety, did not appear until 1861.

To place a true value upon the work of Semmelweiss, we should

know how many of his ideas were original as well as what truths

he failed to grasp. Childbed fever, he said, was caused by poison

transmitted from dead bodies and by putrid material derived

from living organisms which were carried by the examining finger.

This concept had been plainly stated by Sir Thomas Watson

several years before. Foul bedclothes, dressings, and sponges,

as well as the hands of midwives and nurses, said Semmelweiss,

were also a source of contagion; but Cederschjold had held the

same belief in 1839. He advocated disinfection of the hands with

chlorine water or chloride of lime before making an internal ex-

amination or attending a woman in labor, but here again Watson

had been before him. Finally, he named as a possible cause of

self-infection the retention of decomposing uterine discharges

— an idea which had been prevalent ever since the: days of

Lodovicus Mercatus in the sixteenth century— and the pos-

sibility of contagion from putrid surgical wounds in the same

hospital— a concept which dates back to Phillipe Peu in 1694.

We see, then, that Semmelweiss had little claim to priority in any

of his beliefs, but it is equally evident that he deserved great

credit because, so far as he knew, they were original. He was

poorly educated, being master of no language but his own, and

he was thus ignorant of the considerable foreign literature which

had accumulated on the subject of childbed fever. His most

serious error was his failure to recognize that infection might

be non-odorous; to Semmelweiss the source of contagion must

be dead, rotten, and smell badly.

The remainder of Semmelweiss’s life was beset with disap-

pointments, for his ideas had engendered a violent controversy.
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Michaelis of Kiel, Levy of Copenhagen, Hendrichs of Amsterdam,

Schmidt of Berlin approved; but he was bitterly opposed by

others, especially by Scanzoni of Prague. His chief in Vienna,

Klein, a little man and a jealous one, refused him a reappoint-

ment as assistant professor, and he left for his own country,

where at Pesth he was appointed honorary obstetric physician

to Saint Rokas Hospital. In that institution during the six years

from 1851 to 1856 he reduced the mortality to one in one hundred

eighteen births. From then until his death his career was a series

of alternating failures and successes. His mental equilibrium,

never of the best and further upset by more opposition in the

medical world, finally gave way, and he was committed to the

Vienna Hospital for the Insane in July, 1865. Shortly after his

admission it was found that he was suffering from an infection

of the arm, which caused his death on August 13 of the same year.

Thus died of infection a man who had devoted his life to a battle

against infection in women, and who is one of the most tragic

figures in the history of medicine.

It was at the meeting of the Boston Society for Medical Im-

provement held on February 13, 1843, that Oliver Wendell

Holmes read his paper entitled
1 The Contagiousness of Puerperal

Fever/ During the previous autumn there had been reported a

number of cases of the malady which had stirred Holmes’s sym-

pathetic interest. With no clinic at his disposal for the personal

study of cases, he was dependent upon the literature and upon

the experiences of his brother practitioners. That he had read

widely and well is witnessed by the names of the authorities

that he quoted: among them were Gordon, White, Denman,

Hamilton, Young, and Watson— whose lecture of the year

before he had read in the London Medical Gazette. Endowed with

one of the most active, clear, and logical minds of his day, he

drew unerring conclusions from the evidence at hand and pointed

out the remedy, proving without a doubt that puerperal fever

could be transmitted from one patient to another and that the
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physician or nurse was usually the agent. He made no attempt

to distinguish between the hand of the attendant and the atmos-

phere which prevaded his person and clothing, and he advanced

no theories. As he later said, ‘Where facts are numerous, and

unquestionable, and unequivocal in their significance, theory

must follow them as best it may, keeping time with their step,

and not go before them, marching to the sound of its own drum

and trumpet.’

The essay appeared in April of the same year in the New Eng-

land Quarterly Journal of Medicine and Surgery
,
a periodical of

no great circulation, which died an early death. It was reprinted

and fell into the hands of Charles Delucena Meigs and Hugh

Lennox Hodge of Philadelphia; whereupon the heaviest American

obstetrical artillery of the day was trained upon the little doctor.

Meigs, as we have seen, was professor of obstetrics at Jefferson

Medical College and Hodge held a similar position at the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania; both were leaders in the profession, and

the schools where they taught were then probably the foremost

in America. Hodge, who appears to have had the manners of a

gentleman, was courteous; he did not descend to personalities.

If, on the other hand, Meigs had tried deliberately to make him-

self offensive, he succeeded well when he characterized the state-

ments of Holmes and of those who held the same beliefs as the

‘jejune and fizenless dreamings of sophomore writers.’ Striking

the proper pious note, he proclaimed to his admiring students

that he preferred to believe that puerperal fever resulted from

the workings of Providence rather than to admit that it could be

transferred by the physician from one patient to another— with

the result that in Philadelphia at least the disease continued to

exist for a number of years on a providential basis. In his con-

troversy with Channing over anesthesia, Meigs had been polite;

Channing was a professor in a famous medical school.

Social intercourse between Philadelphia and Boston in the

middle of the nineteenth century was not particularly active.
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and Meigs did not know who Holmes was; but he was soon to

find out. In 1855 the doctor republished his essay under the title

of ‘Puerperal Fever as a Private Pestilence/ together with an

introduction in which he paid his respects to his confrere in the

so-called City of Brotherly Love. As was his custom, he adorned

his remarks with certain flowers of rhetoric, but concealed among

the garlands were a few sprays of poison ivy. He ended with just

the correct note of gentle pathos, leaving his readers with the

impression that his opponent must be a scurvy fellow. ‘No

man/ said he, ‘makes a quarrel with me over the counterpane

that covers a mother with a new-born infant at her breast.’

Among the many striking figures in American medicine one

must award the palm to Meigs for being wrong so often and on

such important questions. As on the subject of anesthesia and

abdominal surgery, his ability to make major mistakes amounted

almost to genius. This time, however, all unconsciously he did

medicine a great service; for had he not attacked the little doctor

as he did, the Bostonian’s essay would have been buried in the

files of an obscure and defunct medical journal, and the world

would have known little about the first American attempt to

solve the mystery of childbed fever.

Three years after the publication of Holmes’s essay and Wat-

son’s lectures, Samuel Kneeland of Boston presented a scholarly

and thorough review of the literature, American, English, and

foreign, on the subject, which won the Boylston Prize in 1846.

Kneeland graduated from Harvard Medical School in 1843,

studied in Paris for two years, and returned to practice in Boston.

He served as a surgeon in the Union Army, and after the declara-

tion of peace he became professor of zoology at the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology. A staunch supporter of Holmes, he

arrived at the same conclusions, which he stated with equal

vigor. He believed that puerperal fever was contagious; that it

was carried from patient to patient and from house to house;

that it could be conveyed by the discharges of living women who
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had it or of those who died of the disease, through the agency of

doctors, nurses, or their clothing; or by contaminated linen or

bedding. Individual immunity against puerperal fever, he said,

was no argument against its contagious nature; those who have

been exposed to smallpox, erysipelas, and typhus fever occa-

sionally escape scot free. ‘The epidemic of puerperal fever/ said

he, ‘is the effect and not the cause of the contagion/

Kneeland’s conclusions represented the most intelligent thought

upon the subject up to the sixth and seventh decades of the nine-

teenth century. Those who admitted the contagious character

of the disease and believed that it was of the same nature as

surgical infection still had no knowledge of the agent by which it

was transferred, because the science of bacteriology did not then

exist. The doctors made no use of antiseptics, as had been sug-

gested by Watson and Semmelweiss, and they could do little

more than abandon the private practice of obstetrics if the

pestilence dogged their footsteps; but no retreat was possible in

lying-in hospitals, where all the patients had to be delivered by

the same physicians regardless of conditions. In such institutions

a death rate of about one in thirty had come to be regarded as

standard and was looked upon almost with equanimity. In retro-

spect one wonders why women went to the hospitals; in fact one

wonders why anyone, man or woman, dared risk his life in any

hospital; for, as we shall presently see, conditions in the surgical

wards were no better. The answer lies in the fact that none but the

destitute and forsaken took such a risk; they had no other choice

but the almshouse.

The situation in the Maternite in Paris in 1856 is described

by Stephene Tarnier, who was destined to become one of the

greatest figures in French obstetrics and who was then an interne

in that hospital: ‘From the first to the tenth of May there were

thirty-two delivered and thirty-one deaths. The Maternit6 was

closed, but it was too late, for already sixty-four of three hundred

and forty-seven women who had been delivered from the first of
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April to the tenth of May had died. I saw women enter the

hospital in full health, and in twenty-four to forty-eight hours

I saw them die. It was a frightful spectacle.’

Shocked and incredulous that such conditions could exist,

Tarnier questioned his three chiefs. ‘ Messieurs les Docteurs ,’

said he, ‘is childbirth, presumably a normal function, always

such a fatal disease? Do as many women die who are confined

in their own homes?’

The three ancients wagged their beards at him and shrugged

their shoulders. Such indeed was the case, they said. Puerperal

fever was a dreadful disease; many women had died of it and

many always would; having a baby was a dangerous business;

personally, they were opposed to it. A la guerre comme d la guerre.

This reply to Tarnier was no answer at all, and he determined

to find out the truth. The vital statistics of Paris were kept in

a perfunctory manner in 1856; births were registered in one

office, deaths in another, and the causes of deaths were never

reported. Louis Napoleon, then in his heyday, was treating the

country with a hypodermic dose of fleeting prosperity and the

more abundant life. New roads, railways, steamships, charitable

institutions, and parks were being constructed; and Paris itself

was undergoing a partial rebuilding. Its citizens had little time

to waste on morbid reflections; they were too much entertained

with bread and circuses.

Tarnier first went to the Registry of Deaths and obtained the

names of all women between the ages of fifteen and fifty in the

Twelfth Arrondissement, where the Maternite was situated, who

had died at home within the year. He then visited the Registry

of Births and found how many of them had borne children within

the same period, and also the total number of children that had

been born. With these figures at hand he was able to go to work.

He discovered that the death rate in the Maternite was seventeen

times higher than it was in the surrounding district. He came to

the conclusion that the hospital was a veritable pesthouse, and
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in a tactful manner he so informed his superiors. The hairy ones

responded with even higher shrugs, but nothing was done. They

replied truthfully enough that things were as bad in the hospitals

in other cities; in Bordeaux, Lille, Rheims, and Strasbourg, one

in every nineteen died; in Toulouse, Marseille, Amiens, and

Nantes, one in thirty-seven; in Caen,* Tours, Poitiers, and Mont-

pellier, one in thirty-eight; and so on. In fact nothing was done

until Tarnier himself became surgeon-in-chief in 1867. After a

prolonged struggle with the authorities, he reduced the death

rate in fourteen years by isolation of infected cases, the use of

antiseptics, and surgical cleanliness from one in eleven to one in

a hundred and fourteen.

We need not look abroad for scenes of horror, for we had at

this time sufficient in our own land to have worried all American

doctors except those with extraordinarily stable nervous systems.

In 1872 an epidemic broke out in Bellevue Hospital, New York,

and one woman in every six died. Hoping that the fresh air of

the East River would remove the contagion, the women were

moved to Blackwell’s Island. Things were no better; indeed

they were slightly worse, for there one in every five died; and the

patients were again removed, this time to the Charity Hospital.

The virulence of this visitation is reminiscent of the old days of

the Hotel Dieu.

Lest the reader obtain the false idea that such conditions

existed only in lying-in hospitals, let him look at what was going

on in the general surgical wards at the same time. In Glasgow it

had often been necessary to close that part of the hospital. In

Nuremburg it had been even suggested to tear down the All-

gemeine Krankenhaus. Erysipelas, or ‘ Saint Anthony’s fire,’

was so common that few hospitals were free from it; and pyemia,

which consists in the formation of multiple abscesses throughout

the body, was of everyday occurrence. Tetanus— Tockjaw’

— was rife, and hospital gangrene, a disease unknown in this or

the last generation, appeared from time to time. At the Uni-
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versity College Hospital of London in 1872 a third of the patients

had either erysipelas or pyemia. Amputations were often fatal;

Simpson reported that in eighteen performed at the Royal In-

firmary in Edinburgh during four years up to 1847 only two pa-

tients had survived. No wound was expected to heal cleanly, or

by what the surgeons call
‘

the first intention/ except those about

the face, where the rich blood supply provided a strong defense

against infection. My grandfather, during his surgical experience

in the Union Army, felt himself fortunate if his patients did not

die. He expected all their wounds to run with ‘ laudable pus' and

was worried if they did not. Country surgeons, operating in

private homes, had better success than their colleagues in the

large clinics. The blessing of anesthesia had turned out on oc-

casions to be instead a curse, for it had led surgeons to operate

when the patients might have lived had they been left alone.

Upon such a scene appeared in 1865 the greatest surgeon of

all time, Joseph Lister, an English Quaker. The son of an eminent

microscopist, he possessed by inheritance a scientific attitude of

mind which he never lost throughout his long and useful life.

He was among the first to apply in the operating theater and in

the wards the truths learned from experiments upon animals in

the laboratory. At first he believed that the infection which at-

tacked operative wounds arose from the air; so he sought to

sterilize everything that came in contact with them— his hands,

his instruments, and the wounds themselves— by the use of

carbolic acid. He operated in a dilute spray of this antiseptic,

dressed the wounds with gauze impregnated with it, and insisted

on absolute cleanliness. Later, believing that the air was less

of a source of danger than he had thought, he abandoned the

spray and relied solely upon the rest of his careful and cleanly

technique. Inspired by Pasteups discovery that living germs

were the cause of putrefaction, he began his work in 1865 at the

Glasgow Infirmary, and immediately a miracle was wrought: in

his wards there was no infection, no pyemia, no hospital gangrene;
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erysipelas was almost unknown. Soon he had performed forty

amputations with only six deaths. Recognition followed; he

became clinical professor of surgery in Edinburgh in 1869 and

attained the same rank at King’s College, London, in 1877.

He was created First Baron Lister of Lyme Regis in 1883. When

he died, childless, at the age of eighty-five, it was the wish of the

British nation that he should lie in Westminster Abbey, but he

had cared little for the outward marks of fame, so according to

his desire he was put to rest beside his wife— the daughter of

his old preceptor, James Syme of Edinburgh— who had aided

him in all his researches, had been his constant companion in his

triumphs and disappointments, and whom he had loved with

a rare affection.

A letter written by this great gentleman in 1874 reveals the

debt he owed Pasteur and the joy it gave him to express it.

‘Allow me to take this opportunity,’ he wrote, ‘to tender you my
most cordial thanks for having, by your brilliant researches,

demonstrated to me the truth of the germ theory of putrefaction,

and thus furnished me with the principle upon which alone the

antiseptic system can be carried out. Should you at any time

visit Edinburgh, it would, I believe, give you sincere gratification

to see at our hospital how largely mankind is being benefited by

your labors. I need hardly add that it would afford me the highest

gratification to show you how greatly surgery is indebted to you.’

Lister never claimed priority for the introduction of antiseptic

surgery; there was no need, for he had transformed the surgical

hospital from a place of horror into a harbor of refuge. Generous,

sincere, serene, and kindly; one must search diligently in the

history of medicine to find his peer.

At certain times Nature is prodigal with genius. The generation

that produced both Lister and Pasteur would have served man-

kind well enough had it done that and nothing more. The son of

a tanner who had been an old sergeant of Napoleon became a

great biological chemist, whose contributions to nearly every
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branch of physical and natural science have never been equaled.

Although he was not a doctor, his services to medicine are in-

calculable. He was the father of the germ theory of disease; he

identified the bacillus of anthrax, or splenic fever; and he devised

the treatment for rabies which is in use today. Even more im-

portant to us is his discovery and proof that streptococci— tiny

organisms growing in chains and visible only through a powerful

microscope— were the cause of the most fatal form of puerperal

fever. The ground had already been prepared; for in 1863

Mayerhofer had first seen them in the uterine discharges of

women sick with this disease, and in 1869 Coze and Feltz had

attempted to grow them in sugar solution but had failed. Pasteur,

however, ten years later not only propagated the bacteria in

cultures, but by injecting them into animals produced effects

identical with those caused by injecting into animals the blood of

women with puerperal fever. The evidence was now complete;

the news spread throughout the world, and all were at last con-

vinced. Although Holmes's controversy with Meigs was far in

the past, and the Philadelphian had died ten years before, the

little doctor could not resist one last chuckle of satisfaction.

‘But I think I shrieked my warning louder and longer than any

of them,' he wrote, ‘ and I am pleased to remember that I took

my ground on the existing evidence before the little army of

microbes was marched up to support my position.'

Before long the brilliant results achieved by Lister in surgery

led a few progressive obstetricians to apply his methods to women

in labor. Bischoff of Basle had seen the English surgeon at work

in Glasgow in 1868; and upon his return home he adopted the

same principles in his obstetric clinic, publishing his improved

results in 1876. In Copenhagen Stadfeldt reduced his mortality

from one in thirty-seven to one in eighty-seven by the use at

delivery of weak carbolic douches and the spray. Breisky of

Prague in 1882 achieved for those days the extraordinary record

of delivering eleven hundred women without a single death.
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Finally, Robert Koch’s book, The Cause of Wound Infections
,

published in 1878 and translated into English in 1880, supplied

the last link in the chain. This German investigator showed for

the first time that bacteria— not only streptococci but also

other microbes capable of causing disease— are found on the

skin of everyone, as well as on instruments, dressings, bed linen,

and utensils. In fact they exist on any surface that has not been

sterilized. All that is needed in childbirth to produce their

entrance into the body is, first, an open wound— such as William

Harvey had shown the placental site to be— or tears in the birth

canal; and second, lack of resistance on the part of the patient.

How did it happen, then, if all this was already known, that

the doctors at the Boston Lying-in Hospital allowed Bridget

Logan and about fifty women to die of a preventable disease?

How much did they really know? It is better to answer the second

question first, because upon it depends the reply to the other.

The doctors then were fully convinced that puerperal fever was

contagious; that is to say, they accepted Holmes’s theory. Of

this we may be certain, because we find them isolating the sick

patients, assigning special nurses and internes to their care,

providing separate utensils for each woman, and even on occa-

sions closing the hospital, destroying the bedding, and washing

and disinfecting the rooms. But they had not yet accepted the

bacterial theory of disease; they knew little if anything about it;

a professor of surgery in the city recently had said, ‘Let those

who believe in it, do so; I do not.’ Like most of their contempo-

raries, the doctors at the Boston Lying-in Hospital believed that

the disease started in the putrefying uterine discharges of women

recently delivered, and that it was passed from one patient to

another by the nurses and themselves, although how they did

not know.

The textbook used at Harvard Medical School at that time,

which was written in 1876 by William S. Playfair, an Englishr

man, describes what he calls the modem view of the disease,
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which is identical with that then held in the hospital. But al-

though he says that contagion is transmitted from patient to

patient by the hand of the accoucheur, he nowhere mentions

sterilization, scrubbing of the hands, or the use of antiseptics

at the time of labor. He naively suggests that one use the left

hand to examine septic patients and the right to deliver those

who are not already infected. ‘Let not thy left hand know what

thy right hand doeth.’

The methods of the Boston Lying-in Hospital were similarly

primitive. To prevent each patient from developing the disease

she was given douches twice every day, beginning as soon as

her baby was born. If in spite of this a fever developed, the douche

was given into the uterus with the idea of killing off the infection.

Douches were given to uninfected patients and women were

delivered by internes who had recently come with infected hands

from the treatment of women already stricken. The bacteriologist

who today transplants deadly microbes from one culture plate

to another achieves his inoculation with no greater certainty

than did those doctors and internes. They knew nothing of

Stadfeldt’s application of Lister’s methods of antisepsis; Pasteur

and Koch were only names, if that; the superb record of Breisky

of the year before had not been published. Medical news traveled

slowly then, and the barriers of foreign tongues were difficult to

surmount. Today medical discoveries from all over the world

are immediately translated into English and appear in a few

months as abstracts in medical journals. Scientific thought

travels in this way as if by a lingua franca; there are no patents,

no copyrights, no trade secrets. Histories, memoirs, biographies,

pamphlets, files of medical journals are mines of knowledge to

be found in medical libraries: this is why the reader knows more

about the contagiousness of puerperal fever than did the doctors

of 1883.

The trustees of the hospital tried to help, too— although, being

a lay board composed mostly of lawyers and successful business
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men, with occasionally a clergyman for leaven, they were be-

wildered when faced with a situation that seemed to be too much

for the doctors. They were suspicious of sewer gas and had the

drains tested by pouring oil of peppermint down them; also,

they feared pestilential miasmas, arising in the dead of night

from the mudflats in the near-by Charles River when the tide

was out and creeping unseen into the hospital to destroy those

within it. They even considered moving to the outskirts of the

city m the hope of finding, as they said, ‘a more salubrious

location.’

Finally, we have sufficient assurance that conditions at the

Boston Lying-in Hospital were no worse than those elsewhere

at the same time. At the New York Maternity in 1882 and 1883

the death rate was one in sixteen, and in September of the latter

year it rose to one in five. Writing in 1888, Cullingworth said

that each year there had been on the average over twenty-three

hundred deaths from puerperal fever in England and Wales.

He knew a country town not far from London where every

patient who had been attended by a certain practitioner for the

past six months had died, except two that had escaped by de-

livering themselves precipitantly before his arrival. Such was

obstetrics in the days before antiseptics, when the best luck that

could be wished our mothers and grandmothers was to hope

that they would have their babies so quickly that the doctoi

could not arrive in time to infect them.



VIII

The Day of Deliverance

the sweet but fleeting New England spring had come and

gone, leaving behind a memory of dogwood, daffodils, and deli-

cate greenery. The trees in the Common and the Public Garden

were in full leaf. Dr. Alfred Worcester, the senior house officer,

sat in the back yard of the hospital, his chair tilted against the

side of the building, enjoying the sun. Clouds in even ranks, like

frigates under full sails of white canvas, advanced in the pale blue

sky over the roofs of the tenements before him. It was near noon.

He watched a blear-eyed alley cat of furtive countenance, bearing

aloft his tail, which swayed from side to side like the balancing

pole of a tightrope walker, make his sinuous way across the top of

a fence and disappear with an undulatory movement through a

second-story window. From the building behind him came the

acrid reek of carbolic acid; for the hospital had been closed on

May 6 for the third time in four years, and the usual scrubbing,

destruction of bedding, and disinfection were under way. Since

the first of the year, 1883, ten patients, of whom Bridget Logan

was one, had died; and three of every four who had entered had

been stricken with puerperal fever. In Worcester’s mind there

was no hope that any of these measures would achieve the slight-

est result; they never had before. Each time the hospital had re-

opened the sequence of events had been the same: the first few

women would escape, then the fever would appear in one or more

patients, and soon Death would be at work again.

At this moment of his greatest discouragement, there came

a messenger of hope in the form of an old friend, who had been
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an interne in the hospital two years previously. Dr. Kingman had

just returned from Europe, where he had been visiting clinics.

He told Worcester about Breisky’s brilliant results in Prague,

where, after scrubbing their hands in soap and water and soaking

them in weak carbolic acid solution, the doctors had safely de-

livered eleven hundred women the year before. There was much

discussion about carbolic acid; Worcester had no faith in it, for

he had given it to too many women as a douche during con-

valescence and afterward seen them die; the odor of it still filled

his nostrils. The conversation then turned to bichloride of mer-

cury, which Tarnier had advocated before the International

Medical Congress in 1881. Worcester resolved to try it at the

first opportunity.

After his friend had left, Worcester could think of little else

except the hope with which the visit had filled him. Here was a

fact that a man he knew and trusted had witnessed with his own

eyes; it was quite different from what one read in medical

journals or textbooks, where the printed page had always created

a vague atmosphere of unreality. If something could be done to

check the onslaught of what people were beginning to think was

a preventable disease, it might save some of the poor women who,

in spite of the grim fate that awaited so many, were each year

coming to the hospital in increasing numbers. Knowing from

experience that his chief, Dr. Richardson, did not always look

with a kindly eye upon innovations, he decided to say nothing

about it for the present; for if the method proved successful there

would be time enough to call it to his attention later. In no event,

he reasoned, could it cause harm, and the worst he could expect

would be no improvement.

On the thirtieth of May the hospital reopened. Worcester had

asked for a generous supply of bichloride of mercury in one to a

thousand solution from Canning and Patch, the druggists.

Startled that the house officer should want such a large amount

of what they knew chiefly as a deadly poison, they tried to put
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him off by telling him that it would not dissolve in water. But

they reckoned without Worcester’s persistence. He pointedly

informed them that it dissolved in Paris, and he suggested that

they arrange to make it behave the same way in Boston tap water.

After he had obtained an adequate supply of the precious fluid,

he set about disinfecting his hands with it by vigorous scrubbing

with a nailbrush before he examined or delivered his patients.

Soon a considerable improvement occurred; to be sure, puerperal

fever was not at once completely stamped out, but the women

were not so sick, and so far there had been no deaths.

One morning Dr. Richardson was making rounds and noticed

the basin of solution containing the nailbrush on a table beside

a woman who was about to be delivered.

*Young man,’ said he, ‘what is in that basin, and what is that

nailbrush for?
’

‘That, sir,’ replied Worcester, ‘is a solution of bichloride of

mercury to scrub my hands with before making examinations.’

Somewhat apprehensively and speaking rapidly, as one does

under such circumstances, he went on to tell his chief of King-

man’s visit and of the excellent results obtained abroad by the

use of antiseptics.

Dr. Richardson looked at his house officer coldly.

‘Throw it out of the window. The next thing I know you will

be scrubbing the patients with it.’ *

Worcester’s stubbornness was aroused. He determined not

only to continue scrubbing his hands with bichloride as before

but to carry out Dr. Richardson’s negative suggestion and apply

it to the patients. At that time of year he took little risk of de-

tection in his insubordination; for the visiting staff, aside from a

perfunctory morning visit and the occasional attendance on a

complicated case, spent little time at the hospital. Moreover,

Dr. Richardson was soon to leave for Europe, and his associate,

Dr. Boardman, was spending the summer at Hull. Thus he was

left free to continue his experiment, in which every day he had

greater faith.
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Although Worcester's term as house officer expired August 31,

the method that he had introduced was continued by his suc-

cessors, with the result that there were only two more deaths in

1883. The next year the ratio of deaths from puerperal fever to

births was one to sixty-two, in contrast to the one to twenty rate

that had been almost constant for five years. There is no doubt

that Dr. Richardson knew, after his return from Europe, that

bichloride of mercury was being used, for it formed the basis of

the article on puerperal fever which he published in 1887. In any

event his interest in the antiseptic technique grew, as did his

knowledge of what had been accomplished elsewhere in this

respect.

Once he had been convinced of the bacterial nature of the

disease, he set about applying, in a thorough and systematic

manner, what were then the best available methods to every

patient delivered in the hospital. He had been especially im-

pressed by the results, at the New York Maternity, of Garrigues,

who had reduced the death rate from one in sixteen to one in

seventy-two; so beginning in October, 1885, he introduced a

technique which was practically identical with that of the New
York obstetrician. As soon as every patient entered the hospital

she was given a bath, a local preparation with bichloride of mer-

cury solution in a strength of one to three thousand was carried

out, and a basin containing the same solution and a nailbrush

was placed by her bedside. Every time a house officer made an

internal examination or a nurse attended to the patients regional

toilet, they soaked and scrubbed their hands in this solution. A
douche of bichloride of mercury was given at the beginning of

labor, at the completion of the stage of dilatation, and before

the patient was put to bed following the birth of the baby. We
know today that these douches did no good, but on the other

hand they served some purpose in impressing upon all the rigidity

of the antiseptic ritual. As the baby was being born, its head and

the external region of the birth passages were kept wet constantly
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with bichloride solution applied with absorbent cotton. Follow-

ing delivery an antiseptic pad of absorbent cotton covered with

gauze, soaked in bichloride solution and then dried, was applied

to the mother. The pads were removed and destroyed as often

as necessary and others substituted, the nurses scrubbing their

hands in bichloride solution for the purpose and spraying the

patient with the same liquid. This technique was continued until

each woman had left her bed, and the danger of infection was

past.

All hopes were more than justified; for in 1885 there were only

two deaths from puerperal fever among the three hundred and

eight women delivered in the hospital, and the following year, of

the three hundred and seventy-five patients who entered, not

one died from this disease. It was an historic epoch, for epi-

demics of childbed fever in the old sense had been driven out of

the hospital forever.

In fairness we must divide the honors between Worcester and

Dr. Richardson, although it is unlikely that in those days either

gentleman would have considered such an apportionment as the

judgment of Solomon. It is doubtful if Worcester would have

known at that time about the good news from Prague or the use

of bichloride of mercury as practiced by Tarnier, unless his friend

Kingman had come to see him. On the other hand, he showed a

high degree of courage, which was later put to the test, to begin

any form of treatment on his own responsibility in those days at

the Boston Lying-in Hospital, Dr. Richardson being who he was.

But if his chief had really viewed this innovation with disfavor,

he could have stopped it instantly, with the result that no changes

would have been made for several years and a number of lives

would needlessly have been lost. However, he was soon con-

vinced, not only by events which were taking place in his own

hospital and by the results of Garrigues in New York, but also

by the work of Pasteur and Stadfeldt, which had now come to

his attention; and in particular was he assured by the statements
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of Dr. Harold Ernst, demonstrator of bacteriology, who was

teaching that new science in Harvard Medical School.

Dr. Ernst will always live in undergraduate history as one of the

first college pitchers to throw a curved ball. Possibly it would be

better to describe him as the first college baseball player who later

became an eminent bacteriologist. There was nothing circuitous,

however, about his delivery on the subject of bacterial infection

;

it was so clear, brief, and to the point that Dr. Richardson in-

corporated it in his article on 1 The Use of Antiseptics in Obstetric

Practice/ which appeared in 1887. This paper, a medical classic,

was the second written upon the systematic use of antiseptics in

American maternity hospitals, being antedated only by that of

Garrigues, which had been published the year before.

Asepsis, or freedom from infection, was the child of antisepsis.

In 1882 von Bergmann concluded that if all the factors involved

in an operation — such as the surgeon’s hands and those of his

assistants, his instruments, the sponges, the dressings, and the

site of the operation — were rendered free from bacteria, it would

be unnecessary to apply antiseptics continuously while the work

was going on; and he proved this by substituting irrigations of

normal salt solution for Lister’s carbolic spray, with equally good

results. In 1892 Schimmelbusch wrote the first book on aseptic

surgery, which was followed two years later by Tarnier’s volume,

De Vasepsie et de Vantisepsie en obstetrique.

Tarnier, the father of modern obstetrical aseptic technique,

set forth his principles in the clear and rational manner char-

acteristic of the educated Frenchman. He knew that germs were

in the air, but he recognized at once the impossibility of destroy-

ing them in that particular habitat. The washing of rooms and

furniture was better than sweeping and dusting them, he be-

lieved, because it set less dust and consequently fewer bacteria

in motion. All doctors, nurses, and midwives in his hospital were

required to wear washable gowns or uniforms. Paris tap water

was far from sterile; so he rid it of bacteria by filtration and boil-
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ing. He substituted gauze for sea sponges and sterilized them by

heat, and he exposed instruments to steam under pressure in

the autoclave. He directed that the doctors, nurses, and mid-

wives cut their fingernails short and scrub their hands with a

nailbrush, using soap and water and bichloride of mercury, be-

fore making an examination or conducting a delivery. He

accomplished skin preparation of the patients by washing with

soap and water, followed by bichloride solution. He employed

the antiseptic douche before and after delivery, since he hoped

in this way to destroy the bacteria normally within the birth

canal. Aside, therefore, from the use of douches— now obsolete

— and the modern wearing of masks, sterilized gowns, and rubber

gloves, Tarnier’s technique differs little from that used today

and may be accepted indisputably as the best of his time.

The change from the antiseptic to the aseptic technique at the

Boston Lying-in Hospital followed the like advance in genera)

surgery. An autoclave was installed for the sterilization of sheets,

gowns, towels, and the gauze sponges employed at delivery and

the pads used afterward. The instruments were boiled. The use

of rubber gloves, introduced by Dr. Franklin S. Newell, began

in 1903 : a step which was a marked advance in aseptic technique;

for rubber gloves are rendered absolutely free from bacteria by

boiling, whereas bare hands, even after prolonged scrubbing and

immersion in antiseptic solutions, are only relatively sterile.

Since bacteria are responsible for all cases of puerperal fever,

one should know what in a general way these tiny plants look

like under the microscope, where they live and flourish before

they enter the human body, and how they behave after they have

broken the barriers that exist against them and have begun their

advance upon the tissues. Bacteriology is a complex and rapidly

advancing science in which we are constantly acquiring new

knowledge that upsets our previous beliefs. The chief varieties

of bacteria, however, that cause puerperal fever are so few that

a general understanding of their individual natures is not diffi-

cult to grasp.
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Bacteria exist almost everywhere: in the air, the water, the

soil; in food and drink; in the mouth, nose, and throat; in the

stomach and intestines; and on the surface and in the outer layer

of the skin. They are on your hands and on the pages of this

book. The only surfaces free from bacteria are those which have

been sterilized by a high degree of heat or by the action of an

antiseptic. Given a suitable environment they multiply with in-

conceivable rapidity; under the right circumstances a single bac-

terium will produce many millions of offspring in the course of

a single day. Not all are pathogenic, or harmful to man; many

of them are benign and helpful. If it were not for such bacteria

there would be no vegetation, no agriculture or crops, and the

human race would die of starvation. Even pathogenic bacteria

may be harmless unless, after penetrating the skin or mucous

membrane, they encounter a victim whose resistance is insuffi-

cient to defeat them.

There are two chief types of bacteria which may be causes of

puerperal fever: these are the cocci, or globular germs; and the

bacilli, or rod-shaped microbes. To see either clearly one needs

a microscope which will magnify almost a thousand times. So

small indeed are they that it would require about fifteen hundred

bacilli of ordinary size, placed end to end, to span the head of a

pin. The cocci are divided for our purposes into two main types:

the streptococci, which are arranged in chains; and the staphylo-

cocci, which occur in clusters like bunches of grapes. Bacilli

appear singly; or, less frequently, in chains. Pathogenic bacteria

of any kind usually produce their harmful effect by releasing a

toxin, or poison.

The most deadly puerperal infections are caused by a particular

kind of streptococcus, the Group A beta hemolytic streptococcus.

The term ‘Group A’ signifies that it is harmful to man; ‘beta

hemolytic ’ means that it completely hemolyzes or dissolves the

hemoglobin from the red blood cells contained in the culture

medium used for its growth, and that it produces a similar effect
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in the blood stream of the individual who is infected with it.

Since there are more than twenty-five strains of this vicious germ,

it is impossible to secure a single antitoxin or serum that can be

used against them all, because a preparation effective against a

particular strain would be ineffectual against all others. These

bacteria fortunately seldom occur normally in the reproductive

passages of women— one bacteriologist was able to isolate them

only twice in eight hundred and fifty-five patients examined —
nor do they normally dwell upon the skin or inhabit the lower

bowel. On the other hand, about one in ten healthy individuals

of both sexes carry them about in their throats and nasal pas-

sages, and this proportion is considerably increased during

epidemics of colds or grippe. Should these streptococci reach

the reproductive organs of women in labor or of those recently

delivered, the broken mucous membrane and the placental site

serve as breaches in the first line of defense. Unless a patient’s

power of resistance is adequate to overcome an enemy which has

penetrated her fortifications, she will be overwhelmed by this

rapidly multiplying and relentless foe.

Hemolytic streptococci leave their carriers in the minute

droplets of moisture projected into the air by coughing, sneezing,

or even ordinary conversation. They may remain active in dust

for some time because they resist drying and are not destroyed

by light. Since — except in very rare instances— they do not

exist in: the birth passage, we may assume that every case of in-

fection with these germs has originated from droplet inoculation

derived from the doctor, the nurses, the friends, the family, or

even the patient herself. Colebrook of London has recently found

that seven of ten strains of hemolytic streptococci, which had

caused puerperal fever, were the same as those obtained from the

noses and throats of attendants or of the patients themselves.

Because the risk of infection in lying-in hospitals from doctors

and nurses is so real, cultures are taken from their throats at

periodic intervals; and all who harbor hemolytic streptococci are
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forbidden contact with patients until, after appropriate treat-

ment, they have ceased to be carriers. Moreover, all doctors and

nurses who attend women in labor, and all nurses who take care

of them after delivery, are required to wear masks which are

impervious to bacteria. These are only two of the many pre-

cautions taken to ensure safety.

There is another streptococcus which may produce infection

of uterine discharges, or of any blood clots or pieces of membranes

or placenta left in the uterus, and so may cause the condition

known as sapremia. On some occasions this streptococcus may

attack the uterus itself or spread by way of the blood vessels,

setting up a severe form of phlebitis or even multiple abscesses

in remote regions of the body. It is gas-producing and engenders

a foul-smelling discharge. This is the anaerobic streptococcus;

so called because it cannot grow in the presence of oxygen. On

the other hand, the Group A beta hemolytic streptococcus is

aerobic, since it requires oxygen for its existence. The anaerobic

streptococcus rarely is hemolytic when it attacks the human

being. It is found frequently in the birth canals of healthy women

in pregnancy and during labor; therefore when it causes puerperal

fever the woman herself may be considered to be the source of

infection. Severe laceration of the tissues— such as result from

violent instrumental deliveries— and lowered resistance from

hemorrhage are both factors which may lead to invasion by this

bacterium.

Staphylococci — globular bacteria arranged in dusters— in

so far as they cause puerperal fever, may be divided into two

groups : the Staphylococcus pyogenes
,
and the anaerobic staphylo-

coccus. The Staphylococcus pyogenes, or pus-forming staphylo-

coccus, is the usual bacterium found in pus cavities such as

abscesses and carbuncles; this staphylococcus is aerobic and is

not a frequent cause of puerperal fever. A hemolytic staphylo-

coccus infection, however, may be of a most serious nature,

especially if a septicemia, or infection of the blood stream, ensues.
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The anaerobic staphylococcus— usually non-hemolytic— is,

like the anaerobic streptococcus, often found in the healthy birth

canal; and like that bacterium it sometimes attacks material

remaining in the uterine cavity. It also is a gas-former and pro-

duces a putrid discharge. The death rate in all anaerobic bac-

terial infections, however, is far less than that in untreated hemo-

lytic streptococcal infections.

The colon bacillus is a normal inhabitant of the intestinal tract.

Because of the proximity of the lower bowel to the organs of re-

production, it is usually present on the neighboring skin and

mucous membrane, where it is readily killed by antiseptics.

Strangely enough, it is rarely found in the birth canal itself.

Puerperal infection caused by the colon bacillus alone is uncom-

mon and not often fatal, but when the latter joins forces with the

streptococcus a most dangerous partnership is formed.

The gonococcus, which causes gonorrhea, never produces

epidemic puerperal fever. Infection takes place before or during

pregnancy and remains relatively quiescent until some time after

labor. The fallopian tubes are usually affected; and, although

the result is seldom fatal, so much damage may be done by the

resulting inflammation that chronic invalidism and permanent

reproductive sterility may result. Not only may the gonococcus

prove a danger to the mother’s health, but its effect upon the

baby may be even more tragic, for it attacks its eyes at birth

and may destroy its sight. Fortunately, the instillation into the

eyes of every newborn child of a silver nitrate solution, as prac-

ticed by all physicians, has done much to prevent infantile blind-

ness.

The greatest menace to the woman in labor or to one recently

delivered is the innocent carrier of the hemolytic streptococcus.

In a private hospital a few years ago a young woman gave birth

to her second baby. For the first three days she was well; then

suddenly she had a chill, which was followed immediately by a

high fever. Almost at once there were signs of a spreading peri-
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tonitis, and within a week she was dead. Hemolytic streptococci

were found in her uterine discharges on the fourth day and in her

peritoneal cavity after death; the same strain was recovered from

the throat of her private nurse, who was also a personal friend.

Not only may nurses and doctors who are carriers of the hemo-

lytic streptococcus be sources of danger to well women in a

lying-in hospital, but a patient whose uterus is already infected

may be a veritable reservoir of these virulent bacteria, which may

be transferred to a number of other women unless she is strictly

isolated in a remote part of the hospital set apart for the purpose

and the most rigid technique is preserved. Such a technique re-

quires that all instruments and utensils that have been used for

her not only must be sterilized after they have been in contact

with her, but that they must be employed for her alone, that she

must have special nurses who devote their entire attention to

her, and that when they change her dressings and perform her

antiseptic toilet they must use sterile instruments instead of their

hands. Only in this way may the danger of spreading the in-

fection to other patients be avoided.

Although there are no longer any epidemics of childbed fever,

even today a sporadic case of hemolytic streptococcus infection

occasionally appears in all maternity hospitals. Possibly the

patient has derived her infection while at home from a member of

the family or from a friend with a sore throat, a ‘running ear/

or sinusitis, or even from a carrier who was perfectly well; pos-

sibly the streptococcus has been dormant in her own throat and

has localized in her reproductive organs; or possibly the case is a

neglected one sent in as a last resort by an outside doctor and

infected through careless technique at the time of examination

or delivery. In no case, however, of late years in any well-

organized hospital can the infection be traced to any breach of

aseptic technique, or to another patient, or to any member of the

medical or nursing personnel. Whatever the source of the in-

fection, the victim is as sick as if she had acquired the disease in

the hospital during a florid epidemic of the old days.
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Faced with such a sporadic case, doctors until recently could

do little but sustain the patients strength, hoping that she might

recover but realizing that such a recovery would be in large

measure spontaneous. Fluids, nourishment, and repeated trans-

fusions to bolster the powers of resistance and to combat anemia

were the only weapons they had. Injections into the blood stream

of certain antiseptics were tried; either they were too mild or too

dilute to kill the bacteria or they were so strong that they injured

the patient. In spite of gallant battles by doctors and nurses,

devotion, anxiety, loss of sleep to the point of exhaustion, and

the use of every expedient known to scientific medicine, these

women continued to die at the rate of one in every four. The sole

saving grace was that such cases appeared but rarely. Futile

though the doctors knew their efforts were, it was their constant

hope that some day some powerful weapon, like King Arthur’s

great sword Excalibur, would appear— some weapon as potent

against the streptococcus as is insulin against diabetes.

Within the last few years not one weapon but two have been

placed within our hands. These are the drug sulfanilamide and

the measure known as immune transfusion. They are modern in

concept, scientific in principle, dramatic in action. Let us ex-

amine each one and discover how it wages war against the hemo-

lytic streptococcus with the body as a battleground.

To the chemists sulfanilamide is para-aminobenzenesul-

phonamide; to the world at large it is a compound known for over

thirty years and used sometimes in the manufacture of dyes. Its

possible value in combating hemolytic streptococci was first

announced in 1935 by Domakg, an Austrian, who used it on ex-

perimentally infected mice. Leonard Colebrook of London the

following year began to employ it extensively against puerperal

fever caused by hemolytic streptococci. It is given in tablet form

by mouth, or it may be injected as a solution hypodermically in

amounts sufficient to maintain its concentration in the blood at

the level where it will be most effective. Once in the body, it
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colors the skin and mucous membranes blue; but this property

is not harmful. Occasionally, however, it causes an anemia, or

it checks the production of those defenders against infection, the

white blood cells. Sulfanilamide, therefore, is not to be bought

by the layman over the drugstore counter like aspirin and used

against every trivial infection. It is to be employed only by

physicians, who can control carefully its administration, deter-

mine the amount in the blood, and detect the earliest signs of any

untoward effects.

Although the action of sulfanilamide on hemolytic streptococci

is not exactly known, the best thought on the subject holds it to

be bacteriostatic; that is, it checks the growth of these bacteria.

It is not a bacteriocide
;
bacteriocides kill bacteria; bichloride of

mercury, tincture of iodine, and many other antiseptics are bac-

teriocides. Moreover, it does not stimulate the white blood cells

to engulf and destroy streptococci; that defensive mechanism is

brought about by antibodies in the blood. Deficient antibodies

may be supplied, as we shall see, by immune transfusion.

Colebrook began the use of sulfanilamide in Queen Charlotte’s

Isolation Block in London in 1936. That hospital is devoted en-

tirely to the treatment of puerperal fever, receiving patients from

their homes as well as from other institutions. He had, therefore,

unparalleled opportunities to study the effect of the drug. He

found that in the five preceding years there had been a death

rate of 22.6 per cent in all cases infected with hemolytic strep-

tococci; after the use of sulfanilamide was begun the mortality

fell to 5.5 per cent— one quarter of the former figure. Such an

achievement is enough to place Colebrook’s name beside that of

Watson, Holmes, Semmelweiss, and Tarnier in the history of

puerperal fever. The weakest theoretical point in sulfanilamide

treatment, however, is that the drug does not stimulate the pro-

duction of antibodies; moreover, there appear to be certain

strains of hemolytic streptococci against which it apparently

exerts even no bacteriostatic effect.
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It is by supplying the missing antibodies that immune trans-

fusion has proved itself a life-saving measure in streptococcal

infections when sulfanilamide, used alone, has failed. Antibodies

active against a particular strain of streptococcus may exist in

the bloods of different individuals in varying degrees; usually in

the bloods of women attacked by these bacteria they are present

only in small amounts, or not at all— that probably is the reason

why the infections have been able to dig themselves in. They

may be obtained, however, by transfusions from men and women

who have an adequate natural supply. The method of testing the

amount of antibodies present in the blood of a prospective donor

is to mix together small amounts of the patient’s blood, of a cul-

ture of the streptococcus which is infecting her, and of the pros-

pective donor’s blood serum; and to examine a drop of this mix-

ture under the microscope. The number of the patient’s white

blood cells that are stimulated by the donor’s serum to engulf

streptococci, as well as the number of streptococci engulfed, are

used as indices of the richness in antibodies of the donor’s blood

and hence of its suitability for transfusion. Bloods from a num-

ber of donors are tested in this fashion, and those with the great-

est supply of antibodies are used for transfusions. A new immune

donor is used each day, thus supplying the patient with the anti-

bodies that she lacks, and this procedure is continued along with

the use of sulfanilamide until improvement sets in.

As an example of the combined action of these two new agents,

let us consider the case of Mrs. Noyes. This very sick woman

entered the hospital with a high temperature and a rapid pulse.

She had undoubtedly acquired her infection from the child of a

neighbor with otitis media, or * running ears’ — a disease usually

caused by the hemolytic streptococcus— who had been in and

out of her flat for several days previous. About twelve hours

after entrance she was delivered normally without any internal

examination. Because of her infected condition large doses of

sulfanilamide were started at once, and a bacteriological investi-
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gation of the causative organism was immediately begun. The

next morning her temperature and pulse rate had risen even

higher, and she was desperately sick. As soon as the laboratory

reported that the Group A beta hemolytic streptococcusJiad been

found in the cultures taken from her uterus and from her blood

stream, an emergency call was immediately sent out for all of her

relatives, neighbors, and friends— including policemen and fire-

men. The blood of each one was tested, the nine who belonged

to a compatible blood group were retained; and, using the strain

of streptococcus with which Mrs. Noyes was infected, each com-

patible donor was tested for antibodies— whereupon it was

found that only three of the nine were suitable. During this time

not only the staff of the hospital but Drs. Chandler and Janeway

of the bacteriological laboratory of Harvard Medical School were

busily engaged in these delicate and complicated tests; there was

no rest or sleep for anyone until they had been completed.

In spite of the large amount of sulfanilamide that Mrs. Noyes

had received, she was sinking rapidly. Her breathing was so rapid

and shallow that she had been placed in an oxygen tent, her mind

was wandering, she was muttering incoherently, her pulse could

not be counted accurately and at times was imperceptible, her

temperature had risen again, and her abdomen was tender and

distended. There was so great a doubt that she would live long

enough to allow completion of the bacteriological work that a

powerful stimulant was given to keep her alive. At last the donors

were selected and the first transfusion was given. Within three

hours her pulse was stronger and slower; she became conscious

and rational and asked for food. It was a miraculous change in a

dying woman. The next day she received a second immune

transfusion, and more donors were sent for. Of the next ten com-

patible candidates there were again found to be only three whose

bloods contained a satisfactory amount of antibodies. Another

transfusion was given, and this was repeated on the fourth and

sixth days and finally on the fifteenth day; but the picture had
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changed so definitely after the first blood was given that from

then on there was little doubt of her recovery. After the fifth

day her own blood was found to have developed antibodies, and

when she was discharged from the hospital her uterus no longer

contained streptococci. The baby died eleven hours after birth,

and an autopsy revealed that it had succumbed to a streptococcus

septicemia of the same type as the mother’s, thus adding evidence

that the infection had been acquired before Mrs. Noyes entered

the hospital.

The story of childbed fever, which has covered three centuries,

has now reached the point where its final chapters are being

written. As a pestilence, thanks to Watson, Holmes, and Sem-

melweiss, it exists no more. The discovery by Pasteur of the

role played by the streptococcus, the recognition by Koch of the

omnipresence of bacteria, the development by Lister of the

antiseptic technique, its application to obstetrics by Bischoff and,

in the improved aseptic form, by Tarnier, were logical develop-

ments in an orderly but slowly moving narrative. Now, only

sporadic cases of hemolytic streptococcal puerperal infection

occur, and the days of this organism as an agent of destruction

are numbered; Colebrook, with sulfanilamide, has already re-

duced the death rate fivefold. Other drugs of the same nature,

but less likely to cause the patient serious disturbances, have re-

cently been developed. With immune transfusion in addition,

fewer women still will die. As for the anaerobic streptococci and

staphylococci, those bacteria which some women harbor and

which may turn against them to their harm, we have at present

no specific methods for their control; but perhaps tomorrow, or

the next day, we may find another mighty weapon ready to our

hand.



IX
Tvlrs. Higgins's Hospital

before daybreak of a summer morning in 1912 I lay dozing

uneasily upon the couch in the office at 24 McLean Street where,

as the house officer on duty, I was awaiting the birth of Mrs.

Anastasia McGillicuddy’s tenth child. Mrs. McGillicuddy was

in the adjoining delivery room, and although her labor so far had

been desultory, I dared not be far away, because she had said,

‘ Doctor, I have thim quick.' The night was quiet, the trolley cars

had stopped running, and there was no sound except the flapping

of the shade with each fitful gust of gentle night wind. This slight

disturbance was enough to arouse me each time I fell asleep, but

it was not sufficiently insistent to make me rise and close the

window. Although I was very tired, I could not relax completely,

for I expected a nurse to call me at any moment. Across the room

a hooded light burned on my desk.

Just as fatigue had almost brought unconsciousness, I heard

the familiar sound of shuffling rapid footsteps coming up the

basement stairs, which were just outside the office door. Almost

everyone in the hospital wore rubber-soled shoes, but the heels

that made those sounds were of unyielding leather, and the soles

to which they were attached emitted at each step a rhythmic

squeak. Through my half-closed eyes I saw a small old lady,

dressed in the costume of the seventies, enter the room. She wore

a black dress with a tightly fitting basque, topped by a high collar

edged with a bit of niching. The skin of her face was of uniform

pallor and slightly wrinkled, her eyes were pale blue and watery,

and her fuzzy gray hair, parted in the middle, was brushed back

from her forehead.
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Seeing me apparently asleep, she paddled noisily across the

room to my desk, and, grasping my swivel chair, she pushed it

toward me as its unoiled casters gave forth tortured shrieks. She

was unaware of the din that she was making, for she was very

deaf. Placing the back of the chair against the head of the couch,

she hung a folded newspaper over it so that the light from the

desk lamp would not shine into my eyes, and paddled out of the

room as noisily as she had come. This small old lady was Mrs.

Higgins, the superintendent of the hospital.

In a busy maternity hospital there is little sleep for the resident

doctors. Although a statistically minded friend once proved by

a study of 22,873 births that delivery occurs only six per cent

more often at night than in the daytime, I still have my doubts.

Mrs. Higgins, also, was nocturnal in her habits. When she ap-

peared at supper her day had just begun, and with the passing

of each hour her activity increased. A watcher in the night, she

wandered through the wards making certain that each mother

was well covered and that every baby was warm. Sometimes as

the sun was rising we would find her asleep in the dining-room,

her elbows resting on the table and her head pillowed upon her

folded arm.

Eliza Jane Anne Higgins served the hospital as matron and

superintendent from its reopening in 1873 to 1914, a period of

forty-one years. Through knowing her, I came to know per-

sonally something of the early days of the hospital and to under-

stand it. An Englishwoman with a slight cockney accent, she

had the practical knowledge of an accomplished midwife, a genius

for housekeeping, and indomitable courage in time of stress. She

was always fair, she always kept her temper, she never took

refuge in the fact that she was a woman. Occasionally there is a

female hospital superintendent who has these priceless attributes;

sometimes also there are others who behind a specious appear-

ance of capability hide a petty and vindictive nature, and of such

the Proverb says,
1
It is better to dwell in a corner of the house-

top than with a brawling woman in a wide house.'
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The thread of Mrs. Higgins’s life was 'inextricably woven into

the fabric of the hospital during the first forty-one years of its

renewed existence. During the early days, she lived in the base-

ment of number 24 and later on the first floor of number 18, when

it was added, with her husband and a little boy, who was delicate

and died young. Mr. Higgins played no part in the life of the

hospital and appears to have been a vague and dim figure who

aroused no speculation. Sometimes at first he went out at night

to summon the visiting staff man on duty when there was an im-

portant case at the hospital; later this function was performed

by the messengers of the District Telegraph Company, who were

called to the hospital by an electric signal system. In 1879, how-

ever, this device was superseded by the telephone. Mrs. Higgins

survived her husband by many years; the hospital, therefore,

became the only interest in her life.

Until 1884 she kept a journal in which she set down the hap-

penings of each day, with here and there a philosophical reflec-

tion. It gives a picture of those early times that otherwise would

be lost, for few of her contemporaries are alive. She made daily

references to the visiting staff, the house physicians, the nurses,

her problems in housekeeping, and the patients.

Privately she held many of the patients in those early days to

be trollops, trulls, and tarts. Lizzie Muldoon, the first patient

admitted to 24 McLean Street, illegitimately pregnant for the

second time, soon after her discharge was arrested as a vagrant

and common drunkard; her child was taken from her, and she

was sent to the city prison on Deer Island. Delia Smith, an un-

married woman in the hospital awaiting delivery, was allowed to

accompany to the streetcar another patient leaving with her

baby; three and a half hours later she returned roaring drunk.

The lure of the outside world proved too powerful, for the next

day she eloped and never returned. Mary Chisholm, described

by Mrs. Higgins, who at times exhibited a genius for understate-

ment, as a tramp, came in and was confined a few minutes after*
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ward. Mary established a new low in personal hygiene, for said

the matron, ‘She was the filthiest patient that up to that time

had entered the Hospital.’

Not all patients, however, were of the Muldoon, Smith, or

Chisholm type; a great many were respectable and clean, al-

though it was not until 1877 that Mrs. Higgins felt that she could

comment favorably upon any of them. On August 1 of that year

she wrote, ‘Mrs. Harris left and was during her stay here the

neatest, affable and most ladylike patient ever in the Hospital.’

The few private patients that were taken in did not impress

her favorably. The first of these was a trying individual who kept

the nurses on a constant trot up and down the stairs. Private

patients paid the hospital two dollars a day while waiting and

fifty dollars for their confinement and subsequent care. As you

may surmise, they paid the doctor nothing. They were few in

number, but apparently they fared no better than the ward

patients; two of them mentioned in Mrs. Higgins’s journal died:

one in convulsions and the other from a hemorrhage following

placenta praevia.

Probably the level of chastity among these early patients was

low: at least, during the first five years of the hospital, over half

of the women were unmarried. But whatever her private opinion

of them, Mrs. Higgins never lectured them about their sins nor

did she attempt a single reformation. She was as good a Christian

as I have ever known, but she did not consider it necessary to be

a missionary. If the girls behaved themselves well while in the

hospital, they found in her a friend who never forgot them and

who would give them a lodging for the night when they were out

of work and had no other place to go. Although she was direct

of speech and undisputed mistress in her own house, her heart

was always softened by their woes. But though she was often

moved to tears, no one ever really deceived her.

Her memory was extraordinary. On one occasion it proved a

godsend to an old and wealthy gentleman of Lynn who found
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himself in the clutches of a designing woman. One Jeanette

Cotton, having served as housekeeper in his home, not only

accused him of criminal intimacy but of being the father of her

child, and asked for money to keep the matter quiet. After he

had discharged her, she repeated her demand; and, having re-

ceived a cold answer, she swore out a warrant against him under

the Bastardy Act, and produced as evidence an infant which she

said had been born to her at the Boston Lying-in Hospital.

Mrs. Higgins was summoned as a witness and took the steam-

cars down to Lynn. The courtroom was packed, for the defend-

ant was a prominent citizen of Essex County, a man of rectitude,

and a member of the church; and, although for both moral and

biological reasons few thought him guilty, all his neighbors felt

that if he were to be publicly disgraced they might as well be

there to see it.

Mrs. Higgins was the star witness, and it was soon evident that

she had the situation well in hand. She testified that Jeanette

Cotton had never been a patient in the hospital, and that of that

fact she was certain. The woman had, however, come to see her

some months before, pretending to be Margaret Burns, a former

patient, and had asked for a certificate of discharge. Suspecting

that she was an impostor, Mrs. Higgins ‘asked her fictitious

questions to obtain her design.’ She said that she had occupied

a black walnut bedstead in a small room, and had been attended

by ‘Dr. Thompson,’ whereas the Burns woman had been in an

iron bed in a large ward, and had been under the care of Dr.

Tuck. ‘Then,’ said Mrs. Higgins, ‘I ordered her to leave, and

she left.’ Mrs. Higgins next recognized Margaret Burns, from

whom the Cotton woman had obtained the baby; but she firmly

refused to identify the infant, saying that all babies looked too

much alike. The newspaper of that day concluded: ‘The Cotton

woman was taken to Salem jail yesterday by Officer Henry

Grover. Her remarkable case of conspiracy has been the topic

of conversation in all parts of the city, and it is the opinion of her
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counsel and many others that she has been but the instrument of

designing individuals who sought to extort money.

*

When the hospital opened on January 1, 1873, Mrs. Higgins

not only served as matron, but she took complete care of the

patients. It was not until February 14 of that year that Mary

Ryan, the first nurse, who was paid three dollars a week and
1 found/ was employed by Dr. Richardson. By the end of March

there were two day nurses and a ‘night watch.’ After the hospital

had been running over a year— but not before — Mrs. Higgins

felt safe in leaving it on Sunday morning to attend church.

When she returned she admitted that she had made a mistake,

for she found the dinner had been badly cooked, ‘ in consequence

I understand of much gossiping down in the kitchen.’

At first it was difficult to find nurses, and Mrs. Higgins was

forced to promote the laundress to this position. On November

28, 1878, however, this advertisement appeared in the Herald

and the Transcript:

Wanted. — At the Boston Lying-in Hospital, 24 McLean

Street, an intelligent, respectable woman as night nurse:

wages $17. a month, with board and lodging in the hospital.

References required. Apply only between 11 and 12 o’clock

in the forenoon.

Mrs. Higgins said: ‘There have been over 100 applications for

the position of night nurse altogether— ages varying from 18 to

70. The greater part were either washerwoman style or those who

wd. shortly consider themselves too nice for the place— being

altogether too airy— others had husbands either out of work

or earning low wages whom it could not be advisable to take on

as a n. nurse to reside in the hospital.’ The few nurses employed

by the hospital were of the Sairy Gamp type— hard-working but

in no way resembling the intelligent, well-educated, trained

nurse of today. Prior to 1877 Mrs. Higgins herself gave all

medicines to the patients, but during that year Dr. Tuck decided

that the nurses could be trusted to that extent.
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Modem trained nursing as a career for girls of proper intel-

lectual and social background was still in its infancy. The first

step in the dty toward it was made by the Boston Training

School for Nurses, established in 1873 as an independent or-

ganization, which in 1876 was entrusted with the responsibility

of educating nurses in the Massachusetts General Hospital. In

1896 it was absorbed by that institution and became its training

school. Beginning in 1874 the Boston Training School for Nurses

furnished one of its pupils to the Boston Lying-in Hospital every

two months. In 1880 it supplied two nurses for the same period,

but the following year the arrangement was terminated because

of its inability to provide even this small number.

Of the nursing staff in 1883 Dr. Worcester said: ‘None of them

were graduate nurses. Some had been dismissed from the training

schools of other hospitals. One of them had been a failure as a

school teacher. Another was beginning her career as an adven-

turess. But others were honest hardworking women who after

a six months course would be given certificates as “monthly

nurses.
” *

In 1882 the length of training was extended to a year, but in

1886 graduates of any recognized school of nursing were granted

a diploma after a course of six months. The first head nurse, who

relieved Mrs. Higgins of one of her duties, had been appointed in

1883; and five years later the hospital organized its own school

of nursing, with Miss Emily A. Rogers, a graduate of the Boston

City Hospital, as director of nurses. At the same time Mrs.

Higgins’s title of matron was changed to that of superintendent.

In 1890 the trustees announced that ‘Women who have received

little or no previous training or practice will likewise be received

as pupils upon furnishing the required evidence as to their fitness

and capacity for the work. Such applicants must be strong,

healthy, and energetic and are expected to be of cheerful and

willing disposition, of quiet and orderly habits, and to be self-

possessed, honest, and trustworthy.’ All nurses while on duty
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were 1

required to wear white caps and aprons, and plainly made
uniform dresses, and must conform to the rules established for

their conduct/ At that time the hospital remained small; but in

1892, after extensive repairs and improvements to the buildings

on McLean Street, there were twelve nurses to care for a daily

average of only twenty-three patients.

In 1923 the hospital moved to the new buildings on Longwood

Avenue which it now occupies, and it became necessary to pro-

vide more nurses for the increased number of patients that were

expected in the expanded institution. Arrangements were there-

fore made with a number of the larger Boston training schools,

such as those of the Massachusetts General, the Peter Bent

Brigham, the Deaconess, and the Children’s Hospitals— which

had been sending their nurses to other cities for their required

obstetrical training — as well as with other smaller New England

institutions, to supply the Boston Lying-in Hospital with groups

of pupils for periods of three months. A post-graduate course

of the same length was added, and the fifteen months course for

those women ‘ who had received little or no previous training or

practice ’ was discontinued.

This change was a wise policy. Pupil nurses from general

hospitals, after an apprenticeship in the operating rooms of their

parent institutions, where they have mastered the principles of

aseptic technique, now come to a lying-in hospital well prepared

for instruction in the more meticulous surgical technique which

the susceptibility to infection of parturient and puerperal women

makes even more imperative. Moreover, the curriculum of the

modern maternity hospital, which embraces— in addition to

practical obstetric nursing— such subjects as regional anatomy,

the physiology of reproduction, and embryology, demands from

the pupils a greater mental capacity than the ‘fifteen-months

nurses’ usually possessed. On the other hand, the older type of

nurse often had much that the smart, stiffly starched young miss

of today sometimes lacks; she knew many ways of making her
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patients comfortable, she put their personal interests above her

own, she never watched the clock. In nursing, as in every other

human relationship, there is no substitute for character.

The first year the hospital reopened there were 160 patients

and 3 nurses. During 1922, the year before moving to the new

buildings on Longwood Avenue, there were 929 patients admitted

to the hospital and 60 nurses trained there; the next year the

numbers had risen to 1338 patients and 80 nurses. In 1940 there

were 4368 patients and 345 nurses, which indicates in a striking

manner the growth of the hospital since January 1, 1873 — the

day on which Mrs. Higgins started, single-handed, her forty-one

years of service.

In spite of the good repair in which Dr. Tuck had supposed 24

McLean Street to be at the time of its purchase, it soon revealed

a number of decrepitudes, such as old plumbing, leaky roofs and

drains, and a furnace that would not heat, particularly in the

coldest weather. There was an outdoor privy and a cesspool in

the back yard which required frequent bailings out by the Odor-

less Evacuating Company, whose minions of hygiene came in the

dead of night and worked by the light of lanterns, so that the

nature of their labors might not prove offensive to fastidious

neighbors. As the hospital grew and the adjoining houses were

added— number 22 in 1876, and numbers 20 and 18 in 1887 —
Mrs. Higgins’s responsibilities increased in equal measure. Aside

from an occasional visit from one or more of the trustees, who on

occasions told her that she spent too much money, and who once

criticized her for buying too high a grade of whiskey for the sick

patients, she received no assistance and was left largely to herself.

On December 4, 1881, the treasurer wrote a note warning her that

all the cash he had on hand was twenty-eight dollars; a situation

which led Mrs. Higgins to remark that it was ‘a poor prospect

with wh. to pay up the bills for the end of the year.’ However,

she weathered the crisis, funds came in, and the next year the

trustees raised her salary from five hundred to six hundred dollars.
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The matron's housekeeping troubles were not all of a financial

nature, for in the early days she suffered from a series of alcoholic

cooks who came and went in a steady procession. One of them,

Mary Ferguson, celebrated Independence Day by staying out

all night, and the next day she was afflicted by such a hangover

that dinner was late. Soon afterward the same cook, returning

late from an evening of relaxation and overcome by fatigue, re-

tired for the night at the foot of the front stairs; and, being a

woman of considerable bulk, effectively blocked their use until

the next morning. In spite of difficulties in the kitchen Mrs.

Higgins fed the patients extremely well, especially on holidays.

For Thanksgiving and Christmas there were always roast turkey

and 4

fixings/ oranges, mince pie, and the special plum pudding

which was mixed two weeks before so that it might ripen prop-

erly. On the Fourth of July there were salmon and green peas

— without these it is still impossible for any New Englander

properly to celebrate this day— gooseberry pie, ice cream, and

lemonade. Most astonishing of all, the total daily cost to the

hospital at that time of maintaining each patient was only a

dollar and fifteen cents for bed, board, and medical care.

Mrs. Higgins was a firm believer in the tradition that a nursing

mother needs plenty of food— a custom that is well rooted in

antiquity. For example, Guarinoni, who flourished in the seven-

teenth century, prescribed in his Manual for Midwives a dietary

regimen for lying-in women immediately following delivery that

today seems little short of appalling. If the birth occurred in the

evening, he started the day at 3 a.m. by waking the patient and

feeding her soup and three eggs with spices. Two hours later he

gave her two more soft-boiled eggs, and at 9 a.m. egg-yolk soup

and toast, with a swallow of wine. Her dinner at midday con-

sisted of a capon and some roasted birds— including a partridge

— with bread and spiced wine, followed by confectionery and

more wine an hour later. At 3 p.m. she had roasted capon, fish,

bread, and wine and at 5 p.m. an omelette and wine again. At
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supper she was urged to eat from five to seven different kinds of

food, and at 7 p.m., since there was a long night ahead with few

opportunities for nourishment, she was given capon soup. At

9 p.m. the baby was put to breast, and, to avoid any weakness

that the mother might thus incur, she received a plate of con-

fectionery and bread with a glass of wine. Should she awaken

about midnight— which she might well have done, since bi-

carbonate of soda was not then a household remedy— her nurse

was directed to have ready for her another dish of egg-yolk soup.

Samuel Howe, the first house officer at 24 McLean Street, was

a medical student. For a number of years the interne staff was

composed of senior students of Harvard Medical School who paid

the hospital a fee for the clinical experience they obtained in that

way. They slept, when they slept at all, in the hospital; but they

obtained their meals at a near-by boarding-house. Howe’s room

was in the back of the hospital and was lighted by candles, and

although at first it had no source of heat but the general climatic

condition of the building, a stove was later installed. At times

the house officers, being young and thoughtless, caused Mrs.

Higgins some annoyance. She felt it necessary to reprove one

of them for ‘ walking out’ from eight to ten of an evening with one

ot the nurses, a form of social relaxation which would impress

an interne of today as very mild. This young man, however, re-

stored himself to the matron’s favor by inventing a water-

jacketed tin cradle heated by a kerosene lamp— a forerunner

of the modern Hess bed— for maintaining the body heat of

premature and feeble infants.

The nurses had their troubles, too. During the night of June

28, 1877, Mary Heron entered in active labor; but when Nurse

Sweedene tried to arouse the house officer, not only did she dis-

cover this task to be a difficult one, but she also found, after she

had restored him from complete unconsciousness to a state ap-

proaching semi-coma, that he had no intention of getting up;

so she was compelled to deliver the patient herself. Mrs. Higgins
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attributed his fatigue to the stimulation of Harvard Com-

mencement, which he had attended the day before, and was

neither surprised nor annoyed. Although she tried to be fair to

all the house officers who passed through the hospital, she had

an occasional favorite; and once in a rare while there was an-

other whom she regarded as an unmitigated pest.

Dr. Alfred Worcester, who was at the hospital in 1883, im-

pressed her favorably. Not only did he, as we have seen, begin

the use of antiseptics and thus start the campaign against puer-

peral fever, but he introduced other innovations. Until his time

the pulse rates and temperatures of every patient had been taken

and recorded by the house officers; he arranged to have this duty

performed by the nurses, who were displeased at first by the

prospect of extra work and refused to carry out his orders unless

they were put in writing. Not only did he agree to this, but he

volunteered to give them a series of lectures on obstetrics, which

they appreciated so much that when he left the hospital they

gave him an elegant silk umbrella as a token of appeasement.

One of Worcester’s successors was no such model house officer.

He was bumptious and self-assertive, and Mrs. Higgins could

hardly wait until Dr. Richardson returned from Europe and

straightened him out. Being found during one of her nocturnal

visits reposing with his feet in a nurse’s lap, he explained that his

unconventional attitude arose from a temporary mental abstrac-

tion, which resulted from his intense interest in the effect upon a

patient of a new medicine he had just administered. Although

Mrs. Higgins did not like him and was not impressed by such a

thin excuse, she was forced, nevertheless, to admire its ingenuity.

When I was junior house officer, my duties were multifarious:

aside from delivering every normal patient day or night, perform-

ing all the laboratory work, and writing records, there were other

obligations of a more domestic nature. I lifted the patients from

the delivery beds, deposited them on an antique wooden wheeled-

fitter of early American type, took them to their wards, using an
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old rope-operated elevator, and placed them in the beds where

they were to complete their convalescences. Since many weighed

well over two hundred pounds, such maneuvers were often major

problems in engineering; but as I had been taught by the chief

ward tender at the Massachusetts General Hospital to lift heavy

patients, I could accomplish this without dislocating my sacro-

iliac joints.

On Sunday mornings I collected the hospital mail at the North

Station, not far distant, and on that day also I wound the clocks.

From time to time in an outhouse in the back yard I mixed

sterilizing solution, composed of seventy per cent alcohol to

which Bismarck brown stain and camphor were added so that one

might identify it by its color, and so also that patients— or

doctors— could not drink it without acquiring a severe stomach-

ache. It was the legend, however, that an occasional house officer

would set aside a modicum of uncontaminated alcohol for use

by himself or his colleagues in times of stress, and that it went

well in a cocktail, if one could get nothing else. On my first day

I was shown a recumbent marble baby reposing in a niche on the

front stairs, and I was told by my senior that it was my duty to

bathe it once a week. Natural skepticism prevented me from

carrying out these directions, and I soon discovered that this

traditional hoax was tried on every new house officer.

Life in the old hospital was very pleasant, hard work did not

bother me, the house staff were the good friends of my medical

school days, the visiting physicians were considerate and gen-

erous, and Mrs. Higgins was a constant delight. When spring

came we sat on the rear fire escape under the awning, our chairs

tilted back and our feet on the rail, discussing the abstruse prob-

lems of obstetrics and of life, and contemplating nature as ex-

emplified by a sickly sumach tree that grew in a corner of the

back yard. The world was then at peace; there had been no

Sarajevo, no Munich. There was no regimentation at home or

abroad, and people still managed their own affairs without inter-
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ference from the government; the hidden future for us held no

uncertainties.

The matron’s loyalty to the visiting staff was unquestioning.

When they scolded her, she took the reproof in good part and

confessed her sins in her journal; although it sometimes appeared

that their criticisms displayed neither reason nor justice. When
things went wrong and mothers died from what today we should

call bad obstetrics, Mrs. Higgins always said that these cases were

extremely difficult and that the doctors had spent many hours

at the hospital trying to save the patients’ lives. Not only was

aseptic technique unknown at 24 McLean Street before 1883, as

we have seen, but the conduct of labor and the management of

complications then prevailing were by no means conservative—
much less so indeed than they had been in the days of Charming,

Putnam, and the elder Storer at the old house in Washington

Street. A large number of patients, however, had their babies

so quickly that they escaped the alleged benefits of medical atten-

tion. Bessie Nickerson was confined while alone on the water

closet, an incident which should please those who believe in the

benefits of early baptism. Both mother and babe did nicely.

Many women in those days, lacking means of rapid transporta-

tion, delivered their infants in such heterogeneous places as

drugstores, police stations, hackney carriages, horsecars, and the

Massachusetts General Hospital, arriving at 24 McLean Street

as soon afterward as their unwilling hosts could get rid of them.

Some babies were born on the hospital doorstep
;
others achieved

the front hall.

During my interneship, many years later, occurred the Inci-

dent of the Egyptian Woman. This stranger from the East

presented herself one morning while Dr. Charles M. Green,

then chief of service, was making his daily visit. She had been

deposited in the front hall by her friends and relations, who

then promptly disappeared, leaving me to obtain from her what

information I could unaided. In this undertaking I was greatly
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handicapped because she knew no English, nor was my knowledge

any better of Arabic, Coptic, or whatever tongue she spoke. Dr.

Green tried and had no more success than I. A Latin scholar of

no mean ability, he was accustomed to punctuate his morning

rounds with excerpts from the classics which I, having read no

further than the Eclogues
,
could follow only with difficulty; but

he made no more impression than I upon the Egyptian Woman.

When he asked her questions, speaking slowly and distinctly as

one does to a rather dull child, he received no response but a

placid stare. Having convinced himself from her lethargic atti-

tude, but without any examination, that she was not in labor, he

directed me to send her home and left the hospital. No sooner

had the front door closed behind him than Mrs. Higgins appeared.

‘Doctor/ she asked, ‘what are you going to do with that

foreign woman? ’

‘Dr. Green said to send her home/ I replied.

‘Well, of course it is not my business to interfere with what Dr.

Green wants, but if I were you I wouldn't do it. I think she is

going to have the baby before long.’

‘What makes you think so, Mrs. Higgins?

'

‘I can see it in her eye.’

At this point I was in a quandary, for every house officer is sup-

posed to follow without question the orders of his chief, but I

also had great faith both in Mrs. Higgins's psychic powers and in

her practical knowledge of midwifery, which extended back over

ten years before I was born. The situation was further compli-

cated by a certain imperfect state of sympathy that had always

existed between Mrs. Higgins and Dr. Green. Thinking that if

the patient showed no signs of labor during the next twenty-four

hours, I could discharge her before Dr. Green made his visit the

next day, I decided to play it safe and asked the nurses to admit

her. As soon as she had been led into the delivery room, before

her clothes could be removed or anything made ready, and with-

out any outcry or change in her facial expression, the baby was

born, as the old writers say, ‘as easy as play.'
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Interesting cases were always noted in the matron's journal.

Although ether had been administered by Dr. Putnam thirty-six

years before in the old hospital, it was given for the first time at

24 McLean Street on August 6, 1874. On November 24, 1882, the

baby of Minnie Smith was pronounced dead in utero when she

arrived at the hospital, but when it was born on January 9 it at

once screamed lustily; and it had gained nicely when it was dis-

charged with its mother— apparently the doctors were wrong

that time. On April 16, 1883, however, occurred the most start-

ling event of all; the babe of Christine McGuiness was heard

by the matron and other credible witnesses to cry while still

within its mother’s womb. Let those who doubt recall that both

the unborn Mohammed and Saint Bartholomew are said to have

done likewise; moreover, there are upward of sixty such cases

reported in the medical literature. All, however, will agree with

Mrs. Higgins that it was ‘a remarkable phenomenon.’

Many of the patients, especially those that were unmarried, on

leaving the hospital hired out as wet nurses, supplying nourish-

ment to high-born Boston babies whose flat-chested mothers had

gone dry. Since the Wassermann test was then unknown, it is a

matter for speculation as to how much syphilis was spread about

in this manner. The connection of the hospital with the scientific

production of breast milk upon a large scale, however, did not

begin until 1930, when the Directory for Mothers’ Milk moved its

office and laboratory to the new building on Longwood Avenue.

This organization— the first of its kind and originally called the

Wet Nurse Directory— began in 1910 on Binney Street as a

headquarters for women who, successfully nursing their own

babies, were paid for suckling infants whose digestive systems

were too delicate to tolerate modified cow’s milk and whose

mothers were deficient in their own supply. It soon became

evident that sufficient breast milk could be obtained by milking,

or ‘stripping,’ and could be fed from nursing bottles; so the time-

honored practice of wet nursing disappeared. Before long strip-
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ping was abandoned, for it was found that the milk could be

extracted in the women’s homes more efficiently and cleanly by a

water breast pump so designed that it could be attached to any

faucet. Thus obtained, the milk is stored in sterile bottles in the

refrigerator until it is collected by the nurse from the Directory

on her daily rounds. About this time the organization changed

its name to the Directory for Mothers’ Milk, since this title

seemed to the ladies in charge more descriptive of its real function

as well as less Elizabethan in its phraseology.

The best food for a premature or sickly baby— or in fact for

any baby— is human milk. It contains more sugar than does

cow’s milk, slightly less fat, and much less protein— all advan-

tages in the infant’s diet. Moreover, the fat is different in its

nature and is in smaller globules and hence is more easily assimi-

lable; and the protein, when acted upon by the baby’s gastric

juice, changes into more whey and less casein, thus rendering

it more nutritious and less likely to form curds. Since babies fed

breast milk not only gain faster and are more resistant to disease,

and since the act of suckling causes the uterus and the other pelvic

organs to return more quickly to their normal condition, there

can be no question that every mother, if she can do so, should

make a determined effort to nurse her own child. At the Boston

Lying-in Hospital today over ninety-five per cent of the patients

nurse their babies, which shows that most women, if they really

so desire, can achieve this end; and it indicates that among this

group of patients modern so-called civilization has worked no

vitiation of a normal function.

The Directory obtains its supply from mothers living in clean

homes, who, as shown by negative Wassermann tests, are free from

syphilis; and who are in good general health, as determined by a

thorough physical examination. Throughout the time they sell

their extra milk they are required to nurse their own babies, who

must gain at least five ounces a week. Each mother is taught to

boil the bottles and all utensils used in drawing the milk; she is
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required to scrub her hands and to wash her breasts every time

she uses the pump. All the milk is collected by two nurses who

cover the city and its environs in automobiles, instruct the

mothers in hygienic matters, and oversee the production of the

supply. Having arrived at the laboratory, each bottle is tested

for possible adulteration or dilution, and each day’s supply is

mixed or ‘pooled’ in a large sterile container. The pooled milk

is tested every week for its fat content— which runs from 3.7

to 4.0 per cent— and a bacterial count is made, which usually

shows from three hundred to three thousand micro-organisms

per cubic centimeter. Since the legal standard in Massachusetts

for unpasteurized certified cow’s milk requires that it should not

contain more than five thousand bacteria per cubic centimeter,

the breast milk coming to the Directory is considerably cleaner.

The milk is then bottled under sterile precautions and pasteur-

ized, which destroys at least ninety-five per cent of what bacteria

are present. The Directory, therefore, operates on the principle

of a modern high-grade dairy upon which has been superimposed

a rigid aseptic technique.

Mothers are paid seven cents an ounce, and the milk is sold for

whatever sum the parents of the babies who receive it can afford;

that is, from nothing to thirty cents an ounce. The Directory is

not a commercial enterprise and has a deficit each year. Surplus

milk is frozen on dry ice and may be stored indefinitely at a low

temperature until it is needed, without any impairment of its

cleanliness or any alteration in its quality. Frozen breast milk

has been sent as far from Boston as The Hague, and one baby

in Indianapolis was fed by aeroplane for many months. When the

Dionne quintuplets were born the Directory offered to supply

them, but its tender was courteously refused— possibly because

the milk was not an Empire product.

For the last ten years the annual average of milk obtained has

been 127,693 ounces— approximately four thousand quarts or

one thousand gallons— which all will agree is a large amount of
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breast milk. One woman in about ten months— in addition of

course to suckling her own baby— yielded one hundred and

twenty gallons, receiving therefor a thousand dollars, which she

spent thus: fa) she bought her husband a new set of false teeth,

(b) she reshingled her roof, (c) she purchased a washing machine,

(id) she put the balance in the savings bank to help later with the

education of her child. Such an achievement reminds us of the

mother of Gargantua, of whom the incomparable Rabelais writes,

‘She drew out of her breasts one thousand four hundred two

pipes and nine pails of milk at every time,’ although he adds,

with a note of skepticism, ‘which indeed is not very probable.’

During her earliest days the matron saw enough suffering and

sorrow to have broken the spirit or soured the soul of a less sturdy

woman. Since over half the patients were illegitimately pregnant

and the married women were very poor, it was only on the rarest

occasion that a mother expressed the slightest joy at the birth

of her baby. Soon, moreover, the series of epidemics of childbed

fever began, bringing pain, delirium, and death. In 1879 Mrs.

Higgins wrote:

May 8. Lucy Bard died.

May 15. Annie Francis died.

May 17. Mary O’Brien died. It is a dreadful hard time for

the Hospital.

May 24. Josie Gand died.

House officers and nurses were sick with infected hands, boils,

and diarrhea, but undismayed she kept bravely at her task. That

summer brought no relief, the autumn passed with no break in the

epidemic, and winter was on the way. Her journal again takes

up the story and voices her desperation:

Nov. 11. A dreadful trying day. Trustees, Physicians and

all connected with the Hospital much alarmed at the dreadful

state of things prevailing among the patients— and talk of

closing the Hospital unless a decided change takes place. Four

waiting patients are sent out to board at the Hospital’s expense.
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Two patients are very sick— Mary Bonad and Mrs. Annie

Nickerson. All patients and nurses so far as possible to do it are

isolated. If things continue to go on as at present everybody will

be used up. Speaking personally, I do not mind tonight whether

I live or not.

Each time the hospital closed she not only directed the house-

cleaning but even scrubbed the walls herself. Nurses who re-

mained on duty, having few or no patients to care for, were put

to the same work; for, said she, ‘They must do something for

their bread if they get their cheese for nothing/ Each time new

patients were admitted she prayed that the Destroyer might see

some mark upon the lintel of the door, and that the pestilence

might pass her women by. Tireless, not too imaginative, blest

with a good nervous system, often discouraged but never de-

feated, this indomitable middle-class British female of the Vic-

torian era was the mother of the re-created hospital. Dr. Richard-

son, the most successful obstetrician of his day in Boston and a

professor in Harvard Medical School, had interests other than

the hospital; the hours he spent there were in comparison few

indeed, but she was faced with its realities every moment of each

day and night; for her there was no thought of escape. She

nursed it from its feeble infancy, saw it thrice almost given up for

dead, and finally watched it bloom into the vigor and healthy

adult life.

As the years went on they wrought few changes in her, for she

was never mellowed much by age. To the end she was direct in

speech, sometimes blunt, and at times a little stubborn, but never

petty or unkind. She retired in 1914, having been matron and

superintendent for forty-one years; and soon she died, for time,

which she had so long outstripped, had at last caught up.
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The Tamily Secret

‘thou has come forth unarm’d; thou has left thy tire-tete
,
— thy

new-invented forceps
,
— thy crotchety — thy squirt

,
and all thy

instruments of salvation and deliverance, behind thee, — By

Heaven! at this moment they are hanging up in a green bays bag,

betwixt thy two pistols, at the bed’s head! — Ring;— call; send

Obadiah back upon the coach-horse to bring them with all speed.’

So Laurence Sterne exhorted Dr. Slop when he arrived to conduct

one of the longest literary labors on record— a confinement

that extends over two hundred pages of small print. Indeed it is

doubtful if Tristram Shandy would have been delivered even

by now had not the doctor possessed a pair of midwifery forceps.

This instrument, which consists of two open spoonlike blades

that are introduced separately into the birth passage to grasp the

infant’s head and then are locked together, is used to extract the

baby; and its purpose is to end a difficult labor, safeguard the life

of the child, and spare the mother from exhaustion. In 1718, the

year of Tristram’s birth, it was just becoming known to the

medical profession of England; and the fact that Dr. Slop had it

in his green baize bag and used it later to effect the tardy birth

of Tristram— albeit with some damage to his nose— stamped

him as a most progressive accoucheur.

A careful search by Dr. Kedarnath Das through ancient medi-

cal literature, beginning with the Ebers papyrus of 1550 b.c. and

including the East Indian Ayurveda of 1500 b.c., reveals no

mention of the obstetric forceps, nor are they described by any

writers of the Middle Ages except Avicenna and Albucasis. Those
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Arabian physicians, as well as Rueff, of Zurich, who flourished

in the middle of the sixteenth century, describe double-bladed

instruments devised for the extraction of infants; but they were

of such a design that they could not be used for the delivery of

living babies. Aside, therefore, from the operation of internal

podalic version, in which the fetus is turned and extracted by its

legs, there was no known way until the beginning of the seven-

teenth century by which a mother, when her natural expulsive

powers had failed, could be delivered with safety to herself and

without injury to her child.

At that time one of a family of Huguenot immigrants that cams

to England in 1569 invented the forceps; but he and his relatives

kept the knowledge of this life-saving device a closely guarded

secret, so that they alone might profit by its use, through three

generations and for a hundred years. Four of this family were

constantly embroiled with the organized medicine of their day,

one was a shameless quack, and another was indubitably insane;

there was only a single individual among them who toward the

end of this time enjoyed an unchallenged reputation for re-

spectability.

Three years before the Massacre of Saint Bartholomew, William

Chamberlen left Paris with his family to escape the hardships and

cruelties inflicted by Catherine de’ Medici, the Due de Guise,

and the Roman Catholics upon the people of his faith. He landed

at Southampton, and with him came his wife, Genevieve, and

three children; one of them was named Peter and is known to

history as Peter the elder. Three years after the family reached

England a son was born whom, for some strange reason, they also

named Peter. He is Peter the younger. There is justification

for the belief that William, the father, was a physician and that

he may have left France partly on that account, for Protestant

doctors were not allowed to practice there because the priests

declared that they neglected to warn dying Roman Catholic

patients when the time had come to take the Sacrament. More-
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over, there were many physicians in the French colony at South-

ampton; two of William’s sons were surgeons; and Dr. Peter, the

son of Peter the younger, said later that he was ‘nursed up as

from the cradle to all the parts of Physick, and that in Asclepiad

Families.* Be that as it may, William died in the course of time

without having caused any commotion or, so far as we know,

having invented anything.

The first Chamberlen who intruded himself upon the public

notice was Peter the elder. He had been made a member of the

Barber Surgeons Company at some time prior to 1598, but he

was not satisfied with the privileges thus conferred upon him and

he persisted in meddling in medicine by prescribing drugs for his

patients. The Barbers of London and the Surgeons of London

had been united in one corporate body in 1540. Up to that time

it had been considered slightly more respectable to be a barber

than a surgeon; but, following the amalgamation, all persons

practicing shaving were forbidden to perform any surgical opera-

tions except pulling teeth and letting blood. Because of his fre-

quent forays into the field of medicine, Peter the elder was often

in hot water with the Royal College of Physicians. Under various

charters that puissant body controlled medical practice with a

firm hand. ‘No Surgeon, as a Surgeon, may practice Physick, no,

not for any disease, even though it be the Great Pox,’ read the

law. As a matter of fact the English surgeon of today is still

called ‘ Mister/ and it is only within the last century and a half

that surgeons have attained any considerable degree of social

standing. On the other hand, in the seventeenth century Fellows

of the College of Physicians might practice surgery if they so de-

sired. The College could also commit to prison those who violated

its rules; and, after Peter the elder had exhausted its patience,

it consigned him to Newgate; but he escaped what were probably

his just deserts through his political and personal pull with Queen

Anne, the wife of James I. At her behest the Archbishop of

Canterbury interceded with th« College; and Peter the elder was
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released, although such was its power that even the Lord Chief

Justice of England could not bail or deliver one of its prisoners.

In spite of the antagonism of the doctors, Peter the elder was

the most accomplished surgeon-midwife of his time. He attended

Queen Anne and received a fee of forty pounds, as well as a

‘diamonde ringe’ as a personal token. He was also surgeon to

Henrietta Maria, the wife of Charles I. The record says: ‘The

Queen miscarried of her first child. She had neither midwife nor

physician about her only the poor town midwife of Greenwich

was sent for who swooned with fear as soon as she was brought

into the Queen’s chamber so as she was forced presently to be

carried out; and Chamberlayne, the surgeon was he alone, that

did the part of a midwife. This took place in 1628.’ He died in

1631, and in his will we find expressed this pious hope: ‘That is

to saie .ffirst and principally I doe commend my soule into the

hands of my most gratious and mercifull God, hopeinge and

vndoubtedly beleeving through the merritts, death passion and

resurrection of my lord and Saviour Jesus Christ to have free

pardon and forgiveness of all my Sinnes and enioye everlastinge

blessedness in the Kingdome of heaven hereafter.’

Peter the younger, also a barber-surgeon, fared no better with

the Royal College of Physicians than did his older brother, for he

was summoned before it no less than nine times. On one occasion

he treated the French disease— syphilis— by ‘purging and a

drying diet,’ and once he gave such powerful pills to a little girl

that she had a diarrhea which lasted three days. In 1616 he

supported the midwives of London, who were seeking incorpora-

tion. At the meeting of the College when their petition was pre-

sented it was said of him: ‘To Peter Chamberlen the younger, who

was impudently advocating the cause of these women, the ques-

tion was put, whether if a difficulty in a case of labour were pro-

pounded to any member of the College he would not answer and

judge more correctly than any obstetric surgeon whatever, in

spite of his boast that he and his brother, and none others, ex-
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celled in these subjects*— a question that not only implies that

the Chamberlens possessed special skill in operative obstetrics,

but which also suggests that the doctors were jealous of them.

The most extraordinary Chamberlen of all was Dr. Peter— so

called because of his medical degrees— the son of Peter the

younger, for in his later years he became what can be best de-

scribed as a screwball. He was born in 1601, and obtained degrees

as Doctor of Medicine at Padua in 1619, at Oxford in 1620, and

at Cambridge in 1621. Such an array of academic titles, regard-

less of his family background, could not fail to impress the Royal

College of Physicians and they accepted him for fellowship in

1628; but they had warned him previously that he must ‘change

his mode of dress, and no longer follow the frivolous fashion of the

youth at court/ and they stipulated ‘that he be not admitted

until he conform to the custom of the College and accepts the

decent and sober dress of its members/ He was selected by the

Company of Barber Surgeons to give their yearly demonstration

in anatomy, and he became Physician Extraordinary to the

King. His fame as an obstetric surgeon even reached Russia, and

the Tsar asked the King to allow him to enter his service; but the

request was refused. At about this time Dr. Peter tried to or-

ganize the midwives of London — a project which, as we have

seen, had also appealed to his father. He was to have the monop-

oly of teaching and of licensing them
;
they were to call him, and

no one else, on difficult cases; and he was to collect a groat from

them for each child they delivered— in short, he was to be the

boss of a labor racket. This time, however, the worthy women

smelled a rat; and although, as they said, ‘hee promiseth to build

almes houses for decayed midwives, and hath been at charge in

great entertaynments, giving them venison wine and other deli-

cates with promise of his assured love and fatherly care for his

dear daughters/ they appealed to the Archbishop of Canterbury

— who seemed to be a person of much temporal as well as spiritual

power— to call off their self-appointed champion.
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Dr. Peter next became interested in ‘Publick Artificiall Bathes

and Bath Stoves.’ Their uses, he said were Tor Digestion, to

make one Fatt or Leane, to be a Preparative for Purgation, to be

the Perfect Finisher of Cures, to be Abstersive, Aperative, Re-

solving, Provoking Urine, Cooling, Heating, Drieing, Moisten-

ing, Easing Paines, Inclining to Sleep, Good against Paines of

the Head, the Gout, Convulsions, Mischances, Dropsies, Palsies,

Paines of the side, Inflammations of the Longs, Inward Ulcers,

Consumptions, Feavers, yea Most Diseases.’ Receiving no en-

couragement in this hygienic project— for apparently the British

mind was not attuned to the virtues of universal cleanliness— he

advanced a Utopian economic scheme designed to eliminate

taxes, provide great works of charity, reconcile all political parties,

gain the love of the people, establish free trade, achieve the peace

of the nation, and ‘bring down the Blessing of God abundantly

upon all your Faithfull endeavors.’ By this time it is quite

evident that his paranoid tendency was in full swing.

Next followed a wave of religious fanaticism which occupied

his whole mind during the period of the Commonwealth. Soon

thereafter he applied for a patent on a device to enable ships to

sail within two points of the wind and to propel vehicles on land.

Following this he tried to introduce phonetic spelling— a project

that once interested as sane a man as Theodore Roosevelt. He

denied stoutly that he was mad, lost, or a Jew; and finally he

ended his long career with a plea for the reconciliation of the

churches.

Paul Chamberlen, second son of Dr. Peter, was a brazen

charlatan, and worthy of interest for no other reason. He made

and sold the ‘ Celebrated Anodyne Necklace,’ which can best be

described in his own words:

By these means, Numbers of Children, tho’ under great severity

of Pain, have soon Cut their Teeth with Ease and Safety: and

have been Stronger and healthier at 8 or 9 Months old, than others

at 12 or 18 months; by having had (thro’ God Almighty’s Blessing
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and Assistance) Fits, Chin-Coughs, Ruptures, Fevers, Convul-

sions, and other such ailments, incident to Children kept off and

prevented to the unspeakable joy of the Parents This Neck-

lace also, besides these just now mentioned effects will give to

Women in Labour that wear it (as Dr. Chamberlen expressly

advises) such an extraordinary easy time that they will not suffer

near so much pain, that they would without it for from the in-

sinuating figure of its Alcalious atoms and effluvia the same reasons

prove that it will act in regard to their delivery as it does to let

the teeth out of the lockt-up gums of Children.

Even the purveyors of drugstore vitamins make no such

promises as these. The nearest approach to them that I have

encountered in recent years concerns a certain sex hormone. This

miraculous preparation was recommended by one pharmaceuti-

cal company for painful periods; too much bleeding from the

uterus, too little bleeding, and no bleeding at all; undescended

testicle; congenital improper development of the skeleton;

sterility; malnutrition due to a faulty condition of the pituitary

gland; habitual abortion; hyperthyroidism; diabetes insipidus;

delayed sexual development; impotence; and bed-wetting.

Hugh Chamberlen, Senior, the oldest son of Dr. Peter, was the

entrepreneur of the family; he was also the shrewdest, shiftiest,

and slickest. Nothing is known about his education— if he had

any. His first exploit of moment occurred on a trip to Paris,

when he attempted to sell the family secret of the forceps— with

which he said he could deliver any woman in eight minutes— to

the French Government for ten thousand crowns. As a test he

was asked to operate on a thirty-eight-year-old dwarf, pregnant

with her first child, who had been in labor eight days, whose

pelvis was so contracted that Mauriceau, the great obstetrician,

could not perform a destructive operation and on whom he had

refused, because of the danger to the mother’s life, to do a cesa-

rean section. The French, with their characteristic caution in

money matters, were taking no chances. Chamberlen worked

for three hours without result, and the woman died a day later.
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Although Mauriceau was disgusted by this exhibition, he

entertained Hugh as a caller before he left Paris. They exchanged

compliments, and later Chamberlen translated his textbook into

English. Like his great-uncle, Peter the elder, Hugh, Senior, was

constantly at loggerheads with the Royal College of Physicians,

and like him also he was once committed to Newgate; but he

wiggled out of imprisonment by the payment of a fine. With the

familial adroitness of the Chamberlens in political matters Dr.

Peter had wangled an appointment for Hugh as Physician in

Ordinary to Charles II. As such he was called to attend the birth

of the Pretender— Bonnie Prince Charlie— but he arrived too

late, as ‘ the Queen had usually very quick labours.’ He also de-

livered the Princess Anne of Denmark of a son, which immediately

died, and he received a hundred guineas as a fee.

In 1690 Hugh, Senior, made public his scheme for a land bank.

By issuing enormous quantities of paper money issued on landed

security, every landholder would have not only his property but

also its value in paper money. There would be no taxes, yet the

treasury would be overflowing; there would be no necessity to

support the poor, because there would be no poor. The income of

every landholder would be doubled, and the profits of every

merchant would be increased; in short, the millennium would be

at hand. Unfortunately from the economic point of view Hugh,

Senior, and his associates assumed that if an estate produced an

income of a thousand pounds a year, its value if pledged for

twenty years was twenty thousand pounds; its real value, of

course, was what it would bring if it were offered for sale on the

open market. In spite of this obvious fact the bill to establish

the land bank passed Parliament, but since no money could be

obtained to put it into operation the scheme failed. Hugh, Senior,

who had been deeply involved, fled the country, taking with him

— so it is said— a considerable amount of cash that had been

entrusted to him.

After a sojourn in Scotland he settled in 1693 in Amsterdam,
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where he made the acquaintance of Roger Roonshuysen, an

obstetrician of that city. The story is that Hugh sold the secret

of the forceps to him for a large sum, and knowing him as we do

we have little reason to doubt it. Roonshuysen proved to be more

than a worthy heir to the Chamberlens’ tradition, for he turned

the information into a money-making monopoly; and in 1747 he

even brought about the passage of a municipal law that obliged

every practicing physician in the city to purchase the secret from

him and his associates. Later he organized the Medico Phar-

maceutical College of Amsterdam, which ruled absolutely obstet-

ric practice in Holland; for it possessed the sole privilege of

licensing physicians to practice in that country, and it required

that each doctor purchase, for a large sum under the pledge of

silence, the secret of the forceps. Compared with such a grandiose

racket the petty graft of the Chamberlens appears a very small

affair.

Roonshuysen, however, had his troubles. In 1732 Rathlaw, an

obstetrician of Amsterdam, refused to buy the secret and he

engaged the assistance of his friend, Velsen, of The Hague, to

find out what he could. Velsen in turn set Van der Schwann, a

student of Roonshuysen, to ferret out the mystery. Van der

Schwann tried on several occasions to inspect the instrument,

but his master foiled him and kept it well concealed. Finally,

however, in 1793 the long-awaited opportunity arrived. While

in attendance on a case, Roonshuysen was called away by the

burgomaster. He put his instrument in a bag and hid it, but

during his absence his keen-eyed pupil found it and made a

sketch of it. The secret was now out. Rathlaw sent the drawing

to Paris and had a copy of the forceps made, and he immediately

gave it to the world.

In the meantime Palfyn, an obstetrician of Ghent, having

heard from midwives and tattling Dutch doctors the general

nature of the forceps, produced his mains defer, which were about

what the name implies; and he exhibited them, before the
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Acadimie Royale des Sciences in 1720. They were not forceps at

all, since they could not be crossed at a lock, and were merely

two large spoon-shaped instruments tied together at the handles.

While they were better than nothing, they were far inferior to

even the rudest of the Chamberlen instruments. Jacob de Vischer

and Hugo de Poll in 1753 bought what they supposed was a pair

of forceps from the family of Jean de Bruyn, one of Roonshuy-

sen’s partners, when he died. What they obtained, however, was

not the forceps, or even a single blade of it— as some have said

— but a flat lever which was of little use in effecting the delivery

of a baby. This situation raises two questions: had Roonshuysen

swindled his associates— or better, his accomplices— or had

the de Bruyn family bilked their customers? In any event, we

may be sure that there was dirty work somewhere.

The last of the Chamberlens was Hugh, Junior, the eldest son

of Hugh, Senior, and the least picturesque, the sanest, and the

most decent of the entire family. He was born in 1664 and re-

ceived his A.M. from Trinity College, Cambridge, in 1683, and

his doctorate in medicine from the same university in 1689. He

became a Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians in 1694, and

was elevated by it to the honorable position of Censor on two

occasions. Reversing the procedure as it concerned the older

members of his family, he complained against a surgeon, one Cort,

for prescribing medicine for one of his patients. He lived for some

time at Buckingham House as the guest of the Duke and Duchess,

who, when he died there in 1728, erected an elaborate cenotaph

to his memory in Westminster Abbey. He evolved no religious

or political schemes, and he entertained no projects for making

his own fortune or that of other people. Mentally he was lucid;

and, aside from his failure to tell the world the secret of the forceps

— of which he was the last custodian— he seems to have been a

thoroughly honest man. It is indeed hard to believe he was really

a Chamberlen.

In spite of the mystery surrounding the occult activities of
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the Chamberlens, a certain amount of information had leaked

out in England long before the secret of the forceps was known

on the Continent. As early as 1634, when the licensing of mid-

wives was under discussion, it was known that the family used

‘instruments of iron/ Although the Chamberlens did not allow

other doctors to see their operations, a description of their in-

struments was spread by assistants, midwives, and relatives of

their patients, as well as by the unanesthetized women them-

selves. Cook mentions the forceps in his Marrow of Chirurgery

in 1647, Drinkwater of Brentford began to use it in 1668, and

Gifford in 1726. John Burton, whom Sterne has immortalized

as Dr. Slop, was born in 1710; therefore it was only by the exer-

cise of the broadest literary license that he could have attended

the birth of Tristram Shandy, for the doctor then would have

been eight years old. Burton did, however, actually invent a

curious forceps constructed much like a lobster’s claw; but he

did not use it and he employed instead an instrument of more con-

ventional design, since he apparently feared that his own con-

traption would remove the noses of ordinary babies just as it had

erased that of Tristram Shandy. We note also that Dr. Slop, a

devout Roman Catholic, was equipped with a ‘squirt,’ or bap-

tismal syringe, which, according to the custom of his times, he

used as an ‘instrument of salvation’ to ensure everlasting bliss

ior those infants who might not survive the hazardous process

of birth

Ever since the days of this notorious family it has been known

that one of the Chamberlens invented the obstetric forceps, but

it was not until the last century that the truth— and also the

forceps— came to light. Woodham Mortimer Hall, near Maldon,

in Essex, was bought by Dr. Peter some time before 1638
;
and it

remained in the family until about 1715. In 1813 Mrs. Kemball,

the mother-in-law of Mr. Codd who then resided in the house,

was rummaging about, as mothers-in-law do, in a closet above

die entrance porch, when she noticed two small wooden disks set
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into the floor and flush with it. She pried them up and found

that each covered a screw which held down a trap door with

sunken hinges. Beneath it was revealed a space between the floor

and ceiling, which contained besides a variety of oddments, some

assorted midwifery instruments and four pairs of obstetric forceps

of antique design that had undoubtedly been the property of the

Chamberlens. One of them was more primitive in pattern and

more roughly made than the others. Since Dr. Peter had been

the first Chamberlen to live in the house it would be natural to

suppose that all of the forceps were his, but on reflection there

appeared to be even better reasons to ascribe them to one of his

older relatives. Both his uncle, Peter the elder, and his father,

Peter the younger, although of a poor French immigrant family,

had amassed considerable wealth. Both had been well known as

surgeon-midwives who, because they exercised some peculiar

skill or possessed some particular appliance, had often been called

in to take charge of difficult labor cases; and one of them— Peter

the elder— had been the accoucheur of royalty. It remained,

finally, for Aveling— the outstanding authority on the Cham-

berlens— to settle the matter; for he found in the introduction

to Smellie’s Midwifery, published in the eighteenth century, the

statement that the forceps was ‘said to be contrived by the

uncle/ Undoubtedly, therefore, the oldest instrument belonged

to Peter the elder, who was the first to devise the forceps and

with whom the secret began.

Since the days of the Chamberlens there have been over five

hundred modifications of the obstetric forceps. Any obstetrician

of a mechanical turn may set his hand to such a problem; to his

mind his instrument not only epitomizes the entire knowledge of

the past, but it also reveals an improvement or two that no one

has ever envisaged. I, like many others, have designed a forceps;

and although there are misguided colleagues who do not view it

with my own enthusiasm, nevertheless I am prepared to defend

it with the fierce devotion of a lioness to her whelp. Even its
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bitterest critic, however, will admit that it is a much better in-

strument than that of Peter the elder. The obstetric forceps of

today is hand-forged from stainless steel and carefully wrought

by the most skillful workmen. It is meticulously balanced and

finely finished, and in the hands of the trained operator it is a

true instrument of precision. It is in constant daily use; it has

saved the lives of countless babies and has ended the needless

sufferings of a myriad of mothers; nothing else in the obstetri-

cian^ armamentarium can compare with it in value.

To doctors of modem times the deliberate concealment foi

a century of such an agent of mercy seems inconceivable, and

they look back with ever greater disgust upon the venality of

Roonshuysen and his Dutch confederates. But we must remem-

ber that the medical ethics of the seventeenth century were not

those of the twentieth; even in the nineteenth century the ethics

of Morton and Jackson do not appear to have been too good.

Now, every medical discovery of value to humanity immediately

becomes the common property of all doctors so that their patients

may profit at once thereby; then, as Aveling says, in an age that

delighted in mysteries and abounded in pretentious quacks who

in some instances obtained special privileges from those in

authority, the possession of a nostrum was not considered degrad-

ing. Then, also, if a doctor were a bit of an astrologer and could

cast his patients’ horoscopes, it was a great aid in his practice.

The famous obstetrician Smellie, who lived from 1697 to 1763,

said,
1

1 have heard a gentleman of eminence in one of the branches

of medicine affirm that he never knew one person of the profession

who did not pretend to be in possession of some secret or another.’

So, viewed in the light of their times, we find the Chamberlens

no worse than their contemporaries; but because they were no

better than them they failed to win their places among the great

figures in the history of medicine.



Of Puerperal Convulsions

sometimes toward the end of pregnancy a woman is beset by

headaches, her vision is disturbed, and dark spots or dancing

lights appear before her eyes. For several days the excretion

of her kidneys has been gradually decreasing. She vomits, and

she may experience a sharp pain in the pit of her stomach, on

occasions so agonizing that she cries out or screams. Of a sudden,

and without further warning— if she is up and about— she falls

to the floor. Her eyes are widely open and staring, so that they

appear to protrude from their sockets; presently they roll from

side to side, and her face begins to twitch, at flrst almost imper-

ceptibly and then more violently and rapidly. The convulsions

spread to the rest of her body— the arms, the trunk, and the

legs— soon all the muscles of her frame are moving in a general

turbulence and with incredible speed.

Before long the fit changes in character; the motions are less

rapid but more powerful, she strikes her heels upon the floor or

bed with such violence that her body is raised with every jerky

movement, and her arms fly about in a disorganized and purpose-

less fashion. Her face at first is flushed; soon it becomes blue

almost to the point of blackness, and her eyes stare upward.

She foams at the mouth, her jaws are set; and if her tongue is

caught between them it is bitten, so that the froth which drips

over her chin is tinged with blood. Her breath is drawn in with

difficulty, respiration is labored and snoring, and air is expelled

with a hissing noise.

With the passing of seconds the convulsive movements become
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slower and less in amplitude, and they finally end. She continues

for some time in a deep coma, from which she may awake and

have no recollection of the attack— or indeed of events which

preceded it for a considerable time— or she may remain un-

conscious until recovery or death, the fits recurring with ever

increasing frequency. There may be but one convulsion, or in

some rare cases as many as a hundred.

Few sights in medicine are more horrible
;
even the calmest and

most experienced obstetrician is inwardly appalled each time he

views this terrifying scene. The poor woman is as if in the grip

of a malignant and violent demon that is working her destruction,

and each recurring fit appears to bring her nearer to her doom.

Death indeed hovers near her, for from one in twenty to one in

five of women with this disease die. In each case the outcome

is determined by the mildness or severity of the attack, and by

whether the treatment be wise or injudicious.

Of vastly more importance, however, is the fact that in almost

every instance these convulsions could have been prevented, for

scarcely any disease gives more unmistakable signs of its ap-

proach; no enemy hoists his colors earlier. A rise in blood pres-

sure, the presence of albumin in the urine, swelling of the feet,

hands, or face, a sudden increase in the weight, headaches, vomit-

ing, spots before the eyes, partial blindness — are all warnings

that convulsions may occur. Such a condition, now known as

pre-eclampsia or toxemia, if treated by rest in bed, suitable diet,

restriction of the fluid intake, and free catharsis, may usually

be controlled. Should there be no improvement, or should the

condition grow worse, the bringing on of premature labor will

almost always prevent the onset of convulsions and secure a

living baby. But a hundred years ago prenatal care, as we call

it today, did not exist. No means of testing the blood pressure

had been devised, nor had the relationship of albumin in the

urine to this disease been discovered. No one dreamed then that

puerperal— or as they were later called— eclamptic convulsions
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could be prevented; all efforts by the doctors were devoted to

stopping the fits once they had set in.

Consider the case of Ruth Pinkham in 1833. A seamstress of

thirty years and ‘of average habit,’ she entered the Boston Lying-

in Hospital on January 14 to await the coming of her third child,

which was expected in about a month. She had lost a sister from

puerperal convulsions; and she herself, a fortnight before the

birth of her first infant, had been attacked by similar fits, from

which she had recovered. Her second pregnancy and delivery

had been natural.

During the first two weeks of her stay in the hospital she com-

plained of many headaches, and her face and limbs were greatly

swollen. On the evening of January 30, after a visit from some

friends, she became much agitated in her mind, and the headache

grew so severe that she could not sleep. Next morning, therefore,

she was bled eight ounces from the arm, and she was given Epsom

salts and senna, which during the following night acted ‘power-

fully ’ upon the bowels.

On the morning of February 1 at half-past seven, while in bed,

she was seized with a convulsion. She became sensible in about

fifteen minutes, after twenty-two ounces of blood had been with-

drawn and cold cloths applied to her head; but she was not aware

of what had happened. She was faint and thirsty, and she com-

plained of a strange feeling in her head. At nine o’clock after

another fit she was promptly bled eighteen ounces more, mustard

plasters were applied to both feet, she was given valerian and

asafetida, and a bladder of ice was put upon her head. In the

interval between convulsions her mind was clear and she answered

questions with intelligence. At half-past twelve, however, there

were more seizures, and there were others at a quarter to two

which were more violent and lasted longer. Before she had re-

gained consciousness from the last of these, and while twelve

ounces more of blood were being taken out, she was again at-

tacked at half-past two. The last fit was the most severe of all,
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in spite of the withdrawal of six ounces more; and, as she had

lapsed into a deep coma from which she could not be aroused, a

fall of cold water was directed upon her head for fifteen min-

utes, but it was entirely without effect and she remained com-

pletely insensible.

At three o'clock the mouth of the womb was found to be some-

what dilated, and Dr. Channing decided to ‘ undertake the ex-

hibition of ergot'; so an hour later she was given two drachms of

an infusion of the drug, which was repeated twice at twenty-

minute intervals. Soon she fell into labor, which was easy and

natural, and which resulted at nine o'clock in the evening in the

delivery of a stillborn child. The afterbirth came away ten

minutes later, and the uterus acted well. During the last stage

of her labor she was conscious and rational.

She remained tranquil for about an hour, expressing great joy

at being through her labor; but upon her removal to another bed

a seizure ensued. At half-past eleven the fits recurred, but neither

of these attacks was as violent as the others. Again a bladder of

ice was applied to her head and mustard plasters to her feet, a

blister, six by four inches in size, was raised upon the back of

her neck, and she was given more asafetida and fifteen grains of

calomel in divided doses.

She passed the night of February 1 in a state of drowsiness,

and in the morning she was still disposed to sleep. On February

3 she said she felt very well; her mind was clear, and she had no

recollection of the convulsions, nor did she retain any memory of

events from the time the first fit came on. She had bitten her

tongue during the convulsions, her gums were sore, and saliva

was dripping from her mouth because of the calomel she had

taken. On the fourth day milk appeared in her breasts, and the

baby of another woman was put to nurse. From then on nothing

untoward happened, and she was discharged on March 4 to go

out as a wet nurse.

The doctors had drawn from Ruth Pinkham in all sixty-six
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ounces— over two quarts— of blood. Since the circulation of

a woman ‘of average habit ’ contains approximately five quarts,

there remained only about three-fifths of the normal quantity.

It is probable, however, that the loss was entirely made up during

the four weeks she remained in the hospital, even though she was

given no iron to aid the process. During all this time she nursed

a baby, which in the mistaken minds of many modern women is

a most debilitating process. A hundred years ago, however, this

sturdy New England woman not only recovered from one of

the most fatal complications of pregnancy, sustained a loss of

blood equal in amount to a major hemorrhage, survived violent

purgings, blisters, and a deluge of cold water lasting a quarter

of an hour, but at the end was entirely well and able to engage

in the production of breast milk on a commercial basis.

In our eyes the treatment of Ruth Pinkham surpasses the

heroic, yet for its day it was conservative and up-to-date. In the

Aphorisms of Thomas Denman the author wrote, ‘From the

histories of all the cases of puerperal convulsions which have re-

covered, it appears, that the greater number have died of those

who have been delivered by art, than when the labors were re-

signed to nature/ Dewees of Philadelphia was of the same

opinion; he said, ‘When there is no change in the os tincae and

no evidence of uterine contraction, should we deliver, we destroy

the patient: it were madness, nay, I have almost said, murderous

to attempt it/ These admonitions, as true now as a hundred

years ago, were not then universally accepted; for the London

Practice of Midwifery advocated artificial dilatation of the mouth

of the womb and immediate delivery if the convulsions came on

at or near the beginning of labor. Ramsbotham took a middle

ground; he advised forcible delivery only when it could be ac-

complished with safety to the mother, thus placing the decision

with the individual doctor, who was in many cases unfitted to

make it. After 1846 the advent of anesthesia made operations

which were dangerous for the patient easier for the operator
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In no branch of surgery was this truer than in obstetrics; the

wisdom of Denman and Dewees was forgotten, and forcible de-

liveries— always dangerous and often fatal to mother and child

— became almost the rule in puerperal convulsions.

In the use of ergot, or secale cornutum
,
to incite uterine con-

tractions and thus to bring about spontaneous delivery, Dr.

Channing gave Ruth Pinkham the benefit of what was then the

most recent advance in obstetrical science, since John Steams

had discovered the action of this drug and had written about it

only eleven years before. Knowing, as we do today, the possible

pernicious effect of ergot in causing retention of the afterbirth,

we of this generation should have lacked the courage to use it;

but Dr. Channing knew of no such danger, and it was fortunate

for Ruth Pinkham that he saw no risk in what he did.

Although it did this patient no good, bleeding was, neverthe-

less, then held to be the sovereign remedy in puerperal convul-

sions. Since everyone in those days was bled for everything, it

would have been indeed strange if any doctor in his right mind

had entertained the slightest doubt about the necessity for it in

such a crisis. Sixty-six ounces was no excessive amount to bleed

in puerperal convulsions; in fact, a total of eighty or a hundred

was advised by some. Certain refinements, such as bleeding

from the temporal artery or from the jugular vein as being nearer

the brain, were practiced by the more meticulous; but most bled

from the arms— occasionally from both at the same time.

Blisters were also held in high regard; one authority shaved his

patients’ heads and applied them to their bare scalps to draw

out the congestion; another approved of the shaving, but he

thought that better results were obtained when cold water was

poured from one bucket to another over the head, which was

held between. This remedy was in good repute; it was supposed

to startle the patient out of her convulsions. Said the editor of

London Practice naively,
4

If after this the fit is put off, the water

having been poured over the head, it is surely a just inference

that it was the effectual remedy *
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While there was some speculation about the reason for these

fits, most doctors were content to dismiss the matter with a few

random shots in the dark. As a matter of fact, even today in

what we optimistically regard as an advanced state of medical

knowledge we still are ignorant of the cause of puerperal con-

vulsions. But let us refer to Aristotle, who flourished from 384

to 322 B.c., and see what he had to say. ‘This effect, which is

simply considered, is nothing but the cause of an effect, is called

the suffocation of the mother, not because the womb is strangled,

but for that it causeth the womb to be choaked. It is a retraction

of the womb toward the midriff and stomach, which presseth

and crusheth up the frame, that the instrumental cause of respira-

tion, the midriff, is suffocated; and consenting with the brain,

causing the animating faculty, the efficient cause of respiration

also to be intercepted, where the body being refrigerated, and

the action depraved, she falls to the ground as one being dead.’

While this explanation was doubtless clear to Aristotle, it appears

somewhat turbid to us of lesser intellect; and it convinces us

that the illustrious Greek, although trained for a physician’s

career, made no mistake when he switched to philosophy.

All writers in the early nineteenth century who ventured an

opinion upon the cause of these convulsions admitted that they

were in some way connected with pregnancy and peculiar to it.

In Baudelocque’s mind they resulted from extreme sensibility

of the uterine muscular fibers; but on the other hand the editor of

London Practice held that while they usually were caused by a

fullness of blood vessels in the brain, there were other cases

— occurring mostly in cities among fashionable females— that

were clearly due to general irritability of the nerves. Neverthe-

less, he admitted also the importance of indiscretions in diet, for

Dr. Clarke had reported a number of cases following the con-

sumption of oysters, both scalloped and stewed. Another au-

thority believed that the nature of the air might exert an in-

fluence, especially the high humidity before thunderstorms; but
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he conceded freely that the manners and customs of civilized

life might also be at fault. Still another maintained that predis-

positions were possessed by certain patients, who could be divided

into two groups: those of a delicate constitution, and those of a

full, plethoric habit. The frankest statement came from honest

John Ramsbotham, who said: ‘The state of comparative igno-

rance, then, in which this subject is physiologically enveloped,

has given many conflicting opinions regarding its origin and

nature. And it would be little less than the utmost presumption

in me, upon the scant data in my possession, to suppose that any

observation would place them upon a more solid foundation.’

With the passage of years there arose another and more logical

theory about the cause of puerperal convulsions. In 1827 Richard

Bright, of Guy’s Hospital in London, discovered that there was

albumin in the urine of people with kidney disease
;
moreover, he

described in detail the appearance of such kidneys when they

were examined at the autopsy table. So important were his con-

tributions to the knowledge of this condition that it was named

after him, and was called Bright’s disease. Advanced cases of

Bright’s disease may develop a complication known as uremia,

in which there are convulsions and coma, preceded by headaches,

disturbances of vision, vomiting, and severe pain in the upper

abdomen. When, therefore, in 1843 Lever found albumin in the

urine of patients with puerperal convulsions, he and his con-

temporaries believed that the mystery surrounding the origin of

puerperal convulsions had been dispelled. Cazeaux, an eminent

French authority who wrote extensively and intelligently upon

the subject in 1858, said that they were due to uremia resulting

from a special form of Bright’s disease which was caused by

pregnancy. About this time also the term eclampsia— derived

from the Greek word eklampsis
,
which means ‘to shine forth’

and refers to the flashes of light sometimes seen by the patient

before the onset of puerperal convulsions— came generally to

be applied to the disease itself, although it had been used in the
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same sense by Boissier de Sauvages as long before as 1760.

Secure, therefore, in their new belief concerning the cause of

eclampsia, obstetricians felt that they might turn their entire

attention to its cure. Since the fits resulted from the pregnancy,

there was no question in their minds that the best way to stop

the fits was to stop the pregnancy.

As an example of how this was done in the last quarter of the

nineteenth century let us examine the case of Lucy Nickerson, a

woman of twenty years, in her first pregnancy, whom the police

brought to the hospital at eleven o’clock in the morning of October

20, 1880. Her husband, who accompanied her, said that she had

felt well up to the day before, when she had been seized with a

violent headache and had vomited repeatedly. She had not con-

sulted a doctor, because she had seen no necessity for it until the

time should arrive for the birth of the baby. Her condition had

been the same throughout the night; but at seven in the morning

there had been a convulsion, followed by another in half an hour,

and succeeded by the complete unconsciousness that persisted

at the time of her admission. Thoroughly frightened, he had

called a neighboring physician, who, after one glance at her, had

called the police. As soon as she had been removed from the

stretcher another convulsion occurred, so violent that it shook

the stout iron delivery bed upon which she had been placed.

Ether was given at once to check the fits. A specimen of urine

was found to contain a large amount of albumin; when examined

under the microscope it showed also the presence of blood and

of albuminous casts of the kidney tubules— both evidences of

kidney involvement. An investigation showed that the neck of

the womb was not shortened nor was its mouth dilated, and that

labor, therefore, had not begun. Scarcely was this completed

than another convulsion took place.

In response to a call from the senior house officer the visiting

physician appeared. He realized the gravity of the situation, and

he acted in accordance with the best medical opinion of his time
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when he decided that to save the patient’s life he must deliver

her at once. Under ether anesthesia he began slowly to dilate

the mouth of the womb and to effect a forcible delivery, which

lasted an hour. The baby, a girl weighing seven and a half

pounds, was born dead— which does not surprise us today, nor

did it surprise them then.

At the end of this ordeal, Mrs. Nickerson’s pulse was rapid

and feeble in quality, and her hands and feet were moist and cold.

An hour later, although she should have been out of ether, she

was still unconscious and could not be aroused. By degrees her

breathing was becoming more labored and noisy; only with dif-

ficulty could she draw air into her lungs or expel it. Her swollen

face became blue-gray; her lips were almost black. A hand placed

upon her chest could detect the bubbling within, caused by the

mixing of air and fluid, each time she tried to take a breath.

The house officer turned her on her face, raised the foot of the

bed, and held her head over the upper end to drain her lungs;

whereupon thin, frothy fluid, brown and somewhat bloodstained,

poured from her mouth and nose and spattered on the floor,

forming a sizable puddle. For a few minutes there was some im-

provement; then her breathing again became labored, the bub-

bling noise reappeared, each breath grew shallower and less

frequent until there were no more. They turned her on her back

and attempted artificial respiration by compressing her chest,

but there was no response. No pulse was apparent at the wrist;

only with a stethoscope could her heart be heard beating slowly

and feebly, and soon that ceased.

Except for wholesale blood-letting, Ruth Pinkham, contrasted

with this patient of 1880
,
was treated in a most conservative

fashion. Sturdy as she was, even she might not have survived a

full hour of forced delivery. Her convulsive seizures were quite as

severe as those of Mrs. Nickerson and there were more of them,

yet she lived and the other woman died. Not, however, until

about twenty-five years ago did obstetricians generally begin
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to realize that the method they had been using to cure their

eclamptic patients had often been the cause of their deaths.

Conservative practice is now the rule; and while women with

severe eclampsia still die, they do so because the disease has

passed beyond control, and not as the result of violent deliveries.

After 1880 the search for the origin of eclampsia was renewed

with vigor, and so many possible causes were advanced that it

became known as ‘the disease of theories.
, To recount only a

few of them would only serve to bewilder, befog, and befuddle

the reader; but none are of consequence, for not one of them

supplies the true answer, which is yet unknown.

In 1888 appeared the first clue that led to the abandonment of

Bright’s disease as the cause of puerperal convulsions. In that

year Pilliet noted in the livers of women who had died of eclampsia

small hemorrhages, destruction of cells, or fatty degeneration

— changes which obviously had no connection whatever with

kidney disease. It was not until 1924, however, that Fahr first

reported accurately the condition of the kidneys in eclampsia,

describing a microscopic picture which he said resulted from

constriction of the small arteries which supplied the secretory

portions with blood. Such changes are not inflammatory or

degenerative, nor are they in any sense permanent in nature; if

the spasm is relieved, the function of the kidney may be promptly

restored. This concept is in exact accord with the actual course

of the disease, for an eclamptic patient who survives the crisis

is usually well on the way to recovery within forty-eight hours.

It is now believed that the symptoms of eclampsia result from

spasmodic constriction of small arteries in various organs of the

body. Since the secretion of urine arises from the blood that

passes through the kidneys, the amount of this secretion will be

diminished if less blood is allowed to reach them; hence it is easy

to explain the lessened output of urine that is characteristic of

this disease. The diminished supply of oxygen, resulting from

partial obstruction of the small arteries, injures the kidney cells
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and allows albumin to pass through them from the blood to the

urine. It is supposed also that a similar mechanism governs the

passage of fluid from the capillaries into the subcutaneous tissues,

resulting in swelling of the face, hands, and feet. High blood

pressure, which for over thirty years has been known to charac-

terize this disease, is also caused by constriction of the small

arteries, not only in the kidneys, but elsewhere in the body.

Headaches, visual disturbances, convulsions, and coma— all

originating in the brain — may be produced either from its

diminished blood supply or by pressure caused from an increased

amount of fluid within the skull.

While doctors now have a rational explanation for all the

symptoms of eclampsia, they are still as ignorant as ever of the

true reason why constriction of the small arteries should occur in

some pregnant women and not in others, or why it should not

occur in women who are not pregnant. Extensive chemical ex-

amination of the blood has given no clue. While eclampsia and

its precursor, pre-eclampsia, have been held by many obstetri-

cians to represent varying degrees of toxemia, or poisoning, no

toxin has ever been discovered. It is better, therefore, to abandon

this assumption until evidence is adduced to prove it.

The present-day treatment of eclampsia aims to control the

convulsions, to diminish the nervous excitability which may lead

to further fits, and, after these purposes have been achieved, to

bring about the termination of pregnancy by the method which

under the circumstances most closely resembles normal birth.

Any operation that may cause shock is strictly avoided. The

days of accouchement force have passed; cesarean section is re-

served for those occasions when mechanical reasons demand it.

At the Boston Lying-in Hospital it has also been thought wise

to fortify the heart muscle with the powerful stimulant digitalis

as a step against the development of fluid in the lungs— a much

dreaded complication, which as we have seen, proved fatal to

Mrs. Nickerson.
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These principles were illustrated in 1937 by the treatment of

Mary OToole. This woman, pregnant with her first child, had

made two visits to our prenatal clinic. Each time, her blood

pressure was normal and there was no albumin in the urine. No
symptoms of pre-eclampsia were present, nor was there any

undue increase in her weight— which might have indicated an

excessive accumulation of fluid in her tissues. At the last visit

she was directed to return in two weeks, which she failed to do,

even though in the meantime her ankles had swollen so badly

that they pained her, and she had developed a headache so severe

that nine aspirin tablets had brought no relief. Her husband had

finally called the family doctor, who had urged her to come to

the hospital, but without avail.

At this point may I direct the reader’s attention to the proper

assignment of responsibility for many medical accidents. For

the events that followed, the blame belongs to Mrs. O’Toole

alone, since not only did she disobey the instruction of the clinic

to return for examination at the proper time, but she flatly

refused to follow the directions of the physician whom her husband

had called in. While stubbornness is not a peculiarity of either

sex, there are some females in whom this unattractive character-

istic is well marked; and Mrs. O’Toole was one of these. She

was a woman of no great mental capacity and of little common

sense; but the same opinionativeness, incredible as it may seem,

is sometimes found in patients who are graduates of women’s

colleges. Naturally, the one to suffer most is the recalcitrant

individual herself, for she invariably pays the penalty by a

desperate sickness, or even by death. In the eyes of the patient’s

family and often of the lay public, the doctor or the hospital is

held responsible for a catastrophe which could have been pre-

vented had the woman herself shown the cooperation that one

would expect from a child of average intelligence.

Mrs. O’Toole continued to conduct her own case until soon

after midnight on June 11, when she had a convulsion lasting
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three minutes, fell out of bed, and became comatose. Taking

advantage of her unconsciousness, her husband finally asserted

his prerogative as so-called head of the house and asked the

hospital to send an ambulance. When she arrived her blood pres-

sure was high, and there was a large amount of albumin in her

urine. Although not completely unconscious, she could not

answer questions intelligently. She was at once put to bed in a

quiet, darkened room with a special nurse in constant attendance,

morphine was administered, and magnesium sulphate was given

into a vein, which lowered her blood pressure temporarily. She

received her first dose of digitalis, which was repeated periodi-

cally until its effect was shown by slowing of the heart beat.

In spite of these measures there was another convulsion two hours

later. Although the dose of magnesium sulphate was repeated

after each attack, the fits persisted for twelve hours until they

had reached a total of seven. As the doctors despaired of check-

ing the convulsions by medical means alone, they decided to

start labor and ruptured the bag of waters. At about this time

the patient, who had been noisy, talkative, and intermittently

restless and stuporous, awakened and for the first time was

rational and cooperative. Twelve hours elapsed before uterine

contractions began. But ten hours after their onset she delivered

herself normally of a boy, weighing four pounds and eleven

ounces, which was in good condition.

Her improvement was rapid. There were no more convulsions,

her blood pressure fell to normal, and the amount of albumin in

her urine became minimal. The baby continued to thrive in the

premature nursery on milk pumped from the mother.

Aside from the partial exsanguination which Ruth Pinkham

underwent in 1833, the treatment of Mary O’Toole a century

later showed in one important respect a similarity to that of her

early predecessor. In each case the successful outcome resulted

from the bringing on of normal labor. On neither occasion was

there a forced delivery, which had been followed so promptly by
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a tragic end in the case of Mrs. Nickerson. The admonitions,

therefore, of Penman and Dewees, who so long ago counseled

conservatism, are as wise today as they were in their own times.

Since the establishment of the prenatal clinics at the Boston

Lying-in Hospital in 1911, the relative frequency of eclamptic

patients treated in the institution has fallen to about one quarter

of its former rate. The study in recent years of twelve hundred

women with pre-eclampsia— the condition which leads to

eclampsia if not checked— registered and cared for in our clinics,

and admitted to the hospital when necessary for further treat-

ment, shows that only thirteen developed convulsions. In five

the fits came on before labor; in eight after delivery. There was

only one death. Of the approximately fourteen thousand women

who attended the pregnancy clinics during the period covered

by this study, about one in twelve developed pre-eclampsia, of

whom only one in ninety-two went on to convulsions. In this

group of fourteen thousand patients, therefore, the likelihood of

acquiring eclampsia was one in a thousand, and of dying of it,

one in fourteen thousand. These results, which are being dupli-

cated by other well-organized maternity hospitals, occupy an

important page in the stimulating history of modern preventive

medicine. Even better results are possible in the private practices

of obstetric specialists because of the closer control that they

can exert over their patients, whom they can see as frequently

as they wish and whose urine they may examine at short intervals.

Nor need the general practitioner fall behind, if he will insist

upon the cooperation of his patient in adequate prenatal care.

Although the relative frequency of eclampsia at the Boston

Lying-in Hospital is now much less than before, the death rate

among those who have it shows less improvement than has been

hoped for. The reason apparently is that practically all the

patients that die are of the most severe type and are sent to the

hospital by outside physicians as emergency cases. Either the

family doctor has not insisted on adequate prenatal care, or, as
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is more often the case, the woman herself through ignorance has

neglected to consult him until, like Mrs. O’Toole, she has reached

a precarious condition. When there is intelligent understanding

between every patient and her private physician, or between

every patient and the public hospital which is to care for her,

eclampsia will become almost an obsolete disease. At present

the relative frequency of eclampsia in various regions of the

United States is about in proportion to the average intelligence

of the population. If the public health authorities, at present

much agitated about syphilis, which afflicts only two per cent

of pregnant women in the city of Boston, would spare a little

time from their spirochetes and start a general campaign for

education in pre-eclampsia, which develops in eight per cent,

there would be fewer lives lost from the convulsions that still

account throughout the country for about a quarter of all the

deaths among childbearing women.
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the story of cesarean section, in which the baby is removed

from its mother’s womb by an abdominal operation, begins in

Greek mythology— those charming tales of gods, goddesses,

demigods, heroes, and mortals which in literature and art have so

adorned the culture of the civilized world. The lesser deities

were everywhere about; every shady dell was full of dryads and

hamadryads, and the thickets so teemed with satyrs that a soli-

tary maiden scarcely dared go walking alone in the woods; youths

who went swimming in the sea might encounter a nereid reclining

on an azure wave, her long hair floating out about her like the

golden net of Poseidon. The supernatural then was not only

natural; it was a commonplace matter of everyday experience.

The high-ranking gods and goddesses also were not above an

occasional descent from Olympus; one might appear to a mortal

at any time either in his or her own image, or in the guise of a

familiar mortal, or even in the shape of an animal. The gods were,

moreover, by no means insensible to the charms of earth-bound

maids and matrons, and many a child whose parentage would

otherwise be difficult to explain owed its origin, we are told, to

the favor of a god. Later, in the Middle Ages, a similar fate

might befall a virgin who went to sleep under an apple tree,

except that then the blame was laid upon elves or pixies.

The amatory exploits of Zeus, for example, were numerous and

varied. As chief of all the gods he apparently had matters on

Olympus so well organized that he could devote considerable

time to the pursuit of other affairs on earth. With a roving and
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concupiscent eye he strolled about, usually in the form of some

animal; for not only would the sight of him in persona propria

kill a mortal instantly, but he felt, as many men have since, that

it was simpler to conceal his peccadilloes than to argue later

about them with his wife. Moreover, Hera, his consort, was a

particularly jealous woman. In the shape of a bull— an appro-

priate disguise— he carried off Europa, the daughter of Agenor,

King of Phoenicia; in the semblance of a swan he overcame with-

out too much difficulty the reluctance of the beauteous Leda,

who, as might be expected, in the due course of time laid an egg,

from which were hatched the famous twins, Castor and Pollux.

On another occasion he narrowly escaped detection as the result

of his extramarital interests. A clandestine encounter with Metis

had caused such marked changes in her figure that Hera’s chronic

state of suspicion underwent an exacerbation, and she accused

her spouse of being the cause of the lady’s condition. Realizing

that something had to be done, and that quickly, Zeus simplified

matters, so he thought, by eating Metis, thus at one step con-

cealing his indiscretion and saving her from shame. As time

went on, however, the god’s head began to swell and his face

assumed a violaceous hue; cracks appeared beneath its skin, and

he developed agonizing headaches with other signs of increased

intracranial pressure. Seeing that his master was in a most un-

comfortable state, Prometheus, a stupid but impulsive fellow,

seized an axe and split open his head, whereupon out sprang

Minerva fully armed with helmet, spear, and shield and com-

pletely equipped to play her part as the goddess of wisdom.

The legend does not tell us if the suspicions of Hera were thus

allayed, but we may assume that she was so accustomed to the

peculiar behavior of her spouse that nothing would surprise her.

Here, in a sense, is the germ of the idea of cesarean section.

Zeus apparently was so pleased with the result of his own

operation that he later performed it upon a mortal woman,

Semele, to rescue another child of his begetting. Again the jealous
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nature of Hera had already revealed itself in a more vindictive

fashion. She assumed the form of Beroe, Semele’s aged nurse,

and as such expressed skepticism concerning the identity of her

mistress’s lover. ‘If he indeed be Zeus,’ said she, ‘let him appear

to you in all his heavenly brilliance. Then we shall know beyond

a doubt.’ Taken off his guard by the importunities of Semele,

Zeus consented, swearing by the river Styx, which even to the

gods— who swore easily— was a very terrible oath. He clad

himself in his minor splendors, foregoing his terrors— a kind of

full-dress uniform that he wore when he slew giants— hoping

that the luckless Semele could withstand the diminished bril-

liance of his presence. Thus arrayed he made his way into her

chamber, only to see his mortal love consumed to cinders; but

not before he was able by a quick incision to extract from her

womb the baby Bacchus, whose subsequent career and influence

upon mankind require no comment.

Aesculapius, the great physician, was also bom in no ordinary

fashion. His mother was Caronis and his father was Apollo, the

god of music, poetry, medicine, and manly beauty. But Caronis’s

love for the god cooled, and she married a mortal, Ischys. The

ravens who brought the news of her faithlessness to Apollo, like

the others of their kind, had been snow white, but the god was so

enraged that he changed their hue to black. Forthwith Apollo

slew Ischys; and his sister, Artemis, disposed of Caronis in like

fashion, but while she lay on the funeral pyre the god opened

her body and rescued Aesculapius, whom he intrusted to Chiron

for safe-keeping and education. That wise old centaur brought

him up and taught him the healing art, and so well did he per-

form his mission that when his charge reached manhood he had

become so proficient that he could even raise the dead. This skill

greatly angered Zeus, who, regarding resurrection as his own

prerogative, launched a thunderbolt against the presumptuous

mortal and killed him. It may be possible that the fate of

Aesculapius has prevented physicians throughout the ages from
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achieving this ultimate goal in medical practice; for they know

that while it is permissible to be good at their profession, it may
be dangerous to be too good.

Because of their almost daily habit of intruding themselves

in human affairs, we may be certain that the Olympians, es-

pecially the goddesses, were constantly busied with obstetrical

matters. Although Venus, of course, presided over the prelimi-

naries, Lucina took over from there on and in a general way man-

aged everything to do with pregnancy and parturition, but she

was also assisted by an adequate corps of specialists. As soon as

a Greek or Roman matron felt that she was on the way to be-

come a mother, she deposited her girdle in the temple of the

goddess of chastity and assumed garments more appropriate to

her state; also she invoked the same Diana if she should be af-

flicted with a hemorrhage, either antepartum, intrapartum, or

postpartum. Postversa and Psorsa presided over malpositions

of the fetus; prayers directed to them and libations poured before

their altars would aid in straightening such matters out. Indeed,

every complication of pregnancy, to say nothing of each stage

of labor, was under the personal direction of a different deity who

was ready to help when called upon, provided that no mistake

was made in invoking the proper goddess.

To us of this age these tales seem naive and fanciful, but at

one time in the history of the world and to millions of people

— and the Greeks were not an unintelligent race— they had

the authenticity of facts. Today no single soul believes them,

although later religions have insisted upon faith in legends and

miracles that would have strained the credulity of the ancients.

On the other hand, those semi-supematural discoveries of the

twentieth century, aviation and the radio, would have been no

wonders to the Greeks of Homer’s time. Did not that cunning

artificer, Daedalus, make wings for himself and soar through the

cloudless sky above the blue Aegean, passing Samos and Delos

on the left and Lebinthus on the right; then banking as he turned,
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direct his course toward Sicily? And did not his son Icarus, who

accompanied him, intoxicated with his new triumph over space,

rise in ever widening circles until he approached so near the sun

that his supporting planes, fashioned from feathers and fastened

on with wax, gave way and he crashed into the sea? And did not

the Pythoness at Delphi, as well as the lesser oracles at Bran-

chidae, Abae, Claros, Patara, and Argos, often tune in on the gods

upon Olympus and interpret their desires? Today the wireless

spans the earth, but the Greeks had something better; they had

through connections with another world.

We may search the Bible in vain for mention of the cesarean

operation; but in the Talmud, that book which contains the civil

and religious law as well as the traditions of the Jews, we find it

written, ‘ In a case of twins, neither the first child which shall be

brought into the world by cutting into the abdomen, nor the

second can receive the rights of primogeniture, either as regards

the office of priests, or of the succession of property/ The He-

brews attached great importance to the first-born son, for he

inherited his father’s goods and assumed a leading role in the

family; but the elders were bewildered by a piece of intrauterine

hocus-pocus when Tamar, the daughter-in-law of Judah, was

brought to bed. ‘And when her days to be delivered were ful-

filled,’ the fifteenth chapter of Genesis says, ‘behold twins were

in her womb. And it came to pass when she travailed, that one

put out his hand, and the midwife took and bound to this hand

a scarlet thread, saying, this came out first. And it came to

pass as he drew back his hand, that behold, his brother came

out And afterwards came out his brother that had the scarlet

thread upon his hand.’ In the Jewish Mishnah there is a reference

to the purification of women after childbirth; and the question

is raised if the mother is unclean when the infant has been cut

from her side, which not only substantiates the impression already

derived from the Talmud that Hebrew women were sometimes

delivered in this fashion, but also suggests— which is probably
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not true— that some of them may have survived the operation.

No obvious conclusion has ever been jumped at with greater

agility than that cesarean section was named after Julius Caesar

and that he derived his name because he was bom a caeso matris

uteri— by a cut from his mother’s womb. As a matter of fact

there was at least one Caesar before the great soldier, author, and

emperor was bom, since a Roman priest of the same name lived

several generations before. The most probable explanation of

the term goes back some seven hundred years earlier to the days

of Numa Pompilius, one of the legendary kings of Rome, who

lived— if he lived at all— from 762- to 715 b.c. When codifying

the lex regia
,
or royal law, he is supposed to have ordered that

the infant should be removed by cutting into the abdomen of

every woman who died late in pregnancy, even if the baby were

also dead, so that both individuals might be buried separately.

In later years under the rule of the Caesars the lex regia became

known as the lex caesare
,
and the operation was called cesarean

section. This explanation, which is given by Haggard, is probably

as nearly correct as any. Others say, however, that such a birth

was partus caesareus
,
from caedere

,
to cut.

Whatever may be the true derivation of the term, there can

be little question that it did not arise because Julius Caesar

was thus delivered, for it is a matter of history that his mother,

Julia, lived for many years after his birth, since he wrote her

letters while he was away on his foreign wars. Had she in those

days been subjected to such an operation she would certainly

have died, for it was not until over sixteen hundred years later

that there is an authentic account of a mother who lived after

such an ordeal. Roman infants who survived delivery from their

dead mothers were called caesones
,
and were considered to be

fortunate mortals possessed of unusual powers and abilities; a

view which may reflect the old Greek myths surrounding the

births of Bacchus and Aesculapius. Pliny the Elder said that

Scipio Africanus was born by cesarean section.
1

Auspicatius
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enecta ihatre nascuntur sicut Scipio Africanus prior natus,’ wrote

he; but we need not accept this statement as authoritative, since

Pliny on occasions was accustomed to treat the truth with some

literary license. Since Scipio was the greatest of all Roman gen-

erals up to the time of Caesar, it was natural that Pliny should

have wished to endow him with the added luster of being a

caesone.

One of the remarkable features about cesarean section is that

Hippocrates wrote nothing concerning it, although the Father of

Medicine, who flourished from about 460 to 357 B.c., covered in

his writings almost every other phase of the healing art. If

cesarean section had been performed in Greece during his time

we may be sure that Hippocrates would have known all about it,

for there was nothing about contemporary medicine that he did

not know. Moreover, there is no mention in the works of the

early Egyptians of cesarean section, nor throughout the Middle

Ages do we hear anything about it. Soranus of Ephesus, Galen,

Celsus, Oribasius, Aetius, and Paulus are also mute upon the

subject. In 1500, however, occurred the heroic exploit of Jacob

Nufer, a swine-gelder of Sigerhausen in Switzerland, who suc-

cessfully delivered his wife after thirteen midwives and several

barbers had failed. Having first obtained permission from the

civil authorities, he called in a group of those who cut to re-

move bladder stones, men of stout heart; and at the same

time he invited the more courageous of the midwives to remain.

All but two left. He then locked the door, offered prayer, placed

his wife upon a table, and cut her abdomen open; and so skill-

fully did he make the incision— owing to the facility he had

acquired in the castrating of pigs— that the child was removed

at once unharmed. When the eleven squeamish midwives out-

side heard the first cries of the newborn infant they clamored to

be admitted, but they were not allowed to come in until the

wound was stitched after the fashion of a veterinary surgeon and

the baby was bathed. The infant thus delivered, we are told,
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lived to be seventy-seven years old. The wound healed without

evil effect, and later the same Frau Nufer gave birth to twins

and to four other children; hence we are led to conclude that the

operation was not a true cesarean section, but was instead the

removal from the abdominal cavity of an extrauterine pregnancy.

Christopher Bain of Italy is supposed to have performed the

cesarean operation in 1520 upon a woman who lived, although her

child died. Rousset in 1581 reported fifteen operations, but we

should not be misled thereby. Rousset described his cases with

such a wealth of personal detail that one suspects them to be

merely figments of a fertile but mendacious mind. He cited the

case of Madame Godard, who, although delivered six times previ-

ously by the cesarean operation, succumbed at the end of her

seventh pregnancy because her surgeon had died and no one

could be found with enough courage to operate. Also there was

the case of Madame Ouinville; she was sectioned by a barber,

who was drunk at the time and so possessed the necessary forti-

tude. Contemporaries of Rousset said in plain French that he

was a liar and that he had never seen a cesarean section, to say

nothing of having ever performed one himself; moreover, they

called him a decrepit old man and told him to bury his operation

in the tomb of Caesar.

In 1610, however, we find the first apparently true account of

a cesarean section upon a living woman, for it is reported by a

credible authority in some detail. It took place in Wittenberg

and was described by Daniel Sennert, who said:

Therefore, when, on the 21st of April, 1610, the woman’s labor

began with the commencement of pains, the gracious help of God
was first of all implored. Beside myself there were present my
colleagues, Doctors Ernst, Hettenback, and Tobias Yumdler;

furthermore the Archdeacon of our parish Church, M. Heinrich

Silvermann, two midwives, and several other honorable women.

The operation was itself performed at eight o’clock in the morning

by the surgeon, Trautmann, with the assistance of another

surgeon, Christopher Gusth. First the abdominal wall and then
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the peritoneum were cut through .... After the uterus was cut

through lengthwise, the child and the afterbirth were taken out

without any difficulty. In fact, as soon as the way was opened

the child itself, which, thanks and Glory be to God! was healthy

and unhurt, as if it by its own exertion sought this outlet. But

with the still existing size of the uterus there was no prospect of

putting it back into the abdominal cavity. The blood was there-

fore first removed by the use of an appropriate decoction, and

then the edges of the abdominal wound were drawn over the

uterus and sewed together, but the wound of the latter was not

secure by sutures, although the uterus was thereby saved from

any notable appearance of inflammation But, on the 16th

of May, at 4 o’clock in the afternoon, when the patient was about

to lie down again, having passed a short time out of bed, she was

seized with a fainting fit and died, contrary to all expectations,

in the course of about a half an hour ....

In the Middle Ages the Roman Catholic Church had advocated

cesarean section on the dead or dying woman so that her child

might be born alive and be baptized, thus assuring that even if

it did not survive its soul w'ould attain everlasting bliss; the Coun-

cil of Cologne made this procedure obligatory in 1280, and as late

as 1749 the King of Sicily condemned a physician to death who

had failed to open the uterus of a mother who had recently died.

Regardless of the ecclesiastical aspect, until recently the earthly

benefits from this policy have been small, for the vast majority

of the babies have died. Some four hundred years ago Alexander

Benedictus suggested that it might help the fetus to breathe if a

piece of wood were placed between the jaws of the dead mother

until the incision could be made. Fashbender found that among

three hundred and thirty-one operations performed during the

nineteenth century only six or seven infants were delivered alive,

but that none of them survived for more than a few hours; and

Schops reported that among one hundred and seven thus de-

livered in the decade ending in 1846 not one living child was

obtained, nor were any saved among the ninety reported from

1852 to 1868. On the other hand, Bohmer in 1920 cited a series
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of cases in which sixty per cent of the babies survived, and Pfaff

records fifty-two cases in which twenty-two lived and thirty

died. Linzenmeir states that the longest survival in utero after

the mother’s death was twenty minutes and that after half an

hour none have lived.

The legal aspect of the question is also of some importance,

since obviously the patient cannot give consent for the operation.

It is advisable that the doctor obtain the permission of the

husband and that he have the professional support of two physi-

cians, but if through absence or unavailability these formalities

cannot be followed, he should proceed at once without wasting

valuable time. The husband’s legal control over the body of his

dead wife does not permit him to inflict injury on another human

being; hence the obligation to save fetal life, when it can be done

without destroying or seriously jeopardizing the life of the mother,

is absolute, and the law will protect the physician against both

criminal and civil action. The Supreme Court of Michigan, which

has ruled upon the question, has decreed that in such; a case a

physician is not only not liable for damages, but that it is plainly

his duty to attempt the salvage of the baby — a ruling which, as

legal decisions go, is the epitome of common sense.

Although the case of Trautmann in 1610 marks the historical

beginning of cesarean section on living women, during the next

two centuries practically all the unfortunate mothers who were

subjected to the operation died either immediately of hemorrhage

or later of infection; for not only was surgical cleanliness a thing

of the far distant future, but the incision in the uterus was never

sutured, and the organ when restored to the abdominal cavity

was left to heal as best it might. So few survived that conserva-

tive obstetricians thought it was far safer to deliver patients

with obstructed labor through the natural passages by a destruc-

tive operation upon the child. Fortunately this was possible

except in the most extreme degrees of pelvic contraction. Charles

Delucena Meigs maintained that there was never any necessity
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for cesarean section, because he, Meigs, could always deliver any

woman through the birth canal; and in proof of his skill he cited

the case of a woman whose pelvis measured only two inches in

diameter, whom he had twice delivered. It has long been an

obstetrical axiom that the extraction of a child, even after a

destructive operation to reduce its bulk, was impossible through

a pelvis that measured between 5.5 and 6.0 centimeters. Since

one inch is equivalent to 2.54 centimeters, a two-inch pelvis

would have a diameter of 5.08 centimeters and would be so small

that an object the size of an ordinary lemon could not pass

through it. We must therefore conclude that Meigs was an

extraordinary person.

There were, however, a few bold individuals who performed

cesarean section regardless of consequences. Mary Dunally, an

Irish midwife, is said to have performed this operation for the

first time in the British Isles after a labor of twelve days upon

Alice O’Neil, who, strangely enough, survived. Baudelocque, the

great French obstetrician, said that from 1750 to the beginning

of the nineteenth century cesarean section had been performed

in Paris twenty-four times without a single survival; and Den-

man, his English contemporary, reported that nearly all the

mothers so delivered in his country had died. In the early part

of the nineteenth century Velpeau recorded a mortality of fifty

per cent in France; in Great Britain, according to Burns and

Cooper, it was one hundred per cent, and Kayser of Copenhagen

found a death rate of sixty-two per cent in his country for the

preceding eighty years. In 1855 the elder Storer said:

Fortunately the physician is very rarely called upon to perform

the Caesarian section. Although numerous instances might be

cited in which the operation has been attended with successful

results, and even where it has been repeatedly performed upon

the same individual, it is one of the most trying which can call

for the aid of our science. And when it is remembered that nearly

three-fourths of all who have been operated on have died from
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the effects of that operation, it is not to be wondered at that a

feeling of the greatest reluctance should exist with respect to its

performance.

As time went on matters improved very little, since Nuyer of

Germany reported in 1867 a mortality among 1605 cases collected

from the medical literature of fifty-four per cent; Spaeth, of

Vienna, in 1877, of one hundred per cent; and Budin of Paris,

not a successful case between 1787 and 1876. Harris, of Phila-

delphia, noted that whenever in the United States the operation

was performed at some distance from the centers of civilization,

fewer patients had died. For instance, on the plantations of

Louisiana the death rate among slave women was only 12.5 per

cent, while in New Orleans three quarters of the patients died.

In cases where the uterus ruptured during labor, in spite of the

appalling gravity of the accident, the mortality was also lower

than in cesarean section; moreover, in nineteen cases of repeated

cesarean section on nine women there were only three deaths.

He rightly declared that delay in performing the operation, such

as would naturally ensue in a large city where many consultants

would be called before undertaking so hazardous a procedure,

would militate against the woman’s recovery; but that in the

country, where the doctor must of necessity make his own de-

cision, or in case of uterine rupture when something must be

done at once, or where the patient had already had one or more

cesarean sections and the doctor knew that the delivery of a

living child was otherwise impossible, there would be no reason

for procrastination. In 1887 he recorded nine cases in which

the patient in desperation had performed the operation upon

herself or had been gored by a bull, with five recoveries; while

during the same time in the city of New York eleven women had

been operated on by physicians, but only one had survived. It is

fair to say, however, that New York doctors have improved

greatly since those days.

The first successful cesarean in America was performed in 1794
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Dr. Jesse Bennett, a Virginian, had settled with his young wife

in the upper part of the Shenandoah Valley, where he practiced

among the pioneers who had cleared the land and laid out their

farms in that fertile region. To the southwest of their home lay

the village of Staunton, and to the northeast enclosed on either

side by its mountain wall, spread the broad valley through which

the red-brown river wound its way to join the Potomac at Harp-

ers Ferry. The constantly increasing number of new settlers

with their children and babies provided so much work for the

doctor that most of his days and many hours of the night as well

were spent in the saddle. One day, however, he was needed at

home, for his wife had started in labor with her first child.

There was no fear in his mind, for he had already attended a

number of childbirth cases and he had found that the women of

the Valley, being of sturdy stock, had always had their babies

easily. So he thought that before long everything would be over

and that his wife and he would be happy in the possession of a

son or daughter. At the beginning there was little progress, but

he knew that first labors often took some time. During that night

Mrs. Bennett rested only for a few minutes at intervals, and the

doctor slept only in short naps. Throughout the next day the

pains were more frequent and considerably harder, but he en-

couraged his wife, comforting her by telling her that each pain

brought the baby nearer. After another sleepless night the third

day found the patient tired and discouraged; there was still very

little change. The doctor and the two slave women who served

the family tried to sustain the patient’s strength by giving her

broth, tea, gruel, and brandy, but toward evening she became

discouraged and told her husband that she knew that she would

die before the baby could be bom.

By this time Dr. Bennett was frightened; none of the other

Valley women had ever labored as long; so he wrote a note to

his older friend in Staunton, Dr. Alexander Humphreys, and

dispatched it by a Negro boy on horseback. As the soft thud of
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the galloping hoofs died away, he settled himself to wait, pacing

up and down outside the house so that he would not alarm his

wife by showing his anxiety. The night wore on, midnight passed

;

every time he heard in the neighboring woods one of those mysteri-

ous and vague sounds, sometimes far away, sometimes near at

hand, that break the stillness of the dark, his heart leapt; but there

was no sound of hoofbeats on the soft earth. At length the sky

grew lighter, and he saw a pale pink glow above the dark wall

of the Blue Ridge. By this time Mrs. Bennett was exhausted,

her pulse was rapid, her skin was hot and dry, and she constantly

asked for water.

At last, with the rising of the sun, Dr. Humphreys came. He
had been out on a case, and the boy had ridden ten more miles

to find him. A brief examination told him what Dr. Bennett had

already suspected— that Mrs. Bennett had so marked a degree

of pelvic contraction that the delivery of a living child through

the natural passages would be impossible. He therefore proposed

that he undertake a destructive operation upon the baby; for

although it sacrificed the child, it offered the patient the best

chance for her life. When she heard his verdict she begged Dr.

Humphreys to perform a cesarean section upon her, because she

knew that she was going to die and her only hope was for the life

of her child. He replied that few women had ever survived such

an ordeal and that he would not be the cause of her death. She

then asked to speak to Dr. Bennett alone. Before long he came

out of her bedroom, pale and trembling, and he told his older

colleague that he himself would perform the operation. If she

did not survive, he would take full responsibility for her death.

Two planks were laid upon barrels in the kitchen. He gave

her a large dose of laudanum to deaden the agony, and the two

Negro women placed her upon the improvised table and held her

while he rapidly cut open her abdomen and delivered the baby,

as her shrieks filled the air. To make it certain that there could

be no more children he removed her ovaries; then he sewed her
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abdomen with the stout linen thread that was used in those days

for stitching clothing. Both Mrs. Bennett and her child survived

the operation, and lived for many years. When Dr. Bennett, who

was a small, active, peppery man with red hair, was later asked

why he had never reported this case, he replied that ‘No strange

doctors would believe that the operation could be done in the

Virginia backwoods and the mother live, and he would be damned

if he would give them a chance to call him a liar.’

Probably the history of American frontier medicine affords no

better example of superb courage than that shown by Mrs.

Bennett and her husband. She survived as by a miracle. But

on the other hand the alternative advised by Dr. Humphreys,

while by no means safe, would have been much less dangerous

for her, and would in those days have been the choice of almost

any doctor of judgment and experience. The husband’s decision

to perform the operation himself was determined entirely by his

wife’s desires; it is probable that no other woman could have in-

duced him to do it. No doctor’s judgment is good when it involves

the medical care of his own family, and so universally is this

recognized that few sensible physicans will undertake such a

responsibility except in an emergency.

Some thirty-three years later there occurred another early

American cesarean section under circumstances that were al-

most as trying as those surrounding Dr. Bennett, and under con-

ditions which were even more primitive. Dr. John Lambert

Richmond was not only a pioneer physician, but he preached

the gospel as well. On the evening of Sunday, April 22, 1827,

while he was conducting a service in a little church near Newtown,

Ohio, he was called to see a Negro woman who had been in labor

almost thirty hours and who was having practically continuous

convulsions. The Little Miami River was in flood; so he was

obliged to row a skiff in order to reach his patient, who lived seven

miles away. On arriving at her house, he found a stout woman

who he discovered on examination had a condition that rendered
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natural birth impossible. She was having regular labor pains

that were followed by convulsions, fainting spells, and progres-

sive weakness. For four hours he endeavored to ‘prevent the

convulsions and recruit the system/ giving sulphuric ether and

laudanum by the mouth and applying flannel wet with hot spirits

to the feet. As her strength was ebbing and he could obtain no

assistance because of the flood and the darkness of the night, he

decided to perform a cesarean section as the only possible means

of saving his patients life.

With only a common pocket case of instruments he began the

operation about one o’clock in the morning. The house, a small

cabin, was made of logs that were still green; and since it had

been built not more than a week before, the crevices were not

chinked. There was no chimney and no floor but the newly leveled

earth. Outside the wind howled and blew the rain in through

the walls, so that the women who were helping him had to hold

blankets to keep the candles from being extinguished. Dr. Rich-

mond made the usual incision, but since he had no one to assist

him he had great difficulty in delivering the child, for it was

large and the mother was very fat. At the end of the operation

he closed the abdominal wall in the usual way and left a drain

in the lower portion of the wound. The patient never complained

of pain and ‘began to work in twenty-four days from the opera-

tion, and in the fifth week walked a mile and back the same day.’

This case, although later than that of Dr. Bennett, was reported

by Dr. Richmond in Drake’s Western Journal of the Medical and

Physical Sciences in 1830, and thus has the distinction of being

the first cesarean section in the United States that was described

in medical literature at or about the time of its performance.

In the last quarter of the nineteenth century the technique of

cesarean section apparently differed little in the civilized and the

uncivilized portions of the world, for in 1879 Felkin witnessed an

operation performed in Uganda by a native medicine man which

more or less followed the established practice of those days in
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enlightened communities. The operator first made his patient

drunk on banana wine, thus inducing a partial anesthesia, and

he then applied the same, drink to the skin of the abdomen as a

local antiseptic. With a quick incision and a rapid flourish he

incised the abdomen and the uterus, extracted the child and the

placenta and membranes, and turned the woman on her side to

drain the blood. He closed the abdomen with pins and figure-of-

eight sutures and dressed the wound with a paste of crushed

herbs. To Felkin’s astonishment the temperature remained

below 101 degrees and the wound healed in eleven days. Here

again we have an example of a cesarean section performed under

the most primitive circumstances which, like some of those

described by Harris in country practice, was followed by a

favorable outcome. One cannot but wonder what would have

been the fate of this native woman if she had been operated upon

in New York, Philadelphia, or New Orleans after a long delay

and extensive consultation.

The comparative safety which attends cesarean section in

modem times has its origin in two factors: first, the development

of the modem aseptic surgical technique; and second, the ap-

pearance in 1882 of a monograph by Max Sanger, then a twenty-

eight-year-old assistant of Crede in the University Clinic of

Leipzig. Under the somewhat misleading title, Der Kaiserschnitt

bei Uterus Fibromen nebst zergleichender Mathodick der Sectio

Caesarea und der Porro-operation
,
he recommended the routine

use of carefully placed stitches in the incision in the uterus. With

a degree of frankness and honesty unusual among European

writers of his time, he gave due credit to the early American

operators who had introduced this improvement in technique,

and among them he mentioned in particular Frank E. Polin, a

surgeon of Springfield, Kentucky, who in 1852 first used silver

wire for this purpose. In 1769 Lebas of France had sewed the

uterus with three silk sutures; but both silk or linen had proved

unsatisfactory because, following the general policy as applied
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to amputation stumps, the ends of the stitches had been left long

and protruding from the surface of the wound so that they might

be removed at a later date, and such a practice had only served to

encourage infection. In analyzing all the cases that had previously

been reported, Sanger found that when silver wire had been used

not only had the death rate been lower, but there had also been

less infection and the wounds had healed more firmly; moreover,

he noted that when this material had been used and another

cesarean section was performed later upon the same patient, the

sutures had been found firmly in place and the uterine wound

well united. Today catgut is universally and successfully used

for this purpose, since after the wound heals it is absorbed and

disappears.

The report of Sanger, coming almost providentially at the time

when modem surgical cleanliness was accepted as a universal

necessity, did more than anything else to dispel the terror which

this formidable operation had always inspired. Had not this

improvement in the method of operating been instituted, even

the employment of the aseptic technique would have been in-

sufficient to work the striking changes in the death rate that

soon followed. The uterus, left open in the peritoneal cavity

— as up to that time it had been — would still have been the

source of peritonitis, because even in the normal case following

delivery it always becomes the seat of a bacterial invasion of

some degree. To Sanger, therefore, and to Harris, who insisted

that cesarean section must be performed promptly and not

after many hours of labor, the operation owes today the degree

of safety that it possesses; what this degree of safety is, we shall

see later.

The characteristic conservatism of New Englanders is shown

by the fact that, if we except the operation followed by removal

of the uterus so boldly executed by Horatio Storer in 1868, there

was but a single cesarean section performed in this part of the

country before 1893. Dr. William Warren Greene, of Pittsfield,
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Massachusetts, had performed this operation in 1867 upon a

Negro woman whose pelvis had measured two inches in diameter

and who had been in labor twenty-six hours, and she and her

child survived. It was not until twenty-five years later that the

next cesarean section was performed in the state; this time by

the courageous and enterprising Alfred Worcester. His patient

had borne five babies, all delivered dead after long exhausting

labors that had terminated instrumentally. In her sixth preg-

nancy Dr. Worcester advised a cesarean section, but since the

family refused he retired from the case.

He heard nothing more from her until June 8, 1892, when he

was called in consultation by two of his brother practitioners of

Waltham. The patient had then been in labor thirty hours, but

no attempts at delivery had been made and the child was still

alive. In desperation the family consented to the operation, and

the patient was taken to the Waltham Hospital, where Dr.

Worcester performed a cesarean section. The child, a nine-and-

a-half-pound boy, was bom alive. Dr. Worcester closed the

uterine wound by about twenty deep silk stitches followed by a

superficial row of the same material. Although the first part of

the patient’s convalescence was stormy, she was able to nurse

her baby, she was up and about at the end of two weeks, and

she left the hospital on the seventeenth day.

On July 13, 1894, two years later, the first cesarean section

at the Boston Lying-in Hospital was performed. The patient

was Edith Fletcher, a small, nervous, slightly built woman

weighing about a hundred pounds, who had been delivered pre-

viously of two children, both of them stillborn, by extremely

difficult operative procedures. The diameter of her pelvis was

2.58 inches; and the soft parts, lacerated by her two previous

violent deliveries, were a mass of unyielding scar tissue. She had

been seen before labor in consultation by Dr. Richardson and

Dr. Green, and a cesarean section was decided upon, since it

was agreed that a delivery through the pelvis would be quite as
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dangerous, if not more so, than an abdominal operation. In this

instance, however, consultation did not delay the operation;

it merely secured for the patient the best obstetrical knowledge

available, and it served to divide the responsibility for what in

those days was still considered a most radical expedient. On the

morning of July 13, therefore, the cesarean section was done.

The operator was Dr. George Haven; the assistants, Drs. Rey-

nolds, Townsend, Bartol, and Poore. Dr. Harlow gave the ether.

The operation, which consumed forty-six minutes, was carried

out with workmanlike attention to all details.

Those who have never seen a cesarean section performed in

the old style have missed a sight that was both dramatic and

awe-inspiring. Haven made an incision in the abdominal wall

almost a foot long and lifted the uterus through it, so that it

rested upon the skin and the towels that were placed about it.

This enormous organ, the color of a ripe plum, was a sight that

filled the eyes of the beholders with wonder and respect. A quick

slash through its walls brought a gush of liquid and blood which

shot halfway across the room. The baby and the afterbirth were

rapidly extracted, the uterus contracted well at once, and there

was no further hemorrhage. Haven sutured the uterus in the

approved Sanger manner, using silk for the purpose, and closed

the abdomen in the same way. The operation as performed today

is a comparatively dull affair; the incision is much smaller and

the uterus is opened as it lies in the abdominal cavity. Much of

the drama has gone. Aside from a certain amount of discomfort

in the first days after the operation, Mrs. Fletcher did well.

Haven removed the stitches on the ninth day and found the

wound well healed. Mrs. Fletcher was able to nurse her baby;

and when she left on August 11 the infant, a boy, weighed nine

pounds— one pound more than at birth.

Since the days of Edith Fletcher there have been over twenty-

five hundred cesarean sections at the Boston Lying-in Hospital.

One may safely assume, therefore, that the modem operation
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as performed under strict aseptic surgical technique is no longer

a desperate expedient of last resort. One may also postulate that,

if it has been performed only for sound reasons, a large number

of babies have been saved thereby and many mothers have been

preserved from injury or even from death. So successful indeed

has it now become that in the eyes of the laity, and in particular

of childbearing women, it is regarded as of little if any risk. They

apparently think that delivery through the birth canal and

cesarean section are interchangeable; and that, if they so desire,

they may elect to have a surgical birth to be spared the pains of

labor.

A study of the situation in the United States, however, shows

that this opinion is based upon the optimism of ignorance; for in

over eleven thousand cesarean sections performed in various

parts of the country in recent years the death rate was 5.8 per

cent, although the general mortality in childbirth throughout

the country— as shown by government statistics in 1938— was

considerably less than 0.5 per cent, or not one tenth as great.

Moreover, the laity and even many doctors falsely assume, even

though there be an increased risk to the mother, that cesarean

section always guarantees the birth of a living infant. Here again,

we encounter another false premise, for the fetal death rate in

cesarean sections reported in the United States in recent years

has been 8.5 per cent, which is about twice the general infantile

loss to be expected in childbirth.

Oddly enough, also, a woman will face a cesarean section with

equanimity, but she would be alarmed concerning her ultimate

recovery if another abdominal operation, even of less magnitude,

were contemplated. Her chances of dying after the operation

for acute appendicitis are somewhere between two and three

per cent, after an operation for an extrauterine pregnancy about

two per cent, and following the removal of her uterus for fibroid

tumors even less. Something is still wrong, therefore, with the

operation of cesarean section, and it will profit us to find where
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this fault lies. Is it performed for improper reasons, or has it

been performed too often at the wrong time— that is, after the

patient has been too long in labor, or after instrumental attempts

at pelvic delivery— or has it been performed by unskilled or

careless operators?

Between sixty and seventy per cent of all cesarean sections

are performed because of some mechanical obstacle to the process

of normal birth; that is, because the mother’s pelvis is too small

to allow the passage of the baby, or because it lies in such an

abnormal position that an attempt to deliver it through the

pelvis would prove disastrous to the infant, or because after a

trial of labor the soft tissues of the mother do not dilate suf-

ficiently to permit its birth. If these conditions actually exist,

surely the operator cannot be criticized. About twenty per cent

more are performed because of hemorrhages, dangerous both to

the mother and to the infant, which can be controlled in no

other way. Again, there can be no quarrel with these reasons.

In the remaining ten or twenty per cent, however, the reasons

for the operation are less convincing. A large number of cesarean

sections are performed because a previous pregnancy was termin-

ated by the same operation; indeed there has even been a slogan,

‘ Once a cesarean, always a cesarean,’ coined to cover the situation,

since some doctors have been afraid that unless they performed

another cesarean the scar of the previous operation might open

if the patient went into labor. As a matter of fact, many hundreds

of women have been delivered normally following a cesarean

section— a number of them before the doctor could get to the

hospital to operate upon them. If a woman has had a cesarean

section for a temporary reason, such as a hemorrhage, a large

baby, or a poor labor, it does not necessarily follow that the con-

dition will exist in her next pregnancy; for then there may be no

bleeding, the baby may be small, or the patient may have better

uterine contractions. If she is in competent hands and well

watched in a hospital, both she and the doctor may be rewarded

by a normal birth.
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Again, many women who have been delivered normally a

number of times have eventually been subjected to cesarean

section so that they might be sterilized surgically and thus pre-

vented from having more children. There is no excuse for this

policy; if it is absolutely necessary that the patient’s reproductive

career be stopped, it can be accomplished at a later date by a

simple surgical operation which is practically devoid of danger.

Cesarean section has also been performed because the patient

had certain diseases, such as toxemia of pregnancy, heart disease,

and even diabetes. There is no necessity for resorting to a surgical

delivery in these diseases unless there coexists some purely ob-

stetrical complication, such as disproportion between the baby

and the mother’s pelvis, hemorrhage, or rigidity of the soft

tissues.

A number of miscellaneous reasons for performing cesarean

section have been reported from time to time which can only be

stigmatized as bizarre, ludicrous, or merely silly, and which

must have captivated the sense of humor of the operator— if

he had any. Among these are idiocy— that is, on the part of the

woman— epilepsy, insanity, hysteria, and the patient’s fear of

labor. A number of cesarean sections have been performed be-

cause the patient requested them and for no other reason; others

have been performed for ‘ social and economical reasons,’ an ex-

cessive gain in weight, arthritis of the ankle, pain in the right hip,

acute appendicitis, and an error in diagnosis— the surgeon be-

lieving that he was operating for a fibroid tumor of the uterus or

an ovarian cyst and feeling in duty bound to do something when

he encountered instead a pregnant uterus. This major surgical

operation has also been resorted to because the patient had vari-

cose veins, painful periods, and strangulated hemorrhoids— a

diagnosis which implies a certain anatomical confusion in the

mind of the doctor. Perhaps the most naive statement that I

ever met occurred in the operation book of an expensive and

fashionable private hospital in Boston, where were listed ap-
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pendectomies for acute appendicitis, cholecystectomies for chole-

lithiasis, hysterectomies for fibroids, and finally the simple,

childlike, candid statement,
1

cesarean section for pregnancy/

Another reason for the comparatively high maternal death

rate in cesarean section throughout the country is the fact that

many of these operations have been performed as a last resort

upon patients who had been subjected to many internal examina-

tions, or— even worse — to repeated attempts at operative

delivery. Both these conditions often lead to infection and

death. Since most of these women die from peritonitis, the devel-

opment of the modem extraperitoneal operation, by which the

baby is removed from the uterus without entering the peritoneal

cavity, has permitted in many cases an adequate test of labor.

This new operation, which is a complicated one, has been the

means of saving many lives; but it is beyond the scope of the

general surgeon, whatever may be his opinion of his own technical

ability, and it should not be attempted even by the obstetric

specialist unless he has had sufficient experience in performing

it and has thus developed a sure and safe technique.

Unhappily, a small but definite number of women die because

they have been attended by incompetent operators or by those

who have performed cesarean sections previously on but a few

occasions. It is only by the most painstaking attention to a

rigid aseptic technique, by careful control of the bleeding which

always to some degree accompanies this operation, and by a

meticulous closure of the uterine incision that the patient’s

interest can be safeguarded.

If the reader will recall some of the fantastic reasons for per-

forming cesarean section that have just been given, the suspicion

will have dawned upon him that the operation has been per-

formed too often. A review of over nine thousand cesarean opera-

tions, collected recently from various sources throughout the

United States, showed that it was employed in this series once

in every forty-six births. Although this may seem to be a frequent
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resort to surgery in what is supposed to be essentially a normal

process, it indicates almost a reactionary attitude when com-

pared with the situation in Massachusetts, where for the past

several years one out of every twenty-eight pregnant women

have been delivered through the abdomen.

There are several causes for the astonishing frequency of

cesarean section throughout the nation, and a special reason for

its prevalence in this state, and all will bear scrutiny. First, there

are the importunities of the patient, and especially those of her

family, who, discouraged and alarmed by a prolonged labor,

demand that the doctor ‘give her a cesarean’ and so end her

suffering. The mothers of some patients at times like these are

particularly free with advice, since the fact that they have borne

a child or two makes them, in their own minds, authorities on all

obstetrical matters. It is a pity that the ducking-stool, as a

means of quieting obnoxious females, disappeared with the

Puritans. The harassed obstetrician, who is probably as wearied

by the situation as anyone else, knows that he can terminate labor

by performing a cesarean section, and he proceeds to do so and

thereby earns the thanks of all concerned. If on the other hand

he had stuck to his guns, put the patient’s mother in her place

with a few courteous but pointed words, and, governed by his

judgment and experience, allowed labor to proceed to a normal

conclusion, he would have spared his patient an unnecessary

surgical operation and thus have done her a greater service.

But in the family’s eyes that would have been just another case

of childbirth, and as such would have merited no particular

gratitude.

Next in importance as a cause of the frequency of cesarean

section is the doctor’s fear that otherwise he may lose the baby

and his dread of the criticism that may result. Sometimes he is

uncertain of his ability to effect delivery safely by a pelvic opera-

tive procedure because of the inadequacy of his training in

obstetrics, or because of lack of confidence in his judgment as to
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when or when not to operate. In small communities where there

are no trained obstetricians the responsibility is usually shifted

to the local surgeon, who knows no more about obstetrics than

do the general practitioners, or probably less. In such an event

the patient is as good as operated on, and almost as quickly as

one can say * knife.’

It would be concealing a large part of the picture in Massa-

chusetts if no mention were made of the religious situation.

Boston, the metropolis, has changed greatly since 1832, for it is

now one of the largest Irish cities in the world; there are over

fourteen hundred Murphys alone listed in the telephone directory.

The influence of the Roman Catholic Church is exerted some-

times unobtrusively, but sometimes openly, in medicine as well

as in other fields. Only in Massachusetts and Connecticut, of all

the states of the Union, is it still illegal for a physician to give

professional advice to a patient about birth control, even if he

is convinced that by bearing more children she may ruin her

health or even lose her life.

Since the Roman Catholics believe that baptism is necessary

for salvation and that only living infants can be baptized, both

patients and doctors of that faith look favorably upon cesarean

section whenever there is the least doubt concerning the welfare

of the unborn child. They believe that by such a method of

delivery the baby has a greater chance of surviving birth, but

they are oblivious of the fact that in Massachusetts, as in the

rest of the United States, the infantile death rate in cesarean

section is over eight per cent. Moreover, so deeply imbued with

the benefits of baptism are the Roman Catholics that they even

encourage non-Catholics to perform this rite; an attitude which

goes back to about 250 a.d., when Pope Stephen I established

the institution of
*

heretic baptism/ With countless other un-

believers I have baptized a number of infants born to women of

that faith, thus availing myself of a privilege that is denied me

by my own church. Whatever may be my own idea regarding
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the necessity of infant baptism, there was never any doubt in

my mind that what I did was a solace to the parents, and so I

did it gladly. How much religion should influence medicine is a

fair ethical question. Ideally, there should never be any disagree-

ment between the two; but when such a conflict does arise, the

conscientious doctor, be he non-Catholic or Catholic, should

settle in his own mind what he believes is for the best interest

of his patient from the medical point of view alone— for he is

a physician and not a priest— and then act upon that belief.

At the Boston Lying-in Hospital there has been a sincere at-

tempt to limit the number of cesarean sections; but it has not

always been possible to achieve this ideal, since a considerable

number of patients with obstetrical complications, many of whom
in our opinion required cesarean section, have been received from

outside doctors and other hospitals. Of late years the frequency

of this operation in the clinic has been one to forty births, as

compared with one to twenty-eight in the state at large. The

maternal death rate attending it, also, has shown a steady and

satisfactory fall. Between 1894 and 1930 it was 4.9 per cent,

between 1931 and 1937 it was 3.2 per cent, while between 1938

and 1941 there was only one death in two hundred and fifty-nine

operations— a rate of 0.3 per cent. In all instances there has

been a clear indication for each cesarean section, the type of

operation best suited to the problem of each individual patient

has been selected, and it has been performed in a careful manner

with good technique and with scrupulous regard for surgical

cleanliness and the control of bleeding. Equally good results are

being obtained in other hospitals under the same conditions.

The babies also have fared progressively better. Between 1894

and 1930 the fetal mortality was 10.0 per cent; between 1931 and

1937, 8.8 per cent; and between 1938 and 1941 the rate had fallen

to 2.7 per cent — a fact which illustrates the old obstetric axiom

that when the mother fares well, the baby usually fares well also.



IV
The Strange Case

of Ellen Bean

no doctor could wish for better patients than those in the

public wards of the Boston Lying-in Hospital, for they are

friendly, sensible, courageous, and appreciative. Faced daily at

home with the necessity of providing for a husband— and often

for several children— for whom they must cook, keep house, and

do the washing, they are accustomed to vicissitudes; and they

meet the crises of their lives with firmness and decision. If an

operation is necessary they trust the hospital and its doctors;

there are no prolonged arguments and discussions. They have

that intangible attribute that is called quality. Among them are

many Irishwomen, who have a piquant sense of humor, a ready

tongue, and an aptitude at repartee that might be envied by their

sisters in the Back Bay. Since the requirement for admission to

the hospital is financial — that is, their husbands must earn less

than a certain amount of money each week — and not social,

there are all kinds of women in the public wards. Some have been

school teachers, some have been domestics, some are the wives

of policemen and firemen, others have been trained nurses.

There have been Indians, gypsies with gold hoops in their ears,

adagio dancers, strip-tease artists, and lady wrestlers/ Most of

them, of course, have been under our care in the prenatal clinics,

but a considerable number have been sent in by their own outside

doctors for serious complications of pregnancy and labor; these
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patients usually present the most serious problems. Occasionally,

also, some poor woman who has received no medical care comes

to the hospital in desperate straits and seeks its help. Such a one

was Ellen Bean.

A spinster of thirty-five years and of New England stock, she

entered the hospital one morning in great distress complaining

of a continuous and agonizing pain in her abdomen. No sooner

had the nurses led her into the admitting room than she col-

lapsed and fell to the floor. She was pale and cold, and her pulse

was fast and thready; there were no signs of labor. Her entire

abdomen was tender and board-like, she moaned continually,

and the heart beats of the fetus could not be heard. The house

officer who saw her had her transferred immediately to the de-

livery floor, where she was examined by one of the visiting men

who was in the hospital and who made the diagnosis of a hemor-

rhage within the abdomen. He operated as soon as suitable donors

for transfusion could be obtained, and found her abdomen filled

with fluid blood, which he sponged away as he searched for the

source of the hemorrhage. There was a rent in the back of the

uterus, six inches long, which penetrated deeply into the organ

but did not extend completely through it. He performed a ce-

sarean section and delivered a stillborn baby; but as he attempted

to sew the uterus his stitches cut through the tissue, which was

of the consistency of cheese, and he was therefore forced to re-

move the uterus. The patient was transfused during the opera-

tion and again immediately after it; and her condition was then

fairly good, considering what had happened to her.

Spontaneous rupture of the uterus before labor sets in is ex-

tremely uncommon. Sometimes it occurs because the scar of a

previous cesarean section has given way, more rarely it takes

place because the tissues of the placenta have infiltrated its wall

and weakened it, and on extremely rare occasions it results from

a perforation caused by a tumor; but here there had been no

cesarean section, the afterbirth was on the other side of the
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uterus, and there was no tumor. Herein lay the first mysterious

circumstance in the case of Ellen Bean.

For forty-eight hours she did well, but on the morning of the

third day her dressing was found soaked with blood. In spite of

reinforcement and a tight swathe the bleeding continued; so she

was again taken to the operating room and her wound reopened.

There was a steady ooze from all her tissues; and some blood,

although not as much as at the first operation, was found in the

abdomen. As the operator sponged this away to see if there was

bleeding from the stump of the uterine amputation, he per-

forated the intestine; and as he drew the injured loop up to close

the hole, he found that he had stripped it from its attachment.

He rapidly removed this portion and sewed the two ends in the

wound, which he closed, placing a drain into the abdomen. He

was astonished at the ease with which apparently healthy tissues

tore; neither he or any member of the staff had ever seen it

happen, nor did a search of the obstetrical literature reveal any

similar case.

During the next three days the patient failed steadily and died.

At the autopsy it was found that all her organs showed the same

friability; there was a general dissolution of the connective tissue

that should have held their cellular elements together, which

left them with no more cohesion than would have existed had

they been made of gelatin. The scientific authorities were con-

sulted. After deliberation they said sagely that in their opinion

her tissues looked as if they had undergone disintegration some

time before she died; a statement with which the doctors at the

Lying-in Hospital saw no reason to disagree. When they were

asked if they wished to say what disease had caused this extraor-

dinary phenomenon, they replied, no, they did not wish to. It

seemed that Scotland Yard had failed.

About a year later a sister of Ellen Bean came to the hospital

and asked to see privately a member of the staff, in whom she

apparently had great confidence. When they were alone in a
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room and she had carefully closed the door, she stealthily pro-

duced from her handbag a bottle from which the label had been

scratched. It contained a brown liquid of a pungent but not un-

pleasant odor which he did not recognize. Ellen, her sister said,

had been taking large quantities of this medicine since the early

months of her pregnancy. She had bought it at the corner drug-

store on the advice of the clerk, to whom she had confided her

predicament; and he had told her that it was just the thing to

‘bring her around/ Although it had produced no effect, she had

taken it every day up to the time she had entered the hospital.

The sister wished to know if it could possibly have caused the

strange condition from which Ellen had died.

Here at last was a clue. The bottle was sent to the department

of pharmacology at the Medical School, and before long the

answer came back— it was oil of tansy. Oil of tansy to you,

gentle reader, undoubtedly means nothing; but to sinful women

who wish to rid themselves of an unwanted pregnancy, to abor-

tionists, and to doctors it is a concoction that has been used,

especially in Europe, since ancient times in the hope of bringing

about a miscarriage. It contains a volatile oil, which is also found

in the tops of the arborvitae
;
taken at one time in large quanti-

ties it produces violent irritation of the stomach and intestines,

and it may cause death. We now knew what medicine Ellen

Bean had taken and why she had taken it, but we still had no

explanation of the terrific result this drug had produced; for in

none of the textbooks of toxicology, which deal with poisons and

their actions, was any such effect described. Again we consulted

the scientists, and again Scotland Yard let us down; but.we knew

that there must be some solution of the mystery, for there is

nothing occult in medicine, and there is always an answer to

every problem. The denouement, however, did not occur until

two years later.

In the meantime let us consider some of the drugs that are

used, in the vast majority of instances— as in the case of Ellen
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Bean — fruitlessly, to provoke a miscarriage. The public has a

childlike faith in these medicines; but it is indeed seldom that

any of them produce any effect at all, unless it is to cause violent

vomiting and a drastic diarrhea. In fact, the courts of England

have adjudged at least two professional abortionists guilty, not

of terminating pregnancy illegally, but of fraud because they had

sold drugs as abortifacients that produced no results at all in the

women who bought them. In the United States combinations of

such drugs are sold openly as regulators of the monthly periods.

Reputable pharmaceutical houses in this country manufacture

and sell, no doubt innocently, preparations that contain, besides

ergot, another drug, apiol, that if improperly prepared may cause

crippling of the extremities and prolonged invalidism.

Abortifacients are of two general classes : those that act— if

they act at all— directly upon the uterus by causing it to con-

tract and expel its contents, and those that exert, equally un-

reliably, a reflex effect upon it by creating an intense irritation of

the intestines. In the first group are ergot, hydrastis, and pitui-

tary extract; and in it also is lead, which if taken in large enough

amounts will not only stimulate the uterus to contract but will

kill the fetus. It will also cause lead poisoning, which is a most

serious disease, before any such result is achieved. Lead is the

most dangerous of these drugs, and any woman who takes it must

be of very low mentality. Other metals used for the same purpose

are iron, manganese, and arsenic. The second group — the in-

testinal irritants— is more interesting because it contains a large

number of drugs of varied nature. Some of them are so common

that they may be found in most households. Among them are

the drastic purgatives, such as aloes, croton oil, jalap, colocynth,

scammony, podophyllum, and gamboge; the oils of rue and tansy,

and turpentine; and other substances derived from plants such

as juniper, pennyroyal, cottonseed, and cotton root bark. Strych-

nine and cantharides must also be added to the list. Indeed, the

length of such a catalogue bears witness to the persistence with
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which women since immemorial time have tried to dispose of un-

wanted pregnancies in spite of countless failures.

Some two years more passed before the case of Ellen Bean was

solved. When the truth was finally known we found that this

spinster of the present time, who had never left New England,

had died of the sailors
,

curse that in the old days had destroyed

so many mariners who put out to sea to discover those strange

lands which lay below the horizon. One day, when one of the

visiting men was discussing her case with a group of students

and house officers, the inevitable and hitherto unanswered ques-

tion had at length arisen : what had been the cause of her strange

death? There followed the usual silence; but this time one of the

house officers replied, *1 think she died of scurvy.
1

4 Scurvy? * asked the visiting man in surprise.

‘Yes. She had destruction of connective tissue, and the

tendency to bleed that goes with it.*

‘But how did she get scurvy?
1

‘ She had been taking an irritant for a long time, and her intes-

tines had lost all power of absorbing vitamin C.'

‘How about the other vitamins, such as nicotinic acid and Bi?'

‘Well, she probably couldn’t absorb them either, but the lack

of C was what affected her first.'

Here at last appeared a reasonable solution to the mystery.

Scurvy has been known to history since the days of the Cru-

saders, and it probably existed long before. From scurvy Vasco

da Gama lost a hundred men from the band of one hundred and

sixty that accompanied him in 1497 on his voyage around the

Cape of Good Hope; Jacques Cartier, during the winter of

1535-36 that he spent in the neighborhood of Quebec, reported

that only ten of his company of one hundred and ten men were

free from this mysterious malady. Connoisseurs of sixteenth-

century French will be interested in an excerpt from his descrip-

tion of this affliction not only on account of the picture that it

draws, but also because of its fascinating spelling:
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El teUement se esprini Iodide moladie en noz trois navires, que

& la my febrier
,
dt cent dix hommes que nous estions, il n’y en avoyt

pas dix sains
,
tellement que Vun ne pouvoyt secourir Vaultre

,
qui

estoit chose piteuse d veoyr, consciderS le lieu oil nous estions.

In later years scurvy occurred in Ireland in inverse ratio to

the success of the potato crop, during the Franco-Prussian War

it ravaged both the French military and civil populations, and

from 1914 to 1918 it existed extensively in Russia, Rumania, and

Mesopotamia.

One of the outstanding medical discoveries of all times was

made by James Lind, a Scots surgeon in the British Navy.

In 1747, while aboard E.MS. Salisbury
,
he was much dis-

tressed by the prevalence of scurvy amongst the crew, who like

other sailors had been subsisting on salt meat, hard bread,

and stale water. He therefore selected twelve men, all equally

sick, from among his patients and divided them into six groups

of two each. Five pairs he treated with the remedies then in

vogue; the sixth he subjected to a new regimen. To the first pair

he gave a quart of cider daily; to the second, twenty-five drops

of dilute sulphuric acid in water; to the third, two teaspoonfuls

of vinegar; to the fourth, a quart of sea water; to the fifth, a pill

containing garlic, mustard seed, radish, balsam of Peru, and gum

myrrh; but to the sixth he gave one lemon and two oranges. In

six days the sailors who had received the fruit had recovered so

completely that one man was returned to duty and the other was

retained as a nurse to care for the men who were still sick. It

required some time for the British Admiralty to appreciate the

value of Lind’s discovery — about forty-eight years, in fact—
but eventually the use of lime juice was made compulsory not

only in the navy but on merchant ships as well. As a consequence

ships flying the Union Jack came to be known in the ports of the

world as ‘ lime-juicers’ and their sailors as ‘ limeys/

Vitamin C, or ascorbic acid, is found in the juice of citrus

fruits, in green leaves and shoots, and in tubers. Among animal
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foods it occurs in brain and liver, and to a less extent in muscle,

but it is absent from fat. No one who is on an adequate, well-

balanced diet need fear scurvy, or in fact any vitamin-deficiency

disease; for such a diet contains all the essential vitamins. De-

spite this fact, such is the power of pseudo-medical advertising

that the gullible American public spends yearly millions of dol-

lars at the drugstores for miraculous capsules and pills that con-

tain nothing more than they have already paid for when they

bought their food from the grocer and the butcher.

During the past few years there have been two women at the

Lying-in Hospital who had taken apiol to end their pregnancies

in the early months. Apiol is made from parsley and should,

therefore, be innocent enough, but unfortunately a chemical

substance called tri-orthocresyl phosphate sometimes appears in

it during its manufacture. Whenever this occurs it may cause a

severe and persistent multiple neuritis which produces pain in

the extremities followed by paralyses and wasting— a crippling

condition that may last a year or more. Exactly the same effect

was brought about by the same substance in the cases of Jamaica

ginger poisoning that occurred during the prohibition era, and

in France some years ago when creosote was used to treat tuber-

culosis.

The pregnant state does not engender in all women the raptur-

ous joy traditionally associated with this condition; indeed, there

are some who view the future with a sour visage and a jaundiced

eye. This much may be assumed from the case of Ellen Bean and

from the long list of abortifacients that I have mentioned. Be it

said, however, to the credit of the medical profession that many

of its members cherish a trustful and optimistic attitude toward

womankind, and that therefore many a doctor called to see a

pregnant woman who presents peculiar symptoms not only fails

to ask her if she has taken anything to bring about a miscarriage,

but he does not even suspect her of it; which proves that chivalry

is not dead. But there are others who under such circumstances
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are beset by lingering— albeit unworthy— suspicions, for in

the past their faith has been rudely violated.

There are in the United States each year a large number of

women— about four hundred and twenty-five thousand, accord-

ing to Dr. Taussig of St. Louis, who has written extensively upon

the subject— that waste no time on foolish drugs and that re-

sort to mechanical or operative abortions, and of this large num-

ber about nine thousand die; a death rate of approximately two

per cent, to say nothing of the invalidism that may result in those

that survive. Sometimes they abort themselves, or elicit the aid

of friends who know all about such matters, passing catheters,

slippery-elm sticks, orangewood sticks, hairpins, nail files, or

buttonhooks into their uteri. These amateurs, of course, know

nothing of surgical cleanliness, and infection is almost the rule.

Those who go to professional abortionists fare better, because

the men who operate on them have the advantage of long ex-

perience. Moreover, since a death following a criminal abortion

in most states is murder, the men who perform them take all

possible steps to protect themselves. A criminal abortion in itself

is punishable by a very heavy penalty; but it is difficult to prose-

cute a man who performs one, because the chief witness — the

patient— is deterred from testifying against him not only be-

cause of the publicity involved, but because in many states she

is adjudged guilty of conspiracy if he is convicted. On the other

hand, if she should die, an antemortem statement by her is usu-

ally enough to convict him.

A woman who visits an abortionist brings with her a consid-

erable sum of money in cash — checks are not accepted. She

may see the operator, or she may not. He then stretches the

mouth of the uterus and removes its contents with a curette,

usually without anesthesia; or he may insert a catheter in it.

She is then sent home, or is kept for a day or so in one of the

rooms he maintains for the purpose. After she leaves she is told

not to appeal to him again under any circumstance; if she has a
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hemorrhage or becomes infected he will say that he has never

heard of her, and she will be compelled to call in a regular prac-

titioner or seek refuge in a public hospital. In such an event if

the doctor or the hospital has reason to believe that a criminal

abortion has been committed, it is their duty to notify the police,

whereupon the affair becomes a matter of public record.

Medical ethics permit a physician to empty the uterus of any

patient if he believes that continuation of her pregnancy would

endanger her life or health. Many state laws expressly mention

these exceptions, others are ambiguous, and a few make no

statement on the subject; but the common practice is to hold the

doctor guiltless if the operation is performed for these reasons

and in good faith. Here, as on many occasions in the practice of

medicine, consultation reassures the patient and protects the

physician
;
and some states require it. Owing, however, to a better

knowledge of the effect of pregnancy on certain diseases and be-

cause of improvements in treatment, therapeutic abortion, as it

is called, is not often necessary. It should be noted that the law

does not countenance abortions performed for sociological reasons,

such as poverty or illegitimacy.

In 1920 Russia legalized social abortion for any woman who

had borne one child or more, if the last infant was over six months

old and she was not more than twelve weeks pregnant. No
woman gravid for the first time was eligible except for medical

indications. The reasons given by the women who presented

themselves at the abortaria were, in the order of frequency: finan-

cial distress, the longing for economic independence, the wish to

participate in social and political life, and the desire to avoid

domesticity. The death rate was low, as might be expected, since

the operations were all performed by experts under official super-

vision; and criminal abortions disappeared in the cities. But in

sixteen years the government reversed its policy and closed the

abortaria
,
giving as its reasons the improved conscience of the

people and their higher cultural and material level. Its real
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reasons, however, were quite different. One series of cases showed

that over three quarters of the women under thirty-five remained

sterile, and that about half of all patients developed chronic in-

flammation of their pelvic organs. Moreover, one woman in

seven bled or showed evidences of pelvic infection within ten

days. Legalized abortion, therefore, is not the answer to the

criminal abortion problem. The only expedient that will lower

the loss of life and lessen the impairment of health that follows

this practice is birth control openly and legally practiced; for as

long as there are unwanted pregnancies, so long will women

attempt to rid themselves of them.



V
Children of CNo One

in 1874 we find these notes in Mrs. Higgins’s journal:

Nov. 14, Sunday. Quite a novel affair occurred. Marie Schultz

(German) went out this p.m. to be married.

Nov. 15. Marie Schultz taken sick but not confined.

Nov. 16. Marie Schultz confined— a boy.

Thus within seventy-two hours Marie became a bride, a

mother, and the parent of an indubitably legitimate child; for

according to law it is not the fact of conception but the fact of

birth that determines the legitimacy of the offspring. Even had

she missed the nuptial boat— as she almost did — she could

have boarded it at a later port, because a subsequent marriage

at any time to the father of her child would have erased the

stigma of bastardy. There are few human relationships where

the magic of a ceremony works so great a spell.

Almost everyone thinks he knows what a bastard is; but only

lawyers and some doctors, who in the course of their professional

duties have had to do with unmarried mothers, understand the

delicate nuances that surround this vigorous word. If a studious

gentleman of frail bodily habit, driving his automobile through

a city street, should fail to see a red stop-light ahead and were to

ram the mudguard of a near-by truck, its driver— a burly fellow

and possessed, as many such are, of a vulgar vocabulary— might

and very likely would address this term to him. The studious

gentleman would most probably consider the appellation to be

one primarily of disapprobation strongly tinctured with personal

dislike, but he would not assume that it was essentially a renec-
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tion upon the chastity of his mother, whom the truck driver,

being a total stranger, could never have met. The term, then,

in the language of the street, which is not always that of the

lexicons, is used to describe an individual who is innately and

deliberately mean— a willfully ornery person— and when so

used the question of base birth, while strongly suggested, is not

necessarily its primary implication. A phrase often used under

similar circumstances, and practically interchangeably, indicates

direct and immediate descent on the distaff side from the canine

family and has much the same import. Thus reflecting, the

studious gentleman would probably refrain from seeking satis-

faction by personal violence upon the truck driver— which

perhaps would be just as well.

Although this word has a hearty Anglo-Saxon ring, it is to Old

French that we owe its derivation from fils de hasty meaning ‘son

of a pack saddle.’ The apparent obscurity of such an origin is

clarified when we recall that during the Middle Ages muleteers

were accustomed to pass the nights in the courtyards of inns
k

using their pack saddles as pillows; this fact, combined with the

lenient attitude that prevailed then on the part of tavern maids

and kitchen wenches, inspired the coinage of the word. In legal

parlance a bastard is, in brief, an illegitimate child: that is, one

neither begotten nor born in lawful wedlock; one born of a spin-

ster, or of a widow whose husband has been dead so long a time

as to make it impossible for him to be the father; or one born of a

married woman when proof positive is produced that the paternity

is other than the husband’s.

But although a child bom in one country may be legitimate,

according to the law of another nation under the same circum-

stances it may be an unqualified bastard; and the same dis-

crepancy may exist between different states in our Union. In

prewar Austria a child born within three hundred and seventeen

days after the death or departure of the husband was considered

legitimate, but Germany lowered the limit to three hundred and
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two days and France and Switzerland to three hundred. The

United States and England have no laws of this nature; but our

country, ever generous to American womanhood, has on occasions

judicially allowed a limit to legitimacy of three hundred and

seventeen days. On the other hand, the English, being more

conservative or less trustful, have refused to be satisfied with

anything over three hundred and seven. According to old English

law, however, the presumption is conclusive that the husband is

the father of the child if at the supposed time of conception he was

‘within the four seas’ surrounding Great Britain— a presump-

tion which assumed on his part the geographical opportunity at

least for sporadic cohabitation and chivalrously bestowed upon

his wife the benefit of the doubt.

Now let us consider the case of John Doe and his wife Jane.

They have lived together in South Carolina as man and wife for

over five years, but being poor and shiftless they have never

troubled to go through the marriage ceremony before a minister

or a justice of the peace. Their two children are legitimate be-

cause theirs is a ‘common-law’ marriage and is recognized as

such in that state. When they go to Raleigh, however, where John

expects to find work!on the W.P.A., the baby that Jane is carry-

ing will be illegitimate, because in North Carolina common-law

marriages are void. Moreover, there are at least nine other states

where John and Jane would find themselves in the same fix.

Again, let us observe the predicament of Richard Roe. In 1906

Richard, an Englishman, having been a widower for several years,

had grown attached to his wife’s sister, Ruth. They wished to

marry, but the ‘deceased wife’s sister law,’ upheld by the in-

fluence of the Established Church, warned him that not only

could he not marry her, but that if he did so clandestinely their

issue would be illegitimate. Richard and Ruth, therefore, as be-

came devout Anglicans, remained single until after 1907, when

this amazing law was repealed. They were then married with

benefit of clergy; their child was begotten legally, conceived in
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sanctity, and born in blessed wedlock. But even more bizarre

was the edict of Pericles of Athens, which provided that to be

legitimate a child must not only have been born to legally united

parents but both of them must have been Athenians; and he

forthwith ordered that five thousand bastards, thus created by

decree, should be sold as slaves. However, he suspended the

rules for the benefit of his own illegitimate son by Aspasia, which

indicates what a dictator could do in those days.

Almost all countries recognize the legitimacy of a child that

is bom in wedlock regardless of when it was conceived. More-

over, almost all countries— particularly those whose legal in-

heritance is derived from the Roman civil law, such as Scotland,

Continental Europe, and South and Central America— allow

legitimation of a child bom out of wedlock by the subsequent

marriage of its parents. Most of our states and the Province of

Quebec hold the same view. This attitude is in keeping with

humanitarian principles; for, as we shall see, the legitimate child

has a great physical and moral advantage over the illegitimate.

Until the passage of the Illegitimacy Act of 1927, however, in

England a child bom out of wedlock could never have been any-

thing but illegitimate. Once a bastard, always a bastard, said

the English stoutly in their forthright fashion. In general, the

English law recognized no relationship between the mother and

the child except her duty to take care of it, and no relationship

on the father’s part except his obligation to support it, if paternity

could be established. The historical basis for these requirements

is set forth in 18 Elizabeth 3, 1575-1576, which begins: ‘ Concern-

ing bastards begotten and bom out of lawful matrimony (an

offense against God’s law and man’s law) the said bastards be-

ing now left to be kept at the charges of the parish where they

were born, to the great burden of the same parish, and in de-

frauding of the relief of the impotent and aged true poor of the

same parish, and to the evil example and encouragement of lewd

life, etc.’ The main purpose of this act was not in any way to
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provide for the immediate care of illegitimate children or for

their future welfare, but solely to place the burden of support

upon the mother and the reputed father. Although today a child

born out of wedlock in England may be legitimized by the sub-

sequent marriage of his parents, he still remains a bastard if one

of them was married to a third person at the time of his birth.

There are two kinds of law: the statute or written law, or, as

Blackstone calls it, the lex scripta
;
and the common or unwritten

law, the lex non scripta. The common law is based on customs

which originate in the general wisdom and experience of mankind;

such laws are established by the decisions of courts and become

binding as precedents. The statute or written law, however,

always modifies or supersedes the common law. The English

common law, upon which ours was originally based, regards the

bastard as filius nullius— ‘the child of no one/ His parents are

under no essential obligations to him, and they need not support

him unless they are directed to do so by the courts so that he

will not become a public charge. He has no legal name unless

he requires one by reputation, nor has he any right of inheritance.

If he dies intestate his property, if he possesses any, will revert

to the state. On the other hand, he is subject to all the duties

and obligations of other citizens. It is thus evident that the

bastard is penalized legally at the outset for a situation which was

not of his creation.

Thus says the common law; but in this country, beginning with

Virginia in 1785, provisions have been made by statutes so that

the former legal disabilities of the illegitimate child have disap-

peared. In both New York and Massachusetts, for example, the

records of adoption proceedings must not show whether the child

is legitimate or illegitimate; and in Massachusetts, by the Acts

of 1938, not only must the birth record of an adopted child be

amended so that he appears as the natural child of the adoptive

parents, but illegitimate children who have had their names

changed may have their birth records altered to agree with the
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names decreed by the court. In this state also the birth records

of illegitimate children are impounded and are not open to public

inspection. These wise and humane provisions have removed

the stigma that so often comes to light when birth records must be

produced to enable a child to attend the public schools or to

obtain a passport. Some states— notably Alabama, Georgia,

and Mississippi— even allow legitimation without marriage; but

on the other hand Louisiana, one of the first states to allow legi-

timation after marriage, discriminates against what it calls

‘
adulterous or incestuous bastards/ which does not seem un-

reasonable.

One of the few federal laws upon the subject of illegitimacy was

passed to cover the case of the Mormons. Although there was

never any evidence that the Latter Day Saints failed to provide

well for their several wives and numerous progeny, the idea of

polygamy has always been repugnant to the general American

public. The Federal Government, therefore, forbade this prac-

tice in 1882 on the ground that it was bigamy, which in a statu-

tory sense it was; but the same authority provided that all Mor-

mon children born prior to January 1, 1883, should be declared

legitimate, which seems a trifle inconsistent. The Saints, par-

ticularly those who lived in the rural communities of Utah,

resisted vigorously; but severe penalties were provided for dis-

obedience, and within eight years four hundred and sixty-eight

persons were convicted of polygamy or unlawful cohabitation.

Polygamy, or more correctly polygyny (more than one wife),

was no original notion of the Mormons, for it has existed in all

climes and among all races; until recently it flourished in China

and in Turkey, and many of the heroes of the Old Testament

boasted of large numbers of wives and concubines. Take the case

of David. The slayer of Goliath and the conqueror of the Philis-

tines reigned in Hebron as King of Israel for seven years and six

months; during this time he had six sons by six different wives.

His thirty-three-year reign in Jerusalem was less productive, for
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he had only nine sons more: four of them by Bathshua, the daugh-

ter of Ammiel; the others by persons unrecorded. There were also

an unspecified number of sons by concubines, as well as Tamar,

a daughter. The exploits of David, however, were dwarfed by

those of his son, Solomon. In the First Book of Kings we learn

that ‘King Solomon loved many strange women, together with

the daughter of Pharaoh, women of the Moabites, Ammonites,

Edomites, Zidonians, and Hittites; . . . and he had seven hundred

wives, princesses, and three hundred concubines . . .

.

9

Since the Mormons had ample Scriptural authority for plural

marriages, the attitude of the Federal Government and the rest

of the United States seemed to them, with some reason, to be

irreligious as well as Puritanical. In leaving the subject of poly-

gamy let us recall the comment of Tacitus upon the Germans,

‘Almost alone among barbarians they are content with one wife.’

Legal action under the bastardy laws of the several states

usually follows these successive steps: a complaint to the court

by the mother or by certain designated public officials; then an

inquiry, and if sufficient proof is produced against the accused

man, an order of affiliation, which declares him to be the father

and requires him to pay for support of the child. Some idea of

the expense of maintaining an illegitimate child, for anyone who

is interested purely from a detached point of view, may be

obtained from the law in Illinois, where it costs a hundred dollars

the first year, and not over fifty dollars annually for the next nine

years— in total about five hundred and fifty dollars, not to

mention lawyers’ fees. Failure to pay means a sentence to jail.

Although proceedings in bastardy are civil actions in most states,

in Pennsylvania, Nevada, and Massachusetts the begetting of an

illegitimate child is a misdemeanor, and such cases are tried in

the criminal courts. Moreover, in Pennsylvania the male culprit

is in addition charged with fornication, which has a nasty sound.

The proof of paternity, naturally, depends largely upon the

testimony of the mother; but her statements, for reasons which
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we need not discuss, do not always convict. Suits have been

brought many times against innocent but possibly indiscreet

individuals to extort blackmail or to obtain money under false

pretenses, but fear of the penalty for perjury has often deterred

the lying complainant and all but the most daring and unscrupu-

lous of lawyers. A recent scientific blood test, which should be

used in all disputed cases, will show with exactitude that the

accused man could or could not have been the father, or that he

could not possibly have been the father. In other words, it may

or may not exonerate but it cannot convict.

The illegitimate child is indeed the child of no one. Depending

upon the community in which she lives or upon her social en-

vironment, the unwed mother is either ostracized or tolerated,

but her child’s chances for normal development are handicapped

from the beginning. No other human being is so unjustly com-

pelled to pay so bitter a price for a sin that he did not commit.

His chances of dying in early infancy are about twice those of a

legitimate child. According to most authorities this results from

faulty regulation of his diet by the ignorant mother, lack of

financial support from the father— whose whereabouts are

usually unknown — and the frequent necessity of placing him

where he can be cared for cheaply while his mother works. Ex-

perience shows that unless the mother marries— in which event

he has as good a chance of survival as if he were legitimate— he

would do better if she were to die and he were to be placed in an

orphan asylum. Illegitimate boys that grow up are more likely

to become criminals; illegitimate girls are more prone to develop

into prostitutes. Although the low environment in which many

of them live undoubtedly is a large factor, the effect of heredity

on character is as strong here as among children more happily

bom. Galton’s law of ancestral inheritance, which states that

each parent contributes on the average one quarter of each in-

herited faculty and each grandparent one sixteenth, is probably

the most potent influence. For this reason the adoptive parents
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of an illegitimate child will do well to find out all they can about

its mother and, if possible, its father. Even so they are buying

a pig in a poke.

By this time it should be clear that the institution of marriage

is responsible for the existence of illegitimacy; or, to put it other-

wise, if there were no weddings there would be no bastards.

Lest it appear that this statement not only condones free love

but also favors the begetting of children who are ‘ conceived in

sin and shaken in iniquity/ let me hasten to affirm that marriage

in our state of society is a most desirable and even a necessary

condition, for it was designed to secure from the husband re-

sponsibility for his marital partner and her children and to insure

their security and protection. What we know as civilization to-

day would be impossible without it. But as the bearing of an

illegitimate child directly injures no one but the unfortunate

mother herself, or ultimately her child, if it should fail to become

legitimized, it is difficult to see that she has committed any great

sin against society. Moreover, the frequency of illegitimacy in a

community is by no means an index of its immorality; it may be

rather a measure of its ignorance of methods of contraception

and the scarcity or inactivity of its abortionists. Neither does a

change in the illegitimacy rate of one city over a period of years

carry conviction. For instance, in 1913 the illegitimacy rate for

Boston was 4.4 per cent; recently it was estimated to be about

5.2 per cent. This does not mean that extramarital cohabitation

in this particular city has increased only 0.8 per cent in the last

twenty-eight years; everyone knows that it has increased much

more not only here but all over the country as well. In the whole

of Massachusetts, including the metropolis, the rate is only about

1.5 per cent, but this does not brand Boston as the Sodom of the

state; it merely indicates that there are more hospital facilities

and less publicity in a large city for the care of unmarried women

than there are elsewhere. Figures for other cities and states are

comparable to those of Boston and Massachusetts except where
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there is a large Negro population, and in every such instance the

statistics for the white and the colored population are noted

separately, which is only just.

History testifies that the bar sinister is not always a hurdle

to success in life, or even to great fame. Robert Burton says in

his Anatomy of Melancholy ,

1 Almost in every kingdom the most

ancient families have been at first princes’ bastards; their worthi-

est captains, best wits, bravest spirits in all annals, have been

base bom.’ William the Conqueror was the illegitimate son of

Robert, Duke of Normandy, and of Arlette, a tanner’s daughter;

Jean Dunois, the son of Louis, Duke of Orleans, and of Marietta

d’Enghien, the wife of the Lord of Cauny, helped Jeanne d’Arc

to drive the English out of France; John of Austria, the son of

the Emperor Charles V and of Barbara Blomberg, a spinster, de-

feated the Turks at the naval battle of Lepanto in 1571 and took

or killed thirty thousand of the enemy. Probably the most versa-

tile bastard that ever lived was Leonardo da Vinci, the love-child

of Ser Piero d’Antonio, a Florentine notary, and of Catarina, a

peasant woman. Every student of American history knows that

Alexander Hamilton was bom at Charles Town on the Island of

Nevis in the British West Indies and was the illegitimate son of

a Scottish trader, James Hamilton, and of Rachel Levine, a lady

of French Huguenot descent who had been separated from her

husband. On his tombstone in Trinity Churchyard in New York

are written the words,
4

incorruptible integrity,’ which is a fine

thing to have said about anyone, bastard or not.

There are few obstetricians of experience who have not at some
" time been approached for the procurement of a supposititious

child. A number of years ago there appeared in my office an

elderly couple from a remote New England town. I recall little

of the husband, for he differed in no way from the average Yankee

who still exists in large numbers in this part of the country. His

wife, however, made a lasting impression not only because of the

ingenuity and determination that she revealed later but because
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of her appearance, for she was one of the homeliest women that

up to that time I had ever seen. They opened the conversation

by telling me that they wished to adopt a child. I informed them

that I thought they would have no difficulty in fulfilling their

desire, since there were several agencies and doctors in Boston

who took a particular interest in obtaining children for this pur-

pose. I was about to supply them with such information when

I happened to mention that it would of course be necessary to

obtain the services of a lawyer, because adoption was a legal

process and required the agency of a court of law. I also told

them that the department of the state government which con-

trolled adoptions would find it necessary to make inquiries in

their home town regarding the nature of their family and their

ability to support the child.

As soon as I had made this statement I saw them exchange

glances. After some hesitation and a protracted pause the lady

then informed me that such an investigation would be quite out

of the question. She went on to explain with considerable frank-

ness and gradually diminishing embarrassment that a wealthy

relative of her husband had recently died, leaving a considerable

fortune. This property had been willed to any child that they

might have, but it must be a child of their issue, flesh of their

flesh; and an adopted infant would not fulfill the requirements.
1However/ said she, ‘the matter is really very simple. I shall

let it be known in my town that in a number of months I am

going to have a baby. I have provided myself with a set of pads

of my own manufacture, graduated in size, and when the proper

time comes I shall insert a new and larger pad each month be-

neath my clothing. Several weeks before the baby is supposed to

be due I shall come to Boston wearing the largest pad. At the

time when the baby is supposed to be bom you will obtain an

illegitimate child, which in the due course of time I shall take

home and pass off as my own. It will not be necessary to adopt

the baby, and no one will be the wiser/
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At this point I could only gaze at the lady in amazement. Not

only, as I have said, was she exceedingly plain in appearance,

being tall, skinny, and raw-boned; but I surmised from her

obvious age that, as was the case with Sarah, it had * ceased to be

with her as with other women ’ and that she had reached the

point when the bearing of a child was a physiological impos-

sibility. It seemed to me that if she planned to disarm the sus-

picions of the women in her town — and suspicion in small New
England communities is carried to the point of a fine art— she

was more than optimistic.

When I had recovered from my astonishment I told her that

I was afraid that I could not help her and, to be frank, that the

whole scheme seemed to me a conspiracy to defraud the rightful

heirs. She replied that I need have no fear and that no one would

ever know about it. She also hastened to add that I would be

well paid for my help, and she mentioned a sum of such a size

that for the moment it almost shook my faith in my own honesty.

I managed to reply, however, that while her offer was a most

flattering one I prized my liberty still more, and that much to

my regret I should have to decline with thanks. We parted the

best of friends; she no doubt marveling at my lack of business

acumen, and I full of wonder at her ingenuity and her com-

plete lack of honesty.

When the hospital was opened in 1832, it was specifically

stated that ‘no patient would be recommended for admission

unless a married woman or one recently widowed, and known to

be of good moral character.’ Although a search through the

register of the old house in Washington Street fails to reveal a

single patient whose morals to the outward eye would not with-

stand the most acid of tests, there seemed to be among them an

unduly large number of young widows, which would lead one

to conclude that the mortality among Boston husbands in those

days must have been alarming. Moreover, not a few patients

reported that their husbands were at sea. Since Boston was then
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at the height of the clipper era, this may well have been true; or

again it may not have been. Even so, one gets the distinct im-

pression that on occasions the innocence of the trustees was

rudely violated. For instance, we find this statement in their

records:

One case of successful imposition has been practiced early upon

the Institution by a woman admitted under the name of Mrs.

Cook. She was brought to the hospital by a lady of high standing

who is understood to be an active and influential member of the

Home for Aged Females, and recommended to the Committee

as an object worthy of charity. Facts have, however, subse-

quently come to the knowledge of the Committee which prove

conclusively that she is a woman of the most abandoned char-

acter— her child bears unmistakable marks of Ethiopian pa-

ternity.

In 1844 the trustees began to find the shield and buckler of

virtue growing heavy. Indigent and respectable women did not

like to have their babies in hospitals; the others, according to the

trustees, should go to South Boston. They could have filled the

hospital with candidates for the House of Industry, but they did

not believe that women of that sort should be encouraged to have

babies. They did, however, deliver themselves of a philosophical

reflection which indicates that conditions then were not far dif-

ferent from those of our own time.

Our Institution was intended for the virtuous and a question

arises whether the twelve gentlemen and Ladies Caretakers of

this Institution might not effect a larger amount of usefulness by

some devotion to the wicked and vicious— the committee would

not propose any scheme, because none such is matured, but the

fact, that the vicious are so much more numerous than the virtu-

ous, affords an opportunity for reflection and consideration to all

Institutions, whose object is to benefit and improve humanity.

This realistic outlook on human nature, however, led to no

change in hospital policy. The authorities apparently decided

not to pander to frail womanhood
;
so when they moved into the
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new hospital on Springfield Street they found themselves, as

regards the dearth of patients, in exactly the same situation as

they were before. Respectability— particularly indigent re-

spectability— proved to be a poor substitute for volume of

clientele, and the hospital was forced to close its doors.

When Dr. Richardson and Dr. Tuck reopened the hospital, this

time at 24 McLean Street, Boston had come to take a more

liberal view of Sin. Times were prosperous, and during such

periods society is usually less occupied with the soul. The trustees

in their new by-laws said nothing about married women or those

recently widowed, and they failed to mention the necessity for

high moral standards. It was tacitly understood, however, that

a woman should not be accepted as a patient if the hospital knew

her to be illegitimately pregnant the second time— apparently

they felt that such a thing should not be allowed to grow into a

habit. The two doctors, moreover, were not at all concerned with

morals and they refrained from encouraging the trustees to think

much about them; their aim was to launch again the hospital

upon its career with a sufficient number of patients, respectable

or otherwise, to ensure its successful operation. As the result of

this policy the fact that during the first five years over half the

patients were illegitimately pregnant caused little excitement.

In 1877, however, one of the trustees, a banker, suddenly

awakened to what was going on. In a burst of moral indignation

he declared that he would feel more interest in the hospital if it

did not provide a refuge for those who wished to hide their shame,

and he thought that it failed to receive the hearty sympathy of

the public because many believed that it offered encouragement

to vice. He also doubted if a charitable trust could be used for

this purpose. Dr. Tuck answered him by giving
‘

instances of

women who had been saved from ruin, retrieved their mis-steps,

and recovered an honorable position.’ The banker heatedly re-

plied that he did not think it was the business of the hospital to

save women from ruin or from the consequences of their sins and
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to permit them ‘ to go back to the world to live a lie.
, The amount

of venom that he showed against these illegitimately pregnant

girls as a class makes one wonder if he were in a position to cast

the first stone. Dr. Homans, another trustee, said that in his

mind the only duty of a lying-in hospital was to care for the

women, regardless of their morals, who applied to it for their con-

finement; and after this sensible remark the matter was allowed

there to rest.

With the passage of time and the development of a broader

outlook toward human nature, as well as with a falling illegiti-

macy rate, the attitude of the governing board of the hospital

toward the unmarried mother was changed. Up to fifteen years

ago, for instance, a line was drawn in red ink beneath the name

of each unmarried woman as it appeared on the identification

card at the foot of her bed. In hospital parlance these patients

were known as ‘ red-liners.’ A curious medical student once asked

the significance of this, and on being told its meaning inquired

if it was also the custom to hang a red lantern on the foot of each

such patient’s bed at night. Moreover, unmarried patients were

allowed no men visitors during their stay in the hospital. These

two distinguishing features branded them in the eyes of the other

women, who, secure in their married virtue, made the most on

every occasion of their own moral superiority. These relics of

barbarism, however, have been done away with, and there now

are few in the hospital who know whether a woman is married

or not. Aside from the house staff and the social service depart-

ment, this matter is kept a secret, and all patients are addressed

as Mrs. Jones, Mrs. Smith, Mrs. Robinson, or whatever their

surnames may be. When a patient is married the ceremony

occurs in the chapel in the basement of the hospital instead of in

the wards as was the old custom, thus making up in privacy what

it lacks in festivity.

In sixty-eight years the percentage of unmarried mothers at

the hospital has fallen from fifty-two to two. Since birth control
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is illegal in Massachusetts, the reader may convince himself by

a simple arithmetical calculation — if he still believes in statistics

on illegitimacy— that, whatever may be the case with the

women of Boston in general, the present patients in the Boston

Lying-in Hospital are twenty-six times more moral than were

their great-grandmothers.



VI
SMore Stately lMansions

during the century covered by this narrative there have been

remarkable advances in medicine; all of them have led humanity

toward a fuller civilization because they have resulted only in

the preservation of life and health. Some of those discoveries

which we commonly regard as most useful to mankind— the

internal-combustion engine, the aeroplane, the telegraph, the

telephone, and the radio— although they have provided easy

transportation, aided agriculture, and made verbal communica-

tion with any part of the world almost instantaneous, in the last

two years have been the perverted means of raining destruction

upon thousands of innocent people and of facilitating the whole-

sale dissemination of lies. But the gifts of medicine have worked

no mischief upon any human being, nor can they ever be misused

for such a purpose. We have attended the birth of anesthesia,

and we have seen how antisepsis and asepsis have almost elimi-

nated what had been the great epidemic scourge of childbirth.

We have witnessed the discovery of the diphtheria bacillus and

beheld an antitoxin provided to cure the disease it causes; and

we have seen the bacillus of tuberculosis identified. In com-

paratively recent years a knowledge of how this micro-organism

destroys the tissues of the lungs has enabled doctors to effect

cures, by prolonged rest and nutritious diet, in cases that would

formerly have been believed hopeless. Soon there followed the

discovery of the tetanus bacillus and the preparation of an anti-

toxin against it, without which modem warfare would be even

more horrible than it is. The use of thyroid extract in myxedema
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has changed the dull people who have this disease back into

intelligent human beings, and its employment in cretins— a type

of idiot— has restored even them to a certain degree of normality.

Although long before our story begins mercury was used for the

treatment of syphilis, it has now been largely supplanted by the

newer arsenical drugs, which are more effective. The discovery

of the causes and of means of preventing yellow fever and malaria

has made life in the tropics safer; without this knowledge the

building of the Panama Canal would have been impossible.

Infantile diarrhea, which each summer took the lives of thousands

of babies who were fed infected milk, has been practically elimi-

nated by pasteurization. Radium and X-ray now check the course

of cancer, insulin enables diabetics to live for many years in safety,

and the feeding of liver in pernicious anemia has rendered the

treatment of that disease so satisfactory that few die of it.

Advances in the treatment of the deficiency diseases have been

no less remarkable. Scurvy, as we have seen, can be prevented

by the use of lime, lemon, or orange juice. Rickets responds to the

administration of vitamin D, pellagra to nicotinic acid, and

beriberi to vitamin Bi. The most recent and perhaps the most

brilliant chapter in therapeutics concerns the use of the sulfa

drugs. In epidemic meningitis their use is promising, in strepto-

coccus infections startling, and in lobar pneumonia almost

miraculous.

Can either the law or the ministry show comparable achieve-

ments? Is justice for the innocent poor any more certain, or is

punishment for the wealthy malefactor any more swift, than it

was a hundred years ago? How many lawyers serve the indigent

without charge? Can the clergy fill their churches and inspire

faith and good works any better now? On the contrary, the

Church, which should form public opinion, has for years been

content to follow it; even the largest and most highly organized

Christian sect has missed the greatest opportunity presented in

centuries when it failed to declare itself against the godless
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tyranny that now dominates a great part of Continental Europe.

‘Honour the physician with the honour due unto him for the

uses which ye may have of him. , So wrote Jesus Ben Sira, the

son of Sirach. The usefulness of the doctor, then, is his mark of

distinction, and the wish to spend his life in a useful manner is

probably the closest approach to altruism that most physicians

achieve. There are some, undoubtedly, who hear the call to

minister to humanity as a sacred duty, and if they are sincere

they are worthy of special respect; but an intimate acquaintance

with the medical profession leads me to believe that the average

doctor has neither more nor less nobility of character than has

the average decent citizen of the same breeding, environment,

and education; he simply happens to be more interested than

are they in helping people to get well; that is his work, and he

loves it, but it is not his religion. As a class doctors are independ-

ent people. A doctor usually works for himself
;
he wears no man’s

collar unless he is hired to work for a medical clinic, or unless

he is a fashionable practitioner who toadies to the rich and so

has passed under the golden yoke. Indeed, if it were not for the

responsibility that every physician feels toward his patients, he

would be as free as a bird in the air to go and come when he

pleased and to take long vacations. If he has any doubt about

the high degrees of personal liberty he enjoys in civilian life,

a service with our armed forces will soon convince him. Patients

may choose any physician they please and dismiss him at their

pleasure, but they are not always aware that the doctor has the

same privileges; there is no law or rule of medical ethics that

compels him to undertake the care of any particular patient, or

that prevents him from retiring— gracefully, of course — from

the case if the individual proves uncooperative or unbearable.

Although this privilege of dismissal is seldom invoked by doctors

except as a last resort, it is frequently exercised by patients.

For instance, the inconstancy of woman is nowhere better shown

than by the ease and frequency with which a mother will change
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her pediatrician. She may tolerate the obstetrician because,

during a long acquaintance lasting many months or several years,

she has become accustomed to his peculiarities; but a baby

specialist is always on thin ice, for if she suspects that he does

not regard her child as his most important patient, he faces

dismissal.

A doctor, like everyone who is busy, needs something foreign

to his vocation to give him pleasure and amusement, for if such

a diversion permits him to forget medicine for a few brief hours,

he can return to it refreshed and stimulated. In almost every

large American city there is a physicians’ orchestra; there is one

in Boston, and although its music may not be of celestial quality

it produces no insistent discords. If the prolonged preliminary

tuning up, which so delighted the mad King of Bavaria, could be

eliminated by all orchestras, and the opening bars could burst

upon the audience from the circumambient ether, so to speak,

it would be an advantage; but then, even the Boston Symphony

cannot avoid that.

Some doctors like to paint, draw, model in clay, or carve in

wood. Since many of them have a marked manual facility and

an easy coordination between the eye and the hand, their sense

of form is usually accurate, although sometimes their perception

of color may be uncanonical, or even heretical. I know several

who paint pleasing landscapes in oil, and at least one who is a

competent portraitist; others of my friends prefer water-color

— that most fickle and treacherous of media— another makes

black-and-white drawings of flowers, rendering every high light,

shadow, and half-tone with rare sympathy, and still another is

an etcher of more than local reputation. I knew an orthopedic

surgeon, a large and vigorous man, who up to the time of his

death modeled charmingly delicate little figures of children;

and another friend, this one a pediatrician, who makes meticulous

carvings in lignum vitae of New England shore birds and paints

them in all the glories of their plumage. The amateur painter in
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oil, be he physician or layman, is blessed with certain rare delights

that are entirely denied to the expert. Imagine him facing a large

canvas, upon which he has made a beginning, set up on an easel

in some space sufficiently commodious to afford him an ample

runway. He mixes some color on his palette, walks boldly up to

his picture, places a generous brushful where he thinks it will

do the most good, and retreats to his starting point. Possibly

the effect is good, possibly not; but however it looks will be a

surprise to him, for if he knew how the color as it lay on his

palette would appear on the canvas he would be an expert and

not an amateur. This pleasant uncertainty, renewed each time

he takes up an experimental brushful, is a never-ending joy; and

no one should go through life without experiencing it. The

amateur, moreover, is happy because he has no reputation to

sustain
;
if the picture is too bad he can put it in the attic or cellar

and forget it as he would one of his minor sins; or if the pamt has

not dried he may give himself complete absolution by scraping it

off with his palette knife, and when the mood is upon him he

may begin again.

Although few, if any, physicians have become great musicians

or artists, many have been such famous writers that the world

has almost forgotten their connection with medicine. The lusty

Rabelais was a doctor; so was Sir Thomas Browne, who wrote

Religio Medici and TJm Burial
;
so was Tobias Smollett, the naval

surgeon who told of bloody doings in the cockpit. The hapless

Oliver Goldsmith, who tried the ministry but was disqualified by

his bishop because he wore scarlet breeches to his ordination,

who failed at the law, and who missed his ship when he was about

to sail for America, practiced medicine for a while; but he was

so bad a doctor that Topham Beauclerc advised him to prescribe

only for his enemies. In America our own Oliver Wendell Holmes,

although he early abandoned practice, taught anatomy at Harvard

Medical School for thirty-five years. Modern editors of medical

journals, who demand from each contributor the barest scientific
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facts expressed in the briefest of terms, have done nothing to

encourage the doctors of the present day in the development of

a literary style. Somerset Maugham and A. J. Cronin, although

trained as physicians, were never great contributors to medical

magazines, and so they have escaped this blighting effect; that

may be why they write so well. Sydenham, whose detailed de-

scription of the gout, drawn from his Own experiences, is a medical

classic, and Sir Thomas Watson, whom we have heard expound

in long, flowing, but clear sentences his views of the infectiousness

of puerperal fever, would have been sore trials to the medical

editors of today, and their contributions would probably have

been rejected because of prolixity. But sometimes Science is a

frowsy bluestocking, and she would be no less attractive for a

snugly fitting bodice, a neat coiffure, and a touch of rouge upon

her cheeks.

There are few doctors who are disappointed in their profession.

Their lives are busy, full of interest, and now and then exciting.

New discoveries concerning the causes of disease, new methods,

new drugs are constantly appearing; what was final six months

ago has already been discarded. The doctor comes to know much

of humanity— much more than does the priest, for in times of

dire stress nothing is hidden from him— he sees men stripped of

their bravado and women shorn of their blandishments; he may

admire the courageous, but it is his greater privilege to comfort

the frightened and discouraged. Some take pleasure in unraveling

an obscure diagnosis, others in the exciting pursuit of an elusive

scientific fact, most in the treatment and recovery of their

patients. But the greatest joy of every true physician is to do

each task well; ‘his eyes look still upon the pattern of the thing

that he maketh; he setteth his mind to finish his work, and watch-

eth to polish it perfectly/

What will medicine be like a century hence? An uninspired

prophet, who owns no crystal ball, can only foretell the harvest

of the future from the gleanings of the past; but he may safely
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predict that the achievements of the last hundred years, because

of the astonishing advancements of science which are now pro-

ceeding at a constantly accelerated pace, will then be counted

insignificant.

As for obstetrics, before long all religious taboos and prohibi-

tions regarding scientific contraception, hitherto enforced by

law in some states through the organized efforts of a minority

group, will be swept aside by the will of an enlightened and demo-

cratic people. Facts being as they are and human nature being

as it is, legalized birth control provides the most generally practi-

cal method for preventing pregnancy when life and health would

be threatened by it; and it supplies the only effective check upon

criminal abortion with its yearly sacrificial toll. Soon also there

will be discovered new and more effective medicines to render

childbirth painless, and thus the pioneer work of Simpson and

Channing will be carried to its completion. Many other and more

remarkable discoveries will be made; in all probability the riddle

of eclampsia will be solved— a riddle which has hitherto puzzled

obstetricians and has even defeated the attempts of those inter-

nists who have confidently taken a few months off from their

other work to settle the matter.

The editor of the Old Farmer’s Almanac does not pretend to

be a prophet or a seer; he merely predicts the weather on each

day for the year to come; and if he is wrong— as frequently

happens— no one in Boston holds him to account, for we have

it on credible meteorological authority that most of New Eng-

land’s weather— and certainly all its bad weather— really

originates in the Mississippi Valley. Even the official oracle on

Blue Hill, surrounded as he is by thermometers, barometers,

wind gauges, and all the paraphernalia of divination, and in

constant communication with the rest of the country by radio

and with the heavens by balloons, is often betrayed by the vaga-

ries of the local climate.

In such a spirit only, then, may one venture to predict the
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nature of the Boston Lying-in Hospital a century from now.

It will remain in essence an institution governed by its past;

Old Bostonian in conservatism, but tempered by New Bostonian

progressiveness; for today the city is joined to the United States

by as many as twenty-four bridges, and the Back Bay and the

many harbor coves have been filled in, so that it has lost its

peninsularity and is now one with the American continent.

Its three hills have sacrificed even more of their altitude, and its

inhabitants in general no longer look down upon the world as

from a slight but definite elevation. There still remain, however,

a few of the old stock, who by virtue of their birth on hallowed

ground still radiate that Conscious sense of effortless superiority
’

which is so annoying to non-Bostonians, but which to a foster

child of this city is an unfailing source of affectionate amusement.

In their worship of their ancestors the Old Bostonians resemble

the Chinese; like them also they have a certain serenity and a

philosophical view of life. There is probably no city in America

whose people have so true a sense of values, where intelligence

is so much respected, and where the mere acquisition of riches

means so little. Perhaps in spite of the changed racial complexion

of its people the great figures of the past still hover in the air

as disembodied spirits, whispering admonitions to the heirs of a

worthy heritage. Similarly in the years to come the shades of

Channing, Putnam, the Storers, and Richardson will also, per-

haps, continue to pervade this hospital; so when each crisis comes

those whose ears are attuned to the wisdom of the past will hear,

no louder but as insistent and distinct as the rustle of leaves on

a summer night, their softly spoken counsel, ‘ Caution, Enterprise,

Fortitude/



VII
Beasts at Ephesus

the snow, which had been coming down since twilight, fell

straight from the sky, for there was not even the whisper of a

wind. It hid the roofs and obscured the lower stories of the city

buildings, so that they could be seen by the faint, haloed glow of

the street lights only indistinctly, as through a curtain of flicker-

ing gauze. So late was the hour that few were abroad; few indeed

were awake except for the night crews in the pressrooms of the

newspapers, the firemen on watch at each engine house, and the

policemen who trudged their way between signal boxes through

the ever deepening snow, taking refuge from time to time in a

sheltered doorway. No sound of wheels or motors was heard;

only occasionally a remote melancholy bellow came from a tug

in the harbor shepherding its tow of barges into their slip. Behind

the hospital a row of automobiles, their noses to the wall, were

fast accumulating a thick white frosting upon their roofs, hoods,

and fenders. Above them, except for a few lighted windows, all

was dark until the eye reached the pale blue glow of the operating

room under the projecting eaves.

On this upper floor the world was much awake. Doctors and

nurses in their white scrub clothes passed rapidly up and down

the corridor, and from time to time some of them pushed aside

the swinging doors of the operating room and entered. There

upon the table, her head lowered and her feet raised, lay a

blanched, haggard, red-haired woman. Her white skin was trans-

lucent, her lips were pale and tinged with blue, and the freckles

left from last summer’s sun, which covered liberally her forehead
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and nose, were sharply defined like greenish copper sequins. At

her right upon a stool sat a large man with gray, hair, whose

heavy-lidded and slightly slanting eyes watched her intently over

his half-moon-shaped operating glasses. His left hand was upon

her pulse, and his right, below the several blankets with which

she was covered, rested upon the dressing over her lower abdo-

men and noted constantly the condition of her recently emptied

uterus. On the other side stood the young resident obstetrician,

also intent upon the patient. Suspended from a high standard

was a conical flask of blood. The outlet at its base was connected

by a rubber tube with an infusion needle inserted in a vein in the

patients left elbow, and interposed in the tube just below the

flask was a glass sight feed within which blood was dripping

steadily. Above the table, set in the ceiling, was a battery of

rectangular lights whence came the pale blue radiance that shone

out through the great window of the operating room upon the

night. Aside from the soft sounds of rubber-shod feet in the

corridor and the occasional muffled thud of the swinging doors as

someone entered or left, it was very quiet. Behind a glass screen

on one side of the room a half-dozen students, also dressed in

white, sat on the double row of seats, their chins cupped in their

hands, watching the patient or dozing.

The woman stirred slightly and looked up at the older man.
‘

Doctor,’ said she, ‘am I going to die?*

There was curiosity in her voice, but no trace of apprehension.

Those who have suffered a severe hemorrhage and still remain

conscious have a strange sense of detachment from reality. They

are aware of the activities about them and of their meaning, and

they sense the anxiety of the doctors and nurses who are making

every effort to overcome a dangerous situation, but they are the

least worried of those in the room. Although they realize the

possibility of death they have no fear of its event, which they face

with an almost oriental equanimity. As long as their mental

faculties abide with them, for unconsciousness alone brings rest-
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lessness, there is no fear, no agony, no frenzy, no struggle to

escape.

The visiting man shook his head and reassured her. ‘Of course

not; we are just watching you because you have lost quite a little

blood. This transfusion we are giving you will do you a lot of

good.
,

Harriet MacDonald had entered the hospital at midnight

bleeding moderately, and it had been found, both by the X-ray

and by an internal examination, that the afterbirth lay over the

mouth of the uterus; so after consultation by telephone with the

visiting man, the resident obstetrician had performed a cesarean

section. A baby boy, in good condition, had been delivered; the

diagnosis of placenta praevia had been correct and the operation

had been well done. Throughout the cesarean section and im-

mediately after it Mrs. MacDonald’s condition had been good,

but during the next hour she began to fail by scarcely perceptible

degrees. Although the uterus had been small and well contracted

when the resident had closed the abdomen, later when he felt

it through the sterile dressings and the abdominal wall he found

that it had ballooned upward and had become soft; and following

injections of pituitary extract and ergot it had contracted only

fitfully and ineffectually. Her pulse rate, which was only slightly

accelerated at the end of the operation, had climbed steadily, and

her blood pressure had fallen. She complained that she could not

get enough air to breathe and asked that the windows be opened.

Not yet alarmed but growing worried, he had again telephoned

the visiting man, who had ordered a transfusion to be given and

had said that he would come to the hospital at once. When he

arrived he found the blood on its way into the patient’s veins

and the telephone operator calling in more donors.

The transfusion had little effect. For a time Mrs. MacDonald’s

blood pressure rose slightly, but her pulse became more rapid.

Her forehead was now bedewed with sweat; and she slipped into

unconsciousness and became restless, sighing deeply, and trying,
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regardless of admonitions to lie quietly and save her strength, to

turn from side to side. A hypodermic injection of morphine did

little to calm her. In spite of more pituitary extract and ergot

the uterus still did not contract properly and the bleeding con-

tinued. The operating room seemed even quieter, but the atmos-

phere was more tense. Presently, coming down the hall could be

heard the rapid click of the glass stirring rod in the beaker as one

of the house officers brought in blood for the second transfusion.

This was added to the small amount left in the flask and started

on its way into the patient’s circulation. Another transfusion,

and another were given. Following each there would be a fleeting

improvement, but the uterus would never harden for more than

a minute or two, and the bleeding still persisted. The blood

pressure continued to fall and the pulse to rise, so that it became

even more rapid and was scarcely perceptible. Mrs. MacDonald’s

appearance also had become more alarming; her face was now

devoid of color, her lips were blue, the pupils of her eyes were

turned upward, and her breathing was shallow. When spoken to

she did not respond; when touched she did not arouse. Her rest-

lessness had gone and she had sunk into a lethargy that could

only end in death, for because of the steady drain -of the un-

checked hemorrhage it was impossible to supply her with enough

blood to keep her alive.

The visiting man arose.

‘We shall have to take her uterus out,’ he said. ‘Keep them

looking for more donors, group them as they come in, and use

them until I tell you to stop.’

As he sat by the patient he had been thinking of what course

he should pursue. He wished, although there had been no reason

for it at the time, that as a precaution against later bleeding the

resident had packed the uterus with gauze at the time of the

operation. He doubted if it would be possible to insert a pack

now through the birth canal, since Mrs. MacDonald had not

been in labor when she had been operated on and therefore the
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mouth of the womb must still be undilated. Because the para-

lyzed uterus had lost all power of contraction, a hysterectomy

now would be the only possible way of saving her life; but he

knew that the shock of the operation might be all that was needed

to kill her. In such a case indeed is * the occasion instant, decision

difficult, experiment perilous.’ Although he realized that upon

his skill and celerity depended the patient’s life, nevertheless he

felt relieved now that he had made his decision, for he had faced

the same situation before and he was as eager to begin as is a

soldier to attack when the order is given to engage the enemy.

He could not let her die without fighting for her life, even though

he might be the means of her destruction.

For the past half-hour under his orders the operating nurse,

swathed in gown, headgear, and mask, her instruments laid out

on a covered table, and her gloved hands wrapped in a sterile

towel, had sat waiting on a stool in a corner of the room. As he

spoke she arose and called to the head nurse, who uncovered her

table
;
and together they counted the gauze sponges that were to

be used in the operation. The visiting man, the resident, and the

senior house officer walked to the long sink at the end of the

room, opened the elbow taps, and started a gush of water which

added a steady undertone to the sounds created by the renewed

activity. The anesthetist, aided by a nurse, wheeled in a gas

machine— a square gray table on casters, surmounted by a

number of vertical gauge tubes each containing a different-

colored liquid, and from which depended a cluster of long blue

and green cylinders. There was a momentary hissing as the

cylinders were opened and the apparatus adjusted. The mask,

connected to the machine by two large corrugated tubes, was

fitted to the patient’s face, and the anesthesia was begun.

Presently the anesthetist said, ‘ 1 can’t get her blood pressure.’

‘Can you get her pulse?’ asked the visiting man.

‘Yes, sir. It is about a hundred and sixty but very weak.’

‘All right, go ahead. Don’t tell me anything about her condi-

tion unless she dies or unless I ask you.’
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‘All right, sir.’

In ten minutes the scrub was finished. The head nurse undid

the binder, arranged the blanket, and removed the upper part

of the dressing. The senior house officer lifted off the remainder

with a sterile instrument and painted the wound and the skin of

the abdomen with iodine. The resident and operating nurse

rapidly draped the patient with sterile towels and sheets, leaving

only the wound exposed. The visiting man stepped to the left

of the patient with the operating nurse beside him and picked up

a pair of forceps and scissors to cut the stitches, while the resi-

dent and senior house officer faced him across the table. The

sleepy students in the seats aroused themselves and stood up so

that they could see better.

In a few seconds he had opened the wound, passed a hand be-

hind the pale, flabby uterus and lifted it onto the surface of the

abdomen. He clamped and cut its supporting ligaments on both

sides, freed the bladder from it and secured the blood vessels

supplying its lower portion; then with a knife he amputated it

and dropped the heavy organ into a basin held out by the nurse,

whose hands sagged momentarily as she received it. He then

replaced the clamps with stitches passed about the arteries. So

far the operation had proceeded silently and had not consumed

more than ten minutes.

‘How is she?’ he asked the anesthetist.

‘No worse.’

He began the closure of the uterine stump, and at once he en-

countered difficulties. Every time the needle passed through the

tissues there was an ooze of blood through the tiny perforations

thus made, for sometimes in a badly exsanguinated person what

little blood remains seems to have lost entirely its clotting power.

Stitch after stitch failed to control this bleeding, which although

slight in amount might well in time be enough to prove fatal if

her abdomen were closed before it had been checked. The visiting

man had begun to sweat, as some surgeons do during operations
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because of intense preoccupation or worry. A nurse stood beside

him wiping his brow and chin.

*How is she now? ’

‘Not so good, sir/ replied the anesthetist. ‘She is breathing

but I can’t get her pulse now and then.’

‘Where’s that next transfusion?’ he asked the head nurse.

‘The blood is almost drawn and Dr. Peterson will bring it

right in.’

‘Well, tell him not to lose any time and to put it in under

pressure.’

Eventually, after what seemed to him a maddening delay, he

succeeded in checking the oozing from the stump and ligaments

by placing overlapping stitches, he wiped the abdomen clean and

searched the operative field for bleeding points. There were none.

‘ Sponge count, please.’

The head nurse had already hung each numbered sponge on its

proper hook on the wall. The closure of the abdominal wall was

proceeding and the transfusion was being pumped in.

‘The sponge count is correct, sir/

The wound was soon stitched, and a small drain was placed to

the stump to act as a tell-tale in the event of further bleeding.

A nurse helped the visiting man out of his gown, revealing his

operating shirt drenched with sweat. He took off his mask, wiped

his forehead with it, and felt for the patient’s pulse at the temple

and wrist as he looked at her face, noting the color of her lips and

skin.

‘Do you get it? ’ he asked the anesthetist.

‘ It’s a hundred and sixty in her arm, and her systolic is sixty-

four, but I can’t get her diastolic.’

The visiting man reached under the blanket and sheets to feel

the patient’s feet.

‘Pretty cold/ he said. ‘How many more donors have you lined

up?’ he asked the assistant resident.

‘We’ve used up all the family that are compatible, as well as

her friends, but we have two professionals.’
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* Good. Give her another one/

Presently the next transfusion was running in. This time it

was effective, for the bleeding had at last been stanched. Now
that the leakage had been stopped, new hemoglobin was carrying

oxygen to her depleted tissues, new protein was holding fluid

within her blood stream, and her fluttering heart had at last

been given something to work upon. Her pulse rate slowed, her

respirations became deeper and regular, her face began to lose

its pallor, and the lobes of her ears became pink. A successful

transfusion in severe hemorrhage achieves the nearest thing to

resurrection those of us who live today are ever likely to see.

Presently she moved her head, opened her eyes, and said,

‘ Doctor, what time is it?*

‘Six o’clock in the morning, Mrs. MacDonald.’ Then turning

to the resident he said :
‘ I think she will make it. Tell her husband

that her condition is better.’

An inaudible sigh of relief swept over the doctors, for they

knew that that particular battle had ended in a victory.

The patient’s pulse had slowed, her blood pressure had risen,

her hands and feet were growing warmer, and the blood was re-

turning to her lips. Leaving orders that the last donor was to be

held and used at once if the blood pressure fell below its present

level, the visiting man went into the surgeons’ room. The stimula-

tion that had sustained him all night had gone and he was tired,

but after a cigarette and the coffee and toast which the head

nurse had brought a grateful sense of relaxation pervaded him.

The house staff, singly and in groups, came in from time to time

and discussed the case, asking what could have been done to

prevent such an accident from happening again. For a few

minutes there would be an animated discussion
;
then they would

lapse into silence as they re-enacted within their minds the events

of the last few hours.

Before long they were interrupted by a knock on the door, and

the night superintendent, immaculate in her cap and starched

white uniform, looked in.
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There is an eclamptic coming in from East Boston, sent in by

her family doctor in the police ambulance/ she said.
4He says

that she has had five convulsions.’

The resident looked at the visiting man and asked him if he

should call the junior staff member on duty.

For a moment he did not reply. He had just been thinking
that a warm bed and a long morning sleep, with no patients to

see until the afternoon, would be the most desirable thing in

the world.

*No/ he replied. ‘I’ll wait and look at her when she comes in

and start treatment. You can ask him to carry on when he

makes the visit this morning.’

After the resident had left the room the visiting man stood up

and lowered the window slightly to let in some fresh air. The

snowfall had stopped, leaving the roof and cupola of the Latin

School covered. In the distance the red aeroplane beacon on the

Custom House Tower was still flashing intermittently; and be-

hind a level bank of lavender clouds the sun was rising, already

gilding the roofs of the downtown buildings, whose sides— a

grayish-blue as seen against the light— showed yet no traces of

windows. What painter, he wondered, could have caught those

colors? Whistler was always best on a foggy evening, but Turner

could have done it superbly. Here the plasticity of oil was not

needed; water-color alone could interpret the translucence and

vibrant quality of this particular gold, lavender, and blue.

Turner’s picture most likely would be more vivid than this

scene, but it would possess a lasting beauty; on the other hand,

in a few minutes what he now saw would be gone. There was

much in the world to delight the eye: the many shapes of clouds,

the young leaves of willows in the early spring, the shadows of

foliage on white walls, and stone fences and lilac bushes along

the shaded country roads. But he had learned to take these

pleasures in secret, for more than once when he had pointed out

to some friend a bit of form or color that had charmed him, he
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had met with the same polite apathy that would have greeted

him had he shown sufficiently bad taste to recount an exploit

of one of his own children. The world, he thought, was for the

most part fair to the eye; and when the time came to leave it,

its fairness would make departure more bitter. Mrs. MacDonald

was lucky to be alive this morning; probably she would live

much longer than he, for she was young and he was middle-aged.

Already a few automobiles had made new tracks in the snow

on Louis Pasteur Avenue, and the city was awakening, yawning,

stretching its arms, and rubbing its eyes. Why, he asked himself,

had he selected obstetrics as a specialty instead of general surgery

or internal medicine— or something easy like skin diseases?

Possibly because he had thought it would be exciting. Well, he

had had plenty of that last night. It was a dog’s life, with little

sleep and much anxiety. ‘Why,’ an earnest acquaintance— one

of those unsmiling, unpleasantly candid individuals who transfix

you with a penetrating eye— had once asked, ‘do you do ob-

stetrics? Childbirth is a normal process. Nothing ever goes

wrong. All you have to do is to sit around and wait for the baby

to come. Why not leave that to the midwives? You are a man

of fair intelligence, and you might have really amounted to

something in some other branch of medicine.’ There had been

times when he had almost agreed. How much more gratifying

to one’s self-esteem is the life of the surgeon, who, surrounded by

an acquiescent chorus of residents and house officers, adroitly

abstracts an appendix, exhibiting at times the privileged petu-

lance of a prima donna when a clumsy assistant gets in his way

or the scrub nurse hands him the wrong instrument. But for

color and showmanship the modern surgeon falls far behind the

legendary figures of the previous generation. Who today, for

instance, can like Maurice Richardson make a tiny incision,

whistle, and count upon the appendix appearing obediently in

the wound? Who has taken the place of the diminutive Stubby

Conant that peered with an elfin glance at the amphitheater audi-
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ence around a huge ovarian cyst, like a short and rotund Atlas

hiding behind his globe? Upon whom has fallen the mantle of

Frank Watson, whose habit it was to stand with his back to his

patient while he was popping out a prostate, and to end by flipping

it over his shoulder and catching it neatly on his other hand?

And where are the Shattucks, the Fitzes, and the Searses, who

made accurate diagnoses by histories, physical examinations,

and God-given common sense? Today the medical wards are

like the court of Nebuchadnezzar; for the magicians, and the

astrologers, and the sorcerers, and the Chaldeans are summoned

from the laboratories, the psychiatric service, the X-ray depart-

ment, and the other secret and remote fastnesses of the hospital

that they may perform their mysterious rites and work their

incantations.

Possibly, he concluded, I am happier in my own simple sur-

roundings. All last night I had nothing to do but to care for one

patient; no part to play, no role to fill, and no audience but a

few tired medical students; in one sense it was peaceful. The

hospital staff was superb, it functioned as smoothly as it always

does— for emergencies may occur in obstetrics when they are

least expected— there was no tumult; there were no false moves,

no mistakes. Before I go, I must tell the resident and the head

nurse how much I appreciate it. I am glad that I decided to

operate on Mrs. MacDonald, otherwise she would not be alive

this morning; and now, when the time comes, she can go home

to her children and her husband, which is no small thing. It

would have been a bitter disappointment if I had lost her. ‘If

after the manner of men I have fought with beasts at Ephesus,

what advantageth it me if the dead arise not?’

THE END






